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Preface

Early in 1980 the National Science Foundation (NSF) asked the American
Association for the Advancement of/Science (AAAS), through its Commit-
tee on Science, Engineering and Public Policy (COSEPP), to proviede it
with assistance in the preparation of the second "Five Year Outlook for
Science and Technology." The Outlook, mandated by Congress in the Na-
tional Science and Technology Policy, Organization and Priorities Act of
1976 (P.L. 94-282), is intended, in part, to identify and describe national
problems in whicncientific and technological considerations are of maior
significance and which warrant special attention by policymakers during the,
next five years. It is also intended.to suggest opportunities forand con-
straints onusing scientific and technological 'capabilities to, contribute to
the resolution of these problems and to achieve other national\goals.

The AAAS Five Year Outlook Project wai designed to addressthese pub-
lic policy elements of the second Outlook. 'An ad hoc committee, consti-

inted as a subcommittee of COSEP,P, served as an advisory body. to the
project. A list Of its members appears at the front of this volume; the full
COSEPP.membership list appears in Appendix B.

The first task of the Advisory Committee was to identify the issues to be
treated in the project. For this purpose, the committee employed a compila-
tion of potentially relevant issues and issue-clusters developed by the AAAS
staff on the basis of issues lists obtainea from the Congressional Research-
Service, the House Committee on Science and Technology, the Offtce of
TechnolOgy Assessment, the Office of,Science and Technology Policy, anii
the AAAS itdf, as-well as other sources, such as the New York Times
Index. The committee_reviewed the staff compilation and supplemented ic
with a number of its own suggestions. It then used a set of criteria developed
by the staff to evaluate the issues and select those that would be treated in
the project. The criteria included:

Imptrtance of the issue7o the mai interest er priorkffor is-
sues with greater overall impact on the future of the nation and rela-
tion to closely held values of the American yeople);

xi



Prefdce'

Time-sensilivity (not just immediacy, but concern for long-range
consequences if no action is taken during the next five years);

InvOlvement of science and technolegy (centrality of their role in the

isspe an ssociafed problems or in possible solutions);

Breadthf Jnd relation to other issues (definition in a sufficiently
bro d manner so that the papers could be reviewed and discussed
joitty and so 'each would help illuminate the others);

Adequacy of existing institutions to deal with the issul, (higher prior-

ity to issues for whiCh existing institutional arrangements are inade-.
quate);,

Contentiousness (preference to issues around which there is-substan-
tial confusion or misunderstanding);

,

Novelty (less iiriority for issues that have received extensive attention
recently, especially in the first Outlook).

The Advisory, Committee identified two sets of issues one set centering

primarily on, a domestic theme, .the other on an international theme. For

each of the issues, an individUal with a solid command of both the academic

literature and the policy environment was cominissioned to prepare a paper

defining the issue, describing what is known about it, including the best
available projections of how the issue is likely to develop over the next
several decades, and focusing on the policy implications for U.S. science

.atid.tichnology during.the next five-years.
; In order to prolde for a careful peer review of each of the papers, as well

at to explde the inferrelations among the paper topics and to address the
larger context within,which the topits are embedded, 'AAAS convened two

workshopst one organized around the domestic theme "Applying Science

and-c:Technology to Puhlic Purposes," -the other atound the 'international

theme "Toward Peaceful Change: Science, Technology and International

Security."
The Public Purposes workshop was held 10-12 Decembei 1980 in Hilton

Head, South Carolina. Thirty-five people attended and drafts of four of the

papers from Part 1 of this volume (Chapters 2-5) were presented. The Inter- \
national Security workshop was held 11-13 November 1980in St. Michaels,

Maryland, and was attended by 34 geople. First drafts of five of the papers

that appear in Part 2 of this report (Chapters 1-11) were presented at:this
workshop. NaMes of workshop participants may be foluld in Appendix A

at the end' of this volume.
;1

The participants at each workshop consti4ited a diverse group of experts

in various SQect s of science, technology and public policy. Each paiticipdnt

, 1 3



Preface xiii

was qualified to serve as a technical reviewer for at least one of the commis-
sioned papers. Participants were selected to represent a range of policy per-
spectives, disciplines, backgrounds apd institutional affiliations. They were
drawn from universities, government agencies, industrial *firms and non .
profit organizations and included demographers, computer and informa-
tion scientists, geologists, economists, ,microbiologists, agronomists and
persons from a host of other fields.

Drkts of the papers were sent to the participants in advance of each
workshop, and each participant brought to the workshop a written review
of the paper closest to his or her area of special expertise. The first part of
each worjscs_hlp was devoted to imensive small-group sessions in which the
reviewers met with the authors to discuss their comments and to provide the-
authors with suggestions for revision. Subsequent workshop sessions, both,
small group and plenary, were devoted to exploration of interrelationships
among the papers and to discussion of broader questions surrounding the

paper topics.
To capture the outcome of the workshop deliberations, an additional

papera "s9nthesis essay" was commissioned for each workshop. The task

assigned to the authors of these synthesis essays was to attend the work-
shop, to digest the key elements of the papers presented there, as well as the

essence of The discussions that took place, and to prepare a paper that ad-
dressed the workshop theme and could serve in lieu of formal workshop pro-

ceed e synthpsis essays were conceived as papers that, ideally, would

be vie .y-the aulsors of Ile workshop papers and by the workshop par-
ticipants as incorporating and fairly representing their papers and delibera-

tions. At the same lime, the synthesis authors were expected to draw upoii
their own knowledge and expertise to provide overall structure, organiza-
tion and thematic unity that would go well beyond simple reportage.

Revised drafts of the papers presented at the workshops, plus drafts of
the synthesis essays, were sent to participants for an additional round of re-

View several weeks after each workshop. Reviews were also solicited from a
variety of other individuals who had not attended the workshops. The final
products, as presented in this report, have benefited from the reviegs and
workshop discussions. Nevertheless, it should be pointed Out that they re-
main indbridual statements. No attempt was made to force consensus
among the workshop participants, and many participants, no doubt, dis-
agree with interpretations and policy positionst&ntained in the papers. Simi-
larly, the Advisory Committee and the AAAS, while seeking to assure that the
papers'and workshops were soundly based and of the highest quality, pre-

sent them here in-order to call atiention to and help illuminate discussion of
what they regard as vital issuesnot to advocate parficular points of view.

Numerous individuals contributed to this project and deserve credit for
its accomplishments. We can only begin to'list them. First we must note the

1 'I



tv Preface

central role of the Advisory Committee. Its distinguished members were ex-
tremely conscientious in fulfilling their responsibilities, contributed innu-
merable ideas, and provided thOughtful guidance throughout the course of
the project. We are all deeply in their debt. ;44

Most evident in this report,. ot course, are the contributions of the
..uthors both the authors of the original workshop papers and the authors

of the synthesis essays. These capable and dedicated individuals labored
under extremely tight deadlines, met them, subjected themselves and the
products of their labors to intense 'scrutiny by groups of their peers and
$:heerfully maintained both their equilibrium and a commitment to the proj-
ect throughout. Less evident, perhaps, but no less important' in the end,
were the efforts of the workshop`participants, who gave generously of their
time and energy to review successiv e drafts of the papers, to discuss their re-
views with the authors and, in a sometimes difficult intellectual exercise, to
search for the broader themes linking the papers to one another. All of these
individuals, as well as the numerous outside reviewers who provided mail
reviews of the papers, have our Sincere gratitude.

Thanks are due also to William A. Blaiwied and Alan Leshner of the NSF
Office of Special Projects, and to Williar&-P. Carey, J. Thomasaatchford
and William G. Wells, Jr., of the AAAS, all of whom had oversight respon-
sibility fc the project in one sense or another, for their support and guid-
ance, as l as for helping to provide a strong sense of purpose and a com-
mitment to quality in the overall enterprise.

Among those who, in one phase or another, lent their hands, hearts and
minds to the project, and to whom we are grateful, are: Andrew Tolmach,
summer intern at AAAS, who helped develop the list of candidate issues
and seleetion criteria and helped define the paper, topics; Ann Becker and
Vicki Killian of Ann Becker and Associates, who guided the development
and implementation of the workshop process; Carrie McKee, who edited
the final manuscript; Joellen Fritsche and Marlene Povich, who helped de-
sign and typed the report; Ginger Payne Keller, who lent her secretarial and
administrative skills to the project at several critical points, and Jeanne E.
Remington of Westv iew Press, who ably handled the transformation of the
report into a book. A special note of thanks must go to Jill Pace Weinberg,
whose title of project-secretary/administrative assistant barely begins to
suggest the extent of her contributions.

We feel confident that we speak for all, of these contributors and the
many others from %those advice and assistance we benefited in expressing
the sincere hope that this effort will bear fruit inimproving our understand-
ing of and ability to handle public policy issues involving science and
technology.

Albert H. Teich
Ray Thornton



\ Observations:
Racingqhe Time Constants

,

William D. Carey

...

. If we have learned anything at all about the uses of science and technol-
ogy in the postwar years, it is that they have an unmistakable influence on
contemporary trepd; and outcomes. They have helped to make the world
smaller, spatially, and larger, numerically. They have multiplied our choices
and scaled 'up our risks. They have put men into space and opened a new
arena for warfare. They have illuminated man's beginnings and shaken age-
old postulates about his worth and destiny. They have unlocked material
abundance and laid new burdens oil irreplaceable resources. They have ex-
panded man's potential and dramatized his limits. They have advanced clar-
ity and magnified uncertainty. They have penetrated the deepest reaches of

"knowledge and held a world hostage on the 'edge of crisis.
,

We have no reasons to suppose tliat science and technology will abate
their influences upon trends and outcomes and many reasons to expect that
they will continue to shape society's choices and dilemmas. What is unprof-
itable is to try to outguess the rate of advancing knowledge and the forms
and effects of its applications through tgchnology. But it is a very different
matter to recognize and array the emergent national and global issues con- '''''

fronting the United States and to explore with care the contributions that
science and technology could make in managing such issues. What this re-
port for the National Science Foundation seeks to do is to bring to the fore,
for Congress and the concerned public, issues of high policy saliency where
time isnot on our side and where the invOlVement of scienOnd technology
is large and growing.

Left to themselves and to a business-as-usual system of decision making,
science and technology will novextricate us.from the trouble that is brewing.
How science and technology are 41eployed, toward which goals and at what
rates of effort, all depend under our system upon the behavior and the qual-

William D. Carey is the executive director of the American Association for the Advancement of
Science, Washington, D.C. ...
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2 William D. Carey

ity of the nation's policy Spparatus and, to be sure, on the public consensus
that legitimizes decision making. In each of the issue-areas with which this
report deals, both time and information are central to deciding how the na-
tion's policies are to be positioned and carried out. When leacrtime is wasted
it cannot be recovered. If information is sp shallow 'that policy routes can-
not be laid out with confidence, inaction'and confusion take the place of
resolution. We cannot, look to science and technology to dictate policy
routes, but we require a broad and deep scientific and technological base
upon which to construct and adapt our policy actions. The measure of that
base is not represented by the money spent publicly ,and privately upon re-
searchand development but in the appropriateness and the yield of these in-
vestments relative to the agenda of salient problems that we face. It is in this
sense that policy for science and technology interbreeds with economic, do-
mestic, national security and foreign policies. .

The 11 papers that comprise the AAAS contribution to the Five Year
Outlook do not begin to resemble a definitive catalog of the issues that will
trouble U.S. scientific, technological and public policy over the next five
years. But the papers do address representative issites of policy, and collec-
tively they hav e the striking effect of revealing institutional gaps in our na-
tional policy machinery telative to dealing with the time constants that A're
present in varying degrees in the mix of issues.

It is possible to read the report from cover to cover, swimming through
the troubled waters sketched by very competent authors, and finally put it
down with i sense of an overwhelming agenda. It is possible also to pick
thtcl choose antondthe issues, arraying some in an eclectic structure of prior-
ity, although the AAAS itself has not presumed to rank them. But if the re-
port as a whole has objective validity, it should drive us to ask whether our
national policy machinery is up to the job of recognizin4 and dealing with
the strategid choices, that will be required to bring science and technology's
weight to bear, effectively and in time, on the management of these issues.
One's basis of confidence, on this score, is very low. The meanings of an
ercise in projecting salient policy issues over a five:year period lie in ques-
tioning society's institutional capacities to formulate and manage multisec-
toral strategies aimed toward modifying or altering future outcomes of
near-term issues. For a pluralistic society, the institutions favored by com-
mand economies are not available. Straight-line policymaking does not fit
our constitutional practice. A middle road, on whiclian informed political
consensus is harnessed to decision making, and is driven by a recognition of
time constants, is the. evident choice.

It might be objected that such counsels veer toward imagining the impos-
sible. Yet, we are now witnessing something that not long ago would have
seemed unimaginable, as the government's budgetary, monetary, regulatory

1 '1
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and tax 'strategies interact with the nwchanisms of the market eco omy in
designing and pursuing integrated goals for the nation's political ec nomy.
If rationalizing the nation's econoqiic agenda is within our institutional ca-
pacity, other problems requiring rationalizing may not be out of reach. The
lesson could well be that complex public issues, not excluding those in-
volving the timely and effective uses of science and technology, are more
likely to respond to coherent "process" management than to pretentious or-
ganizational inventions. t

Such process innovations are not self-generating, especially in the case of
issues thaVare not built a's close to the ground as the state of the domestic
economy. With few exceptions, the issues treated in this report are in differ-
ential stagesof development and calibration. What they have in common,
however, is the perceived time constant, which is'one thing in the case of
population growth and something else (highly uncertain) in the case of,ma-
terials and energy resource depletion. The makeup of "process" manage-
ment is not likely to be uniform in dealing with the horizon of issues that we
have treated in these papers. From one issue to another, the process would
call for different inputs of public policy, long-term corporate strategy, in-
centives and disincentives,,collaborative R&D and upgraded policy research
including the social and eponomic sciences.

Spheres of responsibility will also look different from issue to iisue, and
it is not the thesis of this report that all responsibility converges on govern-
ment and its institutions. Some eesponsibility does, however.. The national
interest is high across the whole array of issues, including those beyond the
reach of the United States alone. Because none of the issue's is unaffected by
government's actions and failures of action, the very minimum responsibil-

sity of government iS to organize itself in the best sense of "the national secu-
rity" to ,keep lively surveillance over the deMopment of issue areas and to
see tb it that net assessments are made frequently and assimilated by the
Congress and the planning arms of bqr national security and domestic pol-
icy machinery.

A
The residual concern that arises from a study of this kind is not trivial. It

is that the problems are outPacing the quality and intensity of our re-
sponses,, and by,widening mafgins.Jhe potentials of science and technology
are not being pressed, much less strained, to meet the national interest.'As
the lead times shorten, driven by the time constants, risk and vulnerability
increase. In the prophetic phrase of Thomas Wolfe, a wind' is rising and the
rivers flow. , it
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Applying Science and Technology
to Public Purposes: A SYnthesis

A

Introduction

We live in an era of continuing scientific advance and technological
change,' -This statement, a truism since p`erhaps the sixteenth century, use-
fully orients us to the sonrce of our present concerns. Not one but many
scientific and technological revolutions go on around us eery day; for ex-
ample, reVolutions in consumer electronics, information and communica-
tions technologies and molecular biology all of which are discussed in the
papers in this volume. The scope an,d rate of change severely strain theca-
pacity of existing econOmic, sociakand Political institutions to respond.
"Whirl is king," as Aristophanes wrote, "haVing deposed Zeus."

Not surprisingly, therange and complexity of scientific and technological
change are such that all contemporary societies, indu§trialized or develop-
ing, grapple with the effects of such change through.their (national govern-
ments. Few, if any, scientific and technological issues ureof TO concern to
political leaders and instithtions, and few, if any, politibal issues of moment
lack scientific.or technological importance.

Quite obviously, in the next five years, in the five years:aftsthat, and for
the foreseeable futufrthe United States 'will confront a nuifiber pf policy
issues that derive in large measure from scientific or technological develop-
ments. These are policy issues, moreover, because they have penetrated the
social, economic and political fabric of our lives. They constitute an amal-,
gam of accepted scientific and technologicaljcnowlecrge, scientific and tech-,
nological uncertainty and conflicting political and economic values. And
they require collective action ,to manage if not to resolve.

/

Richard A. Regig

Richard A. Rettig is chairman, Department of Social Sciences, Illinois Institute of Technology,
Chicago, III.
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It might be assumed that nearly four decades after World War 11 (the his-
toric w atershed of goNernment invoh, ement with, the scientific and tech-
nological establishments of this country) the management of the scien-
tific-technological enterprise would have become second nature to us. The
goNernment's annual in'Nestment in research and develoPment, for instance,
has grown steadily from $1.2 billion in 1950 to $33.5 billion in fiscal 1980.
In addition to direct federal expenditures for research and 'development
(R&D), of couese, the private sector of the economy invests comparable
funds in. R&D, an estimated $29.5 billion, for example, in 198Q.

Indeed, there Was a period in the early 1960s when optimism about the
rate and direction of scientific and technological advance, confidence about
our national capacity to manage such advance and belief in the benign ef-
fe.cts of the fruits of science and technology were at an all-time high. Since
then, howeNer, we as a nation have experienced great difficulties in man-
aging the technological enterprise, especially in bringing science and tech-
nology to bear on economic 15)roductivity, comparative advantage in inter:
national trade and innovation. We have also debated, vociferously at first
but with increasing sophistication more recently, the undesirable effects of

'technological achance; indeed, the potential benefits of scientific advance
have eN, en been called_into question. The optimism of the early 1960s yielded
to pessimism in the late 1960s and early 1970s. Today, one hopes, the nation
is moNing.bey ond simple assumptions about the scientific-technological sys-
tem tor a more realistic view of its capabilities and limits and to a construc-

, ti e recommitment to ,the use of science and technology for the common
good.

The, following four papers address in different ways certain of these pol-
icy issues. They do n so exhaustively; rather, they focus selectively on
critical aspect t ese policy issues. The scope of these papers is limited
mainly to the domestic United States, but not entirely so. Issues tif Mem-

* tional trade, the internationat nature of environmental pollution and the in-
ternational character of science itself make it impossible to limit our atten-
tion exclusively ,So the prciblems of the domestic United States. Nor, as
Eugene Skolnikofruaper argues in the second part of this volume, is it de-
sirable to restrict it in that way.

SeNeral major themes serve to organize this introductory overview essay.
First, a policy issue of continuing high-level interest for the past decade
that of encouradng scientific and technological innovation. This issue
knows no.partisA sponsorship, only perhaps that matters of tone and em-
phasis may differ from one administration to anOther.

The second major theme is the need to cope on a continuing basis with the
) effects of the scientific and technological revolutions that are interlaced
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with our daily lives. Policy concerns begin with the aforementioned need to
encourage innovations of this kind; the reach across all efforts to mitigate
the adverse social, politicaltand gconomic, effects of such advance.

Closely' related to the second theme is the third, namely, the need to se-
cure a livable world by managing the waste or effluent of an industrial soci-
ety. The distinction between the two is that the latter is not primarily.con-
cerned with scientific and technological innovation as tlie immediate source
of the problem of health, safety and environment, but with all the sources
of risk in the society.

Finally, an underlying theme of the papers, and the conference where
they were discussed, is that scientific and technological advance has posed
deep, perhaps unanswerable, challenges to our established political values,
insit dons and processes. This last theme is perhaps the most disquieting
becau e few have any cleat vision about how to restore existing institutions
to a satisfactory level of performance. But diagnosis must precede prescrip-
tion, and recognition of the PrOBlem is thus a constructive step forward.

Encouraging Scientific and Technological Innovation

The lagging productivity of the U.S. economy is a policy issue of gre*
contempOrary impSrtance.2 GrOvAh in productivity increased at an average
annual rale of 2.4 percent from 1948 to 1973, but from 1973 to 1978 it was
estimated to have grown at ,less than 1 percent.'" The 1981 report .of the
Council of Economic Advisers devoted considerable attention to this pro-

. ductivity decline, enumerating aS causal factfs the effects of4government
rejulation, increges in energy prices, declines in the rate of growth of capif
tal relative to laboi and decreases in spending on research and devel-
opment.4

Edward Denison has suggested that the main source of decline is found in
t

a set of determinants called "advances in knowledge."' This set includes
technological knowledge of physical properties and how to make, com-
bine and use physical things as well as managerialknowledge of business
organization and management techniques in the broadest sense. Denison
lumps the "advances of knowledge" determinants together with a set of mis-
cellaneous ones (the effects of government taxation and regulation, the rise
in energy prices, the shift away from manufacturing to services and chang-
ing attitudes to work) in a "residual" category comprising those least easily
measurable determinants of productivity. Commenting on what happened
since 1973, he says, "It, is possible, even probable, that everything went
wrong at once among the determinants that affect the residual series." In
short, no single factor adequately explains the productivity decline.

Pr-
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In general, there exists a belief that declining R&D investments have con-

tributed to declining'productivity and that jncreased R&D spending lias the

potential for contributing to increased productivity. Considerable discus-

sion exists about measuring these relationships, however, as well as about
the appropriate policy instruments for influencing .the situation. Some
would respond by increasing federal ftmds for R&D; others favor changing

the tax laws to encourage R&D expenditures by private firms.

The policy debate about the relations between research and develbpnlent,
innovation and productivity will occupy an important place gn die public
agenda during the next five years. Policy rervdies predictably will address
themselves to the aggregate, or macro-economic, level. In this volume, how-

ever, the paper by William Abernathy and Richard Rosenbloom stands in
sharp contrast to this aggregateilevel policy discussion, focusing in a pro-
vocative and instructive way on the issue of manarrial knowledge among

the leaders of U.S. industry.
The point of departure for Abernathy and Rosenbloom is the decline of

productivity and innovativeness of U.S.' industry. Notewathy about their
argument is that they are not primarily conceried with factors external to
private firms that might be causing this'clecline, like inflation, high rates of

taxation and government regulation, factors that would inctease theicosts

of production for U.S. firms relative to foreign competitors. Ekther, lhey

are troubled by the institutional climate for industrial.innovaton in U.S.
firms, by the attitudes and practices of U.S. managers.

Abernathy and Rosenbloom argue that the attention of U.S. Managers

has been diverted from long-term technological change toward short-term
adaptation to existing product markets. They observe that the analytic de-
tachment that characterizes suck managers is rooted in the financial (and
sometimes legal) Pathway to corporate leadership, detachment that con-

trasts with entrepreneurial leadership that derives from "hands on" experi-

ence with.the R&D, new product, production and marketing activities 4f the
firm. Contemporary managers, they argue, display a preference for s ort-
tear' cost reduction rather than long-term technological investment. T se
managers are market oriented but in a particularly narrow way. They rely
Mayfly upon market research and its ability to reveal consumer preferences,
rather than depenclupon the introduction of a new product to tap latent
preferences and upon an educational campaign for altering those prefer-

ences.
Corporate growth and diversification; moreover, often result from the

acquisition of companies not closely related to the firm's historic products.
Rather, they are guided by the portfolio theory of financial risk manage-
ment that results in a corporate strategy of spreading the risk atnong a num-
ber of diverse enterprises in a complex firm.

23 ,
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To illustrate the consequences of these changed attitudes and pradices of
U.S. managers, Abernathy and Rosenbloom present a case study of the
consumer electronics industry. Several features are noteworthy about this
case. Fint, the consumer electronics industry, as Abernathy and Rosen-
bloom note, is no't heavily regulated by the government, neither by tradi-
tional forms of economic regulation nor ty more recent health, safety and
environmental regulation. Thus, the case forces a search for a different ex-
planation of the loiS of U.S. market position. Second, this high-technology
product area was-one in which U.S. firms, two decades ago, held dominant
and undisputed leadership; so the case reflects a loss of market position that
has resulted from head-to-head competition with the Japanese. Thira,
Japanese success lay in the ability of Japanese firms to foresee the applica-
tion of a high-technology field--- electronics to a large Ansumer product
market and-a corporate willingness to pursue 'a strategy tO develop tliat
market. That strategy involved a long time-horizon for maturation of re-
sults, including' a corollary willingness to make and learn from one's mis-

, takes. .

The argument is not entirely persuasive. The main hypothesis that the at-
titudes and practices of U.S corporate managers have coittributed to the de-
cline of U.S. international competitiveness is bttsed on the single case of the
consumer electronics industry. Thus, it cannot be automatically extended to
even the entire electronics industry or to other industrial sectors. The valid-
ity of the argument undoubtedly varies across industries. Second, some will
regard the case study data as more anecdotal than systematic in character.

_Notwithstanding such criticisms, Abernathy and Rosenbloom have chal-
lenged the conventional wisdom on the central issue of declining productiv-
ity and the loss of the U.S. competitive international position. The impor-
tant contribution of the paper, and of the Hayes and Abernathy article that
preceded it,6 is that it points to the structural problem of managerial attk
tudés and practices as being a major factor contributing to the loss by U.S.
firms of technological competitiveness. This issue needs to be widely de-
bated and nowhere more vigo jusly than in industry itself. The v,alue of the
paper has to be weighed as a contribution to the debate about causal mecha-
nisms of and policy implications 6- the industrial productivity debate.

Scattered evidence exists that such a debate is beginning. A January 1981
story in the New York Times notes that "planning with more distant hori-
zons has become a familiar theme among major American businesses, espe-
cially those competing in global markets where foreign competitors, partic-
ularly Japanese trading companies, have used the technique to achieve big
gains in market share."' The account describes a shift in several U.S. firms
zo greater long-term strategic objectives; a grouping of enterprises within
firms according to the appropriate, but differentiated, long-term objectives;

'
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arid a linking of corporate salaries more directly to the fulfillment of long-

' teem strategic objectives. ,
.

i..... The Japanese themselves are participging in this debate. Recently;Akio
Morita, who built the Sony Corporation into a worldwide,success, pointed

- to several factors that give Japanese firms an advantage over U.S. firms.'
These factors ,inclucle better long-term planning, bonus payments to-em-
ployees rather' than executives and company-oriented rather than skill-
centered executive careers. . , P

A different manifestation of theslebate, perhai5s moredirectly supportive
of Abernathy and Rosenbloom, is a recent Harvard Business Review article

about the linfits of "return-on-inVestment" (ROI) analytic lechniques for.the
evaluation of the value of research to a corpOration.9 Mechlin and Berg ar- -

gue that ROI techniques, when applied to research, fail to value research
appropriately. Reasons include: (I)'a temporal mismatch between the de-
mands for immediate results and the "natural pace of innovation," (2)., the

unpredictability of results of research and the inability of ROI to as.sess the

, value of negative results and (3) the imprecision 'of mdsurement when -the
results of research 'pay benefit many divisions of a company: The problems

with ROI are exaarbated in cases where a central research organization ex-

ists for the entire corporation: intrafirm technology transfer is not ade-
quately valued; nor is the effective use of slack reSources of facilaies and
personnel; nor the overhead value of a consumer'service function.or a per-
sonnel recruitment agency. The authors urge supplementing ROI analyses

with periodic reviews; mixed project selection*, some by product managers

and some by research laboratoty personnel; calculation of ROI of research
throughout a product's life' cycle; observation of growth in the arm's rele-
vant product line; and analysis of ROI flowing from self-developed prod-
ucts. In short, the article urges sensitivity to the implications of financial
analysis for the research investment and corrective actions that shift away
from a short-term emphasis to longer time-horizons. The debate appears tp

have begun.
Ayhat are the policy implications of the Abernathy and Rosenbloom argu-

ment? First, they address themselves to a pro lem rooted in the attitudes
and practicesOf corporate managers and thus t an audience of U.S. corpo-

rate leaders. Reform of the behaviors they criticize must come from corpo-

rate leaders, not from U.S. government officials. Refreshingly, in contrast
,

to the instinctive tendency of many analysts and commentators, they do not

turn to the federal government for help.
Second, U.S. firms, in concert with the U.S. government, may need to

become more aggressive in seeking long-term international markets. In par--
ticular, Abernathy and Rosenbloom iniplicitly suggest the need for develop-

ing greater access to the Japanese domestic markets.
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.
Third, two successive .years of-double-digit inflation remind us of the

present eonomic context within which managerial behavior /occurs. The
1981 report of the Cbuncil of Economic Advise6 noted thatAnflation has
risen from an underlying rate of about 1 percent in the first half of the 1960s
to apresent level of 9, 011 10 percent. More ominously, the three major epi-
sodes of increase have eacti begun "wit4 a sharp increase in the underlying
rate and ended with the rate falling only part way/to its original level."0 So
each successive inflationarY period has started from a higher underlying rate
than its predecessor.

This historical development of the underlying rate of inflation means that
tivery strenuous'effort will be required to significantly decrease.the underly-. ing rate. FUrthermore, as long as the rate remains high, U.S. managers of
whatever stripe will find few incentives to invest heavily in long-term R&D
for the purpose of reestablishing technological leadership in particular indus7
trks,and markets."-The need to 'control inflation is imperative.

Finally, concern for inflation relates closely to kegislation to change the
tax Ireatment of R&D. Such legislation, now being considered by Congress,
would increase the incentives lot investing in, R&D with a long time to pay-
off. Public policies at this level could reinforce reform tendencies within
U. . management in a constructive way.

wo issues are, raised_ beyond immediate policy concerns' by the Aber-
and Rosenbloom argument. In recent years, the.educational require-

ment for corporate success has been the Master of Business Adininistration
(M.B.A.) degree. Implicit, the authors (both profeSsors at the Harvard
Business School) are suggesting that the underpinnings of graduate business
education tieed to be reevaluated. This implication deserves further articulg-

) tion and discussion.
A second avenue of discussion opened by the paper .peitains to the diffu-

sion into the public sector of attitudes and practices similar to those' de-
plored by Abernathy and Rosenbloom in the private sector, We may be wit-
nessing a general weakening of commitment by the federal government and
federal R&D managers to invest in long-term, high-risk, but potentially

- high-benefit scientific and engineering research. If this is occurring in paral-
lel toe similar development within the private sector, then the long-term im-
plications foe the natipn may be quite serious. Is there any evidence to sug-
gest that such a development has been occurring?

Although evidence may be too strong a term, there certainly are signs that
a long-term shift has been occurring in federal R&D management. Al:
though the Mansfield amendment of 1969, restricting defense research to
projects of direct military relevance, was on the statute books for only one
year; many believe that it continues in force today." Perhaps it is time to
symbolically "repeal" this amendment by asserting that all federal R&D
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agencies have. a responsibility to invest in R&D that is broadloippropriate

to thek mission; not just to that which is narrowly pertinent to specific op-

eratiai: capabilities .
.The analog in the public sector of the ascendanty of financial and legal

professionals to corporate leadeithip is tht growing number of-analysts
economists, M.B.A.gs and others in the 'federal government. The
general effect of such analysts on R&D is .toward shortened time-horizons

and sharper emphasis on payoff, a bias against long-term R&D' investments.

Stronger pressures for payoffs from federal R&D have 'led in some in-

stances to a misdirected concern for Commercialization of R&D results. Bet-

' ter that the government should invest in building the sCientific and techno-

logical foundations through long-term R&D than that it should try to pick

commercial wiiers.
In university esearch, scientific equipment is becoming obsolete to an

ever-increasing degree." Moreov.er, academic researchers today devote a
substantially larger portion of their time to administrative matters rather

than to research. The effects of these trends can- only be pernicioui over

time.
Three general points deserve statement in concluding this section. First,

none of the above factors affecting.federal R&p,awhen taken alone, is that

consequential. It is die constellation of factors that is significant and the
fact that they all move in the samedirection. Second, the severity of the

problem is not measured on a year-to-year basis, since this year looks very

similar to last. But over 5 or 10 years, we see not continuity but discontinu-

ity, a movett4nt away from a commitment to long-term public R&D invest-

ments.
Finally, we may be losing sight of the rationale for supporting public

R&124 The rationale is that public investment is needed because of an inher-

ent tendency of private firms to underinvest in the generation of the external

benefits of R&D, especially at the researcharid foundation technology end

of the spectrum.' 4 At a time when private R&D investments are increasingly

constrained to short-term payoff projects, it would be quite unwise for
pubiic R&D to offer nothing but a mirror image of that phenomenon.

p

Managing the Effeits of Innovation

Although the neettto encourage scientific'and technological innovation in

'the U.S. economy is keenly felt, it is also the case that several scientific and

technological revolutions are currently going on before our eyes. One area

of continuing scientific and technological innovatiszn, -now a quarter of a

centurk, old, is that of information and communications technology.

Another, far less developed at present in its applications, is that of molecu-

2
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lar biology, but prospectively no less sweeping in its potential impact on
medicine, agriculture and industry.

'Donald Hillman, in "Decision-Making with Modern Information and
Communications Technology: Opportunities and Constraints," correctly
observes that our society is on the threshold of an Information Age. He pro-
vides an overNiew of i)ie technical change occurring in the technologies of
information and cominunications. This change, driven by the dontinuing
evolution in solid-state electronics, is difficult to comprehend becau§e of its
rapid rate, because of the merging of the two.technologies of information
processingand communications and because its.manifestations are so wide-
spread and pervasive throuihout all aspects of dairy:life. The oflice, the fac-
tory, the commercial establishment and even the home are being changed by
this revolution.

Numerous major policy problems are raised by the impact of the infor-
thation and communications revolution. The stnicture of the telecommuni-
cations and information industries is being reshaped; the question of indivi-
dual privacy becomes more pressing; the 'management of resource data
banks requires attention, as does the availability international telecom-
munications and information resources. The formu n o c policy
under such circumstances is an exceedingly difficult en eavor. Technical
changes reducing costs and extending performance impinge forcefullyon so
many diverse policy areds, testing existing institutional and legal arrange-
ments in each, that it is difficult to imagine coordination at the federal
government level by either Congress, the Executive Branch or the indepen-
dent regulatory agencies. Furthermore, the application of change is so te-
centralizedko pervasive, that federal policy formulatiOn is complicated by
this fact as well. The challenge in policy terms is to.deal sequentially and in-
crementally with each new policy issue in ways that.balance a concern for
reaping the tienefits of technical change, mitigatingits adverse effects, and
establishing a flexible framework within which the intelligent guidance of
change can occur: .

Charles Weiner writes about another revolution, the emergencefroni sus-
tained research in molecular biology of the gene-splicing techniques of re-
combinant DNA. These techniques are now used to synthesize insulin, in-
terferon and other proteins, such as industrially important enzymes; they
also open the possibility of producing nitrogen-fixing feed grains. Strong
scientific advance in molecular biology has been underway for several
decades; the revolutionary applications of this body of scientific research
are only now beginning. .

Yet the recombinant DNA research is stamped indelibly in political and
scientific minds as a threshold case in the relations of science to society.
Whether this will appear true a decade hence, of course, is not clear. But the

1
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case represents what Nelkin has described as the renegotiation of the bar-
gain ,betwee science and the polity, the bargain being unquestioning public

support for cience in exchange for a stream of beneficial science:based in-

novations."
Why recombinant- DNA is regarded as a threshold case warrants com-

ment. First, the prospective benefits are potentially so diverse, so significant

and, theoretically, so reachable. From medicine to agriculture to industrial.

processes to environmenial quality controls, a range of benefits is within
grasp because of the relatively simple, elegant techniques of recombinant

DNA. ,

Second, the potential benefits have been seen since the mid-1970s against

a background of apprehension about the risks of recombinant DNA re-
search. Weiner traces the concern for risk from the 1974 request by a group

of prominent molecular biologists to their fellow scientists asking them to
refrain voluntarily from performing certain experiments, to the 1975
Asilomar conference, to the Cambridge, Massachusetts, City Council
debate about local restrictions on research at Harvard and the Massachu-

setts Institute of Technology, to the Guidelines for Research Involving
Recombinant DNA Molecules, promulgated by the National Instities of
Health (NIH).

The NIH guidelines, Weiner notes, have been revised on three successive
occasions since first being issuepn 1976, each time becoming less restric-

tive. During the peak of public concern, legislation was proposed to extend
the guidelines to industrial laboratories; that legislation was not enacted nor

is it likely to be. Among most academic, government and industrial sci-
entists, a consensus exists today that the prospects of risky outcomes from
recombinant DNA research have been steadily reduced, irnot ruled out
entirely. It is this proved reduction in rislc-they_alue, that justifies the re-

laxation of NIH guidelines and (explains why restrictive legislation was

not enacted. As Weiner notes, however, a few scientists and members of
the public continue to express a residual concern for risk.

The third reason why the techniques of recombinant DNA are held in awe

by so many thoughtfuyndividuals is that they permit laboratory scientists
to manimpate the very constituents of human life itself. Whether one be-
lieves that man is the product of a long evolutionary process "thrown up
between ice ages by the same forces that rust iron and ripen corn," to use
Carl Becker's telicitous phraseor the foremost expression of divine crea-

tion, the prospect of a few sequestered scientists s'eeking to "improve" the

situation is sufficiently breathtaking to give us all pause. This concern, well

founded or not, is sufficiently genujne to be in itself a counsel of prudence

from society to thescientific community. Many bench scientists dispute the

validity of this awe aboutmanipulating the elements of human life, but that

it influences' public attitudes is incontrovertible.

! , .
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The fourth, and more immediate, concern raised by recombinant DNA
research is the challenge posed by rapid scientific advance to the social insti-
tutions of our time. In particular, what threats are posed to the integrity of
the university, to open communication among scientists, to a heietofore
largely self-regulated scientific community by the revolution in molecular
biology?

Several common concerns underlie these two papers by Hillman and
Weiner. First, the phenomenon of interest in each case is that of a powerful
scientific and technological tevolution..One case, the merging of informa-
tion and communications technologies, represents a maturing effort whose
effects are being felt across an incredibly wide array of applications. The
case of molecular biology, and mainly the use oflthe techniques of recombi-
nant DNA, is less developed; but we are on the threshold, in all likelihood,
of several decades of far-reaching applications. In a fundamental way,
moreover, each case is an instance of science-based technological change.
The empirical or craft tradition in technological change will undoubtedly re-
main important in the years ahead, but the truly revolutionary technological
change of the future will very likely be based upon major scientific advance.

SecOnd, we value such scientific ana technological change for the power it
displays in several different dimensions. Rapidly declininkcosts character-
ize solid-state electronics and are likely to typify the applications of recom-
binant DNA tecnniques., Greatly increasing capability is a corollary charac-
teristic. Breadth and diversity of application are yet another dimension of
change. The power of this teccmological advance is clear to all.

Third, tilis valued scientific and technological advance, encouraged by
various government policies, must nevertheless be regulated. There *no
longer exists an easy one-to-one correspondence in belief that automatically
equates scientific and technological advance with social, economic and po-
litical progress. In the 1980s, our national commitment to. scientific and
technological advance is tempered by the realization that adverse conse-
quences can result from the applications of such advance. This sober view is
not antithetical to science or technology in inspiration, but neither is it un-
critically accepting of a belief that science and technology produce unal-
,loyed social beneficence. Perhaps our current situation is more than a
mood, more than mere animus; perhaps it bespeaks a deeper understand-
ing of the relations between scierice, technology and society.

Securing a Livable World

During the 1970s, the regulatory reach of the federal government Ikas
greatly extended to new areas of economic and social life, especially for the
purpose of reducing health, safety and environmental risks. The signal of
wide public support for this development was Earth Day, on 22 April 1970.
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The signal of institutional development was the creation of the Environ-
mental Protection Agency in late 1970; other, new agencies included the Oc-
cupationanafety and Health Administraticin (and the National Institute

, for Occupational Safety and Health) and the Consumer Product Safety
Commission. Risk assessment emerged as the central analytic enterprise of

this new regulatory activity, informing both the development of general
policy and decision making about particular cases in dispute."

Several things. can be said about this emergence of risk assessment. First,

policy formulation and decision making in health, safety, and environmental

regulation have been permanently altered, and risk assessors have gained a

place at the policy table." Second, this alteration in the mix of participants

tri the policy arena has been facilitated, even required in some instances, by

a strong Itrend to centralize policy control in the federal government. Cen-

tralization has had two dimensions: (1) decisions previously made by the
private sector are now made jointly by th'e private and public sectors; and
(2) policies once left to the states have now become the responsibility of the
federal government. Third, although risk assessors are now policy partici-

pants, their assessments do not dominate policy formulation; most, if not
all, assessments are not conclusiVe and reveal unresolved issues of scientific

and technical uncertainty; add political decisions about the acceptable and
desirable`distribution of risks, costs and benefits are required.

In this context, William Lowrance succinctly,argues that the, problems

created for industry and government by risk-reduction regulation'stem as
much fr6m problems of socieial attitude and decision:making procedure as

from deficiencies of technical analysis and performance." He then suggests

severaltheuristic steps to improve,risk assessment and increase the likelihood

that s.ound public policy will be articulated.
Rather than evaluate Lowrance's argument here, we can first clarify the

social and political context in which it is written by asking several questions:

What is the relatiQnship between risk assessment and science and technol-

ogy? How does risk assessment go beyond the concerns of science and tech-

nology? What is the 'nature of the political problem confronting risk assess-

ment?
There are a number of diverse ties between risk assessTent and science

and technology. In the first place, certain areas of science are directly con-

cerned with the physical phenomena that constitute the focus of much risk

assessment. Broadly speaking, the environmental sciences have been differ-

entiated from the other natural sciences in the past two decades, although
the relationship To -the- earth.sciences is often very close. Analyses of

ecosystem behavior a watershed, an air basin, a forest, for example rimy

be undertaken Jor scientific or regulatory reasons or both. And a larger
number of scientists in academic institutions are engaged in' t,he environ-
mental sciences today than was ever true before.
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Second, certain areas of science have received strong impetus for develop-
-,ment from the effort to regulate risks in health, safety and environment.

- This is apparent, for example, in toxicology, where substantial increases in
rekarch have occurred in government, academic and industrial research
laboratories as a result of efforts to regulate the toxic effects of chemicals.
It may be the case, however, that toxicological research has been devoted
more to routine testing than to expliCating underlying mechanisms of ac-tion. .

Third, advances in instrumentation and analytic techniques have vastly
extended the ability of man to detect and measure extremely low.concentra-
tions of pollutants in air, water and food." These advances in physical mea-
surement have, quite often, reinforced demands for more regulation.
Clo ly related have been technological advances in control technology. In-
d ed, a new and significant high-technology industry has arisen in response
o health, safety and environmental regulation. This industry represents but

another tie +of risk assessment jo science and technology.
Finally, certain industries .ifive been implicated as bearing greater respon-

sibility than others for worker safety and environmental quality. The chemi-
cal industry is one of the foremost among these, being,the object of risk-
assessment concerns for worker safety in handling dangerous materials,
consumer product safety for products like asbestos insulation and envirdn-
mental quality that is affected by direct, widespread introduction of a\)dangerous chethical su stance like PCBs (polychlorinated biphenyls). An

A industry so dependent dpon science in the first instance necessarily requires
highly trained, scientific risk assessors. ,

It is important to observe, however, that risk assessment goes beyond sci-
ence and technology and embraces a largef set of issues. Risk assessment,
and the regulatory regimes in which it is applied, typically concerns the by-
productsthe effluent of modern industrial society, whether generated by
individuals, private firms or governments, at every stage from extraction to
production to distribution and use of tfie primary products. The immediate
products1 of science and technology may be included in the domain of risk
assessment, but the reach of that domain is far larger. ..

As a result cif the scope of the risk-assessment domain, risk assessors are
drawn froth widely diverse intellectual fieldsphysical and natural sci-
ences, engineering, operations research, systems analysis, economics, social
science, law and medicine. they are affiliated with a range of different in-
stitutions universities, research and analytic institutes (both nonprofit and ,
for-profit), private industrial firms, government regulatory agencies (at all
levels of government) and public-interest law firms. Not surprisingly,
therefore, competing and conflicting values, preferences and biases inform
the assessment effort, regardless of the agreement that may, exist on,analytic
techniques.

1
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In this context, however, analytic techniques can provide powerful assis-

tance to policy formulation. The nature and scope of the particular risk can

be clarified, mechanisms of exposure identified, prospective remedies con-

sidered and their respective costs and benefits assessed. But two factors

limit the utility of risk assessment. First, although many assessments may

' identify some critical uncertainties associated with the mechanisms or ef-

fects of the risk or its remedy, they often are unable to reduce those uncer-

tainties to an insignificant level by analytic or scientific means. And second,

conflicts that arise from the inability of risk assessment to develop a com-

prehensive description of a risky situation and to specify causal relations be-

tween insult, effect and remedy can only be resolved by policy officials act-

ing politically that is, exercising authoritative discretionary judgment

about the preferred allocation of risks, costs and benefits for any given situ-

ation or class of situations.
Lowrance would improve the process of risk assessment for the purpose

of focusing conflict on essential issues and facilitating the political resolu-

tion of such conflict. The greater use of comparative analysis, the explicit

statement of standards of risk, the specification of risk-management goals,

weighing risks in relation to costs and benefits, are all means to this end. He

also suggests that we move with alacrity to identify, first, the cases of

"negligible risk" and dismiss them, and at the other polethe cases of "in-

tolerable risk" and cease creating them. Between these two poles, Lowrance

urges that we set pribrides for allocating the scarce resources needed to con-

duct risk assessments.
An interesting contrast is suggested, however, between Lowrance's

recommended strategy and Weiner's account of the recombinant DNA

"risk-assessment" exerdse. The former is rightly concerned about how risk

assessment can facilitate the development of political consensus in the reso-

lution of health, safety and environmental controversies. Yet he addresses

himself mainly to improving the analytic aspects of r,isk assessment.

Weiner, on the other hand, reports on a process initiated by concerned

scientists that involves a complex dialogue between scientists and the gen-

eral public. That dialogue has taken place on university campuses, in city

councils, at congressional committee hearings and in the NIH Recombinant

= DNA Research Advisory Committee. The implicit lesson is that concerns

for risk have been allayed in large ineasure because of scientific develop-

ments, but also because the process has forced the scientific community into

sustained communication with the public.

It is important to juxtapose the analytic and process features of risk as-

, sessment. Analysis is essential but cannot provide the "right" answers. And,

because value conflict is likely foi any specific risk-reduction effort or pol-

icy, procedures that encourage the development of political consensus are

also essential to the formulation of sound public policy.

oly
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The prospects for achieving political consensus.about risk assessment in
the 1980s, however, m4 be fragile. The decade*f the 1970s, as noted
earlier, witnessed great extension of federal regulAbry activity in health,
safety and environment. By the end of the decade, there was a growing body
of opinion that this reatatory impulse had.been carried too far and that its
excesses needed to be trimmed back. One expectation about the 1980s,*
therefore, was that rationalization of the new regulatory area might be un-
dertaken, that is, recognition of the merit of the concern for risk, acknowl-
edgment of the excesses of the consequent regulatory burden and a bat-,- ancing of the competing values in conflict. Subsequent to January 1981,
however, and the advent of a new administration, the prospect exists of a
far-reaching effort to undo much of the work of the 1970s, not only the ex-
cesses and ttndesirable burdens but the meritorious effects as well. Whether
fhe United States as a society is close to developing a political consensus
about the rble and purpose of risk assessment, and its attendant regulatory
activity, will be reveared in the next few years. That is the essential ques-
tion, however, since risk assessmentis, in the last analysis, a political issue.

The Challenge to Values and Institutions

Throughout the four papers in Part 1 there runs an undercurrent of anxi-
ety about the adequacy of existing societal institutions and processes to deal
with the diverse, challenges raised by science and technology. This anxie,ty
was even more pronounced in the conference discussions in December 1980
at which the papers were initially presented.

Reasons for this anxiety are suggested by the examples on every hand.
rporate managers of U.S. firms may in many instances be &suited by

trai ing, career plans and orientation to recognize the requirements for
maintaining technological leadership. Information and communications
technologies are altering the way we work and live and do business, stretch-
ing existing legal and institutional fratheworks to their limits; yet these sci-
entific and technological revolutions are still guided by increasingly obsolete
policies. The commercialization of molecular biology is placing severe
strains on many universities, both between faculty members and their insti-
tutions and among faculty members themselves. And the demands that give
rise to risk assessment for example, the control of the effects of acid rain-
fall or the guarantee of safe disposal of radioactive nuclear wastetest soci-
ety's capacity to devise solutions that are technically, economically and po-
litically satisfactory.

The challenge of science and technology goes to all societal institutions,
from private corporations, to universities to the legislative and executive
councils of the public sector. A principal source of the challenge is the con-
tinuing impact, of icientific and technological change which, as Skolnikoff
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puts it, has been central to "the restructuring of nations and,of international

affairs, particularly in the 35 years since the Second World War." Policy is-

sues have become a complex amalgam of scientific, technological, economic

and political factors. Institutional relationships have also become more

,r- complex, largely in adaptive response to the impact of scientific and techno-

logical change. National and international spheres are more closely related

than ever; public and private sector. roles are as difficult to define; and

society is increasingly organized into large institutions that share responsi-

bility for governance, usually without commensurate authority. Continuing

rapid and widespread scientific and technological change, increasing techni-

cal complexity and overwhelming institutional complexitythese are the

characteristics of the challenge to societal institutions raised by science and

technology. .

What is the precise nature of the problem posed by science and technol-

ogy? It consists of three elements. First, the political institutions of popular,

democratic control are inadequate to guide the scientific and technological

enterprise and mediate its effects. Surprisingly, none of the authors look to

the election of public officials as providing expressions of voter preference

on policy issues of any scientific or technological consequence. Nor do they

look to elected officials in state legislatures or Congress for significant pol-

icy guidance, although that might be a reasonable expectation in a demo-

cratic society.
The authors, who come from backgrounds in physical science, engineer-

ing, applied social science and history, and the scientists, engineers, busi-

nessmen and analysts concerned with managing the scientific and tech-

nological enterprise, 'are oriented to the executive agencies of the federal

government. Often, however, a great ambivalence exists toward established

authority, and great concern exists about the adequate representation of

"the public" in policymaking. It is clear that the "notice' and comment" means

of securing critical information from interested parties, technical experts

and the general public draws only tepid support from many in the scientific

and technological communities. Nor does reliance upon the court system,

for either fact-finding or dispute settlement, engender any deep allegiance

from the community of experts.
Nevertheless, the problem remains of how to appropriately consult the

public ori issues where scientific and technological considerations loom

large. Is the pliblic represented by articulate public-interest groups, other

parties at interest, or the citizenry at large? Is it to be consulted through the

notice-and-comment procedures of administrative rule making, through

public hearings, through formal advisory bodies, or how? The irony should

not be lost. Having ignored elections and legislatures the cen al institu-

tions of public participation in the governance of our socie we then

, 3 ot
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search seriously but with limited success for acceptable substitutes.
lemma is one of the deeper institutional crises of our times and imping s di-
rectly on the issues raised by science and technology.

'The second element of the problem is that elite opinion in the United
States is deeply divided on the appropriate response to a number of key pol-
icy iskies affecting the scientific and technological enterprise. Whether the
issue is the cause of productivity decline, the effective means, of stimulating
innovation, the importance of maintaining a strong scientific and techno-
logical base or the appropriate strategies for balancing health, 'safety and
environmental concerns against economic considerations, wide divergence
of opinion exists among academic, industrial and governmental leaders.
The absence of elite consensus contrasts, for example, withlhe period just
after 1957 when the United States responded to the Soviet Union's trium-
phant initial entry into outer space. Without such consensus, clear signals
cannot be given to the scientific and technological enterprise, and popular
support for agreed-upon policies cannot belgenerated.

T final element ofour present difficulty is thaCthe scientific and tech-
n ogical establishment itself is left in a vulnerable position-and one from

hich it is unable to exercise strong leadership. The inadequacy of the insti-
tutions of popular control to provide guidance to the enterprise is a recent
problem ancf troubling in its own way. But deeply divergent views among
elite policy opinion leaders areNmnqre unsettling.

Are there rf.Iponses to This com x challenge posed by the relentless
march of science and technology? At oIte.jevel, it must be remembered, a
number of, thoughtful men and women grapple with the day-to-day mani-
festations of the full range of policy issues raised 134 and affecting science
and technology. This daily hand-to-hand combat, so to speak, responds in
an important way to the challenges the society faces.

Beyond the attention given to the immediate aspects of the challenge,
however, it is necessary that the task of forging political consensus about
major national strategies for science and technology receive high priority in
all quarters of the interested public. The quality of dialogue that is required
to reconcile the complexity of scientific and technological issues with the
need for elite consensus and broad public support is.high. Deepening and
enriching that dialogue should be a matter of concern to all.

Finally, it may. Ve the appropriate historical period to think more seri-
ously about decentralized responses to the challenges of science and tech-
nology. Both the revolutions of information and communications technol-
ogy and of mblecular biology are awesome because their current or expected
applications penetrate so deeply into so many facets of contemporary life.
The capacity of centralized policy formulation by the federal government is
taxed perhaps beyond its limits if it attempts to respond to the full scope

23
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r
and complexity of scientific and technological change. The recombinant

DNA lesson may represent in an important way, then, an early model of

how the scientific and technological communities and the public ought to

engage each other as they mutually strive to guide the societal response to

. science and technology.
These challenges to values and institutions deserve serious, sustained at-

tention by many in the years ahead, because the effects of scientific and

technological advance are sufficiently poiverful to alter our lives- and pat-

terns of social, economic and political organization. If change must come,

better that it should be subjected to continuous scrutiny, dikussion and

debate within the framework of democratic institutions rather than take us

unawares.
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The Institutional.Climate for

Innofvation in Indusiry:
The Role of Management

Attitudes and Practices

William J. Abernathy and Richard S. Rosenbloom

Evidence of decline in the productivity and innovativeness of American
industry is being interpreted in various ways as government, industry and
academia struggle to comprehend a troubling phenomenon. Some analyses
point to such external factors as inflation, taxation and regulation, which
have the common effect of increasing coSts incurred by U.S. firms in rela-
lion to their foreign competitors. Others stress institutional factors, such as
industry strtcture and the attitudes and practices of managers.

The institutional climate for' innovalion is important ,to the behavior of
industry. By climate we do not mean just a set of factors external to the firm
but a set of attitudes and pr,actices observable within business. Certain basic
Managerial assumptions shared widay within American culture shape com-
petitive strategies. Strategy, in turn, provides the link between firm and en-
vironment.1

This paper examines a series of innovations in the consumer electronics
industry to explore the strategic role of management attitudes and practices
in the managemenr of technology.2 We hope that this case study of an in-
dustry wilkstimulate other empirical examinations of the consequences of
prevalent U.S. managerial precepts. The recent history of the consumer
electronics industry provides a fertile ground for exploring broader issues.
Of particular interest are the contrasts between the strategic behavior of cer-

William J. Abernathy is professor of business administration, Graduate School of Business
Administration, HarVard University, Boston, Mass.

Richard S. Rosenbloom is David Sarnoff Professor of Business Administration, Graduate
School of Businiss Administration, Haryard University, Boston, Mass.
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tain Japanese competitors in that industry, and the behavior of the leading

U.S. frrms.3 Analysis of these contrasts can lead to useful insights into fun-

damental problems facing U.S. industry in the 1980s.

U.S. Management and Economic Decline

Speculation during the Reagan presidential transition about the possible

sieclaration of a national economic emergency dramatized widespread con-

cern about the health of the U.S. economy. Symptoms of fundamental ,

economic difficulty have been emerging for at least a dozen years. These
include increasing rates of inflation and unemploynient and declining
balances of international trade in key induslries.

The causes of these basic problems are complex. The relative importance

_of conyibuting factors remains a matter Of judgment and debate. There is

little disagreement, however, that improved utilization of technology can

a vital patt of any remedy. The "Stevenson-Wydler Yechnology Innovation

Act of- 1980" finds that "industrial and technological Annovation in the

United States may be lagging 'when comparea to historical patterns and

other industrialized nations." Available indicators of national trends in

technological innovation,' although neither direct nor conclusive, do pro-

vide cause for concern. A recent summary of these trends, presented in an

article by one of the present authors (Abernathy) with Robert H. Hayes,'

points out that:

labor productivity is increasing more slowly in the United-States than

in most other industrial nations (Table 2.1);
rates of productivity growth through the U.S. private sector peaked

in the mid-1960s (Table 2.2);
expenditures in industrial research and development (R&D), as mea-

sured in constant dollars, also lieaked then, in absoltute terms as well

as in relation to Gross National Product (GNP) (Figures 2.1 and

2.2). .

Although some have attributed these trends to economic or political fac-

tors, Hayes and Abernathy argue that the central explanation lies in the atti-

tudes and practices of U.S. managers. In, their view, success in the world

marketplace requires an organizational coMmitment to compete on techno-

logical grounds, by offering superior products or superior manufacturing

pr ocesses.
As interpreted in "Managing Our Way To Economic Decline," U.S.

managers, guided by what they believe are the newest and best techniques

for management, have increasingly directed their attention to matters other

4 u



Table 2.1. Growth In LabOr Prody6ilvlty SInc 0 (United States and Abroad).

Aver ge annual percent. change

United States
'United Kingdom
Canada
Germany
France
Italy
Belgium
Netherlands
Sweden
Japan

Manufacturin
196k1978

All industries
1960-197e

2.81
2.9
4.0

5 5.4
5.5
5.9
6.9*
6.9*
6.2
8.2*

1.71
2.2
2.1
.4.2
4.3
4-.9

7.5

*1960-1977. .

Source: Council on Wage and Price Stability. Repor on
Productivity (Washington, D.C.: Executive Office of thePresident, July 1979). Reprinted from Robert H. Hayes.andWilliam J. Abernathy, "Man.aging Our Way to Economic Decline,"
Harvard Business Review, vol. 58 (July-August 1980), p. 69. LI,

Table 2.2. Arowth of Labor Productivityby Sector, 1948-1978.

Sf r

'Time Sector

Growth of labor
productivity (annual
average perpent)

1948-65 1965-731 1973-78

Private Ousiness . 3.2% 2 % 1.1%Agriculture, forestry, and'fisheriee ,5.5 ' 2.9Mining 4.2 /2.0 -4.0Construction 2.9 , 7=2.2 -1.8Manufacturing 3.1 / 2.4 1.7Durable goods 2.8 / 1.9 1.2Nondurable goods 3.4y/ 32 2v4Transportation 3. 2.9
Commuriication 5.5
Electric, gas, and sanitary services

4.8 7.1
4.0

0.9

0.1Trade
2.7 3.0 0.4Wholesale

.0. 3.1 3,9 0.2Retail 2.4 2.3 0.8Finance, insurance, and real estate 1.0 -0.3 ' 1.4Services 1.5 1.9 .0.5Government enterprises -0.8 . 0.9 -0.7

Note: Productivity data for services, construction, finance,
insurance, and real estate are unpublish9d.

Source: 1Bureau of labor Statistics. Reprinted from Robert H.
Hayes and William J. Abernathy,."Managing Our:Way to Economic
Decline," Harvard Business Review, vol. 58 (July-August 1980),p. 69.
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Figure 2.1. National Expenditures for Performance

.of R&D as a Percentage of GNP

by Country, 1961-1978.*
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'Gross expenditures for performance of R&D including associated capital expenditures.

t Detailed information on capital
expenditures for R&D is not available for the United

States. Estimates for the period 1972-1977 show that their inclusion would have an impact

of less then onetenth of 1% for each year
,

Source: Science Indicated WU (Washington. D C . National Science Foundation,

1979),# 6 '
Not*: The latest data maybe preliminary orestimates.
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Figure 2.2. industrial R&D Expenditures for Basic
Research(Applied Research and Development,
1960-1978 (in Millions of Dollars).
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'GNP inpticil pric dflators used to convert currant dollars to constant 1972 dollars.
Source: Sclonct Inchcatots 1978, p 87
Note:Preliminary data are shown for 1977 and estimates for 1978.
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.. than innovation. These techniques, despite their sophistication and wide-

spread usefulness, seem to have encouraged analytic detachment at the ex-

pense of the insight that comes from "hands on" experience. They promote

a preference for short-term cost reduction rather than long-term develop-

ment of technological competitiveness. According to Hayes and Abernathy,

by concentrating on serving existing markets rather than creating new ones,

and by excessive emphasis on short-term financial returns and "manage-

ment by the numbers," many firms seem to have decided against striving for

long-term technological superiority as a competitive weapon. They may

thus have made themselves vulnerable to competitors whose strategic thrust

leads to technolOgical superiority and market leadership.

This provocative thesis attracted widespread attention and acclaim,

which the editors of the Harvard Business Review believe may have ex-.

ceeded that of any article ever published in their frequently cited journal.

The seven judges for the McKinsey Award, given annually to the best article

in the Review, unanimously awarded it first prize in 1980.6

This thesis is elaborated and made concrete in the following case study of

innovation in the consumer electronics industry, which emphasizes certain

strategic choices made by Japanese and U.S. firms competing in the U.S.

market. While the study suggests certain hypotheses and generalizations, it

cannot, obcourse,."prove" their universality. Although we view this case as

an interesting example of the strategic use of technology to gain market

leadership, we do not imply that such a'strategy is always appropriate.

A Case in Point: Consumer Electronics, 1955-1980

U.S. firms pioneered in consumer electronics technology and until the

1960s took the largest share of revenues and profits in the world's markets.'

In 1955, U.S. outPut in consumer electronics was $1.5 billion; Japanese

firms produced a mere $70 hillion. Twenty-five years later the situation is

reversed, with Japanese reenues in consumer electronics more than twice

those of the U.S. manufacturers. 'And volume is not the only measure of

Japanese leadership. Japanese designs usually offer the highest levels of

performance. Unique features, such as the bilingual or stereo sound tracks,

are available on television receivers in Japan. Japanese firms also have an

overwhelming lead in the rivt exciting and lucrative new consumer product

to reach the electronics industry since the heyday of color television in the

mid-1960s: the videocassette recorder (VCR). Factory sales of VCRs,
worldwide, exceeded $3 billion in 1980, and 95 percent cif those revenues ac-

crued to firms in Japan. -

How did this startling reversal come about? More to the point,.how did

the "imitative" Japanese seize the innovative leadership in this large and im-

4
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portant industry? Is this an isolated circumstance or is it the forerunner of
more to come? Let us look at the history of the VCR and how a handful of
Japanese companies came to dominate a rhajor world market by tracing the
history of the consumer electronics industry in the United States and Japan
since 1955.

.

In the mid-1950s, consumer products represented only one-fourth of tile
output of the U.S. electronics industry; the balance consisted of industrial
and military equipment. Yet, in absolute terms, consumer electronics was a
big business, accounting for $1.5 billion in factory sales in 1955, the year of,1.peak sales for mon rome television sets. 06tput of some 8 million televi-
sion sets, valued a 1 billion, provided two:thirds of the entire consumer
electronics industry s revenues that year. (The remainder came largely from
radios and phonographs.) But the consumer market for television was by
then nearly saturated (88 percent of all homes would have a set by 1960),
and demand leveled off in the late 1950s at about 6 million sets per year 98
percent of them black and white. Most sets were either table or console
models with screen sizes of about 20 inches measured diagonally. In a highly
competitive market, manufacturers standardized their products to gain
volume, efficiency and, hence, a lower retail price to the consumer. A few
manufacturers tried to introduce "portable" 19-inch models as ,second sets
but without much success. As a result, a shakeout among some 150 televi-
sion set manufacturers left only 27 in 1960. It would be another five years
before the industry experienced another boom 'with the growth of demand
for color television.

The situation in Japan in the 1950S was quite different. Starting from a
small base, the output of the Japanese consumer electronics industry in-1.

creased tenfold from 1955 to 1960. Television set production amounted to
only about $30 million in 1955, slightly less than the value of radios pro-

- duced that year. But by 1960 television sets were already the d6minant prod-
uct in Japan's domestic market 59 percent of the consumer' electronics
output and 45 percent Of Japanese households had already acquired a tele-
vision, set. .

Despite the booming demand for television at home, Japanese firms in-
vested significantly between 1955, and 1960 ih opening new markets for
radio sets abroad.' The story of their 1956 "invasion" of the U.S. radio
market with all-transistor portables is well known.' Offering a line of min-
iature' receivers half the size and weight 'of the smallest U.S. products,
Japanese producers, led by Sony, developed a major new market segment
and met little U.S. competition., Annual sales of portable radios 'in the
United States grew by a factor of seven within a few years, and Japanese im-
ports captured two-thirds of the increase.

By 1960, then, export markets were already significant to the Japanese
s
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producers. Products v'aiued at $150 million (87 percent of whiCh were

radios) were shipped abrt ad, representing 20 percent of the Japanese indtis-

try's output, while U.S. consumer electronics producers exported only $25

million worth, about 1 percent of their output. As a consequence, by 1960

the scale of consumer electronics production in Japan was already one.third

that of the U.S. industry and gaining fast.

rlThe
Japanese firms had not yet made inroads into the larger and poten-

itally more profitable television receiver business in the United States, but

they were now ready to try. Having achieved an economic scale of produc-

tion, and possessing a large labor-cost advantage, a Japanese firm might

well hope to enter the mainstream of the monochrome television mass

market. Some tried in the second half of 1960 with 19-inch sets but without

much success; these sets, even at a low price, did not offer sufficient advan-

tages over the established U.S. brands. In 1961 the Japanese share of the

U.S. market was a negligible 0.3 percent.
One Japanese firm, rather than competing with the U.S. firms in their

areas of strength, chose a different strategy, one reminiscent of its success

with the shirt-pocket transistor radio five years earlier. The firm was Sony

Corporation, and it introduced a small, lightweight transistorized mono-
chrome receiver with a tiny 8-inch screen at the Chicago Music Show in July

1960, a..year before launching it in the U.S. market. Sony was apparently

uhdaunted by the market failure of miniature receivers made in the United

States or by U.S. market forecasts. In 1960 the trade press was quoting in-

dustry representatives as asserting that significant numbers of U.S. cori-

sumers would never buy sets with screens smaller than 17 inches.

But those ass2rtions were wrong. Although transistors were still expensive

and the "micro" television sets were a luxury item ($250 when discount

houses were selling middle-of-the-line 21-inch sets for under $150), those

little sets were unique. In an innovative approach to distribution, Sony es-

tablished its own sales subsidiary for the United States and sold the micro-

receivers directly to department stores and other large retailers. Promoted

by a highly creative advertising campaign, sales zoomed, rapidly outstrip-

ping the still small company's ability to supply the product.

Other Japanese trompanies soon followed Sony's example, but the U.S..

television industry was slow to respond. Not until late 1963 did General

Electric (G.E.) become the first company to make a set in this category, an

11-inch. transistorized portable. Although most of the other U.S. brands

soon filled out their' lines with small-screen sets, it was usually. with

Japanese-made products.,,The Japanese thus established a base in small-

screen sets from which they could expand to larger models and eventually

into color.
The numbers tell the story. U.S. imports of Japanese television sets had
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been negligible in 1960, but the success of micro-television boosted imports
to 120,000 units in 1962 and a million in 1965 one in eight of the mono-
chrome sets sold in the United States. Eighty percent of the Japanese im-
ports had screen sizes of 12 inches-m less, repfesenting substantially all of
the market for that segment. U.S. companies, now concentrating on the ac-
celerating deinand for color receivers, helped boost the demand for these
Japanese monochrome sets, for fully 70 percent of the Japanese imports
bore U.S. brand names.

Color Television

In the late 1960s the big story in consumer electronics was color televi-
sion. Color television first took off in the U.S. market, where deiriand grew
from $50 million in 1960 800 million total television receiver sales) to a
1%9 level of $2 billion an ual actory sales, or 80 percent of Ill televisions
sold. Japan's-domestic demai4.bean in 1967 and grew rapidly until 1973.
The European color televise1 industry, unable to agree on a technical

_standaultil 1966, did not grow significantly until the early 1970s.

totaled $6 bil 1 9, with the United States and Japan sharing over
Worldw yha3:4yies of television receivers (monochrome and color)

three-fourths of those revenues equally. Because color television was a U.S.
innovation, pioneered by RCA, one might have expected that the main con-
sequence of its spectacular growth would be to cement the position of U.S.
firms as leaders in the world's television manufacturing industry. But the
Japanese firms in this industry had already pulled even with the United
States in total output at about $2.3 billion in television sets and were
well on the way to establishing the dominant position they now hold.
Japanese firms accomplished this feat in the 1960s by absorbing, then ex-
tending foreign technologies; developing a skilled labor force and advanced
manufacturing techniques; exploiting their robust domestic Market; and
adopting export-oriented strategies.

The industry's technological leaders in the 1950s and 1960s had been RCA
and N. V. Philips. RCA shared its color television technology under license,
as it did all its technical achievements, with firms around the globe. This
policy generated significant income over the years for RCA, but it also facil-
itated foreign entry into the field. N. V. Philips concluded an important
agreement with Matsushita in 1952, giving the. Japanese firm access to tech-
nology in semiconductors, picture tubes and other key components. Matsu-
shita Electronics Corporation, a joint venture between Matsushita and
Philips, soon became the largest Japanese producer of these components
and a technological leader in its own right. The audiotape cassette, probably
the most significant advance in audio magnetic recording, was invented by
Philips in the early 1960s and was soon licensed to Sony, Matsushita and

*
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other Japanese firms who later became leaders in the Consumer audio re-

cording market.
.

While furthering the technological development of their products, the
leading Japanese electronics firms also invested in improved manufacturing
processes and in maintaining a highly skilled work force; these steps, too,
proved a competitive advantage in the long run.

Japan's large domestic,market for consumer electronics, second only to

the United States in demand, was also important in the growth of Japanese

firiri in the 1960s. Behind protective barriers that limited foreign entry, the
Japanese firms competed fiercely against each other.. New technologies were
first introduced on the local market, often as important,weapons in their
competitive rivalry. Although exports were taken seriously, domestic sales
accounted for 60 percent of the revenues of the Japanese consumer elec-

tronics producers in 1969.
With expotts and domestic sales combined, Japanese producers ac-

counted for nearly two-fifths of the worldwide output of consumer elec-
tronics products in 1969, in a country representing only one-quarter of
world demand. By then Matsushita, which was the largest Japanese firm in
the industry, was the equal of the industry giantsRCA and Philips with

about $1 billion sales in consumer electronics. Moreover, the Japanese were

now taking the lead in technology; in 1968 and 1969 two of the most signifi-

cant technological innovations in color Selevision emerged from Japan:
Sony's Trinitron picture tube and Hitachi's all-solid-state color receiver.

With this foundation, the Japanese were prepared in 1970 to take on a

new challenge, pioneering in technology for the next major new product in
home electronics, the home video player.

Consumer Videocassette Recorders

The videocassette recorder is an innovAion of the 1970s. To understand
how it came about, however, we must again return to the 1950s. Video re-
cording, like the transistor and color television, was a U.S. innovation. The

first practical videotape recorder, which brought important changes in tele-

vision broadcasting, was introduced by Ampex Corporation in 1956. The

machine, called the Quadruplex (or Quad),9 generated worldwide saleiand

set the standard for broadcasting use for two decades. Although RCA
began producing videotape machines in 1959, Ampex continued to,,domi-

nate the broadcasting ,markets and to maintain technological leadership in

she Quad family of machines.
In Japan, engineers of more than half a dozen electronics manufacturers

called regularly at the studios of NHK, the national television network, to

examine the Ampex Quad and pore over its equipment manuals, conferring

among themselves and with the NFIK engineers. Officials of the Ministry of
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International Trade and Investment (MITI) encouraged this interest, giving
a small grant to at least one firm to develop videotape technology. Sony,
out of its own funds, immediately mobilized a team for the same purpose.
Dr. N. Kihara, who had experimented with video recording earlier in the
1950s, headed the team, under the direction of K. Iwama (later president of
Sony).

The Quadruplex machine was,a massive, complex and expensive ma-
chine, filling a large console and two equipment racks. In its monochrome
version, it sold for $50,000. The complexity was necessary to ptoduce a
signal that met the stringent requirements of broadcast ;Ilse. As early as
1955, however, Ampex engineers had experimented with an alternative ap-
proach, later called helical recording (because- early designs wrapped the
tape around the rotating cylinder along a helical path). Although the helical
recorders also used a rotating head, they were much simpler to make and
use than the Quad machines. Early helicals produced pictures that were ade-
quate in quality for the general public but utterly inadequate for the only
customers then interested in video recordingthe broadcasters.

The Ampex developments in heligal technology refrained secret until
.1962, but a Japanese firm, Toshiba; thocked the industry in 1959 by an-
nouncing its patent for a videotape rigorder using a helical format. It was
clear to engineers that machines built on the helical design could be made
smaller and cheaper and would thus be suitable for many uses outside of
broadcasting. Not so clear, however, was which path to follow in develop-
ing the technology, how to develop new markets for the resulting products
and how good a business it would be once products and markets were
developed.

During the 1960s, firms in the United States, Japan and Europe partici-
pated in the technical and commercial development of helical recording.
Outside Japan the leaders were Philips, which dominated European profes-
sional and broadcasting markets for video recorders, and Ampex, which ex-
tended its broadcast leadership in thc United States with a line of profes-
sional and industrial units. But neither Philips nor Ampex was focusing on
a consumer product at this time. Ampex had always been oriented toward
broadcast and professional markets, with' cbnsumer products only a minor
part of its business, and Philips's consumer divisions were not involved in
video recording at all. None of theleading U.S. consumer electronics firms
invested significantly in video recording until after 1970.

In Japan, by contrast, eight or more companies including all the leading
consumer electronics manufacturerslaunched aggressive efforts to
develop helical video recording technology. Sony and Mats*ita, among
the first to succeed in marketing a consumer product, were consumer elec-
tronics companies whose goal, from the very beginning, had been to achieve
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a design suitable for the home market even though they sold their first

products in other markets. In Matsushita's labs, as early as 1959, an engi-

neer,wrote a paper recommending development targeted toward a consumer
market, complete with a technical analysis showing the feasibility, in princi-

ple, of achieving adequate levels of performance and efficiency. Even ear-

lier, at Sony, Kihara's team first replicated the Quad machine with knowl-
edge gleaned from the Ampex model but without aid from Ampex
engineers in just a few months. They then set to work on the helical for-

mat, guided by a mandate from the conipany's founder and chief executive,

M. Ibiika, who challenged them to build a machine that would cost 1 per-

cent as much as the Quad and could be sold to consumers.
Technical progress, viewed in retrospect, was dramatic, as Table 2.3 indi-

cates. The first Sony product (demonstrated in 1962 and placed on the mar-

ket in 1963) was one-twentieth the size and one-fifth the price of the Ampex

Quad. By 1965 Sony could market a helical machine that used a half-inch

tape (versus the more costly two-inch tapeof the Quad) and sold at the price

that met Ibuka's goal: 1 percent (in constant dollars) of the original Quad

machine. Matsushita had a comparable design, and both were shown at the
U.S. Consumer Electronics Show in 1965, prompting Ampex to proclaim its

intent to market a consumer model the next year.
Despite the fanfare, the videotape recorder of 1965 was still far from

being g consumer product. It was still monochrome when the shift to color

was already under way. It required manual threading of the tape when expe-

rience with the audiocassettehad proved that east of loading made a big dif-

ference in consUmer demand. And it still used prodigious amounts of very

expensive recording tape even if eight times more efficiently than the

Quad format.
Then came the videocassette. By 1970, the first-generation helical cassette

machines, developed by Philips in Europe and by several companies in

Japan, were ready for demonstration. A worldwide public relations carnival

ensued as the press decided that the age Of cartridge television in the home

had arrived. But they were wrong. Although the technical base was there, it

would take until 1975 to develop and market the first successful consumer
video player. Meanwhile, in the early 1970s, RCA, Avco, Ampex and others

sought to introduce consumer cassette recorders and failed; Sanyo, Toshiba
and Matsushita did the same. The only commercially Successful products at

this stage were destined for professional and industrial use. These were the

Philips videocassette recorder, dominant in Europe, and Sony's U-Matic,

which set the standard for the now ubiquitous three-quarter-inch

"U-format" adopted by Matsushita and Japan Victor.

In the Sony lab, Kihara and his associates took the next logical step
beyond the U-Matic and produced the now-legendary Betamax, which was

50



Table 2.3. Milestones in VTR Product Development.

.

Date
of Commerci 1 ' Tape

Tape
Utilization

Price
(in constant

Market Model 'Company Introduction Width* (sq. ft./hour) 1967 $)
_-

Broadcast VR-1000 Ampex 1956 2" 747 $ 60,000

Professional VR-1500 Ampex 1962 , 2" 375 12,.000

Industrial- PV-100 Sony 1962 2" 212 13,000

Industrial/
Professional EL-3400 Philips 1964 1"

,
188 3,500

Industrial/
Professional CV-2000 Sony 1965 1/2" 90 600

Industrial/
Professional N-1500 Philips 1972 1/2" lb 1,150

Industrial/
professional U-Matic Sony 1972 3/4" 70 1,100

Consumer Betamax Sony 1975 1/2" 20 850
,

Consumer VHS Japan Victor 1976 1/2" '16 790 .

Consumer VR-2020 Philips 198Q 1/2" 6 520

*From 1972 onward, all models used cassettes instead of open reels and all used high-energy
tape.
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ready for commercialization by early 1974 and on the Japanese market in
mid-1975. By eliminating the guard band between recording tracks and ex-
ploiting the limits of technology in both heads and tapes, Sony designers re-
duced the amount of tape needed to record an hour of program by 70 per-
cent. Less tape permitted a smaller, less expensiiie cassette, which in turn
permitted a smaller recorder.

Within-two years, engineers at Japan Victor, adopting some of Sony's in--
novations and adding variations of their own, had perfected an alternative
design. Termed yHS (Video Home System), it was-adoptedby Japan Vic-
tor's parent firm, Matsushita, and now shares the bulk of the world market
with Sony's Beta format. '° Matsushita announced the production of their
2-millionth VHS machine in late 1980; Sony's sales of Betamax machines
reached 750,000 units in 1980 alone. The sole competitor to these products
is an innovative Philips design, called the VR-2020, which is also produced
under license by Grundig in Europe. Volume manufacturing operations for
the Philips VCRs were starting up in 1980. .

The Ingredients of Success

What were the main ingredients of success in the videocassette recorder
innovation? Why did the U.S. consumer electronics industry fail totally to
establish a manufacturing position in this field? These questions have no
simple answers. Any answers proposed at this point are open to challenge.
Despite the recency of events and the incompleteness of the record, we offer
our interpretation as a working hypothesis.

One key to understanding any innovation is to look at the technology.
Whereas Ampex's long dominance of the broadcastinimarket was won by a
single brilliant development produced by a small team in a few years, the ,

home videocassette recorder was developed step by step over 20 years, inter-
actively, by nearly a dozen companies worldwide. Various technical ad-
vances had to be combined to produce the necessary features and level of
pel-formance for the consumer market advances in magnetic materials for
recording tape and recording heads, and in microelectronic circuitry,
coupled with imaginative design of tape formats, tape-handling systems and
video circuit design. The engineers at Sony, Japan Victor and Matsushita
contributed important inventions, but their Beta and VHS machines also
contain many elements invented by Ampex, Philips and Toshiba, whose
success in the videocassette recorder business is much more limited.

The successful firms in home video, then, are not distinguished from the
rest by inventiveness. No single technical advance unlocked the door to en-
gineering and market success. The successfnl firms are those tvhbse engi-
neering efforts integrated the technologies for the home videocassette re-
corder. Several con usions emerge from a review of their efforts.

1
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First, in view of the large number 4J apanese firms competing to develop
video recording technology, it is not surprising that the VCR innovators
were Japanese. In the early 1960s, substantial development efforts existed at
Toshiba, Matsushita, Sony, Japan Victor, Sanyo, Ikegami, Akai, Shibaden
and perhaps others. Outside of Japan, only Ampex and Philips appear to
have mounted comparable development efforts at that time.

While the Japanese electronics firms were developing video technology,
they were also investing in their manufacturing systems, nurturing employee
relations, effectively engaging.the skills of employfes at all levels, introduc-
ing innovative manufacturing processes and emphasizing quality and pro-
ductivity throughout. They did so with a view not only Co current require-
ments but to constant improvem,ent for the future. Such steps enabled the
major Japanese companies to develop production capabilities superior to
those of most U.S. and European firms.

Furthermore, many of these Japanese firms (and especially the three
ultimate leaders) were specialists in consumer products. In contrast, Ampex
focused on government and broadcast markets, and Philips was highly di-
versified. (See Table 2.4.) Development efforts at Sony, Matsushita and
Japan Victor ipegan with a consumer product as an Ultimate, jgoal. In Sbny's
case the goal included a clear definition of a target cost, imposing an itiipor-
tant economic discipline on development.

Finally, there was the element of persistence. All of the participants in de-
velopment of the technology tried, to commercialize a consumer product
prematurely and failed. The Betamax was, id fakibe fowth video recordet
generation demonstrated by Sony as a "consumer" product. In 1973, Matsu-
shita geared up an entire department of 1,200 employees to produce a home
videocassette recorder that failed utterly in the market. The three current
leaders seem to have been able to maintain a strategic commitment that kept
development going in the face of disappointment and failure, a strategy
similar to that of the more publicized Japanese automptive industry, which
had, persisted despite initial failures with products first introduced in the
U.S. market. They remained committed to small cars, gradually improving
product performance, quality and attractiveness to U.S. consumers. These
improvements, combined with increased productivity, have given Nissan,
Toyota and Honda a quality and production position superior to that of
U.S. automotive manufacturers.

The successful innovators in the home videocassette recorder turned out
to be, then, consumer electronics companies that had long pursued a global
"high-technology" strategy. Their managements foresaw consumer applica-
tions of video recording 15 years before the market could actually be
tapped, and they persisted in their commitment to develop the basic tech-
nology even when prematurely commercialized consumer products failed in
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Table 2.4. Strategies of Major CO su er

.

Company

.4

lectronics Producers, 1969.

Total Sales Consumer Home
(Million) Electronics Appliances Subtotal

-

Xonsumer Electronics
Specialists lb

Zenith $ 677. .90% nil 90%
Japan Victor 300 90 nil 90

Sony 300 ,80* nil 80*

Consumer Eltctronics and
Appliance Specialists _

,

Sanyo ' $ 500 47i . 37%
Matsushita 2,100. 50* 25*

0

Diversified Majors

Philips $3,600 28% 10%*
RCA 3,200 33* nil
G.E. 8,445 ( 5* N.A.
Hitachi 2,300 20*

i
28

Toshiba 2,200 20* 20*

\

, \

84%
75*

I

38%*
33*
(20*
050*
41

*Authors' approximations.
. .

Sources: Company annual reports; SEC'filings; Japan Company Directory,
1972 (The Oriental Economist).
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the mark.et. They had a highly skilled labor force and invssted significantly
in advanced manufactuting processes: And they were quick to respond to
the success of others.

In contrast, the U.S. consumer electronics industry in the late 1950s and
throughout the 1960s was held captive by a different ideology. Manage-
ments responded to the 1950s market saturation and shakeout by cutting
costs. One technical manager said that the standing -orders from the-televio.
sion divgion were to offer them "any new technology available, as long as it
gets cost out of the product." Product differentiation was sought in adver-
tising "in4ges" and in such attributes as styling, rather than in performance.

Furthermore, the U.S.,;industry never developed markets abroad. A
senior Zenith executive (laterlo become the pompany's chief executive offi-
cer), told a Harvard Business School caseivriter in early 1972 that "we've
always had our hands full with U.S. demand and we've alWays tended to
stick with the biggest payoff-and what we knew hOw to do best. For eiam-
ple, an additionaktwo market share Points in the Los-Angeles area alone
represents more sales volume than there is in most foreign,markets." "

U.S. managers tended to rely on market research and "objective" analysis
to identify latent market opportunities, whereas firms like Sohy took risks
on novel products and set out to develop the market. For example, in 1955
G.E. had attempted, prematurely as it turned out, to develop the second-set
market idthe United States withja small-screen monochrome television. In
June 1960 (a month before Sony unveiled its micro-television), G.E. man-

.: agemengreturned to the idea and commissioned market research in which
mock-ups of sets of eight different screen sizes, weights and prices were
shown to interviewees..The study concluded thatOpeople do not place' a
high value on portability of the television set.""

Throughout the 1960s, while firms like Zenith, G.E.- and RCA treated
congumer electronics aaa mature tusinesg with few opportunities for tech-
nological leadership, Sony, Matsushita and Japan Victor did the opposite.
In radio and then in monochrome and color television, theysought to apply
advanced technology to enhance,product value to the consumer. Even when
domestic demand was brisk, they began to build Positions in export mar-
kets, starting with the largest (the United States) and aiming at a niche over-
looked by the U.S. industry. After initial success, they broadened their lines
and deepened penetration.

Their consistent adheEence to a high-technology strategy enabled Sony,
Matsushita and Japan Vietor to take the lead in the videocagsette recorder
mass consumer market. The technological ,advantage gained through this
stlategy was an impOrtant ingredient, of 'their sucCesS. For example, al-
though U.S. firms designed and built tile first miniature all-transistor radiOs
in the 1950s, Sony developed the first product to be successful in the mass
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market.ity Capturing the major share of world markets forXmall radios,
Sony and other Japanese producers gained the lead iri experience wAth con-
sumer applications of the transistor. Adapting tile trdnsistor to other audio
and, later, video products, these firms extended their lead. Similar aggres-
sive strategies in another market segment, audiotape recorders, provided
the basis for advantage in another important tebhnology, ferrite recording
head s.

Although the largest U.S. firms in the industry, such as G.E. and RCA,
also had major technical resources, they were unable to bring them to bear
on consumomarket opportunities. Some of the barriers limiting their ef-
fectiveness in using new technology were organizational. For example, one
of the earliest designs for an all-trangistor miniature portable radio was de-
veloped in the mid-1950s in the corporate lab of one of the giant U.S. com-
panies. The link to the company's own radio business was never forged, and
the circuit was licensed to a Japanese producer, who incorporated it into
products sold successfully in the United States. Later, the U.S. firm's radio
business, in an attempt to catch up, made a photocopy of the Japanese cir-
cuit board as the basis for their own design,onlj, to learn that they were
copying their own lab's invention. Moreover, the low priority given.by the
principal U.S. firms to technology for consumer electronics limited their
ability to create the technological base necessary to compete in the manufac-
ture of videocassette recorders.

Nor did U.S. firms develop production capabilities competitive in either
efficiency or quality; instead they moved their manufacturing facilities to
low-cost labor areas like Taiwan or Hong Kong, or they purchased foreign
products. They also failed in most cases to developthe unique manufac-
turing techniques that might have given them a cost, quality or perfordance
edge.

Sony, Matsushita and Japan Victor, unlike most of their American and
European competitors, were able to implement their technological strategies

, through a distinctive organizational system. ,Technical and commercial
staffs at Sony and Matsushita appear to work together effectively, to share
information and to understand common goals. Top-level executives, includ-
ing the chief executive Officers, maintained the close contact with the Per-

sons developing the new technology that made it possible for their firms to
respond rapidly to developments in a constantly `changing field.

In contrast, the long-established U.S. firms had to contend with organi:
zational barriers between technical staffs and operating businesses, as illus-
trated by the transistor radio example, above. their top managers were pre-
occupied with other priorities and did not involve themselves deeply in VCR
technical or marketing issues. Nor did Philips's management; a hint of the

\significance of these internal factors can be seen in their response to the
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Betamax invention. Philips employs a complex and sophisticated organiza-
tional structure and resource allocation system to manage its multiple busi-
nesses in many countries around the world. While offering many advan-
tages in other respects, that complex organization may have been a real
handieap in this innovation. 'VHS, the Japanese alternative to Betamax,
reached the lnarket only 18 months after Sony; it took Philips more than
five years to produce their response, the innovative System 2020.

Although the innovative success of Sony, Matsushita and Japan Victor
can be attributed primarily to their strategies and organizational methods,
they also benefited from their location in Japan. In all of their consumer
electronics businesses, they served a large protected domestic market that
provided the basic "bread anbutter", for cash flow and growth. Further-
more, that market was not fraaented; the leading firms had large shares,
giving them a significant scale of operations. The U.S. manufacturers also
had a large, concentrated domestic market, but they lacked two things the
Japanese had from the start access to an even larger foreign market and
protection against import competition.

The human resource base in Japan may also have providedan advantage.
Sony and others could draw on an educated, motivated and stable work
force and thus capitalize on skills built up within their companies through
the custom of lifetime employment. Because of a unique manufacturing
style that integrated effective, if not ,entirely original, methods of labor
management with Japanese cultural traits, the Japanese developed quality
and productivity.levels that exceeded U.S. capabilities by as much as two to
one. -

Finally, certain basic cultural factors are evident in Japan's national in-
dustrial ideology, which is oriented toward improved quality and efficiency,
toward worldwide marketing and toward evaluation of performance on the
basis of long-term rather than short-term results. In the context of these un-
derlying management assumptions, the Japanese approach to consumer
electronics seems almost inevitable. In terms of the U.S. assumptions, it
makes little sense which brings us back to our main point: at the core of
the problem of U.S. competitiveness are the attitudes and practices of U.S.
manager s.

Managerial Attitudes and Practices

In recent years, the managers of U.S. industry have increasingly preferred
to make choices based on abstract analysis of seemingly objective consider-
ations rather than on the insights and judgment of persons seasoned in a
business. Concern for near-term financial performance often outweighs
long-term considerations. Together, these tendencies produce strategic be-

5 'I'
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havior that is largely reactive..Confronted with effectivs foreign competi-

tors pursuing proactive strategies, U.S. firms seem to be losing ground.
Not all U.S. firms can be characterized This way, .of course. IBM and

Texas Instruments, for example, are firms led by managers who combine
long-term perspective with deep knowledge of current operations.'3 But
these are exceptions to the rule.

It is conventional wisdom that the "push" of new technology yields the

greatest rewards when guided by the "pull" of the market. But the paradox
of this formulation is that the market's "invisible hand" is expressed through
transactions that are possible only after the technology is developed. Hence
the rise, in Chandler's apt phrase, of the "visible hand" of the modern cor-
poration to guide' the development of technology in anticipation of market

rewards. '4
In many U.S. firms, the methods used to do that job seem to have gotten

out of balance, as inappropriate use of common marketing concepts
thwarts the incorporation of new technology into innovative products. As
illustrated by the contrasting experiences of G.E. and Sony with small-
screen television, the needs expressed in the market tend to reinforce the
status quo because standard market surveys measure what the customer
knows he or she wants now. The initial market estimates Tor computers,
xerographic copiers, the Land camera and other major innovations, for ex-
ample, fell short by factors of thousands. Successful innovators look be-
yond expressed needs and lead the market through technologically innova-
tive products that meet latent needs. Formal market analysis is often useful

but should not dominate resource allocations to product development.
The very phrase "technology iSush"" may tend tb overstate technology's

role in the successful introduction of radical innovations. When an innova-

tion captures the market by introducing technologies that address latent
needs, significant efforts to educate users about its inherent possibilities
have usually been made: The successful videocassette innovators illustrate

this point; Sony's brilliant initial ad.vertising of the Betamax as a "time
shift" machine is a classic example.

The point is not that product development strategies should always be

geared toward latent rather than expressed consumer needs, but that man-
agement attitudes and practkes geared to the quantifiable and provable, the
here and now, risk the loss of such opportunities to use technology to gain

competitive advantage.
The conventional wisdom about so-called "mature indgstries" entails a

similar risk of missed optiortunities for use of new technology. Mature mar-

kets may offer little objectiveoevidence of readiness to accept innovative
products, and it is common wisdom for firms competing in them to direct
their main efforts to advertising, promoting or reducing the prices of estab-
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lished products. Yet atteption to cusiomer needs can reveal opportunities
for rewarding investments in technology to differentiate products in perfor-
mance terms.

The assumption that competitive priorities should change systemgically
along the life cycle of a product is valid, but should not be followed blindly.
The potential value of technological advances in products and,pi,ocesses
does not decrease simply because known customer needs !Jain. been met.
While U.S. managers in the television industry were focusing on volume ex-
pansion and cost reduction when growth leveled off, Japanese firms like
Sony continued to study latent consumer. needs and to introduce major
product improvements. Management approaches that operate according to
stages in the life cycle create major competitive handicaps if they discourage
continuing innovation °to meet underlying customer needs.

The biases in management concepts that favor analytic rather than expe-
riential evidence and short-term rather than long-term results are reinforced
by parallel tendencies in today's systems of financial control. Three trends
have shaped current U.S. _practice: (1) increasing diversification of the
businesses engaged in by a single firm; (2) Consequent decentralization of
operations to semiautonomous "profit centers"; reinforced by (3) the-emer-
gence of "scientific" theories of corporate finance.

Since the 1950s, a penchant for diversification has lea U.S. firms farther
away from their core technologies and markets than it has their counter-
parts in Europe or Japan. Managers in the United States appear to have an
inordinate faith in the portfolio law of large numbers, which holds that to
amass enough product lines, technologies and businesses is to cushion
against the random setbacks of life. This may be true for portfolios of
stocks and bonds, where considerable evidence shows that setbacks_are ran-

'dom, but businesses are subject to both random setbac.ks and carefully or:
chestrated attacks by competitors. Thomas J. Peters, of McKinsey and
Company, in discussing 10 well-managed and successful U.S. companies,
notes that all are exceptions fo this tendency; each, he says, "is a hands-on
operator, not a holding company or a Conglomerate." Moreover, he argues,
"these companies have achieved unusual success by sticking to what each
knows best," resisting thetemptation to move into new businesses that look
attractive but require coreOrate skills they do not have.' 6

The more general trend toward diversification has reinforced and been re-
inforced by application of modern theories of financial portfolio manage-
ment. These principles have increasingly been applied to the creation and_

management.of corporate portfolios, or clusters of companies and product.
lines assembled through various modes of diversification under a single cor-
porate umbrella. When applied by a remoturoup of dispassionate experts
primarily concerned with finance and cont&l, who lack hands-on experi-
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t

ence, the mechanics of portfolio analysis and related resource allocation
push managers even further toward an extreme of caution.

The top managers of highly diversified firms necessarily find themselves

unable to relate their own experiences to the vital issues of their operatjng
businesses. Since most of these firms use decentralized organizational struc-
tures, the mariager of each profit center can be held primarily accountable
for results. But,how does the top manager judge the operating manager's
strategic expenditures if they are risky and unlikely to prOduce near-term,

results?
Tendencies toward the near term; and toward quantifiable results,

produce a situation in Which many U.S. managers Apecially in mature in-
dustriesare reluctant to invest heavily in the development of new manu-
facturing processes or creative work force policies. By ignoring the competi-

tive advantage of the latter, as in the case of the automotive industry, they
adopted homogenous labor relations as dictated by industry tmions. This
shortsighted action has limited the scope of competitive maneuvers and left

the field of work force productivity to foreign competitors. And many U.S.

managers assume that essential advances in process technology can be more

easily accomplished through equipment purchase than through in-house
equipment design and development. This assumption is less widely shared

abro ad.
Although managers overseas often seek to increase market share through

internal development of advanced process technology, even when their sup-

pliers are highly responsive to technological advances, managers in the

United States often restrict investments in process development to those

items likely to reduce costs in the short run. This diminishes the opportunity

for competitive differentiation. Even if comPanies develop significant new
products through aggressive R&D, to the extent that they use established

process technology, they reduce their competitors' lead trifle for introducing

similar products. Not only can investing in the development of process tech-

nology make products more profitable, when it yields a proprietary process

it can serve s a formidable competitive weapon. Indeed, the barrier to

entry into videocassette recorder manufacture by U.S. firms is their lack of

process know-how. The product technology is open to all; the real secret lies

in the Japanese factories.
In sum, we find that certain "modern" strategic concepts, analytic

methods and organizational practices discourage the kind of long-term per-
spective and risk taking necessary to sustain a high level of technological in-

novation, We may wonder why the negative consequences of thee attitudes
and practices have become evident only in recent years. A confluence of
trends at work over several decades has resulted, We believe, in a significant

L.
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shift in balance. Paralleling the trends toward corporate diversification,
deCentralizatipn'and use of new concepts of financial management is the
growing acceptance of a certain concept of the "successful manager."

There is widespread belief in both the business community and academia,
in a concept of the professional manager as a "pseudo-professional"an in-
dividual with no special expertise in a particular industry or technology
wro, nevertheless, can step into and successfully run an unfamiliar corn-
pan)rt1ough strict application of financial controls, strategic concepts and
market nalysis. Although we do not believe that major competitive choices
can be thade withohtarekil attention to basic marketing and financial is-
sues, we fear that apparently sophisticated analysis of these factors can
mask a shallow understanding of customers and a shortsighted view of fi-
nancial objectives. Moreover, no matter how well these considerations are
understood, they are inadOuate without a cpmplementary understanding
of the technological issues.

It is a rare individual who commands the necessary depth of understand-
ing in each of the major facets of business strategy: markets, finances and
technologies. Good organizational design ensures that the operations of the
firm are rooted in specialized units able to concentrate pn one of these di-
mensions. But as top management must blend the specialized knowledge,
experience and insight of each unit into an integrated, coherent whole in
order to make strategic decisions for the entire company, the training and
outlook of these integrators at the top of the managerial pyramid are di-
rectly relevant. If these individuals are interested in but one or two aspects
of the total competitive picture, if their training includes a narrow exposure
to the range of functional specialties, they may be unable to implement the
necessary integration.

There have been substantial changes over the last two decades in the
training and,experience titat top executives bring to their jobs. Companies
have been placing greater value on education and less on experience. The
nation's business scools have ptoduced increasing numbers of M.B.A.s
armed with knowledge of the latest concepts and faith in their efficacy. No
longer does the typical career provide future top executives with intimate
hands-on knowledge of the company's technologies, customers and sup-
pliers. Since the mid-1950s, the percentage of new company presidents
whose primary interests and expertise lie in the financial and legal areas
rather than in production has substantiallY increased." In addition, many
U.S. companies continue to fill new top management posts from outside
their ranks. In the opinion of foreign observers, accustomed to long-term
careers in the same company or division, "high-level American executives
seem to come and go and switch around as if playing a game of musical
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,
chairs at an Alice in Wonderland tea party."" In Japan, by contrast, execu-
tives spend a lifetime in one firm where, increasingly, it is die technical man

who becomes the chief executive officer.
Trend's in management attitudes toward technology and innovation offer

another explanation of the emergence in the 1970s of changes in perfor-
mance. World War II gave great impetus to technology-based innovation
and growth in industry. Belief in science and technology was solnetimes car-

ried to extremes, as symbolized by lavishly funded corporate research cen-

ters established in country-club settings. As this impetus faded, in the 1960s,

managers shifted emphasis toward incremental improvements and effi-
ciency gains, a tendency that has been carried to extremes in the 1970s.

Some of these trends have run their course and even been reversed. Since

1976, the expenditure of industry funds (as distinct from government funds)

on R&D has risen faster than inflation. Pace-setting companies like G.E.
and du Pont are reemphasizing technology and innovation. Significantly,
John Welch, G.E.'s new chief executive, and Edward Jefferson, the 'new

chairman at du Pont, are Ph.D. chemists with experience in important in-
novations within their companies.

Although these are straws in the wind, they suggest that fundamental and
widespread changes in prevailing attitutles and practices are possible in the

1980s.

Conclusion
The fault, dear Brutus, is not in our stars, But in ourselves.

Shakespeare, Julius Caesar, act I, scene 2

How can the institutional climate in the United States be made more
favorable for industrial innovation? If our analysis of the declining compe-

titive position of the United States is valid, fundamental changes in the atti-

tudes and practices of management are needed to reverseor halt this
decline. We view these changes as a return to values once well established in
U.S. industry the ability to think toward the .future, the willingness to in-

novate and to take bold risks in developing new technologies, new markets
and highly produCtive manufacturing systems. But wealso believe that these

changes may require the adoption of new, creative policies toward labor re-

lations and toward cooperation with government and universities.
Among the attitudes hindering U.S. competitiveness has been the ten-

dency to neglect product and process technology as a competitive weapon.
Senior managers who are inadequately informed about their industry' and

the nature and interactions of its parts suppliers, workers and customers, or
-

,.
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who have little incentive to consider the long-term implicationsof their own
decisions, are more likely to display this tendency. Tight financial controls
with hort-terni emphasis will also bias managers toward choosing the less
innovative, less technologically aggressive alternative. Attitudes that pre-
clude creative work force policies are all too common. character of
competition also plays a role. Recent Japanese success in die automobile
and consumer electronics industries is partly the result of longstanding tech-
nological and market rivalry among several strong firms; others have been
quick to match a successful innovator's formula. The key question is, then,
how these tendencies can be changed to foster competition, encourage long-
term development of basic technologies, stimulate the often risky commer-
cialization of the results of successful technical efforts and maximize work,
force effectiveness.

Government policies affect industry both directly and indirectly. policies-
and programs that have an important impact on industrial innovationtax
structure, monetary policy, regulation, patent policy and aspects of na-
tional science policy have become primary considerations. These broad
policies may nurture the scientific and engineering professions and the econ-
omy in general, but they fail to provide sufficient conditions for realization
of the potential for industrial innovation.

The government may also try to create incentives for long-term research
and development, to cushion the risks of innovation and to encourage com-
petition. But the correct approach is as yet unclear, because the linkages be-
tween advances in science and technology and such economic outcomes as
productivity and innovation are not well understood. Government agencies
can reduce the financial risks of investment in advanced technology, as they
have in the past, by serving as customers for innovative products. There are
other areas of potential influence: the Carter administration's Domestic
Policy Review of dustrial Innovation recommended changes in the tax
treatment of technology, but these were never endorsed by President
Carter. Nor is the impact of the Federal Trade Commission and Justice De-
partment always clear; in many cases their rules may in fact thwart innova-
tion. In the U.S. consitmer electronics industry in 1955, for example, the
companies involved met most economic tests for a vital industry free of
monopoly and barriers to entry, yet innovations failed to.. emerge.

Universities can facilitate long-term development of new technologies by
continuing to explore ways of structuring relationships with industry.
History suggests that industries with healthy links to first-quality academic
work are more robust. The U.S. semiconductor industry and German chem-
ical industries are cases in point. In certain kontier areas of engineer-
ing robots or computer-aided designU.S. indtstrial firms are already

6,;
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collaborating with university laboratories, by supplying money and assign-

ing technical personnel to work on the programs. Complementary programs

in which university personnel han access to state-of-the-art equipment and

techniques within industrial laboratories may also prove mutually benefi-

cial'. F. Karl Willenbrock, Dean of the School of Engineering and Applied

Sciences, Southern Methodist University, has suggested the possible develt

opment of engineering analogs to the medical profession's teaching hospi-

tals, where practice and educationdoexist." In the 4eld of science, interest-

ing new approaches include the 12-year program of biomedical research

sponsored by Monsanto at Harvard Medical School and the 10/ear pro-

gram of research on combustion processes sponsored by Exxon at the Mas-

sachusetts Institute of Technology. Universities, by their nature, have ad-

vantages in continuity of personnel and long-term perspective; industry brings

not only resources bucyital information about relevant practical needs.

Management faculties might also reflect .on some unintended conse-

quences of current methods of management education. Many of the dys-

functional attitudes and practices discussed here are clearly related to what

is taught in financial analysis, marketing, planning and related fields..fte-

search designed to clarify the relationships between technological advances

and economic outcomes would also be a valuable university contribution.

As essential as cooperation between industry, government and univer-

sities may be, opportunities for-it are severely limited by the nature and

complexity of U.S. business. We believe that the primary agents of change

must be industry's top managers themselves. They provide the real leverage,

for senior executives make the most significant decisions.*If they are 11 in-,

formed, experienced and committed to excellence and innovation, the can

effect the changes that will creatively tap this country's huMan and natural

resources and put U.S. industry back into the competitive position it once

held throughout the world.
.,

.
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Radio and Television Division, Harvard Business School case study, 9-513-082,
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Decision Making with,

. ) Modern Information and .

Communications Technology:
Opportunities and Constraints

' The Growth of Information
and Communications Technology

The growth of sophisticated information processing systems, accom-
panied by huge advances in telecommunications capabilities, constitutes an
infermation revolution that raises significant new issues for policymakers.
This paper analyzes the historical and recent 'developments in data process-
ing and telecommunications, the impact these advances are having on society
and the associated policy issues that need to be addressed. '

Historical PeApective
.

A significant aspect of the growth of information and communications
technologies is that the two technologies are merging. To gain a better un-
derstanding of this phenomenon, it may be helpful to examine three cate-
gories that make up the information industry, for it is their interaction that
forms the most powerful infOrmation processing and communications
systems. ,. A.

The functionat categories of importance are:
,

information and data proces.sing technologies;
-word processing technologies;

(r-
communications technologies.

0

'. Donald .1. Hillman
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Donald J. Hillman is K Center for Information and Computer Science, Lehigh Univer-
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Information and Data .firocessing. Information and data prodessing tech-

'nologies are primarily aisociated with computers. Advances in computer

performance have been spEctacular, in both the variety and the number of

different applications; Advances in miniaturization have reduced com-

puting costs substantially, thereby eXpanding te number ,of users and
enlarging possible applications: Two basic archi ectural features of com-

puters are involved in this rapid progress. The first of these is a hierarchy of

memories. Memories range from slow, high-capacity peripheral devices

(such as magnetic tapes and disks) to fast, limited-capacity central.memo--.

ries (such as magnetic cores or semiconductors) to high-speed registers.

The second feature is the central processing unit, which contains the

arithmetic/logic unit and a control unit. The arithinetic/logic unit
manipulates the high-speed registers according to logical operations. The

control unit is responsible for examining the programmer's instructions and

for controlling the actions of the memories and the arithmetic/logic unit to

perform the necessary operations. Instructions.and data are both stored in

the same memory. In the future are fundaniental architectural changes in

computer design, which promise to increase performance significantly.

Word Processing Technology. Word processing manipulates text without

regard to.message or semantic content. Text editing, while closely identified

with word processing, is used to align the formats of large multipage
documents and reports and to handle routine office correspOndence. Word

processing was applied initially to manual office functidns, and it affected

primarily secretarial and clerical wotkers. There is*growing evidence,
however, that word processing is beginning to make an impact on office

operetions in general, and that,when linked with dataTrocessing, the coin-
binatiofi will substantially alter future management styles. r

Communications Teclmology. The telephone has been trinsformed from

a signal transpprt de 'vice into a message processor capable of. conference

calling, call forwarding, automatic dialing, automatic redialing of busy

numbers and last number redialing. Digital data networks have greatly in-

creased access So on-line information retrieval systems and facilitated the

transmission of large amounts of information between dispersed points.

Facsimile transmission is widespread. Optical fibers can carry more
simultaneous messages than conventional cable. Cable television has enor-

mous potential for home information services, and videodisks and
videocassette recordeis could have a substantial impact on education as well

as home entertainment. The publishing ind4stry is 'being changed by the

transmission of news and literature via telecommunications and broad-

casting systems. Communications satellites provide the means for inexpen-

sive, reliable and real-time information transfer on a global scale.

6 0
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Recent Developments I

It is the inter tions among the functions of data processing, word pro-
cessing and co munications that reflect the real potential for advancement.
Traditional distinctions between telephone utilities, newspapeD and book
publishing, banking and postal services are becOming* blurred, and these
blurred distinctions have generated important policy problems, for both
government and private enterprise.

In part-, the issues have arisen because ihe electronic storage, manipula-,
tion, retrieval and transmission of information are available at costs com-
petitive with paper. Several key examples illustrate the rapid development
that has occurred in information technology in recent years.

The cost of computer main memory has been declining 26 percent
per year since 1965 and is expected to continue to do so through the
1980s. .

There is now a full range of commercially available storage technolo-
gies that permit access times as low as a billionth of a second for the
small, high-speed storage used to process information.

The new videodisks can store as many as 10 billion bits 6f informa-
tion on a disk the size of an ordinary phonograph record.

The performance of central processors has increased, at a rate of 35
_percent per year since 'they rirst were introduced (see Figure 3.1),
while costs have declined bytabout 20 percent per year (see Figure
1.2).

Circuit densitY js incieasing dramatically, particulahy in very large-
scale integrated (VLSI) circuits. Integrated circuits now contain
100,000 active wmponents; some estimates place the number at 109
by 1995.'

Wordprocessing devices are acquiring communications features that
provide electronic mail functions as well as access to outside
ditabasft, .

Data processing, combined with word processing, proviaes a variety
of information handling; storage and retrieval capabilities within
one system. , ,

The use of microprocessors in a number of office devices from dic-
lation-equipment to photocopier's has reduced, equipment size and

.'enhanCed operations significantly?'

'
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Figure .3.1. Relative Computer Processor llerformance.
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'
In the last 15 years, channel cOacitY of a single communications
satellite has increased by a factor of 50, and the cost per circuit year

has decreased by a factor of 45.2

)Packet7switching
has become an alternative to time-division and

-

circuit-switched networks.

Sothe new services combine satellite, microwave and cable technolo-
gies for long-distance voice, data and video transmission.

Impact of Information Technology

The implications of.these new tools are'significant. Within the office, tra-
ditional operations are being altered as riaid-livel managers an&technicians
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Figure 3.2. Relative Computer Processor Price.
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emplOy minicomputers to monitor work routines. Writers and editors en-
hance their efficiency through the direct entry of data to word processors.
Portable termipals enable employees tework from their homes. Line man-
agers can receive _timely information from a variety of distant sources,
thereby improving the decisiop-making process. In some cases, the,choice
of technologies for example, large central 'processing unit versus distributed
minicomputers: will substantially affect the way.an enterprise functions.

New information handling methods are affecting the commercial world
in a number of ways, as in electronic banking and consumer purchasing via
remote terminals. Multinational corporations operate more. efficiently in
the international marketplace through the use of communications technol-
ogy linked to information processing. ...
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Computer technology is entering the home as well. Microprocessors im-

bedded in a variety of devices control temperatures or turn on the oven. In-
novative broadcasting and on-line services provide new forms of entertain-
ment. Many home computers enable a user to balance a checkbook, play
video games or take advantage of home education..

The revolution has brought us to the, dawn of a so-called Information

Age, whose implications.for society are both-disturbing and exciting.

The Rise of the Informatipn Age
The role of informalion has increased with the growth of the new technol-

ogy. The information industry is now the most rapidly increasing segment
of the economy. The uses of information technology in all aspects of our
lives have accelrated to the point where the 1980s can be called the Infor-

mation Age. In recent years policymakers have turned more attention to is-

sues related to information. Yet, despite the findings of numerous reports
and studies, substantial issues remain unresolved.

In 1977, Porat' estimated that about 46 percent of the U.S. work force
was employed in the information industry. This means that more people in,

the United States are employed in manipulating inforMation than in manu-
facturing products, providing services or growing food. The Information
Age is thus an "era in which the exchange of information will be as critical a
function of economic organization as the production of goods."'

One consequence of this transformation is that information is now being

valued as a critical resource in the same serile'as is labor or capital. Informa-

tion is different in that it conserves other resources through better

decisions,' arid it often is enhanced rather than depleted through use. At-
tempts have been made to treat information as a utility and to describe
mechanisms for regulating it.6 Another approach treats information as a

mixture of purely public and private goods, with price reflecting an alloca-

tion mechanism rather than a cost-recovery(device.7 Common to all of these

approaches is the goal ofjkising private Sand public productivity through

improved information-hal-Ming methods.
The emergence of information as a tangible resource has stimulated a vig-

orous debate concerning its development. Do we need a national policy to

manage our information resources? Is it possible to have a single national
policy when information transcends so marty activities and areas of govern-
ment? While thc recognition of the information economy is relatively re-'
cent, these questions have stirred debate in the United States fer more than

20 years.
Numerous reports havvddressed the issue of scientific and technical in-

formation collection and dissemination. Beginning with the so-called Baker
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Report, which recommended the 1958 formation of the Office of Science
Information Service within the National Science Foundation, the role of in=
formation in research and development began to assume a more prominent
position in the context of urgent national goals. In 1963 the 'reports of
Wiesner9 and Weinberg" promulgated the view that government was re:,
sponsible for :disseminating research results and for maintaining an' ade-
quate communications system to promote the commercial applications of
those results. Another influential report, the report of the Committee on
Scientific and Technical Communication (SATCOM)," recommeMed the
participation of private organizations in the nation's information programs
and suggested government support for scientific and technical societies.

In 1972, the"Greenberger Report"r2 expounded a globalyiew of govern-.
ment responsibilities for information dissemination 'in research, education
and priiiate sector activities. Very much in the spirit of the times, the report
championed the government's role in ensuring that the country's infor-
mation resources were fully utilized for the public good. The report also rec-
ognized that centralization of The effort was 'not a necessity, and-that the
various public and Private organizations 'engaged in produdng and dis-
seminating ihformation were performing adequately, if not optimally.

Much progress hag' been made toward the goal expressed in these reports:
the rreation of a'communication system for the free flow of scientific, and
tecknical information,Many observers, nevertheless, ;believe that these
overall obiectives have nOt yet been reached, partly because the constitu-
ency of users uaries significantly, as scientific and technical, information
concerns merge with broader information policy questions. Throughout re-..

cent years, therefore, there has been a steady trend toward broadening the
scope of policymaking for information, as seen in the formationrof the U.S.
National Commission on Libraries and Information Science' (1975), the,
U.S. Doiçestic Counpil, Committee on the Right to Privacy (1976) ansl the
U.S. Conknission on Federal Paperwork (1977).

Despite ese efforts, the tensions continue among various players in the
federal gov mment, and beiween the public and private septors. The ab-
sence of cleat guidelines and policies regarding information is keenly felt. It
can he argued, for example, that the government should ensure, the wide-
spread dissemination of socially useful information at the Jowest possible
cost; on the other hand, some say that the private sector has" the more effi-
cient means for doing this. The issue often centers on the definition of un--
fair competitidn, especially with respect to thd government's funding,of in
formatibn services.

A major reason for the conflict in the development of information poli-
cies is the al3sence of a suitable mechanism for resolving the issues. No.dis-
tinct roles for the public and private sectors have emerged, and there is no
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agreement on planning and leadership: The decision-making process within

the . federal goyernment concerning these questions is accordingly frag-
mented and disorganized. In response to this situation, there have' been

many proposals for new national structures to plan and coordinateinfor-
mation attivities. Some have suggested that responsibility for the formula-

.? tion of communications, arid information policy be centralized, either in a

specific department or in- the Exectitive Office of the President, althougfi
others contend that improved coordination efforts, together with a recogni-

tionthat informatibn issues play a,large part in national policies, are suffi-

cient to rationalize the decision-making piocess. .

Both the private and the public sectors art deeply involved in generating

and using information to manage a society that is increasingly dependent on
problem-solving knowledge for a wide diversity of purposevand needs.
Clearly, 'we need to fails, more attention on ensuring cooperation both
within the government and betwe'en the public and private sectors. This is-

sue must be treated as a high priority qukikcon as the nation and the world

grow increasingly dependent on the availa8ility of infoimation to provide

answers to national and inteinational probletns.

Policy Questions of the Information Age

The Information Age has been evolving over a period of at least 20 years,
-

as an economy based on, industrial production adapts io ong based on the

transfer of information. The sheer speed of change is as significant as the

changes themselves. The new issues createdby the new technology affecfall

segments- of society and include a broad Kange of tiroblems, ranging from

productiVity to privacy to cOntrôl of information paiduction and man-

power reguirements.
-

Structure of the Telecommunications and

Informatidn Industrid
Telecommunications and data processing aremerging as a result of the

evolution of both technologies and the pressures caused by economic

change. The blending df these two economic sectors into the critical compo-

nent of the information induay is equallyalependent on the ability of the
technology to support this merger and the economic and sometimes
social pressures for it.

The heart of the telecommunications network is now a coinputek an
electronic switch! At the sante time, the usefulness of data processing facili-

ties and services is a fundtion of their accessibility through the telecommuni-

cdtions net. The growth markets'for telecdrnmunicafions and data prqcess-

.

;
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ing exist in merged services, such as electronic message systems, electronic
funds transfers and other transaction-oriented:offerings.

Telecommunications and data Processing borrow techniques from each
other to increase the capacity and availability of existing services. Comple-
menting these needs, however, are pressures for new services which could

, bring about increased efficiency and effectiveness. This second set of moti-
Nations is now the primary engine of change. While the reasons for viewing
telecommunications and data processing separately appear to be fading, it is
not dlear that the two industries will be treated as one in policy and legal
termS at least for the foreseeable future. Unresolved policy choices con-.
cern regulation, competition and the assured delivery of services. .

Regulatory strategy and requirements for the telecommunications indus-
"t;y are relaxing, but transmission services will remain regulated to a consid-
erable degree, due to several factors. First, the industry is dominated by a
corporation of unparalleled sizea circumstance that will not change
quickly. Second, the technology employs an increasingly 'valuable and
scarce resource, that is, the electromagnetic spectrum. Third, the industry
must operate in conformity with certain powerful social and political poli-
cies, such as requirements for the universal availability of service.

A variety of other services will, however, be at least partly deregulated, as
a result of Federal Communications Commission decisions, congressional
legislation and state public utility commission actions. This process will af-
fect the so-called enhanced telecommunications services, for example, and,
more participants will be able to enter the market. The challenge for policy-
makers will be to ensure that the transition is as fair and minimally disrup-
ti%e as possible and to support continued technological advancement, rather
than restrict it through burdensome rpgulations. Critical choices will emerge
at the points where three distinct porlions of the market meet: the
unregulated data processing and information industries, the neiwly deregu-
lated enhanced communications services, and the less (but till consid-
e,rably) regulated transmission services. A key question will be that of how
to draw the regulatory line _between basic transmission serv ces and en-
hanced offerings.

Information Overload

In the past, the information explosion was largely paper-oriented; today,
the new technology is creating huge quantities of computer-readable mate-
rial. The sheer amount of computer-readable data compounds the tradi-
tional problem of sifting useful information from a base of material that is
une%en in quality. Reductions in the cost'of storing, processing a i d retriev-
ing information have only added to this dilemma. The result is th

l
t decision
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makers are often faced with the increasingly difficult task of selecting
critical information from mountains of data.

A case can be made that technology can rationalize the information trans-
fer process, thereby easing information overload. On-line-searching, for ex-

ample, provides improved methods for sorting and selecting needed infor-

, mation from large amounts of data. Systems using computer-based selective
dissemination of information, which also highlight materials most closely
reflecting 'a user's interests, eliminate the need to sift through endless com-

puter printouts or printed documents. There is little doubt that as new tech-
niques for data entry emergesuch as difect voice to computer the

amount of data gathered in computer-readable form will'continue to in-
crease at a dramatic rate. It is hoped that the technology can also provide
the techniques to organize and display informatiob more effectively, so that
informed decision making will be enhanced rather than diminshed.

Privacy

The Federal Privacy .Protection Commission carefully emphasized in its

1977 report that information privaF involves more than the traditional
concepts of confidentiality imply., i"ersonal privacy in this information so-
ciety calls for fair practices in maintaining and using information, as well as

sr restrictions on how organizations collect information. The driving force be-
hind the concern for privacy is a desire to protect, not only the information
about human beings, but also their autonomy and individuality. Contrib-
uting to this situati9n is the drastic reduction in costs for storing informa-
tion in cOmputers. As offices become highly automated, electronic mail and

message systems increase and personal computers prgliferate, the potential

for abusing the confidentiality of information grows. Issues of personal
privacy reflect another area where policymakers must'address the adequacy

of existing legal and institutional frameworks to cope with rapid technologi-

cal advances.

Information Resource Management

There is a growing awareness that information transfer activities play a

critical role in the effective internal management of both public and private
sector organizations. As a result, information is increasingly viewed as an

important-resource to be carefully developed and utilized. In the United
States no central authority controls the establishment or maintenance of in-

formation systems on a national basis. Recent efforts have been made, how-

ever, to coordinate government paperwork activities to reduce redundant
collection activities and to indease the sharing of information.

Attention paid to this issue in recent years has grown as,the number of
databases increases (for example, there were 528 computer-readable, pub-
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* .
licly available, bibli raphic databases in 1979'31, the variety of vendors .

offering informatioh service% expand,s and the methods for transferring in-
-formation proliferate. This situation calls for effective coordination and
inanagement of all aspects of information gathering, processing, and dis-
seminalion activities within an organilation to ensure optimal use of
data resources. . . -

This changing environment raises a number of policy questions, among
them that of better defining the federal government's rple in providing pub-
lic information, in order to prevent conflict and competition between the
government and the private sector. Other issues include improving access to
vital information, incieasing coordination of government information col-
lection and dissemination activities and designing appropriate management
tools and philosophies, improv'e information resource management.

, Information Technology and Education
,

As the information economy permeates society, there is a growing need
for professionals in engineering, programming and systems analysis beyond
the number currently graduating from universities. Many observers believe
that our,educational institutions themsel-ves shquld emphasize mathematics
and science as preparation for careers in a variety of technological indus-
tries. Others contend that the federal government should provide increased
funding tb foster programs of this kind.

Information technology in education is also receiving renewed attention.
Recent advances in miniaturization and telecommunications networks have
openefi up new ways of assisting students in a wide array of learning envi-

roj.p4nts. They can optimize educational resources that may be geographi-
cally dispersed and offer new flexibility in individualized course work.
Perhaps most importantly, computer and communications systems will help
students to acquire skills for using these technologies throughout their lives
and enhance their understanding of modern technologies in general. As the
information society becomes more pervasive, the ability to employ
automated systems for everything from commercial' transactions to home
entertainment will become increasingly important.

Availability of International Telecommunications and
Information Resources

The growth of large-scale computer systems and telecommunications net-
works makes information available all over the world. As the globe contin-
ues to shrink, domestic and international activities and policies merge. The
United States continues to be the leader in the field of information technol-
ogy but is,faced with an increasing challenge from its major trading part-
ners.

Isly
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Of particular concern are some nations' attempts to control the flow of
information across their borders. The United States has traditionally sup-

ported the concept of free.flow of information internationally as fundamen-

tal to world economic growth and human rights. Impediments to that flow
could substantially damage the U.S. information industry through loss of
exports. In the long run, other enterprises that rely heavily on information
and comthunications products and services for efficient international opera-

tions will be most significantly harmed. Numerous noneconomic issues

such as national sovereignty, cultural erosion and personal privacy
are also linked to the international data flow problemofieveral nations
have responded to this problem by establishing nitional strategies and poli-

cies for information ind communications.development as well. .

Radios are another of several communications resources that raise dif-
ficult questiohs. The radio frequency spectrum and the geostationary earth
orbit are finite resources whose use is allocated by the International Tele-
communications Union among it,s 154 members. As the spectrum becomes

more congested, issues of equitable allocation of radio frequencies have
become increasingly critic0, as evidenced by the considerable attention
focused on the 1979 World Administrative Radio Conference.

These international developments.,directly affect the ability of the United

States to maintain its lead in numerous high-technology fields, as well as

support the employment of information technology worldwide.:It is unclear

how the United States should respond and how the interests of domestic

users of information technology can be best represented. internhtionally.
.0ther concerns focus on the complementarity_of our domestic and intern--
tional policies in this,area and on the benefit at home of harneSsing scien-

tific and technical accomplishments abroad.

Information Technology Forecasts

To give a sharper edge to tI4 issues raised above, I will make a number of

forecasts of specific technological developments in the first half of this
decade. These will be divided into products and services emerging from
technological advancements, followed by a discussion of possible legislative

and regulatory responses.

Information Technology Developments

To support the types of information -transfer systems described earlier,

different computer architectures will be required. Specialists are now devel-

oping the technologies needed for that architecture, including: ..

'
1. Hard-software, which implements important software functions in

specialized chips-.

7o
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2. Very large-scale integrated circuits, which provide the foundation
for the changes in technology and computer architectures.

3. Bus architectures, which link together hardware modules in corn-
puter/communieations systems via standard interfaCes, thus en-
hancing local area networks.

4. Exteitible languages, which enable the language facility itself rather
than traditional libraries to maintain extended functions.

Among the key components of t se new architectures will be memory
devices and database machines. With w memory devicessuch as associ-
ative memories data can be processed without first being transferred from
slower memory to fast memory. Database machines apProach the ideal of a
plug-in database utility. These architectures are particularly important for
very large database systems. As noted earlier, the number of databases is
continually increasing. Similarly, the number of on-line searches has
quadrupled to an estimated 4 million per year since 1975.'4 The market is
expected to growjn response to the added value pf databases'as retrospec-
tive literature collections and as more students are exposed to on-line
searching. This growth in database services will be possible as a result of
two technological developments:

new network architectures, which will provide superior access to
,stored information;

mini-micro-based, on-line informa tion retrieval systems.

These will enable end users to subscribe to customized portions of databases
and to conduct all searches on an in-house mini-micro system.

These technological forecasts are by no means the only expected develop-
ments in information processing in the 1980s, but they are among the mo,st
important.

Emerging Information Services

The information services that will probably become widespread in the
1980s have, in many cases, already emerged:Several have been referred to
earlier in indicating the scope of the communications revolution and the
emerging policy issues.

Home Information Systems. Home information services will flourish in
the next decade. Several experiments are currently testing consumer re-
sponse to these systems, generally called teletext and videotex. Using dif-
ferent broadcasting or timesharing approaches, these systems supply in-
formation to the home television and in some cases provide for two-way
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communication. These systems offer a variety of services, including news,

educational programs and consumer information, and will probably offer

more in the future in response to rising customer demand.
Electronic Message Systems. Electronic mail systems are already operat-

ing within a growing number of private organizations. At issue is how such

services might be made available to the general public. Tbe U.S. Postal Ser-

vice has developed what it calls Electronic Computer-Originated Mail

(ECOM), but it is uncertain whether.the Postal Service will be authorized to

enter the electronic message business in competition with private sector
enterprises. Whatever the outcome of this debate, the technology to ac-
complish electronic message transmission is readily available and increas-

ingly part of home and office comptqer systems.
.>

..

,
ElectrOnic eutilishing. Electronic book and newspaper publishing will

f1ourisI3 in the j 980s. Companies with profitable databases are even now
seeking the technology to publish electronically. A *number of traditional

'publishers are expanding to include capabilities for datatiase publishing and

delivery of. home information services. One trade association estimated that

42 mergers took place in the first half of 1980.'5 This acquisition activity

can be expected to continue during the 1980s, as corporate giants gspond to

the need fpr new technology.
Office of the Future. The office of the future will begin to take shape in

the 1980s, as word processini and data processing functions are integrated.

Future office managers will be able not only to create local communications

networks but -also to transmit large amounts of information over great
distances. They will use the newly deyeloped computer-generated graphics

to display financial and operational data needed for management reporting
and strategic analysis and thereliy enhance their abilitylor informed deci-
sion making. A related activity in the workplace will, be the widespread

employment of computer-aided design providing impressive productivity

4gains.

Legislative and Regulatory Activities
, .

.

At present, debate among Congress, the courts, the Executive Branch and

the independent regulatory agencies is underway on several key policy ques-

tions. The growing complexity of these issues, combined with the long-

range ramifications of decisions bein& made, 'requires cOntinued analysis

and concern .on the part of policymakers. Among the core issues are the

. folloySing:

1. Regulation of the communications industry. Should AT&T be
permitted to offer information and data processing serlices? If so,

under what conditions? What authority should the Federal Ccimmu-

b u
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nications Commission have for regulating the communications in-
dustry? The data processing industry? Is legislation necessary or will.
anticipated court decisions settle the matter?

2. Protection of intellectualproperty. Both Congress and the courts are
concerned about the effect of automatiOn on traditional legal frame-
works for protecting ownership of information. What should be
done to adjust copyright provisions to a world of on-lineeclatabases
and distributed computing systems? What prorections should be
awarded to softwarecopyright, patent or strictly trade secret?

3. The role of government in providing information servicets. Gover37.
ment and private sect& vie as providers of information. What limits
should be placed on the governmtnt to prevent unfair competition
with private sector information providejs? How can we improve co-
ordination of public and private sector information needs and
services? Should such activities as electronic mail and electronic
funds transfer be left to the private sector, without government con-
trots? '

4. Pro(ection of personal privacy: Growth of large computer ,systems
and Centralized databases will contintte to 'spark concerns for individ-
ual Priiiacy. Will Congress pursue additional privacy legislation in
such ares as medical or insurance records? Will the greater use of
icomputet systems in administering government, progranis require
concomitant attention to 'computer systems security and confiden-
tiality of records?

Government organization of information activities. This is one area
likely to receive increased attention. How can the federal govern-
ment improve its management of information resources? Is adequater--
government suppoit being provided for research and development in
information technology? In light of barriers to the flow of informad

'tion being erected around the 'world, how should the government be
organized to represent U.S. information and communications inter-
ests internationally?

The pOsitive resolution of these questions during the next several years
will require enlightened decision making. This necessitates a firm under-
standing of thelstate of communications and information technologies, of
the significant advantages they bring to society and of the difficult policy
issues they raise. A hard look by policymakers at the impact of new technol-
ogies on all- sectors of the economy and the public is important preparation
for the Information Age.
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Relations of Science,

Governrhent and In stry:
The Case of Recombinant DNA

Introductittn'

Charles Weiner

The emergenCe and rapid growfh .oe recombinant DNA and other new
techniques for.genetic manipulation posed Major- policy questions in the,
1970s and will continue to do so as thejesear.ch and its applications 6ecome
increasingly visible in the 1980s. Several of the current, issues Wert vividly
highlighted by events dvring a five-week period in.the fall of 1980 in Cam-
bridge, /v6ssachusetts, the center Of the public confrontationsgbn the safety
of the research that made national headlines in 1976.

A
On 14 October 1980, a two-day bidtechnology sq,mposium opened at the

MassachusettitlInstitute of. Technology (MIT) to ,an overflow auditence Of
500, mostly from industry aad investment companies. The first session tea-
aired five distinguished 11.4Irmolecular biologists. One of them noied in his
introduction that many of the participants had been reading the Wall Street
Journal that morning because, in .a few hours, shares in a genetic engi:
neering lirm (Genentech) were to be ofred 'tor the,first time on the open-

' Itck-&:hange. The speakers talked about the origiiis and principles of the
basic science involved in recombinant DNA and cell fusion techniques, the
frontiers of current research, possible applications and the difficulties that
may be inherent to the science itself. Although enthusiastic abbut new appli-

, cations, they emphasized that molecular biologists were only just beginning
to miderstand the gene and its expressionin 'higher cells. One urged the,
asseMbly of industrialists and potentiakpvestors to be careful not to "kill

Charles Weiner is prOfessor of history of science and technology, Massachusetts InsTitute of
echnology, Cambridge, Mass.
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the goose that lays the golden eggs," warning that overly quick exploitation

of the research could lower the morale of the scientific community.
At midmorning a speaker interrupted his prepared remarks to announce

that the Nobel Prize in Chemistry had just been awarded to three scientists

who had developed basic techniques for the new advances in DNA research
and applications. During the coffee break, the participants were buzzing.,
about another bit of news: The price of the newly offered Genentech stock
had more than doubled within the hour. All of this spariced private dispute

among several of the speakers about the appropriate r,elationship of funda-

- mental biological researih in the universities to the newly developing bill
technology inchistries. "ley were well aware of the issues; all five MIT biol-

ogists on the program were involved with commercial enterprises in the

Other dimensions of the new role of biology were brought out by events

in Cambridge during the following four weeks. On 28, October, the Cam;

bridge Biohazards Committee helCi a public hearing tO gauge coMmunity

._ reaction to the plan of Biogen, a major interhatiohal genetic engineering

firm, to establish a Cambridge facility foi recombinant DNA research and
manufactOritig. Wkhin a week, the Cambridge City Council reactivated the

Cambridge Experimentation Review Board. This citizens! group haa been

created in 1976 to consider whethei recombinant DNA research at Hatiard

and MIT posed a threat to the community and had gone out of existence in

early 1972 after recommending what was to become the nation's first local

,; ordinance replating luch research. In 198D,1tht council reconvened the

board to-consider Biogen's request.to locate in the city. Two weeks later, in

the city of Waltham (part of the Route 128 high-technology industrial area
near Cambridge), the city council held a public hearing On similarissues re-

lated to the operation of a Waltham genetic engineering firm, Collaborative

Genetics. In December 1980, Waltham approved an ordinance regnlating
recanbinant DN'A experimeritation and use in the city. The ordinance re2

quires such work tce be crone under the National Institutes of Health (NIH)

guidelines and mandates some,additional safety measures.

Meanwhile, a newly founded company, Genetics Institute, sought per-

mission to eslablish its laboratory in ScimervIlle,,immediately adjaceil to

Cambridge:. In January 1981, negative community response was expressed

at a hearing attended by more than 100 people. One Somerville alderman '

challenged the &edibility c; a leading Harvard biologist as a safety expert

because of his major role in, t'Fte firm; "You're more than .a scientist now.

, You're a businessman." ' Haryard and MIT biologists are prothittently in-

volved in the thrse genetic engineering companies' under public scrutin'y by

local governments in Cainbridge, Somerville and Waltham.
Yet another.indication of current reactions to issues raised by the applica-
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,tions of molecular genetics was the response by the faculty of Harvard
University to the proposal that the universityltself take a role in founding a
company for commercial exploitation of recombinant DNA techniques, in-
volving some faculty members and making use-of university-owned patents.
The Intense discussions in Cambridge had echoes at other leading universi-
ties throughout the United States. Finally, in November 1980, the Harvard
Corporation rejected the plail because of itS' potential for generating con-
flicts with academic 'values through interference with open communication,
influence on criteria,for promotion, intrusion on commitments to teaching
and researdi and damage to the credibility and integrity of the univertity.2
Harvard (and many other U.S. unilersities) continues, however, to explore
ways of obtaining financial benefit from the applications of publicly funded
research done inuniversity laboratories.

These developments dramatically illustrate major unresolved national
isuett in contemporary relations among science, government and industry.
Although the focus in this account is on recombinant DNA technology,
similat issues arise in other areas of science and engineering. The problems
involve:

1 The public's perception of.new technolo y and determination of the
role the public should play in defining the oses and goals of hew
technology and the condijtions under which it-sn uld be developç d;

2 Determination,of whether and ho v. to regulate new technology;

3 The relationship of federally funded basic research to commercial
exploitation of its applications;

4. The effects of increased university interaction with industry on the
direction and quality of basic science, on the community of scientists
and on the university environment.

In addition, ethical issues stemming from the applications of genetics will be
increasingly important in the 1980s, at the ley el of practigal reality' rather
than nere abstraction.

This paper reviews the 'background and current status of these issues in
relation to recombinant DNA techniques.4'Because much has already been

ritten about them, 1 will emphasize only those issues that have not yet re-
ceived adequate attention (see the bibliography that follows this paper). The
field and the policy issues are unfold* before our eyes, proyiding an op-
portunity for close observ ation' of the socij and intellectual processes ape
grov.th of knowledge and its uses, anil emphasizing the need for critical ex:
amination ,of the related policy processes.

e
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Growth of Recombinant DNA Research arid

Concern about Risks in the 1970s

The development of recombinant DNA techniques in the early 1970s was

a major event in the history of science and a result of decades pf fruitfuhre-

search in molecular biology in several nations. These techniques involved

, the use of newly discOvered restriction enzymes to isolate and remove

,,i r specific gene sequences from DNA molecules of various organisms and to
...t ,.

' lecombine them with the DNA of other organisms,. These techniques also

invohed the application of methods to reproduce large am.ounts of exact

copies (clones) of the hybrid or recombinant DNA molecules. The ability to

manipulate nucleotide sequences directly made it possible to transmit

genetic information among different species. It provided a powerful new
tool for study of the structure and function of genes and made it possible to
study details of DNA and its transcription in cells of higher organisms.
Biologists imtpediately recognized the major significance of these develop-

..< ments. They were now able to solve problems at the forefront Of knowl-

edge, which also had possible important applications.
Of comparable importance was the fact that the scientists involved in the

work made -an unprecedented effort Jo inform the scientific com-
munityand, indirectly, the public,not only 'of the exciting new advances

and potential benefits of their basic research but also of their concern about

potential hazards in their own laboratory work. The extraordinary extent of
these concerns was made visible in 1974 when these researchers called on

fellow scientists to .refrain voluntarily from doing certain experiffitnts until
their hazards were assessed and safeguards devised. From the start,
throughout the February 1975 Asilomar conference, and during subsequent

efforts to develop guidelines, the issue was' defined by the scientists nas a

limited problem that the scientific 6mmunity c Id solve by technical

means. Possible abuse or misuse of the research was tioned .occasion-

ally, but it', was excludel4rom major consideratiQp, as were also its social

implications. The dis ssions focused on whether there was any danger in

the resear4 and, irs how the danger could be avoided, while the research

4-- continued.3.
Sciptists, sensing t e excitement and popularity of the new field, were

eager to clil recombinan NA resegrch, Developers of the guidelines, con-
vinced the field should be alloived to I row, were reluctant to impose artifi-

cm! restraints. TheyNation 41 Institutes f Health were thus in the ambiguous

p
e position of encouraging th growth of yesearch using recombinant DNA

techniques while taking resporibility for establishing and enforcing safety

regulations restricting such research. Concurrently, scientists were tooling

\
bti
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up to use-the new techniques and,were waiting for the green light to proceed
as rapidly as posible. Many of those charged with developing guidelines
felt that, even though they lacked information, they had to move as quickly
as possible.

The scientists involved believed that they needed to demknstrate that
scientists, on their own, could act responsibly to protect tire public. Tifey
felt that if they didn't do it on their own, someone else would do it for them.
When pressures concerning regulation exist from both scienti;ts and the
public and a large degree of uncertainty prevails, there is bound to be dis-
agreement on the scientifc basis of risks and the weight attached to them.
The process of establishing rules thereforie involved formulating a series of
c promises. It was necessary to provide a framework for safe conduct of
the earch acceptable to the scientists affected by the regulations and, at
the same time, to assure the public that it would be protected agaihst posli-
ble hazards, The .NIH Guidelines for Vsearch Involving Recombinant
DNifMoleules took effect in July 1976 and subsequently governed fed-
eraI1 guided university research in the United States. They Pite'came the
model for guidelines in several, other countries as well.

By 1977, scientists in the "field were issuing public statements explaining
that they now felt that the haards had been exaggerated and that,"in fact,
the experience of biologisls since 1973 (when they first sounded thealarm)
had convinced them that-much of the concern was g'roundless. These state-
ments came after a year of public controversy regarding the risks involved
and after Congress had begun to consider legislation to regulate recombi-
nant DNA research. The experience of the.biologists since 1973 had been
political ,as well as scientific. .,

,
Public interest had been relatively limited until -1976. Then, as research.

began, concern surfaced in several academie communities. Some public
contr versy waksparked by scientists y.ho were critical of the guidelines on
scient ic ground's. But many 'ndnscientists quickly realiied that the in for-
matio essential for evaluating potential mishaps (and thus, the adequacy
of the guidelines) Nie as not available. There Were many unknowns. Were the
guidelines adequate? Were they to be believed 8 a-matter of faith? Which

, scientists should be trustedkiinder 4h circumstances? Were scientists acting
out of self-interest when they assured the public that research was safe?
What public health benefits might be delayed or lost by slowing down the
reseakh until more was known about the risks? -

By the end of 1977, 16 bills were introduced in Congress and the subject
was widelY probed in 25 hearings:At first, many scientists were prepared to
accept the inevitability of federal ligation, which thdic hoped would ex-
tend NII-1, guidelines governing academic research to industry and 15revent

,

A
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the proliferation of,local regulations more severe than the guidelines. They

soon mobilized vocifeTous opposition to legislation-that they feared woUld

be too rigid for a new field in which the perceptions of risk were changing

rapidly. They believed that suchlegislation would restrict their research and

threaten their relative autonomy. In thei lobbying efforts, the scientists

argued. that hew scientific evidence and nalysis of existing data demon-

strated that the probability of risk fro combinant DNA experiments was

much lower than they had originally thought. Sympathetic media coverage

and increasing references to impending medical benefits of the research con-

tribuked to a changed congressional mood. None of the pending bills came

to a vote.
Rapid growth of the research anCl its applications ocCurred despite the,

public disputes, restricting guidelines, special containment' facilities and re-
- lated bureaucratic impediments that reached down to the laboratory level.

While the regulatory issues were being debated in committees and.,in public

hearings during the late 1970s, the laboratory use of reCOmbinant,DNA
techniques was booming, as its potential was being explored in one subfield

of biology after another. It became a centr'al tool for research that Rrevi-

ously had been considered impractical or impossible. Combined with other

new developments, such as rapid ,methods of DNA sequencing, it has

created great intellectual excitement and-activity affecting all of biology, in-

. cluding, cell biology and immunology. Already the research Itas led to a
dramatic change in the understanding of the structure of genes through the

discovery of intervening sequences and greater understanding of

transposable elements.4 Recombinant DNA methodology rapidly has

become a required technique in molecular biokogy laboratories, and more

.and more scientists are using this pOwerful approach because of its sim-

plicity, its effectiveness and its fruitfulness in opening new areas of
research. The increase in the number of federal grants, the emergence of

new journals and newsletters, special conferences and training wOrkshops

devoted to recombinant DINiN research all indicate ihe enormoutliowth of

, research in ate field.5
Althpugh Potential applicatiiiis were 'clear from the beginning, ihey be,

came more apparent as the research progressed and developed much more

iapidly than had been anticipate-d. Recombinant DNA and gene sequencing

rechniques have made it possible not only*to isolate and analyze genes but

also to engineer genes to1make, specific proteins for synthesis of such
substances as insulin, somatostaun, interferon and other polypetides with

. important biomedicalappliation. In addition tp pharmaceutical and medi-

cal applications, the use orrthe technique in producing industrially useful

enzymes has also sparked great interest, and activities are underway in the
agndultural, chemical and energy areas. By 1980 an estimated 100 U.S.

t

a
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oa

companies \vere evaluating or cOnducting recombinant DNA or other
biotechnology research.6

On balance, it may well be that concern and controversy over risks and
the need for control of research have accelerated growth of the field rather
than retarded it. This hypothesis needs further study, but it is supported by
several consequences of the special treatment given to recombinant DNA re-
search. From the beginning, a need was perceived to assess the nature and
potential of the research in order to determine whether it posed risks and, if
so, to devise methods to reduce and contain them. This led to acceleration
and supplementation .of normal channels of scientific communication.

'Highly publicized meetings, such as Asilomar in 1975 acquainted m,any
scientists with the background of the research and with the newest tesults
considerably earlier than they otherwise would have learned of them. The
development of guitlelines, the establishment in 1976 of the NIH Office of
Recombinant DNA Activities, which distributed information on safe and
efficient hqst-Nector systems for research, and the publication of a news-
letter were among the institutional efforts that stimulated the informal com-
munication network in the budding field and enlarged its scope.

In addition, the discussions of the risks and benefits Of the research in
puhli forums,.hearings and the media stimulated interest among investors,
industrialists and:scientists in the possible applications. A number of biolo-
gists never before involved in applied research .began to consider commer-
cial uses of their work. In some instances, the early results of such efforts td
produce substances with important human medical applications were '
reported directly td the press and to congressional committees engaged in
legislative hearings even berore they were published in scientific journals, in
order to* bolster the argument that the benefits side of the research
outweighed the risks.

'All of these'activities contributed to the growth of a technique that had
great scientific merit from its inception because it had strong intellectualap-,
peal, provided fruitful opportipities for research a.nd publication and was
relatively eas/ to learn and do. Some experiments and sole applications,
however, were temporarily delayed because of the time invOrved in the pro-
cess of establishing, revising and interpreting safety guidelines. In addition,
some scientists in the field had les's time for research because of their partici-
pation in committee meetings and .public hearings and because of the in-
creased paperwork related to their laboratoHes. Tile overall cost of the
research.vyas increased by the guidelines and risk-assessment activities and
by the expenses for new containment facilities, many of which are now no
longer required because of changes in the guidelines. Funds for risk assess-
ment and new facilities usually came frorp budget categories designated for
evaluation or building and did not drain funds available for research. On

Li
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thg whole, ihese delays, distractions and costs appear to have been more

than offset by the acceleration of the field caused by the extraordinary dif-

fusion of information and the intrinsic appeal of the research. 2

Current Status of DNA Technology and Its Regulation

What is. the status of regulatilm, risk assessment and public perception

and involvement in recombinant DNA technologi at the beginning of the

1980s?

Regulation

The NIH guidelines are the only regulations specifically applying to re-

combinant DNA research. They have been adopted by other federal agen-

cies and now are mandatory for all federally funded research. Noncoinpli.-

ance can result in withdrawal of funding from the institution. Primary

ressponsibility for determining that experiments are carried dut in accor7

dance with the guidelines is assigned to the Institutional Biosafety Commit-

tee (IBC) at theanstitution where the research is done.

The guidelines have undergone three major revisions by the NIH Recom-

binant DNA Advisory Committee (RAC) since 1976 and are continually

subject to revision.' The trend has been to relax ph9sical and biological con-

tainment .standards and accountability protocols. At present, about 90 per-

cent of tecombinant DNA work being pursued in the United States is either

no longer covered by -file guidelines or subject to only minimal controls

equivalent to "standard laboratory practice." Inmost cases reseatchers do

not need to use the .safety systemsthat had been introduced for biological

and physical containment under the 'original guidelines. NIH fUrther

duced its oversight role in November 1980 by eliminating the requirement

for researchers to register and receive NIH apriroval before initiating experi-

ments for which the guidelines already specify the contairiment level. This

responsibility is now in the hands of the IBC at the institution where She

work isdo be done.
.

N1H has not yet studied the effectiveness of the IBCs but planis to do so.

When the heads of the IBCs from almost 200 institutions met in

Washington late'intNovember 1980, many balked at the added respodibil-

ity of such an evaluation. Many participants believed.that:the IBCs could

not be jsistified exclusively on The basis of the potential risks of.recombinant

DNA research. They believed that such research posed no greater hazards,

than identifiable biohazards in other fields.s

With the proliferarion of industrial activitrinshe field and in the Absence

of federal legislatiorikNIH has developed prOcedures for vgluntarY compli-

ariee with the guidelres by industri8 using recombinant DNA techniques,
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and most', if not all, of the companies have announced that they will com-
ply. The RAC is currently debating its role indugulating industry through
voluntary compliance. Many members and outside observers have chal-
lenged the ability of the committee to ma'ke judgments and take responsibil-
ity regarding industrial practices where they hive inadequate expertise .t0
deal with large-scale fermentation processes and no authority to monitor
or enforce compliance with the guidelines. The trend has been for the com-
mittee to recommend reduction of its responsibilities for the safety of
research in the' private sector, even in the,absence of evidence that the regu-
latory agencies are playing an active role in the field.

Several federal agencies are currently considering their roles and are par-
ticipating in the industrial practices subcommittee of the Federal Inter-
agency Advisory Committee on Recombinant DNA Research, and a few are
beginning limited efforts at regulation. The Food and Drug Administration
is in the 1141 stage of defining the policy process to regulate drugs produced
by recombinant DNA techniques. The National Institute for OCCupational
Safety and Health has initiatedst'series of on-site surveys of companies
starting up large-scale recombinant DNA work and is studying appropriate
recommendations to industry for medical surveillance of employees. The En-
vironinental Protection Agency his established/a research program to pro-
vide a database on the environmental impacts of...large-scale genetic engi-
neering, including studies of the establishment and persistence of novel
genomes in a variety of env ironments, modeling of the probability'of escape

of organisms from containment and exchange of genetic information.
In addition, the Office of Technology ,Assessment has completed a study

called Impacts of Applied Genetics: Micro-organisms, Plants, and
Animals," w hich reviews several aspects of the subject, including current
regulatory -activities, and formulates options for congressional action. A
Senate oversight hearing on industrial applications of recombinant DNA
techniques was held in May 1980, and, although a 2234) to register
all recombinant DNA research with the Department of Health and Human
Serv ices was introdUced earlier in the year, it remained in committee and no
further action was taken by the end of the Ninety-sixth congress." There is
little evidence of widespread congressional support for special regulation in
this field.

Risk Assessment

Potential safety risks of recombinant DNA research have been the focus
of concern since the early 1970s. In 1977 and 1978 a consensus emerged .

among researchers in the field that the potential risks were less serious than
had been originally feared. Upon more reflective analysis of existing data,
these biologists became convincedthat most of their original concerns were
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unfounded. At conferences and workshops in 1977and 1978, efforts were

made to assess risks on the basis of available knowledge. The results were

reassuring to the scientists and encouraged them to relax the guidelines.

At that time, however, the first experiments specifically designed to assess

risks in this field were just getting under way. Defining experiments to as-

sess risks,in a rapidly changing new field had inherent difficulties, and ef-

forts of this kind lacked precedent and_experience." Risk asessments had

been fArther delaYed by lack of interest among scientists and by bureau-

cratic obstaclei. Some of the biologists involved in the development of NIH

guidelines maintain that risk assessment was undertaken reluctantly, in

response to political pressure, rather than wholeheartedly, in response tow,.

technological reasoning.
Others argue that, although some questions have been answered, there is

still too much uncertainty and not enough systematic knowledge ol risk as-

sessment. Several thoughtful risk-assessitent experiments have focused on

specific areas where information was needed. Although these experiments
have_laid to rest a number of the concerns that had been raised, some re-

searchers in the field and some scientists on the RAC. feel that the interpre-

,tation of data from these experiments has been overly optimistic and that

problems and ambiguities noted by the investigators have been overlooked

or unduly minimized. In some cases, they argue, generalizations tiave bed),

prematurely made at, a stage when scientific knowledge and prudence call

for further case-bAcase analysis. They maintain that too few risk experi-

ments have been done and warn against premature abandonment of risk

assessment. 2
The development and annual update by NIH.of a comprehensive risk-

assessment program was mandated by the Secretary of the Department of

Health, Education, and Welfare when the revised NIH guidelines were is-

sued in December 1978. It Was not until late 1979 that NIH, the agency re-

sponsible for both the promotion and regglation of the research, published

the final version of the first plan. The NIH proposal for the first annual up-

date.of the plan was rElkased for public, comment in September 1980, and

the final vers on of the fevised risk-assessment program was announced in

June 1981.'3
The hazards f recombinant DNA research remain hypothetical after five

years of intense research conducted under safety guidelines at laboratories

throughout the world. The new.knowledge gained from the research, the

promise of its applications and the absence thus far oT demonstrated risk

have all contributed to a lack of enthusiasm among researchers for vigorous

risk assessment. Now that some political battles haye been won and the

public mood seems favorable, much' of the will to devise and conduct risk

studies has disappeared. Researchers who have'lingering doubts about the
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safety of specific experiments or the adequacy of the containment pre-
scribed by guidelines are reluctant to discuss them publicly, because they do
not want to be labeled as dissidents or to unleash new negative public reac-
tions. Some researchers are critical of those scientists who, in their
eagerness to reassure the public, rashly proclaim that the research is per-
fectly safe. These enthusiasts, some argue, may provoke a backlash if there
is a real (or perceived) mishap. The very success of recombinant DNA
research in yielding knOwledge about genetic structure has had a sobering
effect on many scientists, who realize that the field is full of surprises.

At the same time there is apprehension that large-scale industrial opera-
tions might pose special problems for risk assessment. In some communi-
ties, continuing doubts about the safety of recombinant DNA research have
been coupled with suspicions about the responsibility of industry generally,
especially in the wake of increasing public awareness Of occupational safety
and industrial toxic waste problems. The motives of scientists who offer
reassurance hav e also been questioned because of their assumed financial
stake in the outcome. Federal and state regulatory agencies have done little
to address these local concerns because they are reluctant to step in wire% no
risk has been demonstrated and they lack the appropriate expertise to assess
risk themselves."

Public Involvement

by now it has become clear that the question is not whether the public
should participate in scientific and technological affairs that have import4nt
Vocial consequences, but how they can participate effectively and intelli-
gently. Despite high public interest in the new developments in molecular
gthetics, opportunities for public participation at the decision-making level
ar still limited and participation is often ineffective. Opportunities for
public input at the 1976 and 1977 NIH hearings on the guidelines created
some channels for public comment, and NIH has published an extensive
record of the guidelines process." More recently, the 'public has shown little
interesi in the guidelines on "the national level, and the media have only
sparsely Overed them, except when they have been reportedly violated by
researchersVi

Several positions on the NIH Recombinant DNA.Advisory Committee
have been designated for "public members" (about one-third of the present
members, including the chairman, are not scientists). Their participation
has introduced some policy issues that otherwise might not have been
raised." Yet most of the issues placed before the committee are technical
and generally beyond the expertise of members not trained in the relevant
scientific fields. Many of the scientists on the committee have made special
efforts to explajn technical matters to nonscientist members. Several of the

,
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nonscientists have developed considerable ability to discuss many/of the

technical issues. Dissenting views on matters of procedure and

values most recently regarding industrial applicatitms have been regu- .

larly advanced by several public members, but they comprise a relatively

-isolated minority on the committee and generally have been Heavily out-

yoted. The public members have not tended to vote as a bloc. Although the

committee's meetings are open Lb the public, most of the observers who

have attended during the past several years have been representatives of in-

dustrial firms with interests in the field.'7
A few groups, such as the Cambridge Experimentation Review Board,

have been -founded, but they have been short-lived and have not been

evaluated-fully." They were initiated on short notice in response to a crisis

and never developed a continuing involvement of the public. The reac-

tivated Cambridge board, whose rrtembership was virtuallY the same as that

of the original board of 1976, was able to build on its past experience and

function more effectively. In assessing the adequacy of regulation of indus-

trial recombinant DNA activities, the board consulted its'own experts from

a variety of relevant fields, including authorities on fermentation processes

and sewage disposal.

Applied Molecular Genetics in the 1980s:
Policy Prospects and PrUblenis
..
Public Erpectatwns .

,

As the public controversy over the risks subsided in the late 1,970s, atten- ,

tion focused on the benefits of the research. In 1980, a steady stream of en-

thusiastic accounts in the scientific, business and popular press, and a num-

bet of workshops and conferences hailed a revolution in molecular genetics

and the birth of the Age of Biotechnology.' 9 This exuberant response was

based not only on die power of recombinant DNA.technology but also on \
its appeal as an embodiment of current values. Recombinant DNA is

presented as a panacea that will increase productivity and profit, help solve

the energy problem, iklease.world food production and improve the public

health. It Is also regarded as consistent with the need for protection of the

environment and conservation of resources. The new genetic technology iS'
promoted as a "tech fix's for lagging rates of economic growth and Produc-

tivity. For those seeking solutions to economic problems through techno-

logical innovation and transfer, recombinant DNA techniques represent

ideal examples of successful experiments in this direction. Some academic

institutions advance similar arguments in tke hope that applications of

1 et
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genetic research developed in university laboratories can provide them with -

needed income.
The enthusiasm also reflects the desire to demonstrate to the public that

the research has beneficial applications and to durage unwarranted
fears that might needlessly delay bringing needed pro ucts on the market.
In addition, recombinant DNA technology is offered ds a dramatic example
of the ultimate,payoff of basic research. Government policy hakbeen based
on the assumption that even basic science research should pay off if it is to
receive public funds. Historically, this assumption has led to pressure on
scientists for visible and immediate results. The clear potential of bio-
medical research to alleviate human suffering places it under special
pressure. The history,of the relationships among Congress, the NatiMr
Science Foundation, NIH and other e'xecUtive agencies in the past two
decades demonstrates that the political environment significantly influences
the establishment of research priorities, tending to favor areas such as
cancer research that may yield results of current national interest."

The new industry of genetic technology hopes to develop, manufacture
. and profitably market needed products through the exploitation of state7of-

the-art genetic engineering techniques. AlthOugh the prospects appear
promising, the technology is largely untried and the scientific understanding
basic to it is largely incomplete. The effectiveness, safety and economic ad-
vantage of the products have yet to be demonstrated. Early publicity about
human .therapeutic substances, such as human insulin, growth hormones
and interferon all produced using recombinant DNA techniqueshas note
always made clear wiiether the gene product was biologically active and per-
formed the same functions that it would perform naturally.2' The-genetic
technology industry, must purify its products to separate them from un-
,vanted or unsafe substances that might be produced by the bfacteriuin con-
taining the recombinant DNA molecule, and all of this has to be economi-
cally feasible. Because tests are necessary to establish the safety and efficacy
of the substances, there may be considerable time between laboratory
research and commercial availability. Competition in the biotechnology in-
dustry is hastening the pace, however; a few companies have already started
human testing of bacterial insulin, growth hormone and interferon..

In raising hopes of solutions to major health problems, the genetic tech-
nology industry may be overselling-the public on the new technologies. For
example,, magazines and nelvspapers have already described interferOn as a
cancer cure. In this situation natural human optimism is exacerbated by the
highly competitive nature of the indt4try, the prospect of large profits, the
predictable enthusiasm of pioneers opening up new fields, the proliferation
ofne v. companies' vtdith a.need.to. attract .investors in order to get off the
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giound and the idealization of this new technology as a solution toeco-
nomic, social and health problems. Unfulfilled expectations might well lead
the public to doubt the credibility and motives of scientists and to become
disappointed and impatient with the pace a,nd direction of research. Discon-
tent might also de%elop among young scientists recruited into the genetic
tethnology industry 'if the prospects for career development and continuity
do not materialize in'what.priginally appeared to be a glamorous, intellec-

° tually stimulating and lucrative field.
Just as it would be irresponsible to overstate the claims for the new ge-

netic technology industry, so Would it be unsound to encourage and facili-
tate its growth without car'eful consideration of importaht unresolved policy
issues concerning the relations of science, goArnment and industry.

Patentinvof Living Organisms

(i)The
June 1980 Supreme Court decision (five votes to' four) permitting the

atentitg of "a liye human-made microorganism" opened the door to action
on more ihan 100 patent applications based on recombinant DNA tech-
niques. The majority opinion of the Court took the position that the distinc-
tion between li% ing and nOnliving things was not relevant to the granting of
a patent, and that the criteria'for issuing^a patent must rest on whether the
genetically_ manipulated bacterial strain was "a product of human
ingenuity" or "a product of nature." This opinion rested on interpretation
of the intent of Congress as-expressed in the Patent Act off1790 (embodied
in 35 U.S.C. Section 101),.the 1930 Plant Patent Act and the. 1970 Plant
Variety Protection Act. The_Court" stated that Congress should_deblte this
question if it disagreed with the ruling. The dissenting opinion held that
Congress had not foreseen the new areas made possible by genetic engineer-
ing and argued that Congress must act'before the Court could extend patent
rights intq such areas." \

.

The decision receivecl wide press coverage and stimulated discussions
about the ethical implications of private\ ownership of life forms. The im-
pact of the decision on the genetic engineering industry and on the free flow
of scientific information was also considered. The Supreme Court said itsItdecision rest on.a narrow interpretation of patent law, and some obser-
%ers subseque- ly argued that the ruling did not involve important larger/
issues of public policy. Others maintained that the Court was indicating tha f
the legal basis for its decision was inadequate and was inviting public bodie
to jiirepare and discuss legislation." Congress can, of course, enact legisla-
tion to prohibit patenting of livik organisms, whether they are mor:lified or
not, or it can specifically provide for paients. of living organisms to
whatver extent it sees fit. ...

Condessional hearings were held on the .subject during 1981, and the
4 I
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President's-Commission for the Study of Ethical Prçblems in Medicine and
Biomedical and Behavioral Research is examining the issue as part of a
more general study on genetic engineering. A "P blic Forum on Patent-
ability of Microorganisms" was held in July 1980 jby the American Society
for Microbiology and the House Committee on Science and Technology,
but there has as yet been no other visible activity in Washington.

Public interesi in this issue is high, and additii nal Opportunity should be
provided for publik: discussion of appropriate ways to deal with the develop-
ment, ownership and use of living organisms. (,:uestions that have not been
adequately considered are:

What effect will patenting have on fir overall development of bio-
medical research? Does genetic research have special problems not
shared by other fields? What can be Iearned from the history of the
effect.of patents in other areas of reiearch?

Who should profit from commerciai applications of publicly funded
research? Private industry? Scienti is whose research yielded the ap-
plications? The academic instituti ns that sponsored the research?
The citizens whose tax dollars sup orted the research?

What ethical considerations should be taken into account when de-
ciding patent policy? How can /effective public input be obtained,
and what role will it have in the/ formulation of policy?

/
Many scientists are deeply concerned about the threat that commercial in-

terests may pose to the traditional free exchange of data and to open publi-
cation in scientific journals. Peer r iew, verifcation of results and, ulti-
mately, the growth of knowledge ar not possible when research procedures
are kept secret for commercial reasons. Even though the patent laws fequire
considerable disclosures, many scientists are concerned that the rapid indus--
trialization of newly spawned basic research will skew the intellectual
development of the field and will/ degrade cooperation within the scientific
community. Even before the Sqpreme Court decision, academic biology
departments were disturbed by Ihe possibility of commercial gain, which
sparked disputes among colleagUes aroused suspicions of piracy and pre-
mature publication and interfered with the exchange of data, bacterial

/
strains and cell lines.24

Stanford, Harvard, Yale and the University of Michigan are only some of
the universities investigating ways to retain an interest in potentially profit-
able patents. These institutions are, by and large, responding to increasing
involvement of university biOlogists with private companies, either as con-
sultants or founders and pail owners. Individual scientists are voicing their

/

/
/
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cOncern about the effect of commercial interests on their field or on their in-
stitutions, in private discussions or through group letters circulated among
their colleagues. Yet the scientific community and the public have had little
opportunity to discuss these issues systematically. Assessment of the effect
of existing arrangements on the university, on the health of science, on in-
dustry and on the public has, to date, been inadequate.

The Health of Science

The recombinant DNA case directly involves three major factors that
contribute to the health of science: the strength of the universities, financial
support for basic research and the social system of the related scientific
community.

Major research universities, where most of the work in basic science has1
traditionally been done, increasingly complain of impending financial
shortfalls because of the steadily rising costs for plant, equipment and per-
sonnel, especially for costs associated with scientific research. For several
years, university administrators have warned that federal support is not
keeping pace with the increase in operating expenses required to maintain
high standards of research. In addition, federal support for basic research is
decreasing (in 'constant dollars) in some fields. Government, agencies that
'traditionally have supported all or most basic research'in certain fields are
increasingly under pressure to emphasize practical results, and many are
trying to hasten the transfer of scientific knowledge to practical technology.

Influenced by the commercial applications of DNA techniques, a number
of university researchers, not previously involved with industry, have be-
come industrial consultants, joined industrial laboratories or taken leading
roles in founding new companies. The research on which the applications
are based was developed primarily in university laboratories supported by
public funds. In past attempts to reap some of the financial benefits from
new developments, major universities developed a variety of arrangements
to benefit from the ownership and licensing of patents. (For example, the
Wisconsin Alumni Research Foundation was established in 1925.) Several
universities are currently discussing other arrangements to retain a portion
of the profits generated from university research.

The proposal recently advanced by the administration of Harvard Uni-
versity provoked strong objections from its own faculty and was with-
drawn, but the issue at Harvard is by no means settled. The proposed Har-
vard experiment suggested major revision of the university patent policy
and alteration of the formal relationships of the university to its investments
and of the faculty to industry. It would have involved the university and
some of its biology faculty in founding a genetic engineering company in
which both the faculty members and the university would be shareholders,
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along with private venture capital investors. The university, as owner of any
p3tents resulting from work in a professor's laboratory, would license use of
those patents to the company. At one point in the disctissions, the Harvard
administration proposed that space in a new biochemistry and molecular bi-
ology building be used as temporary quarters for the company."

The reaction of the .faculty, first in the biology department and then
throughout the university, was overwhelmingly negative. The proposal was
discussed at faculty and department meetings and in group letters circulated
within the university. It stimulated comments in the national press."
Despite the university's claim that there would be safeguards to prevent
abuse of the system, opponents argued that major university investment in
the commercial work of faculty members would compromise academic free-
dom and lead to unavoidable conflicts of interest, to the detriment of the
research and educational responsibilities of the faculty and the university.

Ultimately, the Harvard Corporation, stating the "academic risks
outweighed the financial gain," voted to, withdraw the proposa1.27 Explain-
ing the decision, President Bok cited several of the objections that had been
raised including (1) that academic discussion could be impaired because of
commercial competition; (2) that professors and graduate students might
shirk academic duties and interests to pursue commercial ones; (3) that the
administration's authority to protect its academic interests might diminish;
and (4) that Harvard's reputation for academic integrity might be damaged
by even the appearance of conflict between its academic and financial inter-
ests. The university administration emphasized, however, that it badly
needed additional sources of funding to strengthen the university's teaching
and research and that it would continue to explore similar proposals."

For several years, Congress has discussed the appropriate relationship of
the university to commercial exploitation of federally funded research done
on university premises. Several recent congressional actions focus on trans-
fer of technology,and university licensing of patents and will probably stim-
ulate great interest in the near future. Congress has not, however, ade-
quately considered the need to provide stable and increasing support for
basic research. Nor has Congress recognized the importance of protecting
the university from damaging pressures that would impair the quality of re-
search and inhibit open communication among scientists.

These proble.ms were stressed in November 1980 when a group of recent
Nobel Prize winners visited the House Subcommittee on Science, Research,
and Technology to appeal for more funds for basic research and for greater
congressional sensitivity to the special problems of the scientific commu-
nity. On this occasion, Hamilton Smith, the microbiologist who shared the
Nobel Prize in 1978 for work that laid the foundations for recombinant
DNA research, expressed his concern that the rush toward commercial ap-
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plications in biology would harm the academic environment that has nur-
tured basic research. Smith noted that "free exchange of sciethific informa-

tion . . . may suffer, and long-term progress may be traded for short-term
financial gain. . . . We still '1/4:1 not know the structure of human chromo-
somes, how the genes are arranged, hew tissues and organs are formed, or
even how any single human gene is regulated and expressed." Smith called
for increased federal support of such academic research to "prevent the gut-
ting of the university faculty" by new companieS in the field."

An earlier warning had been sent to Congress .in 1978 tiy another Nobel
laureate in biology, Joshua Lederberg, who predicted, "The possibility of
profitespecially when other funding is so tight will be a aistorting influ-
ence on open communication and on the pursuit of scholarship.""
Lederberg wrote that he did not think thae his views were widely shared
within the universities. In 1981, however, these problems have developed
into a major concern.

,University scientists in some fields of physics, chemistry and biology have

long been involved with commercial applications of their research; espe-
cially since the end of World War II. However, there has been little
systematic evaluation or historical analysis of the effects of these ex-
periences on the university, on the research environment, on the direction
and quality of basic science or on the scientists themselves. Understanding
of these effectsand how they have differed for specific scientific disci-

plines (and groups within them), institutions and historical periods

would be especially helpful in assessing and responding to the rapid
changes now underway in molecular genetics.

The events of the past decadethe development of powerful new re-
search techniques, the demands for increased public scrutiny of the proce-
dures and goals of basic research in iiolecular biology and the new rele-

vance of such research for industriall and biomedical applicationshave
had profound effects on the communitY of researchers involved. The excite-

ment of these scientists over the possi Thor of opening up new frontiers was

coupled with concern that safety rfroblems and public distrust might
hamper the research. The regulatory procedures, public confrontation and
political battles were new and unexpec ed, and the rapid growth of opportu-
nities for commercial applications of their work raised new dilemmas. Solu-

tions to the curreht problems must take into account the effects on the

health of the scientific community.

Social and Ethical Consequences

The enormous potential of genetie technology in a variety of fields has
been much heralded. Even if only some of the hopes of its promoters
materialize, the new technology will surely transform our lives in the next
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decades. Despite the 'highly .:isible adverse effects of technology in recent
times, there has been little public discussion of the potential economic, so-
cial and environmental consequences of new technologies, nor has there
been debate on desirable priorities for application. (Belatedly, energy tech-
nologies are now under debate.) Biotechnology presents an opportunity for
just such constructive discussion and planning. Which applications are
socially valued? Which may be undesirable? What would we like the tech-
nology to do? Does it automatically serve "human needs" and "public pur-
poses"? Who should decide about its uses, and who will benefit from it?
Can we in good conscience introduce and encourage the growth of a power-
ful new technology without asking why we are doing it and for whom?

More than a decade ago the influential technology Assessment report of
the National Academy of Sciences (NAS) emphasizeu the need to pose such
questions at an early stage in the development of aew technology. The NAS
report stressed that, in decision making on technology, a wide range of hu-
man values and concerns should be considered, policy options should be
preserved and efforts to reduce uncertainties should precede or accompany
decisions. The report called for favoring technological projects or deyelop-
ments that leave maximum room for maneuver and noted that "the reversi-
bility of an action should thus be counted as a major benefit; its irreversibil-
ity, a major cost." It also called for limits "on the extent to which any major
technology is allowed to proliferate (or conversely, to stagnate) without the
gathering of fairly definite evidence, either by the developers themselves or
by some public agency, as to the character and extent of possible harmful
effects." The NAS committee also warned that "society simply cannot af-
ford to assume that the harmful consequences of prevalent technological
trends will be negligible or will prove readily correctable when they
appear."

In the case of the biotechnology industry, the concern about possible bio-
hazards appears to have diverted the attention of scientists and policy-
makers during the late 1970s from the need and the opportunity to make
such public assessments while the commercial applications were rapidly
developing. Federal efforts were initially focused primarily on human
health risks. Studies on the broader issues were initiated late and are of
limited scale and scope. The Environmental Protection Agency has con-
tracted for a study to produce an assessment of "the potential ecologic, eco-
nomic and social impact" of the applied genetics industry, which is expected
Lo be completed in 1982. The Office of Technology Assessment study, com-
pleted in January 1981, covers a number of related issues. A Congressional
Research Service report on biotechnology prepared for the Subcommittee
on Science, Research, and Technology of the House Committee on Science
and Technology has recently become available." It provides a useful over-

..
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view which could help .,timu late needed public discusision of the aims,
directions, priorities and potential social and ethical impacts of the develop-
ment of biotechnology.

Although there are ethical dimensions of all of the issues discussed thus
far, several ethical problems related to genetic research and its applications
have been of special interest. RecOmbinant DNA, along with other new
techniques such as rapid gene sequencing, cell fusion and mass tissue culture
methods, may be applied to higher organisms, including humans. There is
public concern about the ethical aspects of human genetic screening, amnio-
centesis and, more recently, in vitro fertilization and gene therapy. The po-
tential long-term effects of applied genetics on the environment and on
evolution have also been discussed in terms of ethical responsibilities. As a
.esult of the Supreme Court patent decision, additional concern about the
ethical implications of private ownership of living organisms has been
voiced by many individuals and groups, including the National Council of
Choi:dies."

Recent accounts in the scientific and popular press have called attention
to the ethical decisions university biologists are now facing because of possi-
ble conflicts of interest arising from their involvement with industry. Re-
ports of demonstrated or alleged violations of the NIA guidelines by a few
researchers have also highlighted the ethical problems encountered under a
system of self-regulation where the principal investigator has primary
responsibility for ensuring that safe experimental procedures are fol-
lowed .34

The interest in these issues among the public and within the scientific
community provides an opportunity for serious, positive discussion. Biolo-
gists have a good record of concern about the ethical aspects of their work.
Many biologists recognize that their work touches on deep human values
and has important effects on society. Because of their special knowledge,
they can anticipate and identify possible problems related to their work at
an early stage and participate with other groups to help make choices in ac-
cordance with publicly discussed ethical and value systems. Many of the
leading genetic reseaichers have stated their awareness of the need to hap
initiate public discussion of such issues when the time seems appropriate.
To establish and maintain public confidence in their credibility and social
responsibility, scientists must be among the first to speak out. However,
some scientists denigrate those who first warned against potential hazards
of DNA research. In addition, several of the biologists who originally ex-
pres,ed concern have publicly recanted. Attitudes of this kind may discour-
age younger colleagues from exercising their responsibilities as scientists.

Biologists in the 1980s face issues that pose special problems for their own
professional roles, for ethical stanuards and for their relationships to the
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public. A vigorous effort should be made to encourage working scientists to
consider these problems. Studies are needed of the aspects of the life of sci-
ence and the social system of science that encourage or inhibit a scientist to
develop an awareness of the ethical dimensions of research and the related
responsibility of the researcher. At the same time, we should urge scientists
and nonscientists to explore these issues together, in an effort to restore
communication and confidence.

Conclusion

New applications of molecular genetics are rapidly changing the relations
between science, government and industry in a research field leading the
search for new knowledge about fundamental life processes. Recombinant
DNA is only one of several new techniques developed during the past
decade that have enormously enhanced the scope and power of molecular
genetics. Industrial and medical applications in this field are developing at a
remarkably fast pace and will have increasingly important effects on the sci-
entific community, the universities and the public. The problems generated
by the stunning success of this basic research field must be addressed. Issues
involving safety, ethical choices and social and economic impact are inter-
twined with problems relating to patterns of government support for asic
research, the role of the universities and the social organization and value
system of the scientific community. A main thrust of policy in this field
should be to help define the roles and responsibilities of scientists and the
public in efforts to anticipate and shape change, rather than merely to react
to it.
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Choosing Our Pleasures

and Our Poisons:
Risk Assessment for the 1980s

William W. Lowrance

Introduction

It takes only a few highly charged terms to evoke the risk-assessment
milieu of the past decade: DDT, the pill, saccharin, "Tris," asbestos,
nuclear waste, Three Mile Island, smoking, black lung, Clean Air Act,
Delaney clause, recombinant DNA, 2,4,5T, "Reserve Mining versus
EPA," Teton Dam, DC-10. . . .

This rash of accidents, disruptions and disputes has left the public and its
leaders fearful that the world is awfully risky and that, although science can
raise warnings, when crucial decisions have to be made, science backs away
in uncertainty. Further, there is a feeling that as with medical catalepsy, in
which the simultaneous firing of too many nerves draws the body into
spasms, the body politic has been drawn into a kind of regulatory catalepsy
by too many health scares, too many consumer warnings, too many envi-
ronmental lawsuits, too many bans, too many reversals. A related com-
plaint is that we are afflicted with excessive government intervention, often
of a naive, or trifling or naysaying sort. Among professional analysts as
well as members of the public, there is a conviction that many risk-reduc-
tion efforts are disproportionate to the relative social btirden of the
hazards. ".

Public apprehensiveness has a number of causes. Is life becoming riskier?,,
Not in any simple sense. As the next section of this report will demonstrate,
'many classical scourges have been conquered; infants get a healthier start in
life; on average people live longer lives than ever before. The historical rec-
ord of floods, hurricanes, typhoons, tornadoes, earthquakes and other geo-
physical disasters shows a relatively constant pattern of occurrence over

William W. Lowrance is senior fellow and director, Life Sciences and Public Pdlicy Program,
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the centuries. (It is worth noticing, however, that migration is setting more

potential victims in the path of hurricanes in the Gulf states and on top of

seismic faults in California.) What we are menaced by now are enormous

increases in the physical and temporal scale and complexity of sociotechni-

cal hazards. Of these, the most threatening are risks having low probability

and high consequence, such as genetic disaster, nuclear war and global cli-

mate change. Too, alarm arises, in an almost paradoxical sense, because sci-

ence has become so much better at detecting traces of chemicals and rare

viruses and at identifying birth defects, diseases and mental stress. Often we

know enough to worry but not enough to be able to ameliorate the threat.

Warnings and accusations are amplified by the public media, often with un-

seemly haste. Worse, scientific hunches are announced as scientific fact,

only to have to be withdrawn later. With all this, it would be surprisiRg if

the public's sensibilities were not battered.
Risk-related instabilities and confrontations afflicting industry and gov-

ernance stem as much from problems of societal attitude and decision-

making procedure as from deficiencies of technical analysis and perfor-

mance. This essay will argue that assessment will be improved if hazards are

characterized explicitly, so they can be faced; if risk-aversion efforts areori-

ented to agreed-upon societal goals; if comparative approaches are taken

that provide perspective, reveal thee relative effectiveness of programs and

lead to generation of stable, defensiblepriorities; and if attempts are always

made to weigh risks in appropriate context with benefits and costs. The

paper will review some institutional efforts, problems of public perception,

challenges to scientific integrity and authority and a list of new and underat-

tended hazards. It will conclude with recommendations.

The Evolution of Mortal Afflictions

In his 1803 Essay on Population Thomas Malthus observed of Jenner's

new vaccine: "I have not the slightest doubt that if the introduction of cow-

pox should extirpate the smallpox, we shall find . . . increased mortality of

some other disease." This general expectation holds true today if, in addi-

tion to disease, we include noninfectious threats. The communicable di-

seases of smallpox, diphtheria, typhus, cholera, tuberculosis and polio have

been conquered. So have scurvy, pellagra and other nutritional deficiency

diseases. Infant mortality has dropped dramatically. As the toll from these

causes has lessened, mortality has shifted toward degenerative

diseases notably heart disease and cancerwhich are attributable either to

personal life style or to causative agents in the environment. While the

causes of death have changed, the average age of onset of fatal illness has

moved higher. Life span has lengthened. Put crudely, we die now of stroke

and cancer in part because we live long enough to do so.

..
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Figure 5.1. Deaths from Selected Causes
as a Percentage of Ali Deaths, United States, 1900-1977.
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For the United States these mortality trends are summarized in Figure
5.1.2 Thus at present in the United States the leading cause of death is heart
disease, followed by cancer. The rest of mortality is accounted for by other
diseases and by accidents, homicide and natural disasters (in that order).3
Within these gross statistics, however, there is great variability by age and
socioeconomic status: Motor vehicles and other accidents kill the most
children under 14; for black males between the ages of 15 and 24, homicide
is the largest threat; cirrhosis of the liver is the fourth leading cause of death
for people between 25 and 64.

In a recent analysis of the prospects for saving lives in this country, James
Vaupel developed the concept of "early deaths." (The definitional problem
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Figure 5.2. The Increasingly Rectangular Survival Curve.
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is fully treated in his report; for short, early death can be taken to refer to
death before the age of 65.) Vaupel concluded:

The statistics indicate that the aggregate social losses duc to death are largely
attributable to early death and that the losses due to early death are immense,
that the early dead suffer an egregious inequality in life-chances compared
with those who die in old age, and that non-whites, the poor, and males suffer
disproportionately from early death. Furthermore, statistics on the leading
causes of death and statistics comparing non-whites and whites, males andye-
males, current mortality with mortality earlier in this country, and the United
States with Sweden and other countries suggest that early deaths could be
significantly decreased.4

Extrapolation of life expectancy data has led to another provocative ob-
servation about survival. Some analysts now speculate that the human
species is approaching a "natural" life span limit of about 85 years. In
Figuie 5.2, the survival curve is seen to become increasingly "rectangular"
and to approach a limit of 85 years. Such curyes have led James Fries to pre-

11 ).4. 0
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dict that "the number of very old persons will not increase, that the average
period of diminished physical vigor will decrease, that chronic disease will
occupy a smaller proportion of the typical life span, and that the need for
medical care in later life will decrease.", Even if the limit is inching upward,
it is doing so at a low and decreasing rate; so the implications Fries draws
should remain valid within the policy-relevant time- frame.

Surely, coming to terms with these trends will lead us as a society to strive
less to fend off full-lifetime mortality and to attend more to illness, acci-
dents and quality of life. Among occupational diseases demanding atten-
tion, for instance, are the pneumoconioses: black lung disease, asbestosis
and brown lung (textile dust) disease; among the most debilitating, lingering
and painful conditions are arthritis, emphysema and allergies; among "life
style" diseases, cirrhosis of the liver and the venereal diseases.

Impfovements in Assessment

Becoming More Comparative

As a society we find ourselves, relative to all previous human confronta-
tion with mortal risk, in the enviable but emotionally unsettling situation of
living longer and healthier livss than ever before; of not having to remain ig-
norant and vaguely apprehensive of hazards but of understanding many of
their causes, likelihoods and effects; and of having now accumulated sub-/
stantial experience in predicting, assessing, reducing, buffering and redress-
ing harm. Blissfulness is prevented by our having too many options. If we
still lived only on the margin of survival, we would not have the luxury 5:4'
worrying about microwaves and hairdriers. If we lacked scientific under-
standing and the prospect of taking preventative action, we would be mOre
fatalistic about legionnaires' disease and toxic shock syndrome. If we had
not established the hurricane warning network and the national air traffic
control system, we would not have to argue about their budgets.

Howard Raiffa made the central analytical point recently in congres=
sional hearings:

We must not pay attention to those voices that sarone life is just as precious as
100 lives, or that no amount of money is as important as saving one life. Num-
bers do count. Such rhetoric leads to emotional, irrational inefficiencies and
when life is at stake we should be extremely careful lest we fail to save lives that
could have easily been saved with the same resources, or lest we forc7 our dis-
advantaged poor to spend money that they can ill afford in order to gain a
measure of safety that they don't want in comparison to their other more
pressing needs.'

1ii
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To proceed in dealing with risks without-making comparisons, both of im-

port of threats and of marginal risk-reduction effectiveness (and cost-effec-
tiveness) of public programs, makes little sense. Yet surprisingly little so-
phisticated comparative work has been done.

In, studies meant to be illustrative, Bernard Cohen, Richard Wilson and
others have assembled catalogues of common risks."' Cohen and Lee have
calculated effects from different hazards upon life expectancy (for people at
specified ages). They found that cigarette smoking reduces U.S. male life
expectancy by six years on average. Being 30 percent overweight reduces life

expectancy by about four years. -Motor vehicle accidents cut off 207 days.
And assuming that all U.S. electricity came from nuclear power and that the
unoptimistic iisk estimates published by the Union of Concerned Scientists
are correct, nuclear accidents would claim 2 days from the life of an average
:itizen. Regrettably, both Cohen's and Wilsoct's calculations are based on
very unreiiable data, fail to take into account indirect effects and are flawed
in numerous ways. Their most valuable lesson.has been to illustrate how dif-

ficult it is to reduce complex social phenomena, such as cigarette smoking
and nuclear power generation, to single scalar risk rankings.

Stimulated in part by the early contributions_of Chauncey Starr, over the
last decade assessors have attempted to compare technological hazard to
natural hazard.' For example, the so-called Rasmussen Report attempted to
compare nuclear reactor accident risks to those of meteorite impacts and
other natural hazards in order to provide some intuitive grounding.' The
difficulty is that reliable numbers are hard to compute, and because polls
have shown that most people, including scientists, do not have a very accu-
rate intuitive sense of the likelihood and magnitude of natural hazards, such
grounding may not be very useful anyway.' ° 0

The next logical step has been to try to compare the relative impacts
various risk-reduction measures make on longevity. Shan Pou Tsai and col-
leagues, for example, have examined the question of what gains in life ex-

pectancy would result if certain major causes of death were partially
eliminated. They calculated that for a newborn child, reduction of cardio-
vascular disease by 30 percent nationally would add 1.98 years to life expec-

tancy at birth; 30 percent reduction of malignant cancers would add 0.71

years; and 30 percent reduction of motor vehicle accidents would add 0.21

years. If such 30 percent causative reduction were to exert effect during the
working years of 15 to 60, there would be gains of 1.43 years (cardio-
vascular), 0.26 years (cancer), and 0.14 years (motor vehicle accidents).
"Even with a scientific breakthrough in combatting these causes of death,"
the authors concluded, "it `appears that future gains in life expectancies for
the working ages will not be spectacular."

Richard Schwing has published similar illustrative calculations of

1
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longevity extension. His findings for U.S. males, shown in Figure 5.3, chart
the longevity increases and crude mortality rate decreases that would occur
if certain causes of death were eliminated. It is obvious that further cam-
paigns against tuberculosis would help few men and add only weeks of life
for men on average, whereas reduction of heart disease would add years of
life for a great many men."

Schwing has gone on then, as others have, to compare the extent to which
various risk-reduction measures such as requiring that automobiles be
built with energy-absorbing steering columns, penetration-resistant wind-
shields or dual brake systemsextend longevity and to compare .heir cost-
effectiveness (in dollars cost per person-year of life preserved).

Obviously the outcome of comparisons is heavily dependent on the way
the boundaries of comparison are set. Nowhere has this been better illus-
trated than in recent attempts, such as the studies by the National Academy
of Sciences (NAS) Committee on Nuclear and Alternative Energy Systems
(CONAES) and by Herbert Inhaber, both of which compared competing
energy cycles.'304 In calculating the risks of coal, do we count deaths from
train wrecks, air pollution or release of radioactive radon from the burning
fuel? In assessing nuclear power, do we include terrorist abuse or nuclear
weapons proliferation? In appraising solar sources, do we include health ef-
fects on copper and glass workers? There is no avoiding such analyses. The
problem is to learn how to perform them with technical sophistication and
to take due account of all relevant social considerations. Overreaching is
hard to avoid. The consolation of most such ambitious studies has been that
the process of assessment has itself sharpened the social debate and clarified
technical-analytic needs.

That the general public is sophisticated enough to understand and en-
dorse the idea of comparative risk assessment has been demonstrated in
such situations as Canvey Island in Britain. Within an area of 15 square
miles on that island in the Thames near London are oil refineries, petroleum
tanks, ammonia and hydrogen fluoride plants and a liquefied natural gas
facility. When a few years ago controversy arose as to whether Canvey's
33,000 people were exposed to unusually high risks, a thoroue government
inquiry was conducted. Upon deliberation the residents passed a resolution
that no further construction be accepted until the overall industrial accident
risk on the island had been reduced to the average level for the United King-
dom. But they did not demand that their' neighborhood be risk free.' 5

That the same toleration for comparative approaches holds in the United
States is evident in industrial areas, such as Ohio and New Jersey, where res-
idents are demanding cleanup, but not closing, of industries. Similar mod-
eration led the voters of Maine, an environmentally sensitive state that has
had to deal with cold winters but also with proposals of supertanker ports,
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Figure 5.3. Increased Longevity from
Elimination of Hazards, for U. S. males.
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in their 1980 referendum to vote against measures that would have had the
effect of being more restrictive of nuclear power.

If this country is to move toward more "rational" apportionment of risk-
reduction and -management efforts, we must assure ourselves that there is
reasonable parallel between the burden, in whatever terms, of particular
risks'and the avidity with which we defend against them, and that programs
take into consideration age of onset of harm, degree of debilitation,
longevity erosign and cost-effectiveness of ameliorative programs. Before
any of this can be done, hazards have to be stated explicitly and goals of
harzard reduction agreed upon.

Facing Hazards Explicitly

Comparative approaches are necessarily more quantitative, and they tend
to force the revelation of specific consequences. As it dawns on social con-
sciousness that even strict protection inevitably admits some residual harm,
even if only by inducing exposure to the hazards of alternatives, little by
little public officials have moved toward explicitness.

One of the most widely discussed test cases is that of DES (diethylstilbes-
trol, the growth hormone sometimes fed to beef cattle). The Food and Drug
Administration (FDA) has formally proposed to allow beef producers to
use this putatively carcinogenic but economically important agent, if they
remove it from feed sufficiently in advance of, slaughter that residual DES
in marketed beef does not exceed a specified, extremely low concentration.
In its proposal the FDA argued that "the acceptable risk level should (1) not
significantly increase the human cancer risk and, (2) subject to that con-
straint, be as high as possible in order to permit the use of carcinogenic
animal drugs and food additives as decreed by Congress.. . . A risk level of 1
in 1 million over a lifetime meets these criteria better than does any other
that would differ significantly from it." The agency noted that further
reduction "would not significantly increase human protection from
cancer."6 This proposal and similar ones are predicated on a conviction
that the underJying carcinogen assessments are worst-possible-case overesti-
mates of humaa risk. The DES standard is still under discussion. In March
1980 FDA Commissioner Jere E. Goyan stated that he would favor amend-
ing the food additives laws so that the chemicals testing out under the level
of one chance in a, million would be permitted (the Delaney clause prohibits
even minute tracts-of very weakly testing carcinogenic additivesa prohibi-
tion honored mostly in the breach, because of its absolutist nature).

One by one, as cases have developedthe 1979 Pinto lawsuit, the na-
tional review of earthwork dams, amendment of the Clean Air Act there
has been a tendency to require that an upper bound on the estimated actual
hazard be stated.

1 1 6
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Specifying Risk-Management Goals

Although industrial and legislative programs usually operate under guide-

lines mandating "reduction of harm" or "protection of consumers," the
degree of reduction or protection is often not specified (except when abso-

lute protection LS called for, which, usually being impossible, simply

amounts to defaulting). Goal ambiguities may remain even when program

objectives are spelled out. Differeta goals may come into conflict: reducing

use of asbestos insulation, in oider to protect miners and insulation install-

ers, may have the effect of increasing fire hazard in buildings; forbidding
black airmen who are sickle-cell-trait carriers to serve as Air Force pilots, to

avoid the possibility of their becoming functionally impaired under

emergency oxygen loss, conflicts with equal opportunity goals.
Recognizing that better guidance must be developed for choosing among

the many available, but costly, marginal improvements in technical safe-

guards, the Advisory Committee on Reactor Safeguards of the Nuclear
Regulatory Commission (NRC) has urged the NRC to consider establishing

"quantitative safety goals for overall safety of nuclear power reactors."

These goals might specify, for instance, physical performance criteria

("leaking of 10 percent of noble gas inventory from reactor core into pri-

mary coolant no more than once in 200 reactor years") or limits on health

risk ("no more than one accident death per 1000 megawatts of electricity

generated"). The advisory committee recently published An Approach to
Quantitative Safety Goals for Nuclear Power Plants, and the commission

has set in motion a "plan for development and irticulation of NRC safety
objectives.",1 Goals in this case include far more than the goal of generating

economically competitive electricity.
A recent RAND Corporation study for the Department of Energy

(DOE), Issues and Problems in Inferring a Level of Acceptable Risk, lists

types of risk-reduction goals that can be considered; such as minimiza-

tion of maximum accident consequences, minimization of probability of
most Rrobable accident and so on. After describing ways in which goal

choices can make a difference to programs, the report urges that "DOE

and other agencies need to be self-aware in specifying risk-reduction goals,

as well as in relating them to goals of other agencies and interested parties,

and understanding their implications for the choice of energy alterna-

tives."
Skeptics may be tempted to dismiss this topic, saying that we in this coun-

try do not have a consensus on social goals. Rebuttal to that too-simple dis-

missal is evidenced, for example, in the way our medical X ray protection

practices, which aie the result of decades of reassessment and improvement

by industry, medicine and government, pursuegoals: minimization of prob-
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ability of damage (by decrease in frequency of use of diagnostic X rays,
compensated for by more sensitive films), minimization of potentially irre-
versible damage to the human gene pool (special protection of gonads) and
minimization of threat to infants in utero (again, special protection). The
typically American goal of helping disadvantaged citizens underlies special
health programs for minority groups. The goal of preserving maximum
consumer choice can be seen as a goal of food quality programs.

Setting goals is not impossible, but setting realistically attainable goals is
not easy. It is imperative that programs be tailored to goals more precise
than "protection of all Americans against all harm."

Weighing Risks in Context with Benefits and Costs

All decisions, indirectly or directly, rely on judgments of the sort Benja-
min Fkanklin referred to as "prudential algebra." Under the Toxic Sub-
stances Control Ack, the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) must
protect the public against "unreasonable risk of injury"; under the station-
ary-sources provisions of the Clean Air Act, it must ensure "an ample
margin of safety"; under the Safe Drinking Water Act, it must protect the
public "to the extent feasible . . . (taking costs into considerdtion)." "Unrea-
sonable," "ample" and "feasible" are not defined in these laws. For the EPA
the question is not whether analysis but what form of analysis, taking what
considerations into account. For all such risk-reduction regimes, the day
has _passed when benefits and costs could be ignored.

Every segment of industry and government food, energy, transporta-
tion has to ask: .

Are there ways to take benefits and costs'into consideration along
with risks? Do existing policy and Managerial rtiles allow considera-
tion of all such factors? Should they?

Which methodological apProaches (cost4ienefit analysis, decision
theory, cost-effectiveness analysis, etc.) are appropriate?

How should secondary, indirect and intangible effects be taken into
consideration?

Are formal, explicit, published analyses required to form the basis of
decision, or should they be used as informational background only?

What are the procedural rules by which definitions, analytic bound-
aries and conceptual assumptions are established?

Should those reviewing a technological option be required to review
the attributes of alternatives also?
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After a decade of concentrating on the ncgative side of the ledger, society

is now trying .to learn how to measure benefits. The NAS 1977 study of
ionizing radiation ("BEIR II") struggled with the issue of how to appraise
the benefits of such applications as medical X rays.19 Its 1979 food safety
policy report analyzed the benefits of saccharin and of food-safety policies
regarding mercury, nitrites and aflatoxin (in peanut butter)20 and its 1980

report, Regulating Pesticides, described the methods available for estimating
marginal gains in crop yield and benefit expected from a candidate pesticide.2i

Several methods, usually referred to in shorthand as "risk-benefit" or
"cost-benefit analysis," are available for constructing a balance sheet of de-

sirable and undesirable attributes. Analysis is thus a problem of handicap-
ping what will happen (the odds of a destructive flood, the probable inci-
dence of a disease) and comparing quantities that are rarely expressible in
common-denominator terms (social cost of lives shortened, benefits of pro-

duction, risks of genetic mutation).
With a few well-defined projects, for which goals and constraints are

agreed upon by the major affected parties, for which health and environ-
mental risks, costs and benefits are well known and understood (not only in

magnitude but in social distribution, over both the near and long term),
risk-benefit accounting has proven itself useful. Under such rare sircum-

,.

stances of certainty, commonsensical estimates as well as more formal
analyses derived from operations research are applicable. The latter tend to

be favored by specialists, technical or otherwise, who have been given a spe-

cific task to accomplish (the Army Corps of Engineers has pioneered in

their use). The occasional "successful" application of such techniquesand,
one suspects, also the all-embracing ring of their title tempts legislators,
administrators, managers and judges to call for their use.

The griefs of analysis could fill a large set of books. Most reviews con-
clude that such appi oaches are very useful for structuring discussion but are

less useful, or even subject to misuse, when granted formal, legalistic
weight. In then. Primer for Policy Analysis, Edith Stokey and Richard
Zeckhauser warned that:

Benefit-cost analysis is especially vulnerable to misapplication through care-

lessness, naivete, or outright deception. The techniques are potentially danger-

ous to the extent that they convey an aura of precision and objectivity.
Logically they can be no more precise than the assumptions and valuations

that they employ; frequently, through the compounding of errors, they may
be less so. Deception is quite a different matter, involving submerged assump-

tions, unfairly chosen valuations, and purposeful misestimates. Bureaucratic
agencies, for example, have powerful incentives to underestimate the costs of

proposed projects. Any procedure for making policy choices, from divine
guidance to computer algorithms, can be manipulated unfairly.22
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These and other critics respond to their own complaint by acknowledging
that "prudential algebra" of one form or another must resorted to, never-
theless.

All analytic approaches have difficulty with scientific uncertainties, with
fair and full description of societal problems, with prOicting all possible
Consequences, with placing a "price" on human life anti environmental
goods, with taking into account intangibles and amenities in general and
with assessing the social costs of opportunities precluded.23 A lively theater
for this ongoing debate has been the proceedings Of the Occupational Safety
and Health Administration (OSHA) on regulation of occupational carcino-
gens.24

A somewhat d:fferent approach, "cost-effectiveness analysis," considers
a present situation and compares how effectively alternatives' can achieve
stated objectives: automobile seatbelts compared with other forms of pas-
sive restraint, or kidney transplants compared with dialysis. Under the stim-
ulus of cost-control campaigns, analysts have developed ways of comparing
the relative cost-effectiveness of competing medical screening techniques
and of other medical technologies.23 Recently the congressional Office of
Techndlogy Assessment published a useful report on The Implications of
Cost-Effectiveness Analysis on Medical Technology.26

Concluding a review for the Administrative Coaference, Michael Baram
argued:

In practice, regulatory uses of cOst-benefit analyses stifle ann obstruct the
achievement of legislated health, safety, and environmental goals. . . . Fur-
ther, to the extent that economic fact9rs are permissible considerations under
enabling statutes, agencies conduct cost-effectiveness analysis, which aids in
determining the least costly means to designated gdals, rather than cost-benefit
analysis, which improperly determines regulatory ends as well as means."

Currently NAS is preparing a report, Costs of Environment-Related Health
Effects: A Plan for Continuing Study, that should describe ways of building
a base for accounting, in effect, for the health-cost-effectiveness of environ-
mental' controls.

There ale other risk decision models. Jeffrey Krischer has recently pre-
pared a useful annotated bibliography of applications of decision analysis
to health care." One of the more fully developed, unorthodox approaches
is the libertarian synthesis of ethics and efficacy proposed by Ronald
Howard.29

A concluding note should be that formal analysis is still helpless to ac-
commodate many major effects: the weapons-proliferation and terrorist
risks of the spread of civilian nuclear power, the highly touted and ambi-
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potent benefits and risks of recombinant DNA development, the opportu-
nity costs from undue conservativeness in regulation of contraceptive and

pharmaceutical development.

Defining "Negligible" and "Intolerable"
and Setting Priorities

A disturbing feature of the 1960s and 1970s was that as each sector of
manufacturing, or municipal governance, or research or purchasing found

itself having to confront risk problems, each had to develop its own ap-

proach and work through hearings, scientific studies, economIc reviews,
lawsuits and insurance disputes. The social learning process was, unavoid-

ably, painful. So were the disruption and unpredictability caused by the

lack of defensible priorities. Industries and agencies found themselves so
distracted by disputes over sensational cases that diey could hardly pursue
their main tasks, even if their charter was to reduce major risks: Neither
"major" nor "minor" had been defined. Expressed in a metaphor of the
time, smoldering barnfires had to be neglected while brushfires were

fought.
Chastening has been accomplished. Now the challenge is to develop ways

of keeping priorities clear: to avoid frittering away worry-caOtal on very

small hazards, to prohibit unbearably large.hazards,and to concentrate deci-
sion-making attention on problems that affect large numbers of people in
important ways. This admonition may appear an obvious one, but our
failure to protect Opropriate priorities is just what has set us up for the reg-

ulatory "overload" and disproportionateness we now labor under.
This concern. was expressed in the 1980 NAS report, Regu/ating

Pesticides:

A serious flaw in the current procedure is that those compounds that receive

the most publicity or pressure-group attention may not necessarily be those

that present the greatest public health or environmental hazards. The current
procedure does not provide for a broad comparison of the *hazards posed by

the large number of registered pesticides. At the same time, outside pressures

to regulate a specific compound rarely arise from careful evaluation of com-
parative risks of alternative pesticides. To the extent thatexternal pressures are

influential in determining the order in which the [Office of Pesticides Pro-
grams] evaluates compounds, the consequence may well be that considerable
resources are devoted to regulation of minor, low-risk compounds while im-
portant high-risk ones remain unreviewed for periods longer 'than would
otherwise be the case.30

The March 1979 report by NAS on food safety policy proposed that the
FDA categorize foods as being of high, moderate or low risk and "apply
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severe and general constraints only to items involving the greatest, most fre-
quent, and most certain dangers."3'

Naturally, regulatory agencies do try to apply their most vigorous atten-
tion to the most important issues, but their problem is to set protectable pri-
orities (ones that are buffered from sporadic undermining) so that all par-
ties involved know the analytic and legal agenda and can allocate resources
accordingly. OSHA has tried to do this with occupational carcinogens, as
has EPA with chemicals regulated under the Toxic Substances Control
Act. The new National Toxicology Program is taking over some of the
priority-setting tasks and will try to rationalize them across agency lines.
The Consumer Product Safety Commission bases its priorities in part on a
"frequency-severity index" derived from a computerized sampling system of
hospital emefgency-room admissions.

"Intolerable" and "unacceptable" are being invested with real-world con-
notations, as are "negligible" and "insignificant." These boundary-setting
adjectives gain meaning in two ways: as experts, insurers and others rank
hazards in hierarchies by severity, incidence and overall social exposure
(hazards at the top and bottom of lists thus becoming obvious candidates
for prohibition or acceptance); and as public opinion, lawsuits and so on in-
dicate endorsement of the ranking. This helps administrators and managers
allocate attention to the difficult cases in the middle.

In the beef DES example described earlier, some parties are urging that
real, but very small, low-dose risks to humans be considered "negligible."
The same principle is being appealed to in a current legal dispute over the
regulation of the common hair-dye ingredient 4-MMPD. Seven hair-color-
ing manufacturers have sued the FDA for requiring that products contain-
ing 4-MMPD bear a label warning that the compound "has been determined
to cause cancer in laboratory animals" and "can penetrate the skin." The
plaintiffs argue that this stigmatizes the products, that, scientific proof of
4-MMPD's carcinogenicity is weak and that, even if the chemical is carcino-
genic to animals, "the risk is truly minuscule when compared to other poten
tial or proven carcinogens . . . estimated to expose the individual consumer
to a far greater risk of cancer than hair dyes containing 4-MMPD." A fed-
eral district court has remanded the case to the FDA, instructing the regula-
tors to determine whether the chemical presents "a generally recognized
level of insignificant risk to human health."32

In a striking case recently, the FDA approved the hair-dye chemical lead
acetate. While acknowledging that in high doses the material is carcinogenic
to rodents, the agency concluded that human exposure is so small, espe-
cially relative to overall lead intake, as not to warrant prohibition.33

Risk ceilings also can be established. In this country and many others
polychlorinated biphenyls (PCBs) have been banned from commerce be-



Figure 5.4. Frequency-Versus.Severlty Profiles for Nuclear Reactor Accidents in...the United
States, Relative to (a) Natural Hazards, and (b) Man.Made Hazards. (These curves wit typical of their type but are
meant here simply to be illustrative; numbers are debatable.)
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cause their carcinogenic potency is judged to be absolutely intolerable.
From time to time, high-technology projects have been vetoed because their
risks were unthinkably high: some macro-engineering modifications of the
environinent and certain potentilly disastrous recombinant DNA experi-
ments are Jandmark examples. The issue may not only be whether the
hazards are actuarially high, but whether the threat would have an intoler-
ably disruptive effect, physically or psychologically, on the fabric of so-
ciety.

. A uses way of envisioning risks is to profile them as a curve of fre-
quency versus severity, as has been done for illustration in Figure 5.4. When
a number of risks are plotted this way, certain domains can be recognized as
de facto rejected (that is, society has repeatedly abjured risks in that
range) or, on various grounds, as having been defined to be unacceptable.
(The particular curves drawn in Figure 5.4 are typical of those under discus-
sion currently; their numerical values are debatable. The basic method,
though, of portraying cumulative, integrated risks in this fashion deserves
exploration.)

Seeking Accommodation Between Technical and
Lay Perceptions

It is evident that "the put-ilic" often views risks differently from, the way
technical analysts do. (Of course, consensus is also rare, even within
relatively closed circles of experts.)

From what do these differences of opinion stem? First, science itself is, in
effect, simply a matter of "voting"; the scientifically "true" is no more than
what scientists endorse to be true. Empirical knowledge is developed sys-
tematically within the scientific community, subject to criteria of repeatabil-
ity, controlled observation, statistical significance, openness and the other
guides of western science. By itself, procedure guarantees nothing, though.
Good sci6nce is science that "works": science that can predict with consis-
tency and generality.and accuracy what will happen in the physical and
social world. The weighing of facts remains subjective; perfect objectivity is
a myth.

And second, judgments of hazards involve consideration not only of
"size" of risks likelihood and magnitude but also of social value.34 This,
of course, leaves much room for disagreement.

Researchers have speculated that people's opinions about risks depend on
many biasing factors, such as voluntariness of exposure, frequency of oc-
currence, amenabijity to personal control, reversibility, immediacy, W-

.,zarreness, catastrophic nature and so on.3s
Social scientists such as Paul Slovic, Baruch Fischhoff and Sarah

Lichtenstein have used polling techniques to survey risk perceptions and
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risk-taking proclivities. What they find, to neither their surprise nor ours, is

that people have different perceptual biases. This research has concluded
that human beings' brains, whether expert or lay, get overloaded with risk

- information and have trouble comparing risks; that the media accentuate

social reverberations in risk disputes; and that, in essence, people believe

what they want to believe. Person-in-the-street interviews of technical people

show them to be not much better than nontechnical people at guessing, for

example, how many fatalities are incurred annually from tornadoes, contra"-

ceptives or lawnrnowers.36
Many of these polling studies are open to criticism. They suffer from the

usual shortcomings of questionnaire design and the generic weaknesses of
polling. Often they ask about only a single hazard ata time, which, by fail-

ing to foster or force comparison and by allowing people to express self-
contradictory views, provides little guidance for policymaking. They force

peoPle ar.ificially to break down their views into components. And these

studies are vulnerable to being assumed (not necessarily by their authors) to
imply findings about "the public," when in fact most of them have dealt

with only small population samples.
Amos Tversky and Daniel Kahneman have developed an approach called

"prospect theory" to account for the empirical findings.37 Now perhaps

theory will guide design of more sophisticated polls.
In the risk-assessment domain, as in others, we are being forced to realize

that "the public" is a very elusive construct. No one person or group of peo-

ple fully represents, or is representative of, all of our citizenry; and the
"organized public" remains small and keeps changing in composition and

opinion. For this reason, and others, the notion of "public participation"
lacks cohceptual shape. To oppose closed bureaucratic proceedings is usu-

ally legitimate, but it is a lot harder to devise proceedings that are not only

open to the affected polity but that encourage extensive "publieyarticipa-
don without just opening channels for special-interest lobbying. A' recent

Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development study of public

participation, entitled Technology on Trial, concluded: "the general thrust

of participatory demand would appear to be for a greater degree of public
accountability; freer public access to technical information; more timely
consultation on policy options; a more-holistic approach to the assessment

of impacts: all of which amountS, of course, to more direct public participa-

tion in the exercise of decision-making power.""
In recent years both governmental and nongovernmental bodies 'have

been taking steps to seek accommodation between laY perceptions and tech-

nical-analytic ones.39 Regulatory agencies have opened up their iiroceedings

and have solicited public input. Professional organizations have explored

perceptual issues: In 1979 the National Council on Radiation Prection and
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Measurement held a symposium resulting in a volume entitled Perceptions
of Risk." -

If an attitudinal bias emerges, it can be incorporated into standards. In
recognition of the public's extraordinary concern about catastrophic poten-
tial (as opposed to diffuse chronic risks) of nuclear reactors, for example,
industry and its regulators have incorporated "risk aversiveness," or dispro-
portionate conservatism, into reactor safeguards.4'

A 1980 report, Approaches to Acceptable Risk, commissioned by the Nu-
clear Regulatory Commission, provides a very constructive review of many
of these'decisional problems.42

It is worth surmising that what is under perceptual dispute in many cases
is not only the hazard itself but the social "management" of it. Nowhere has
this been more bluntly evidenced than in the overall conclusion of the Presi-
dent's Commission on the Accident at Three Mile Island: "To prevent nu-
clear accidents as serious as Three Mile Island, fundamental changes will be
necessarx in the organization, procedures, and practices andabove allin
the attitudes of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission and, to the extent that
the institutions we investigated are.typical, of the nuclear industry."'" Too,
one suspects that risk opinions Often may in effect be proxies for more
deeply seated opinions about corporate bigness, or bureaucratic inaction or
erosion of personal control.

Insfitutional Attention

Congressional Actions

As though swatting at swarms of hazards on all sides, during the 1970s
the Congress passed, inter alia, the Consumer Product Safety Act, the Fire
Prevention and Control Act, the Occupational Safety and Health Act, the
Federal Water Pollution Control Act, the Toxic Substances Control Act,
the Mine Safety and Health Act, the (aircraft) Noise Control Act, the Fed-
eral Environmental Pesticide Act, the National Earthquake Hazards Reduc-
tion Act, the Medical Devices Amendment to the Food, Drug, and Cos-
metic Ad., the Safe Drinking Water Act, the Resource Conservation and
'Recovery Act and various Clean Air Act amendments. To ensure indepen-.
dence of control, Congress split off the Nuclear Regulatory Commission from
the old Atomic Energy Commission. And it established the Environmental
Protection Agency, the Occupational Safety and Health Administration,
the Consumer. Product Safety Commisison, the National Fire Prevention
and Control Administration and the Federal Emergency Management
Agency to administer all the new laws.

The effect of this legislative crusade has been to bring tens of thousands
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of hazards into regulatory frameworks of many kinds, based on science,
medicine, engineering, law and economics, that wereand still are inade-
quate bases for decision.

The Congress has chosen a variety of roles for itself in risk assessment. It
has established the regulatory agencies and overseen their work. With some
issues, such as automobile emissions, it has insisted on reviewing the scien-
tiric and economic evidence in detail and on itself setting primary standards.
With others, such as the arcane questions of recombinant DNA research, it
has held hearings to establish a record but has refrained from instituting
strong control (see Chapter 4 by Charles Weiner). Occasionally, in response
to constituent pressure or political opportunity, it has intervened precipi-
tously in regulatory action, as it has repeatedly done with saccharin, direct-
ing the FDA to stay an action or requesting the NAS to conduct another
study. In emergencies it has held high-level inquiries, as it did during the
Three Mile Island accident.

Recently the Office of Technology Assessment, the General Accounting
Office, and the Congressional Research Service have all gotten more in-
volved in preparing riskIrelated reports for the Congress. Congressman
Don Ritter and others have proposed mandating that cost-benefit analysis
be used as the basis for regulatory action; response to this bill in hearings
has been mixed.44 Congressntan William Wampler has, in I-IR-6521, pro-
posed creation of a National Science Council within the Executive Office
(lodged in the Office of Science and Technology Policy), which would be
charged with adjudicating major scientific disputes over factual matters in
regulatory decision making. Prompted by such flaps as that over the ques-
tionable studies of health risks at Love Canal, legislators are considering es-
tablishing guidelines for scientific peer review of assessments used in regula-
tion. Congressional concern over risk issues remains high, but it tends to
focus on individual hazards rather than on a comparative high-risk-reduc-
tion agenda, and it tends to favor regulation as its best instrument.

Administration Actions

Various Executive Branch sagas in risk decision making have been
described elsewhere and will not be reviewed here. We should, however,
notice several trends that go beyond the straightforward execution of regu-
latory mandates.

There is some movement toward interagency coordination of regulatory
actions. The complexity of the administrative task is illustrated by the fact
that the Interagency Review Group on Nuclear Waste Management 'had to
be constituted from 14 major entities of government (the Departments of
Commerce, Energy, Interior, State and Transportation; National Aero-
nautics and Space Administration, Arms Control and Disarmament Agency,
Environmental Protection Agency, Office of Management and Budget,

c'§.29
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Council on Environmental Quality, Office of Science and Technology Pol-
icy, Office of Domestic Affairs and Policy, National Security Couacil and
Nuclear Regulatory Commission.45 The Interagency Regulatory Liaison
Group (Consumer Product Safety Commission, Environmental Protection
Agency, Food and Drug Administration, Occupational Safety and Health
Administration and Department of Agriculture) has developed coordinated
guidelines on carcinogenicity assessment." A National Toxicology Pro-
gram has been established to serve the needs of a number of agencies.

Fundamental research in support of regulatory work may be improving:
The National Institutes of Health have become more involved in such mat-
ters as development of reliable and practical screening tests for carcimigens;
the National Science Foundation now sponsors risk-related policy studies;
and the National Bureau of Standards conducts fire research for the benefit
of many agencies. How to marshall such support effectively is still a chal-
lenge: The basic research agencies don't have specific mission mandates,
and the regulatory agencies lack strong fundamental research capabilities.

As part of its attempt to control economic inflation resulting from over-
regulation, in March of 1978 the Carter administration promulgated its Ex-
ecutive Order 12044, which directed the regulatory agencies to take a num-
ber of steps to "rationalize" their actions and to evaluate the promise of
nonregulatory alternatives. Most controversially, the order called for eco-
nomic impact analyses of major regulatory actions. As a result, a layer of
procedures and organizations, such as the Regulatory Analysis Review
Group and the Regulatory Council, was superimposed on existing, congres-
sionally mandated agency structures. Adjustments to these developments
have been painful. In his enlightening report to the Administrative Confer-
ence on these developments, Michael Baram concluded tactfully:

Obviously, regulatory reform is in a state of flux, as COWPS, CEA, OMB,
OSTP, RARG, RC, the agencies and Congress act in response to the stimulus
of Executive Order 12044. New controversies have arisen as to the conduct and
use of regulatory analyses, the adequacy of the methodologies employed, and
the timing and extent of Presidential involvement in agency decision-processes.47

In its attempts to provide correctives for economically damaging over-
regulation, the Reagan administration will have to decide whether such cen-
tralized review is appropriate or whether such considerations can be
delegated, with guidelines, to the agencies.

Court Actions

Thousands of tort cases are heard every year. Eor the present review,
what is important are the ongoing debates over the role of the courts and the
landmark decisions handed down by the high courts.

0
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One respected view of the role of the judiciary is that championed by
Judge David Bazelon: "Courts cannot second-guess the.decisions made by
those who, by virtue of their expertise or their political accountability, have
been entrusted with ultimate decisions. But courts can and have played a
critical role in fostering the kind of dialogue and reflection that can improve
the quality of those decisions."" Others dis4ree, believing that courts
should be free to review;the substantive evidence and logic of assessments
and decisions. The extent of judicial intrusion into agency dedsion making

will remain an issue.
Recent years have seen the courts interpreting legislative mandates (as to

whether, for instance, ;regulation under the Clean Air Act must consider

costs, or whether the FDA properly interpreted its mandate in banning
laetrile) and refereeing territorial disputes between agencies.

A crucial issue that continues to work its way up to the Supreme Court re-
lates to the imperative for cost-benefit analysis in regulatory decisions. The
recent case of Industrial Union Department, AFL-CIO versus American
Petroleum Institute sidestepped the issue of whether OSHA must, under its
statutes, base its decisions in this case, over whether to tighten occupa-
tional exposure limits for benzene from 10 parts per million to 1 part per
million on formal, explicit, published cost-benefit analyses, the issue that
many observers hoped the court would address." The justices have,
however, agreed to hear an analogous case, on cotton dust. The legislative
background from which the Supreme Court has to work does not provide

much guidance.

Nongovernmental Actions

Several recent developments exemplify the increasingly collective ini-

tiatives being taken by nongovernmental bodies. An impressive contribu-

tion has been made by the Food Safety Council, a non:profit coalition of
industrial, consumerist and other members, which has developed and pub-

lished a thorough review of the technical problems associated with food.risk

assessment and made proposals that are now under consideration by regula-

tory and other bodies." The American Industrial Health Council, a coali-
tion of 140 cdmpanies and 80 trade assodations, has developed concerted
positions on regulatory issues and is now proposing structural and proce-
dural refoims." In the aftermath of the Three Mile Island accident, the

country's electric utilities and nuclear industry pooled their interests and es-

tablished a Nuclear Safety Analysis Center, associated with the Electric

Power Research Institute, to serve as an industry-wide reactor performance

clearinghouse. Some 35 major chemical firms have recently established the'

Chemical Industry Institute of Toxicology, a research center charged with
performing state-of-the-art toxicological research and assessment of large-
volume commodity chemicals (not proprietary products) for the benefit of

..stA '
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the industry as a whole. The major U.S. automobile and truck companies
have.joined the EPA in establishing a Health Effects Institute to stud) the
effects of motor vehicle pollution.32

It is not yet possible to evaluate the promise of these new institutions.
They deserve watching became they typify efforts to develop techniques,
procedures, databases and focal centers for risk assessment outside of gov-
ernment. The question will be whether the work they produce is of high
technical quality, whether they develop reputations of integrity and whether
government and the courts can effectively accommodate the Work of these
hybrid institutions as alternatives to direct regulation and government=

sponsored assessment.
It might also be mentioned that a Society for Risk Analysis has been

formed, which (through Plenum-Press) will in 1981 begin publication of a
journal, Risk Analysis.

Scientific Integrity god Authority

Serious criticism is currently being leveled at the manner and quality with
which scientific analysis is brought to bear on public hazards. Not to be in-
terpreted as disaffection with science per se, this dismay reflects confidence
that science can indeed help assess these problems, if it is properly applied.

Proposals are gathering for establishment of central authority structures
to which technical disputes can be appealed. For example, the New York
governor's panel (chaired by Lewis Thomas) formed to review the Love
Canal fiasco found that "only further questions and debates on scientific
credibility have been the result" of the "inadequate research designs" and
"inadequate intergovernmental coordination and cooperation in the design
and implementation of health effects studies" at the dump; as a remedy it
recommended establishment of a Scientific Advisory Panel responsible to
the governor." Editorials have appeared in Science and elsewhere calling
for reincarnation of the President's Science Advisory Committee to referee
such disputes. Congressional Bill HR-6521 proposed formation of a Na-
tional Science Council within the Executive Office for high-level review of
assessments.

In somewhat the same vein, the American Industrial Health Council has
urged Congress to establish a Science Panel:

AIHC advocates that in the development of carcinogen and other federal
chronic health control policies scientific determinations should be made
separate from regulatory considerations and that such determinations, assess-
ing the most'probable human risk should be made by the best scientists avail-
able following a review of all relevant data. These determinations should be
made by a Panel of eminent scientists located centrally somewhere within gov-

.4
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ernment or elsewhere as appropriate but separate from the regulatory agencies
whose actions would be affected by the determinations."

Two questions must be asked of such proposals: whether "scientific and
technical determinatiorts--ean legitimately be separated from "political and
social determinatiofir and whether centralization of authority assures
higher quality science.

To the first fhe answer is probably, yes, to a considerable extent, as long
ai it is understood that the very process of defining the problem is subjective
and that scientific assessments usually have to be conducted iteratively. Hr
example, to view the problem of liquefied natural gas facilities as one of
time-averaged risk is different from worrying about the potentially massive
social disruption one large accident could cause. Complex issues, such as
energy policy, have to go many rounds of assessment, criticism-redefinition
and reassessment.

To the second question, the answer is that communal scientific assess-
ments do tend to gain critical analytic strength and social legitimacy over as-
sessments made by individuals alone, but that pluralism and variety within
the scientific .community should be encouraged: recruiting more skilled
policy-analytic scientists and engineers in industry, government and other
organizations; appointing able advisory panels to many different adminis-
trative, legislative and managerial bodies; upgrading assessment work in
academies, professional4 societies and trade organizations; and so on.
Pluralism remains an essential safeguard against narrowness. Centraliza-
tion and coQsistency are not always good in themselves. Besides, high-level
bodies will always be limited to handling only a few contentious issues at a
time. What they can do. is raise warning flags about hazardous situations,
draw attention' to suspect scientific studies and help set the national agenda
of assessment.

,

One of the more encouraging developments of the last few years has been
a willingness of technical people, acting as profe-45ional communities, to re-
view major assessments. When the original "Rasmussen Report" on reactor
safety was issued, for example, it was subjected to detailed critique by a
panel of the American Physical Society, by an* ad hoc review group (the
"Lewis Panel") chartered by the Nuclear Regulatory Commission, by the
Union of Concerned Scientists and by others. Currently the Society of Toxi-
cology is reviewing the controversial "ED-01" effective-carcinogen-dose ex-,
periment performed by the National Center for Toxicological Research.

New and Underattended Hazards
New hazards will always be cropping up, and there is no need to develop a

complete new apprehension list here. The author believes that the following
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four can hardly escape becoming matters of heated controversy in the near
future. The "thought exercise" is this: How can social and technical atten-
tion most effectively be brought to focus on them?

I. Women's Occupational Health. As women increasingly move into the
heavy industrial workplace, there are questions of: (a) whether our scientific
and medical understanding of women's bodies under stress is sufficient; (b)
whether existing occupational standards protect all women as well as all
men "adequately"; (c) if the answer to either (a) or (b) is "no," whether any
health-related discrimination should be applied between the sexes (or, in-
deed, between small people and large people, or between any other
categories by which human beings differ from one another) in conducting
research and instituting protection; and (d) what actions 'should be taken
specifically.

Part of this issue has to do with reproductive health, both of pregnant
workers and of the fetuses they carry. Legal suits that have centered arotind
this issue have not ye.t provided much clarification. Because mutation can
occur in sperm, too, men are not exempt from danger. The Interagency
Regulatory Liaison Group recently announced that it is conducting a major
review of reproductive toxicology.ss

Reproductive effects are not the only ones at issue: heat susceptibility,
hearing loss, skin irritation and musculoskeletal damage May well turn out
to be different for women.56

2. Urban and Indoor Pollution Hazards. Sealing up indoor environ-
ments hermetically keeps cold and smog out, but it may keep indoor
pollutants in. Infectious and allergenic agents can be transmitted through
an office's ventilating system. The problems of flaking asbestos and old
lead-based paint are still with us. In a September 1980 report entitled Indoor
Air Pollution, the General Accounting Office raised the alarm about
various gases radon, the radioactive gas released slowly from rock
building materials; carbon monoxide, from various combustion sources;
formaldehyde, from insulation; and others that tend to build up and be
circulated in sealed, poorly ventilated houses, mobile homes, offices and
schools." There continue to be allegations that nonsmokers are exposed to
significant air pollution burdens from other people's smoking.s' Continued
urbanization and the campaign to insulate and seal buildings in efforts to
save energy can only exacerbate these risks.

3. Teenage Pregnancy. It is hard not to be struck dumb by this problem.
As expressed by James Vaupel:

One area seems particularly important. It involves the complex of overlapping
problems associated with teenage birth, illegitimacy, prema ,urity, low birth
weight, low IQ, deficient pre-natal and infant care, and high mortality rates
not only for those children in infancy but also later on in life And for the

,04
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. .
mothers. The number of tcznage births is startling: nearly 600,000 infants were

born in 1975 to teenage mothers, some 240,000 to mothers age 17 or younger.s'

Surely these numbers speak for themselves. Can any health risk be larger?

To wave these problems off to "social welfare" bureaus and not address
them along with the major issues on the national risk-reduction agenda is to

take a very narrow view.
4. Seismic Hazard. Earthquake experts continue to predict major shocks

for the West Coast. Engineers warn that although high, modern buildings

are earthquake resistant, considerable peril remains in older, lower
buildings. Fire hazard accompanies earthquake hazard in inhabited areas.
As an exercise, officials might ask theinselves how they will defend their
current actions after the Big One strikes. Many of the problems are
technical-economic ones that lend themselves to comparative analysis, as a

recent Executive Branch review of California seismic hazard preparedness

has argued.60

Recommendations
1. The overall urging of this essay is that bodies responsible for apprais-

ing public risk ask of their assessment efforts:

Are risks, benefits and costs characterized s explidtly as possible?

Are uncertainties and intangibles acknowledged and, where possible,

estimated?

Are programs oriented to agreed-upon societal goals?

Do procedures guarantee that high-quality technical evidence is
made available and used as the basis for decision?

Are risks examined in a properly comparative context along with

benefits and costs?

Are precautions taken to prevent minor hazards from displacing
larger ones on the protection agenda?

Are the formality and legal bindingness of the analytic base appro-

priate?

2. Excerpts of well-regarded risk-assessment studies should be collected
and published with commentary. (The NAS fOod safety study published
several examples, and the NAS current review of some of its past proj-
ects the "Kates study" will provide more.) Critique should be made not

,,
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only of analytic methodology but also of how boundaries of assessment
were set, how assessors were chosen, how conflicts-Of-interest and biases
were dealt with, how findings were expressed and how the study groups
maintained their relationships with patrons anii- clients.,

3. The causal connection between environment and health deserves
continued investigation. As part of this, baseline surveys like the
"LaLonde Report" (Health of Canadians) or the 1980 California Health
Plan should be developed for the United Stateb; this would be an exten-
sion of the 1979 Report of the U.S. Surgeon General on Health Promo-
tion and Disease Prevention.o Then those determinants of health that
are amenable to environmental influence should be evaluated.

4. The Office of Management and Budget, the Congressional Budget Of-
fice or others might direct or commission comparative evaluations of the
marginal longevity gains and other benefits tiom key regulatory programs.

' 5. Evaluation should be made of such longstanding risk-management
regimes as food inspection programs, fire-prevention proviskms of building
codes, flood plains insurance, black lung insurance and the iike, asking
whether they accomplish their risk-spreading or risk-reduction goals.

6. As the nation contemplates deregulation, sectoral net-assessment of
regulatory policies should be conducted and reviewed. Alternatives to regu-
lation should be examined, especially hybrid nongovernmental-governmen-
tal approaches.62 In this regard the experiences of other countries, such as
Sweden's in food safety, should be reviewed.

7. High-level scientific leadership needs continual renewal. One function
of an upgraded White House scientific advisory body should be to identify
major risk issues needing attention (such as, for example, the underattended
issues cited at the end of this paper). This body, or other groups, should
consider setting up a watchdog commission like the United Kingdom's Ad-
visory Committee on Major Hazards to lead in the anticipation and assess-
ment of important, long-term hazards.

8. There are many specific research needs, rangizg from toxicology to
policy analysis. Broad topics deserving attention include:

Evaluation of the overall predictive usefulness of the toxicological
gauntlet through which chemical products now are required to be
run.63

Improvement of epidemiology as an analytic complement to toxico-
logical aesting and continued development of the necessary

databases.

Refinement and compalison of such analytic techniques as cost-
benefit analysis, decision theory, cost-effectiveness analysis.
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Evaluation of the validity of fault-tree and event:tree analysis as ap-
plied to nuclear reactors and other engineered strtictures.64

Investigation of ways in which human error (maintenanceerror, op-
eration error, emergency-response error) can be taken into account,
in probabilistic assessment of technological systems.

a
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Science, Technology and

Internaiional Security:
. A Synthesis

Eugene B. Skolnikoff

INTRODUCTION

In a world,substantially altered in this century as a result of the products
of research and development, and with the elements of security of most na-
tions directly affected, government institutions and policy processes in the
United States remain heavily domestic in orientation. Contrary to common
assumption, this is at least as true for the scientific and technological enter-
prise as it is for any other.

Some of the most important issues and needs relevant to science, technol-
ogy and international security are presented in the following pages and in
the accompanying chapters. The parochial nature of U.S. national institu-
tions, however, Makes it peculiarly difficult to come to grips with some of
these needs or to anticipate them in any orderly way. For many years this
problem has plagued U.S. government attempts to deal with the interna-
tional implications of research and development (R&D) and international
science and technology. The problems and the dangers now become more
pressing as scientific and technological competence in other nations be-
comes more formidable. New measures are needed, yet the issue of exces-
sive domestic orientation is only rarely identified or directly confronted.
Without some attempt to understand this issue, actions that focus on the
specific needs discussed below are likely always to remain ad hoc and
seldom equal to their tasks.

Eugene B. Skolnikoff is director of the Center for International Studies, Massachusetts In....
stitute of Technology, Cambridge, Mass.
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BACKGROUND

The results of science and technology have had dramatic effects on the
restructuring of nations and of international affairs, particularly. in
the 35 years since World War II. Aircraft, satellite communications,
health and sanitation measures, missiles, nuclear weapons, automated pro-
duction, radio and television, agricultural mechanization and new crop
strains all bear witness to the productivity of R&D and, in their effects,
to the profound revolution in human affairs they have brought about or
made possible. The pace of change, furthermore, shows no sign of slack-
ening.

International affairs have been heavily influenced by the differential abil-
ity of nations to.carry out and capitalize on the results of R&D. Two nations
have emerged with military power and influence far greater than others,
largely as a result of natural endowments and resource bases that have
allowed massive exploitation of science and technology. The gradual decay
of that dominance, especially in its economic dimension, is already a source
of new international relationships and problems. The disparity among na-
tions of the North and South in ability to acquire and exploit technology is

also a major factor in their relative economic status and in their increasingly
acerbic political relations.

Concurrently, the pace of industrialization of technological societies has
greatly intensified the dependency relations among states, so that even the
most advanced societies find themselves critically dependent on others for
resources, information, capital, markets, food and even technology.

Traditional geopolitical factors have been altered or ,expanded by ad-
vances in science and technology to include, inter alia, size and number of
long-range nuclear missiles, satellite communications and surveillance capa-
bility, competence of the educational system, fundamental change in the
very significance of major conflict and, critically, R&D capacity.

The results of R&D have also given rise to new technologies of global
scale, creating wholly new issues in international affairs, notably atomic

energy and space exploration. Also a matter of worldwide concern are the
side effects of technological development. The resultant changes have
altered traditional international issues and created major new ones, such as
transborder environmental Concerns, stratospheric modification and ocean
exploitation.

Not all of these changes in international affairs directly bear on security,
but the web of interactions in a technological woild makes it difficult, even
misleading, to exclude, say, economic concerns of developing countries
from the concept of international security. In fact, tne broad issues of food,
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health, resources, energy and population are aspects as legitimately a part
of security as are military issues.

Given these effects of science and technology on the international security
of states, it is ironic that the support for science and technology is primarily
a national endeavor, particuiarly in the United States. ,'olicies for R&D are
seen in a national perspective and come primarily from national govern-
ments. This means, however, that international or global needs are not likely to
be adequately taken into consideration in a national decision .process.

A natural result of the nation-state system is that decisions in all policy
areas are usually made unilaterally within one nation. Moreover, the appar-
ent worldwide intensification of nationalism in the face of economic diffi-
culty, not least in the United States, further encourages unilateral decision
making. The parochial nature of decisions concerning R&D, however, loes
beyond normal constraints of nation-based decision making and funding.
The decentralized nature of public funding for research means that it i! pre-
dominantly considered within the context of mission agency budgets. Even
for those agencies whose rationale has a basic foreign policy motivation
(Department of Defense, Department of Energy), the actual decisions and
choices ate heavily influenced by domestic pressures awl inputs. Some de-
partments or agencies are in fact precluded by their legislative charters from
committing resources for anything other than domestic problems. All are
faCed with a budget process, in both the Executive and Legislative branches,
that discourages (or often denies) all departments except foreign policy
agencies the right to allocate their own R&D funds for other than
U.S.-defined problems.

In the private sector as well, research decisions are heavily conditioned by
the U.S. market, with U.S. industry still primarily concerned with U.S.
sales and only gradually adjusting to the growing share of exports in the
economy.

The implications of this situation are evident throughout the discussion
of specific issues below and deserve subsequent elaboration to suggest possi-
ble policy or institutional departures that could be undertaken.

Of course, not all issues are handicapped by this particular institutional
limitation. What follows is a broader discussion of the issues in the interac-
tion o*f science, technology and international security that are likely to be
central questions over the next five years. Though the focus is on a five-year
period, policies cannot sensibly be seen in that short time frame without
taking into account long-term objectives. Where relevant, what are, in ef-
fect, assumptions about desirable futures will be spelled out. The final sec-
tion will be concerned with some of the institutional and policy process
questions raised by the specific issues.
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KEY ISSUE AREAS

It is tempting to start with national security issues, which appear to be

most directly related to the subject. But economic issues probably re-

ceive policy priority in the next few years, with important consequences for
international security. In addition, as significant as defense issues are, they-

tend to receive more concentrated attention. Hence, defense issues will be

addressed later in this paper, without in any way denying the fundamental
significance of science and technology to security issues and, particularly, to

internat ional stabili ty.

Economic Issues

Competition and Cooperation Among
Advanced Industrial Countries

It is not a novel observation that the most serious short-term problem of

the United States and of other Western industrialized nations is, and will
continue to be, coping with inflation in a largely stagnating economic situa-

tion. Unemployment rates are high in many countrws (over 9 percent in the

United Kingdom at the end of 1980), with inflation at the double-digit level

for several. This relatively bleak economic outlook has many causes;
analysis of them within the context of this paper would be inappropiiate.
However, not only do economic problem affect the international role of
science and technology, but some measures that individual countries may,

take for economic purposes will affect the courseof science and technology

or limit the international flow of scientific ankl technological information.

Industrial Policy. It has become almost a faa to speak of the need in the

United States for an industrial policy or for reindustrialization. Several

aspects of reindustrialization are particularly relevant to R&D. One is the
ability (legal, political and psychological) of the U.S. government to work
cooperatively witic individual companies or a consortium to- support
research designed to improve the international competitive position of U.S.

industry. Antitrust considerations, among others, have deterred such joint

activity in the past.
Two initiatives in the Carter administration have shown that at least some

of the barriers can be overcome. The hint research programs on automo-

bile engines, with a consortium of auto companies (Cooperative
Automotive Research Program), and the cooperative program for ocean
,margin drilling, with a group of oil companies, have received the advance

blessing of the Department of Justice. These initiatives are now in jeopardy

or cancelled. The international economic payoffs of cooperation of this
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kind (and the costs of not easing the way) may justify reconsideration of
this policy in the next several years. Whether or not the government is in-
volved, the advantage to international competitiveness of allowing research
cooperation among companies in the same industry may create new support
for antitrust policy legislation. Clearly, such legislation would provoke
major political controversy.

A related aspect of industrial policy is the tendency of the United States
to apply to U.S. companies operating abroad the same rules and constraints
that apply inside the country.' The essentially adversarial relation between
government and industry in the United States, whatever its historical justifi-
cation or merits in spurring competition, often serves to put U.S. companies
abroad at a disadvantage in competing with companies *directly supported
and often subsidized by other governments. This is particularly relevant in
high-technology industries, as companies in other countries are now able to
compete as technological equals for the major new markets that will deter-
mine future economic strength. Obviously many complex and contentious
factors will arise as this issue is addressed, but they must be discussed. The
economic stakes are high.

The key determinant of the U.S. competitive technological position is, of
course, the strength and innovativeness of its high-technology industries.
Domestic science policy, including support for research, tax incentives, reg-
ulations, quality and adequacy of education and other elements, will cru-
cially affect the economic scene in years to come. In addition, specific tax
and other policies that bear directly on industry's decisions to carry out
R&D either abroad or in the United States will require examination, al-
though it should not be an automatic conclusion that overseas research by
U.S. firms is necessarily against U.S. interest. Overseas research can con-
tribute directly to U.S. R&D objectives, enhance the possibilities for large-
scale cooperation (more on this below) and contribute to knowledge generally.

One of the greatest dangers of the current economic malaise in Western
countries, coincident with serious competition from Third World countries
and from industrialized countries (especially Japan), is the possibility of a
rise in protectionism to preserve dying or inefficient industries. These in-
dustries may be failing for any number of reasons: increased labor costs rel.:
ative to other countries; changes in cost of other factors of production, par-
ticularly for energy and resources; lower productivity; lagging innovation;
inadequate industrial organization, and others. The temptation to respond
politically to worsening domestic unemployment and its ancillary effects by
preserving and protecting inefficient industries is very great, especially when
a,,certain amount of implicit or'informal protectionism is practiced by most
countries in one way or another (hidded subsidies and biased regulations,
for example).
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The economic costs of a protectionist spiral among industrialized coun-

tries and the consequent loss of incentives for innovation and support of
R&D could be very great. In effect, protectionist measures are an alterna-
tive to R&D investment,' at relatively low short-term cost and very high
long-term cost: a poor bargain, but one likely,to be proposed and actively

sought by powerful forces in the near future.
One specific protection issue has emerged in recent years over the export

of new technology which, it is argued, is tantamount to the export of U.S.
jobs as that technology becomes the basis of new competing industries. The

argument is that technology developed in the United States is sold to others
at a price that does not adequately reflect the true costs or the broader ef-
fects on the United States of that sale. It is a disputed issue, not only with
regard to the facts, but also whether this is a case in which the possible cure
might be worse than the disease. For example, is the current government

pressure to exclude foreign students and faculty from advanced integrated-
circuit research facilities at universities a wise policy? This is an issue likely

to be more visible in the future.
Finally, under the-heading of industrial policy, the relationship between

domestic regulatory policy to protect health and safety and a nation's inter-
national economic position must be included. Already under intense scru-
tiny, this subject is certain to be the focus of important debatein the next
five years. The basic concern is that unequal regulations from country to

country can result in substantially different costs of production, thereby
changing each nation's competitive position. That claim is made now with
regard to U.S. environmental and safety regulations that are presumed to

have important effects on U.S. export potential. Equalizing regulations
worldwide would be one way to manage the problem when it exists, but that

would not always reflect different conditions in countries, different factors
of production, or different values. Regtilations can sometimes improve
competitive position if the costs of compliance are higher in other countries
competing in the same market. At times, regulations are simply a disguised

trade barrier. Once again, the complexity of the situation does not allow
simple judgments or generalizations. The positive current account balance

of the United States in the last months of 1980, in the face of 'high energy

costs and an improving U.S. dollar value, would seem to belie the negative-
effects argument, but it is not known what the balance would have been in

the absence of regulation. Moreover, the issue is usually cast not only in
specific cost terms, but also with regard to the delays, uncertainties and bu-
reaucratic constraints imposed on industry by what is seen as a burgeoning

regulatory environment.
The Reagan administration has indicated its intention to address this

issue directly. It is hoped that sound data andanalysis will support any ac-

tions taken,
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Cooperatioiz. Scientific and technological cooperation among Western
technologically advanced countries is not rare. When compared with the
scale of investments in R&D and the common goals of Western countries,
however, the number of cooperative projects, especially in technological de-
velopment, is rather small. The explanations are obvious: difficulties en-
countered in organizing cooperation; concern over losing a competitive
position; and, most important, the basically domestic orientation of most
governments. Meshing of programs, objectives, budgets and people is
much more complex than when carried out within one country.

Current economic needs and constraints may now put cooperation, espe-
cially technological cooperation, much higher on the agenda. Industrial
countries are all in need of technological progress to meet their social, polit-
ical and economic requirements, at the very time when the economic situa-
tion that created these requirements' also serves to place severe budgetary
constraints on national R&D expenditures.

Today's nearly equal competence in science and technology among coun-
tries also means that a given project is likely to benefit from larger applica-
tion of resources. In some cases, participation by more than one country
may be necessary to attain a critical size. The massive investments iequired
in many fields of central and growing importarxe, especially energy, also
make the possibilities of cooperation to reduce the drain on national
budgets particularly attractive.

The difficulties and costs of cooperation cannot be ignored:

inherent difficulties of meshing disparate bureaucracies;

delays in reaching decisions among differing political and legal systems;

complications of varying decision processes, priorities and compe-
tencies;

.cost of international bureaucracy;

the danger of political inertia, which mikes projects hard to start but
even harder to stop;

the possibility of drains on research budgets'becave of international
commitments;

the tendency to undertake, internationly, only low priority projects;

the apparent conflict between cooperation and improving a nation's
competitive position.

Successful cooperation also requires reliable partners. The record of the
United States in modifying or abrogating agreements makes future agree-
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ments harder to reach. Most recently, the proposals to cancel the coal lique-

faction development project with Japan and Germany and to withdraw
from the International Institute of Applied Systems Analysis have damaged

our reputation as reliable partners.
Difficulties are formidable but the potential benefits are also formidable.

Successful examples of cooperation (airbus, International Energy Agency

projects, coal liquefaction until this year) demonstrate it can be done.
Greater willingness of the U.S. bureaucracy to look outside the United
States and recognize the competence and knowledge avaNble elsewhere,

and the greater experience the bureaucracy would attain through making

the effort, would be substantial additional benefits of accelerating the pace

of international cooperation. The forms of cooperation (bilateral, trilateral,
Organisation for Economic Co-operation and DevelopmentOECD) all

need to be examined for each case, although the OECD is the logical organi-

zation in which to lay the groundwork and eitablish a design among
Western countries. Increased attention to genuine international technologi-
cal cooperation ought to be an important task of the 1980s.

North-South Science and Technology Issues

The differential ability to acquife and exploit technology is a major deter-

minant of the strikingly different economic situations and prospects of na-

tions of the North and South and one of the prime sources of the political

disputes among them. Differences in technological capability, howevef, are

potential levers for constructive assistance and cooperation. Can this nation

grasp those opportunities, which play to its strongest suit its technological

strength?2
The fate of developing countries in economic, political and military terms

in coming years will have a great deal to do with international political sta-
bility and with the security of all nations, not the least the United States. It

is reasonable to forecast that international turbulence will be centered in the

developing world. That estimate is reflected in U.S. military and foreign

policies. It is much less evident in officialeconomic policies the U.S. com-,,,

mitment to economic assistance is scandalously low relative to that of other

industrialized countries. The various reasons for U.S. indifference and fre-

quent opposition to foreign assistance cannot be usefully probed here.

However, the central nature of technology in development does provide a

focus for exploring how to maximize the U.S. role, whatever the aggregate

scale of assistance, and for highlighting some of the particular issues within

specific fields (such as agriculture and population) that need to be con-

fronted. -
Economic growth, political stability and a working economy in a

developing country (with important effects on agriculThral production, re-

source availability, reduction in fertility and markets for U.S. goods) can all
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be advanced by external'assistance from the United States. It is in our na-
tional 'self-interest to provide this assistance. This is not to deny that the
more economically advanced a developing country becomes, the more com-
petitive it is with the United States; nor is it to deny that political stability
does not automatically foliow growth, or that the political objectives of

4eveloping countries may differ from our own. But U.S. self-interest is bet-
ter served 'by the steady advancement of developing countries than by lack
of progress. Whether or not economic assistance to developing countries is
high on the U.S. agenda at the moment, there is a substantial probability
that it will be forced there through political or economic crises or national
calamities such as widespread drought. .

Technology Policy Toward Developing Countries. It is no longer neces-
sary to justify the importance of technology in development. Technology is
essential to management of the problems of agriculture, health, environ-
ment, industrialization, population, energy and most other aspects of a
modernizing society and is recognized (sometimes overemphasized) in most
developing countries to be essential. The United States, whatever its rslative
decline in technological leadership, is still the world's strongest technologi-
cal nation, with a broad and flexible education and research establishment.

The technological capability of most developing countries is steadily im-
proving. Nevertheless, most research is carried out in the developed coun-
tries either for military purposes or for the dompstic problems of those
countries. Perhaps no more than 5 percent of global R&D can be said to be
devoted exclusively to problems of development. In a setting in which in-
dustrial:zed nations have such a stake in economic growth and elimination,
of poverty in the developing world, it makes little sense to devote so little
scientific and technological effort to problems that are peculiarly those of
developing countries.

Much of this R&D cannot and should not be done in industrialized coun-
trie ., for practical as well as philosophical and pdlitical reasons. To be ef-
fective, to work on the right problems, to be sensitive to local needs and
preferences, to produce solutions that fit and are likely to be adopted, to
keep up with and adapt technology all require R&D defined and carried
out locally. In turn, this implies attention to the building of the scientific
and technological infrastructure in developing countries.

This does not mean, however, that all research relevant to developing
countries needs must be carried out locally. Many ateas of basic research
can more effectively be done in existing laboratories; many problems are
generic and can be more quickly investigated in established laboratories
with resources and skills already deployed; many technological problems re-
quire general solutions before locally adapted applications are pussible.
Perhaps most important is finding ways to elicit commitments from scien-
tists and engineers in industrialized countries to work on problems of devel-

,
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opment in a sustained way that allows cumulative benefits and continuous
attention. Long-term availability of financial resburces is essential, not only
to make such commitment possible but also to make it respectable in the
em-of disciplinary peers.

Transfer of existing technology to developing countries is no longer seen

as an adequate alternative. Experience shows that such transfer, espeCially
of public technologies of health and agriculture, is inefficient or inappropri-

ate without adequate receptors to choose, adapt, finance and develop
knowledge to fit local environments and needs. Technology requires adap-
tation to a unique social, economic and political, as well as technical, envi-

ronment. Also, it tends to change that environment, often quite rapidly, so
that mutual adaptation of technology and environment is a continuing and

dynamic process.
Relations of developing countries with multinational corporations also

require local capability. The bulk of industrial technology is transferred to
developing countries through private investment by international firms. To
work effectively with technologically advanced companies, without losing
control of the resulting development or being exploited economically, pre-

--sLipzases the ability to set realistic objectives, negotiate contracts, weigh
often esoteric choices and, in general, be fully aware of technology and eco-

nomic options.
Thus, a significant and growing indigenous capability in developing

countries is required. And it must embrace basic science as well as technol-

ogy, for without the insight and self-confidence created by an indigenous
scientific community, a developing country will lack the ability to control its

own development. In short, what is required is greater allocation of re-
search resources to development problems in advanced countries, especially

in the United States, and the building and strengthening of indigenous
capability in developing countries.

To date, the ability of the United States to help in either of these efforts
has been seriously limited, because of the low level of resources allocated
and because of the institutional and policy constraints that deter or prevent
effective commitment of scientific and technological resources for other
than domestic purposes. At present, essentially all research devoted to prob-
lems of developing countries must come from the foreign assistance budget,
either spent directly by the Agency for International Deveiopment (AID) or

through transfer to other U.S. government departments and agencies. With

minor exceptions, departments and agencies are prohibited by their
legislative charters or by the budget process from spending any of their own
funds on objectives other than domestic ones. Thus, in an overall federal
R&D budget well in excess of $35 billion, the total allocated for objectives
directly related to developing countries is on the order Of $100 million, or

one-third of 1 percent.3
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The result is not only very limited in terms of R&D output; it also means
that the competence of the U.S. government's technical agencies is barely
tapped on issues to which they could significantly contribute. When,all
funds come by transfer from other agencies, there is no incentive to build
staff or agency commitment, to work on these issues with relevant congres-
sional committees and university or industry constitueths or even to know
through experience hoyv these grouqs can contribute.

The rationale for -these legislative restrictions and for budget compart-
Gmentalization stems from the eaiiihistory of the creation of cabinet depart-
ments and agencies and from natural management principles of tying pro-
gram objectives tightly to appropriate funding sources. The trouble is that,
as foreign and domestic issues have become more closely intertwined, cor-
responding reflection in the c.11ocation of resources has not laken place.
And the rigid budget compartmentalization does not take into account the
often mixed purposes (combining technological and development assistance
goals) of many possible programs.

The implications of these institutional restraints go cfurther. Astonish-
ingly, the United States has no governmental instrument for cooperation
with other countries, unless that cooperation can be defined either as scien-
tifically competitive with domestic research and development, or as foreign
aid for the poorest of countries. Thus, the United States cannot respond to
those developing countries that have graduated from the poorest status, the
very countries with developing science and technology capabilities best able
to make use of cooperation with the United States, although not yet able to
compete at the scientific frontiers. These countries have the greatest interest
in substantive cooperation (often without any transfer of dollars) and are in
the best position to begin soiving their own problems as well as assisting in
attacking global problems.

In fact, in recent years, the United States has undertaken rather substan-
tial efforts at developing bilateral science and technology cooperation with
these countries. Those initiatives have had to be taken primarily at the
White House level directly, with major problems of planning and imple-
mentation. And now, at least some bilateral agreements that already have
been negotiated may be abandoned as a result of large, targeted budget
reductions.

The opportunities to use U.S. strength in science and technology in coop-
eration with other countries to further U.S. objectives (political and eco-
nomic as well as scientific) are likely to grow in the coming years. The ab-
sence of an adequate institution and policy process to plan and fund these
programs, as well as engage the compeience of the U.S. scientific enterprise,
both governmental and private, will be an important issue that will have to
be confronted. The Institute for Scientific and Technological Cooperation
(ISTC), which was proposed by the administration in 1978 and authorized
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but not funded by Congress, wa§9 designed to correct some of these institu-

tional and process deficiencies.
Food and Agriculture. Some issues within the context of North-South re-

lations stand out in their importance and in the likelihood that they will or

should be the focus of much greater attention in the next quinquennium in

the United States. One of these is food and agriculture, because of their fun-

damental role in the development process and the great concern that-in-.

creases in agricultural productivity will-not keep pace with the growth of

population that already includes several hundreds of millions of chronically
malnourished people.4 It is estimated that food production must increase at

least 3-4 percent per year if significant improvement of nutritional stan--
dards is to occur by the end of the century.s

The United States has a unique role to play because of its unparalleled ag-
ricultural production, as well as its R&D capabilities. For the reasons cited
earlier, however, much of the necessary R&D and experimentation must be

carried out in the countries trying to improve their own agricultural enter-

prises. This implies building greater indigenous.capabilities than now exist

and also strengthening and expanding the enormously successful interna-
tional agriculture research centers that have been pritharily oriented to, and

staffed by, developing countries. The recent moves to devote-more of the re-

sources of these centers to the applied problems of improving agriculture

(low-cost technologies, water conservation, etc.) are much to be applauded.
The international centers must not be seen as alternatives to individual

country capacity but as necessary complements to allow some economies of

scale, to focus resources on generic problems and to provide an essential

psychological ifista orld community for a sometimes isolated scientist in

a poor country.
The U.S. research community could,play a substantial role, larger than is

at present likely. One impediment is the budgetary process, cited earlier,

that bars the Department of Agriculture from- effectively committing its

own funds for agricultural problems not seen as doilies*.
Another is the organization of agricultural research in the-United States

that is essentially a state-based structure without the extensive tooh'for cen-

tral planning or quality control. This make it difficult to edsure the essen-

tial quality of the entire agricultural R&D effort, to build competence in

areas of study not peculiar to the United States or to enable effective,

planned connections to be established between developing countries and the

United States on agricultural R&D on any satisfactory scale.

It is also important to note that improvement in agricultural productivity

is not dependent solely on advances in traditional areas of agriculture.
Water conservation, climate, energy, pest control, low-cost technology and

the social sciences related to agricultural economics, innovation, applica-
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tion and distribution, are, inter alia, of equal importance. The agricultural
research agenda must include those areas as well.

Population. Although world fertility. has declined in recent years, Pro-
jected growth remains high enough to predict serious problems of starva-
tion, economic stagnation and political unrest.6 The international system
has only begun to feel the effects of forced or voluntary migration across
borders, which is likely to become a major cause of international politkal
instability in the future; in addition, there is the already evident intei nal
instability that arises from urban migration, unemployment or underem-
ployment, lack of adequate food and sanitation and serious health prob-
lems.

Science and technology cannot solve the population problem, but they
can provide the necessary tools for public policy. In particular, more re-
search is needed to provide low-cost contraceptive technologies (especially
male contraceptives) and to increase our understanding of the social deter-
minants of effective family-planning policy. Fertility decline is so closely re-
lated to other aspects of develoPment, particularly health, food, sanitation,
transportation and communications, that in a sense all technological re-
search can contribute indirectly or directly to the population problem.

In population-related (and health-related) subjects, we find a special vari-
ant of the domestic orientation of U.S. institutions. Health and safety regu-
lation of drugs in the United States is based on risk-benefit criteria keyed to
the United States. Thus, proposed contraceptive drugs are evaluated for
safety based on the risks of health side effects in the U.S. environment,
when the risks and benefits are likely to be quite different in another coun-
cry. In some cases, U.S. pharmaceutical companies are deterred from
developing a drug at all, because the benefits of protecting against some
diseases (schistosomiasis, for example) are so low in the United States that
any risk of side effects would overwhelm potential benefits, yet in another
country the benefits would greatly outweigh the risks.

The reverse side of the coin is the stringent testing regulations in the
United States that have led some companies to test drugs for safety in other
countries, in effect using their people as guinea pigs for the U.S. market.

Neither situation is tenable. Some means must be found of international-
izing drug evaluation, as it would not be appropriate to expect the Food and
Drug Administration, for example, to institute its own criteria for evalu-
ating drugs for foreign applicatioris that would be different from criteria for
U.S. application.

The general problem of encouraging greater commitment of U.S. scien-
tific and technological attention, whether in government, industry or uni-
versity, to population- and health-related issues should be an important
issue in the near future.

0
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'Transborder Issues

A series of transborder and global science and technology issues will be

important elements of the inteinational security picture in the next five
years, although the separation of these from "economic" issues is rather ar-
bitrary. The importance of environmentalt ocean, resource and energy is-

sues will be largely in their economic and, ultimately, political effects, as is

the case for those just discussed.

Resources and Energy ,

In fhe, short term, the major issues related to security, resources and
energy have to do with supply interruptions engendered by political action
and, secondarily, the economic terms on which resources are made available

to industrialized societies.'
A major political phenOmenon of recent years is the assertion of the right

of absolute sovereignty over natural resources. It is a natural concomitant
of a nation-state system but has not before been sanctified as it is today.

The growing dependence of industrialized societies on resources under the

control of others, particularly developing countries, creates major
dependency relations, many fraught with great uncertainty and danger for

international stability.
The dangers come not onfy from the threat of supply disruption, or of

sudden dramatic increases in the cost of the resources, but also from the
second-order strains created among industrial countries whose disparate de-
pendence on resources from abroad may lead to major and disruptive
foreign policy differences. The much greater dependence of Japan and con-
tinental Europe than the United States on Middle East oil, or the differen-
tial dependence on South African resources, could lead to serious conflicts
of interest over Middle East or African or Soviet policy.

Although the world is painfully conscious of the political restrictions oil-

rich developing countries sometimes place on resources, these countries are

not the only ones to do so. Canada and Australia both have restricted ex-

port of uranium ore on nonproliferation grounds, and the United States
severely restricts export of enriched uranium on the basis of specific politi-
cal considerations. Moreover, the United States embargoed soybean exports

for a short time in 1974 to stabilize domestic prices, and it has embargoed

the sale of grain and high technology to the Soviet Union in protest against

the Afghanistan invasion. A cabinet member of the Reagan administration
in his first public statement spoke of uSing U.S. food exports as a foreign
policy "weapon" (later changed to "tool").'

These consequences of resource dependency and of unequal distribution

are all political and economic in character. The issues arising in the near
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future will be concerned with distribution and availability but not with de-
pletion. In the long term, the adequacy of resources will be determined by
economic, not geologic, phenomena,9 and there is no reason to doubt that
the industrial system could cope with long-term changes in the price and
availability of materials and energy.

Short-term vulnerabilities must be met with measures that are largely out-
side the realm of science and technology directly: stockpiling, political ne-
gotiations, pooling arrangements in time of crisis and so on. Conceivably,
new R&I?jor resource exploration, or exploitation of deep seabea minerals,
could cliani6 U.S. dependency on foreign resources, but this is unlikely in a
five-year time-horizon.

In the longer term, science and technology have major roles to play in the
development of substitutes; in expanding knowledge of resource explora-
tion, recovery, processing and use; and more generally in contributing to in-
novation and productivity in the nation's industrial plant (both to improve
ef ficiency of use of materials and fuels and to generate the export earnings
necessary to pay for imports). The long lead times inherent in reaching these
objectives mandate early commitment of R&D to these tasks.

The changing price and availability of materials and energy may change
critically the comparative advantage_of some U.S. industries. The adjust-
ments necessary to allow the orderly decline of those industries will them-
selves set up serious political and economic strains.

The need for R&D in the resource area is coupled with an inadequate un-
derstanding, both in the United States and globally,' 0 of certain areas: geo-
logic deposition of minerals, the exploration process and the impaet of the
changing industrial structure in minerals on the flow of mineral supplies."

These tasks will require reinvigoration of concerned government agen-
cies, especially the Bureau of Mines and the Geological Survey, and may
also require a new institutional means to develop an objective, credible
database (technical and economic) for resource-related decisions. In addi-
tion, coordination of policymaking must be improved to avoid conflicting
policies carried out by individual agencies that are not aware of the activities
of other agencies.

Environment and Global Commons

Closely related to resource and energy issues are those involving trans-
border environmental questions and more general global issues of the envi-
ronment: atmosphere, oceans and outer space.

Our national activities have effects beyond borders and, in some cases, on
a global scale. Transborderyollulibb Iias already become an important is-
sue in many areas of theAforld, with some progress in the last decade, par-
ticularly in melding:environmental policies, in reaching international agree-

,
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mem or in dealing with the traditional problem of the global commons.
The issues are likely to become more severe, however, and often will take on

the cast of zero-sum games.
The worldwide recession and the riSe in energy prices raise the indirect

costs of coping with environmental degradation and make it more difficult
politically to restrict activitie4 whose harmful effects fall across the border.
The standard problem of reflecting full costs in a production process is ex-
acerbated when the externalities are felt outside a national economy. Issues

associated with acid rain, water pollution, forest degradation and others
will become more contentious internationally in the next decade.

The depressed economic situation will also lead to greater resistance to
domestic environmental regulation if that is assumed to affect adversely the
international competitive position of a nation's goods. As noted earlier, it is

not always appropriate to call for coinmon environmental standards in all
nations, and, even when it is, it is not clear they can be successfully negoti-

ated. Thus, the costs and bases for domestic environmental regulations are
likely to be difficult issues because of their international implications.

Some long-term issues may become clearer in the next few yearS as re-
search increases understanding of important global systems. In particular,
CO2 buildup and NOx in the atmosphere may be better understood, along
with their global economic implications and potential ways of controlling
them. Unprecedented disputes could arise over such issues, with important
changes in the status of individual nations, as some benefitsay, through
improved agricultural conditions and others are hurt for example, if the

costs of environmental controls fall more heavily on them. It is unlikely that
these issues will come to a head in a few years, but the debate could be far

advanced.
Exploitation of global commons, especially the oceans and outer space, is

likely to proceed during the coming decade. The Law of the Sea negotia-
tion, which proposed a new international institution responsible for over-
seeing the mining of the resources of the seabed, appeared to be almost
completed, although the position of the United States is now in doubt.
Many aspects of that institution would be novel, in particular the assigning

of some of the benefits of mining to developing countries. The detailed
questions of implementation would be left to the interim arrangements fol-

lowing the completion of the treaty and ultimately to the new authority.
Some serious disputes are inevitable, with regard to the mining itself, the
operation of the authority and the unprecedented provisions for transfer of
technology in the draft treaty." Certainly, if there is no treaty, a variety of

ocean issues navigation, fishing, oil exploration, research, as well as min-
ing may become the source of serious dispute.
- An space applications, controversy may arise over geostationary orbit al-
locations, but more likely controversy will be dyer the international efforts

. ..
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to manage and control space technology systems such as LANDSAT.
earth resource surveillance system has been until now an experimental U.S.
monopoly, but as it moves to operational status, many questions will be-
come more pressing. Who owns the information in a world in which sover-
elinty of resources has been zealously asserted? Should the output be avakl-
able to anyone who asks for it? What rights do nations have for unilateral
surveillance of another country's resources? What are the security implica-
tions of the high resolution that will now be built into the system? Who
should manage the system and determine its technical characteristics? What
are the economic and political implications of greater knowledge of re-
source endowments, of more accurate annual predictions of agricultural
production domestically and internationally? Undoubtedly, these issues will
soon become more prominent on the international pdlitical agenda.

Interaction of National Technological Systems

Many national systemsaircraft, communicatiOns, weather observation,
finance, banking, postal are basically information, systems that require in-
teraction with counterparts in other nations. The explosive development of
infOrmation technology systems has begun to cause serious strains and is
likely to be an even larger cause of strain in the coming years.

Traditional differences between fields break down (for example, commu-
nications versus data flows, postal versus electronic mail, information
versus banking), and the economic calculus of benefits and costs changes
peneptibly. Controversies arise over privacy of information, access to
info-mation within nations, the role of central computer banks, the trans-
nation,Al nature of economies of scale and related issues. In the fact of U.S.
dominan t:. of technology, o her Western countries are wary of allowing un-
fettered development that undermines their competitive position; the Soviet
Union and its tail ies worry because control of information is vital to their
political system; tn developing countries worry that the loss of control over
information will threaten their independence.

The dynamic nature the growth of this technology, and its base in the
private sector in the Uniteci States, makes this a particularly difficult issue in
which to anticipate implicatio's. much less develop clear international poli-
cies and conduct negotiations. It 's certain to appear significantly on the in-
ternational agenda in the 1980s.

National Security

Science and technology have been central :ictors in the evolution of
weapons and military systems in this century. The, have altered drastically
not only the nature and scale of hostilities but the ver, meaning of strategic
war as an option to achieve national objectives. The streizth and productiv-
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ity of a nation's advanced technological community have become major ele-

ments in any geopolitical calculation. Massive support for security-related

R&D has, in turn, changed science, technology and the university.
Theapplication of science to national security shows no sign of abate-

ment. In fact, a new round of major commitments to large-scale strategic

systems is in the offing, turning the ratchet one more notch in a search for

security that seems steadily receding into The future.
In the context of this paper, only a few general issues in this area can be

briefly touched upon; clearly it is an enormous subject that is itself the sub-

ject of a large literature.'3
One controversy concerns whether the constant search for more techno-

logically advanced weapons systems in fact contributes to the nation's (or
the world's) security. Whatever the views of the causes of the arms race be-

tween the Soviet Union and the United States, or the current state of rela-
tions between the superpowers, new weapons systems often make the arms
balance moreprecarious, more vulnerable to preemptive action, rather than

contributing to stability. This may continue, and perhaps worsen, as capa-

bilities are pursued that threaten concealment of weapons systems, give
greater premium to surprise and make it harder to know whether missiles

contain one or many independent warheads. Developments in conventional

weapons, moving rapidly, may also change the nature of "local" war,
leading to greater instability among developing countries as one or another

believes it has the capability for rapid strike and victory.
No simple solutions exist. It is easy in rhetodc to call, for example, for

more attention to military and related systems that contribute to greater sta-

bility and less uncertainty and threat: adequate conventional ground forces;

improved command, control and communications in a hair-trigger weapons

environment; greater commitment to developing arms control agreements;

more attention to "hot-line" communication capability; less emphasis on
strategic weapons that pose a first-strike threat in favor of those with clear
survivability; and others. Each has its ambiguities, however, and there is no

agreement on what is required for secui ity, or even for greater stability.
The fact of the matter is that science tmd technology are most likely to

continue to Mtn military systems. The effects of these changes cannot
always be anticipated. One of the_objectives of arms control is to bring the
situation under greater control; but even if one wereoptimistic about SALT

(Strategic Arms Limitation Treaty) II, agreements of this siirt deal only with

existing or planned technology. They do not deal with the possibility of new

weapons systems or unanticipated capabilities created by further research.

Our knowledge of "threat systems," the involvement of the scientific and
technological community in strategic debates, the public perceptions of
military and strategic affairs are all inadequate. The once substantial public

role of scientists and engineers in strategic policy deliberations, for exam-
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ple, has been greatly reduced, and the public inputs to arms control and
weapons debates have suffered. This is illustrated by the spectacle of the
stagnation of the SALT II agreement in the U.S. Senate over essentially eX-
traneous issues.

Some argue that the whole framework of the strategic debate has been
rendered inadequate." They call for emergence of a new paradigm, a new
discipline of conflict studies, and assign the scientific community special re-
sponsibility in bringing this about. The argument of the inadequate
framework of debate is persuasive, although the path for achieving a new
paradigm is hard to discern in practical terms.

The scientific and engineering communities have special but more tradi-
tional responsibilities within the existing framework, particularly because of
the esoteric technical aspects of the issues. The relative neglect of these re-
sponsibilities in recent years must be reversed. New programs, such as arms
control fellowships in the National Academy of Sciences and a concomitant
program of studies, are to be applauded; and similar initiatives in other
scientific organizations are to be encouraged. In all these efforts, however,
it is important to recognize that the issues themselves are never purely
technical. Real participation involves a commitment to master the political,
economic and related aspects, which will eventually determine the outcome.

The quality of debate needs to be improved in the public sector as well as in
the scientific communities. Better information and greater resources, public
and private, committed to the analytical area are badly needed. The momen-
tum of a defense budget close to $200 billion requires open debate of the pur-
poses, details and implications of that budget. In turn, more funding is re-
quired to produce information and analysis to make public debate possible.
The congressional commission to study the establishment of a National
Academy of Peace and Conflict Resolution presumably has the same goal."

One aspect of the role of science and technology in weapons development
is peculiarly troubling. Much of the initial development of ideas for new
technology . ideas that may later be revolutionary in military terms occurs
in the laboratory at a very early stage, without military applications in mind
and often without military funding. This dynamic of the research process
leads to instability, both in weapons development and in the long-term via-
bility of arms control agieements.

Little can be done about this now, although ultimately ways of bringing
R&D within the scope of arms control agreements must be considered. One
aspect, somewhat farther along the R&D chain, does deserve institutional
attention, however.

. _

Proposals for new weapons development are, in their early stages, often
made at low levels in the bureaucracy, with relatively little R&D funding re-
quired. At these levels, choices tend to be made on strictly technical
grounds, with little consideration of their ultimate effect on relevant arms

..
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control objectives. The situation is repeated at higher levels as well, so thai
it is not uncommon for the government to be faced with mature weapons
designs creating major new foreign policy problems that might have been
avoided or eased if some alternative technical options had been chosen in-
stead.

It is very diff:cult to deal with this issue in the bureaucracy, because the
organization of government serves to create bureaucracies with compart-
mentalized objectives and a few or negative incentives to introdude consid-
erations for which they are not responsible. An attempt to introduce non-
proliferation considerations into planning for nuclear reactor R&D,
through participation of a Department of State representative in the setting
of objectives in the Department of Energy, has apparently had some limited
success and deserves evaluation.

In its most general formulation, this task can be stated as the need to in-
clude the evaluation of broader effects of the intended results of research in
defense R&D planning and management. The objective is an important one
and bught to be the focus of further experimentation.

Other aspects of science, technology and security are also troubling, some
because of the effects on nonmilitary areas. The sharp increase in defense
spending proposed by the administration will have important effects on the
.civilian sector, not only in the obvious impact on the budget. Engineers, al-
ready in short supply, will be siphoned off in larger numbers to the defense
industry, exacerbating the shortage in consluner goods industries and likely
worsening the nation's competitive posit*. Increased spending will also
tend to stimulate even more the momentum of scientific and technological
change applied to military hardware, because the level of R&D, and the
ideas for new applications, will be fueled by the larger cadre of scientists
and engineers.

The increase in defense spending may also affect the nation's universities,
as they become concerned about the almost direct military application of
basic research. Signs of that are already evident in cryptological applica-
tions of theoretical mathematics, which have led to a kind of voluntary cen-,
sorship.' 6

Lastly, it must be noted that the Soviet Union has demonstrated its com-
petence to engage the United States in a high-technology arms race. Its tech-
nology may not be as refined, but its greater commitment of resources to
defense expenditures is presumed by many to be likely to give the Soviets an
edge of some sort over the United States in the latter part of this decade.

Whether this prediction is accurate or not, its anticipation has akeady
fueled a massive new U.S. defense increase. One can only observe that a
continued search for strategic superiority ove a determined opponent is the
search for a chimera that can only distract from the real quest for security.

. 1 62
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East-West Transfer of Technology

Another issue that is likely to be of considerable moment in the next five
years is the concern over the transfer of technology to the Eastern bloc that
could enhance the military capability of the Soviet Union and its allies."

This is an issue with a history stemming from the advent of the cold war,
given recent attention as a result of the embargo on high technology im-
posed in response to the Soviet' invasion of Afghanistan. It is bedeviled by

controversy between the United States and its North Atlantic Treaty Orga-
nization (NATO) allies over the costs and benefits of the policy, by uncer-
tainty over the-military relevance of some "dual use" technologies, by sharp
differences:Of view yrithin the U.S. government, by differences of
philosophy over the vatue of denial in terms of its actual effects and by dif-
ferences with industrY over enfoitement policy. .

There is little question about the importance of embargoing specific ad-
vanced military technology. Moving from technology with direct military
applications, however, quickly leads to gray areas, with uncertainty over
military relevance, over availability from uncontrolled sources or even of
whether denial is in Western interests. Should the West, for example, en-
courage the Soviet Union to improve its ability to explore and recover its
vast oil deposits?

,
Many more specifically technological questions arise, however. How is

technology actually transferred and adopted? What is the real potential of
diverting a piece of hardware from a peaceful to a military application?
And what actual difference would it make? isreverse engineering of a piece
of equipment possible? At what cost? On what time scale? How long will it
take for a particular technology to be developed?

All too often, the debate over technology export controls is characterized
not only by political naiveté, as though it is simple to control the movement
of technological information, but also by lack of understanding of techno-
logical realities. The importance of the issue, and its potential for damaging
the West politically and economically, will require effective integration of
the scientific and technological aspects in the policy debates.

INSTITUTIONS AND POLICY PROCESS

Several themes run through the issue areas discussed above that bear
directly on the institutional and process problems of the United States in
relation to the international consequences and use of science and technol-
ogy. The most common theme is that the international dimension of policy
is inadequately reflected in g, vernment policymaking and that the formal
institutions of government mill ate aga'ii.: more effective recognition of in-
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ternational issues.. Although this observation may be valid for many of the
responsibilities of government, the problem is particularly, and surpris-

ingly, intense in science and technology matters. Other themes that emerge
relate to the need for more effective integration of scientific and technologi-

cal aspects in many policy areas, including more mechanisms for effective
analysis and anticipation of future implications of science and technology,

and the need for new national and international institutions. Some com-

ments on each are in order.

International Dimension in Policy

The history, geography and rich resources of the United States all led
naturally to a system in which domestic considerations dominated institu-

tional form and political organization. Adaptation of the system to its new

global role, and to its new dependency on others, has been slow and halting,
notwithstanding the enormous sums of public money allocated for this
adaptation. At the level of detailed decision making budget decisions, ne-
gotiations with the Congress or with the Office of Management and Budget,

setting technical objectives the traditional pressures dominate.
One of the most significant ways in which this situation affects the in-

volvement of science and technology with international matters has to do
with developing countries. The amount of national resources devoted to
R&D on development problems is pitifully small, yet the U.S. government
lacks an effective instrument for cooperating with that large number of
increasingly important nations neither poor enough to be eligible for direct
assistance nor sufficiently advanced scientifically to be competitive with
domestic research. A new institution the Institute for Scientific and Tech-

nological Cooperation was proposed in 1978, authorized in 1979 and
ultimately left unfunded by the Congress. Something to serve the same
functions, whatever the form, is required.

But the problem is not simply a new institution. The need is to tap more
effectively the scientific and technological resources of the government
housed in the functional departments and agencies and to enlist their R&D

clients in the nation at large. A single new agency cannot accomplish that
task alone, although it might provide the leadership for much larger
changes. Rather, a means must be found for allowing departments
and agencies to allocate resources directly for cooperation with other na-
tions and to carry out R&D on problems that are not "American problems,
when such activities are in the national interest. At present, legal authoriza-

tion or executive budget policy effectively prevents such allocation except

under difficult arrangements, sometimes sub-rosa and almost always ad

hoc.
The problem is not primarily legal, as Congress can change the relevant
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laws and has done so for some agencies. The problem is largely one of effi-
cient budgetary management. The Office of Management and Budget
argues, with comiderable justification, that it is difficult to maintain disci-
pline in a bud,,et if fuzzy arguments of "foreign policy interest" have to be,
gh en weight in ranking proposed programs, or if budgets to serve develop-
ment assiStance objectives crop up in a score of federal agencies.

Yet, the answer must surely be more creative than simply to rule out such
programi. One pOssibility, fo'r example, would be to create a development
budget that crosses departmental lines and forces a degree of budgetary
discipline that cuts across 4encies and agency budgets. Departments and
agencies would be allowed, with conaressional concurrence, to budget some
of their own funds for R&D, but those projects would have to be compared
not only with proposals within the department but also with proposals of
other agencies. Similarly, for those proposed programs that have mixed

. foreign policy (other than development)and scientific objectives, a cross-
agency evaluation of foreign policy could exert the necessary budget
discipline. Although difficult to administer and subject to its own bureau-
cratic pitfalls (the temptation for playing budgetary games and the diffi-
culty of ranking according to foreign policy criteria), this evaluation or
something like it requires experimentation.

In another area, ways must be found domestically or internationally to
.deal with situations in which apparently domestic regulations directly im-
pinge on other countries or significantly affect a muntry's international
trade position. For some situations, the answer may have to be regulatory
machinery within existing or new international organizations. With regard
to trade regulation, more impetus will have to be given to the move to
analyze the broader economic effects of proposed regulations before the
regulations are approved.

International cooperation with advanced countries also deserves more
emphasis in the changing climate of cost and relative cOmpetence in science
and technology. But this change in emphasis will not occur naturally in the
U.S. system, again because of the built-in focus on domestic problems and
pressures. This problem of focus is exacerbated by the restrictions imposed
by the Office of Management and Budget on foreign travel and by the suspi-
cion in Conb, ns that foreign travel, by "domestic" agency personnel simply
implies junkets.

The blurring of domestic and international affairs is real. Government at
all levels must become aware of and adapt to their ineradicable inter-
twining. It is not a matter of simply creating an internatinnal office in an
agency. All have such offices, which more often than not are Weak and
removed from the core of the agency's interests. Rather, it is a matter of in-
fusing the whole goNernment with policies, institutions and rhetoric to make
possible a gradual change of attitude that conforms to today's and tomor-
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row's reality. The congress must also be no small part of that change and
otighrto-tiel forcing the Executive Branch to recognize what is needed.

Integration of Science and Technology in Policy

The problems of scientific and technological planning are particularly
severe and pose major problems of governance in a technological age. There
are many aspects: how to represent scientific and technological information
and uncertainty adequdtely in the policy process; how to plan for effects of
science and technology not only uncertain, but possibly seen too late to alter
once the effects are in evidence; how to estimate risks and benefits that fall
unequally within a society or internationally, with interested people and na-
tions often not represented in the policy process; how to deal with i5sues in
which the relevant information is under the monopoly of one segment of
society, or of one government; and a host of othm issues.

No single solution is adequate. Like all problems of governance, these
problems are not solvableall that is possible is ameliontion or improve-
ment. However, these are difficulties that directly involve understanding of
science and technology: Thus they require not only greater participation of
scientists and engineers but also more means for making credible analyses
available to the public and ways of drawing the public into the debate.;. Par-
ticipation alone, of course, is not enough. Scientists and engineers do not
have, on the basis of their professional training, superior credentials for
making policy decisions. They are no freer of bias than are other segments
of society. Participation by the scientific and technological communities im-
plies a commitment to understantIthe interaction between science and tech-
nology and -the broadet aspects of policy, and a commitment of time that
makes such understanding possible. A technocratic approach to the making
of policy is not an improvement over the present situation.

One of the effects of science and technology on both national and inter-
national affairs is to make the future much more relevant to the present
than in earlier periods of human history. To an unprecedented degree, to-
day's policy must be made in the light of future developments, particularly,.......

Iri science_ap.d_technology themselves or in the side effects of increasingly
technological s-Ocieties. The importance of more efforts at credible, objec-
tive anticipation of the future is obvious.

'International Organizations and Structure

The need for new international instruments, or for modifying existing
ones, was mentioned briefly in a few subjectsdrug regulation, ocean
mining, space applications but was not emphasized. The questions
associated with international political machinery, particularly machinery
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designed to deal with requirements growing out of science and technblogy,
are many and complex.

The products of science and technology increasingly create new issues and
force traditional domestic issues into the international environment. Unfor-
tunately, existing international organizations charged with dealing with
those issues are often inadequate, Most global organizations are not*/
politicized along North-South lines, and more efficient regional or smaller
alternatives do not represent all interested parties. As representation in or-
ganizations broadens, technical efficiency tends to decrease."

This situation is unlikely to reach a crisis point within a few years, but in
it are the seeds of major confrontation. These seeds could mature quickly, if
current budgetary reductions drastically reduce U.S. presence in interna-
tional organizateions. The adequacy of international political machinery is
likely to be a fundamental question of international security. So many of
the functions the world (and the United States) depends oncommunica-
tions, transport, nuclear materials control, resource information, health,
agriculture, ocean minerals, to say nothing of international financing and
lending will fall increasingly under the auspices of international organiza-
tions. Many of the issues involve developing countries, but others involve
conflicts of interest among Western industrial countries, or East-West con-
troversies.

It is not a matter of indifference whether the organizations exist or work.
The functions they perform must be carried out in some way by an organi-
zation, or by a limited number of countries or by a country acting on its
own. The ultimate character of the international system and the place of the
United States in it may in large measure be determined by whether these in-
ternational tasks are carried out through organizations with broad partici-
pation but so designed as to allow reasonable efficiency or by default are
managed by efficient but limited groups of wealthy countries.

CONCLUSION

It may not be too far wrong to characterize this last issue, and all that
have been touched on in this paper, as fundamental choices in the interna-
tional system between efficiency and equity and between hegemony and
consensus. Those are sufficient for any policy agenda.
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U.S. Policy Toward Scientific

and Technological Development
in the Developing Countries:

,

The Case for Mutual Benefit

Charles Weiss, Jr.

Introduction

As the United States enters the 1980s, its foreign policy objectives are be-
ing reexamined to fit a changed world and a new political climate. These ob-
jectives must adapt to the greatly increased economic strength of Europe
and Japan, to soaring energy costs coupled with threats of the cutoff of
energy supplies and to the growing military, financial and political power of
the developing world. Pressures for economic nationalism in the form of
barriers to imports, exports and the flow of labor and technology are inten-
sifying throughout the globe.

U.S. technology, although still the envy of the world, no longer enjoys
undisputed preeminence. Difficulties in the automobile industry are only
the most dramatic manifestation of the deterioration of U.S. com-
petitiveness in relatively labor-intensive manufactures. The latest ieex-
aminations of our standing in the international marketplace reflect concern
that the United States may even be losing its competitive edge in electronics,
hitherto one of its greatest strengths.

The world faces a future quite different from that optimistically pro-
jected in earlier decades. International inflation has resisted the prescrip-
tions of a substantial range of schools of economic thought. The federal
government's Global 2000 study reiterates the conclusion of previous world
models that the beginning of the twenty-first century will probably see a 50

Charks Weiss, Jr., is science and technology adviser, World Bank, Washington, D.C. This
paper reflects the views of the author only. He has written it in his personal capacity. It is not
an expression of the policies of the World Bank.
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percent increase in world population, a doubling of real food prices, further
increases in the real price of energy, worldwide loss of forests and genetic
heritage and substantial pressure on the world's water resources,' For the
first time, in the words of John Fairbank, the nations of the world are in
trouble together.'

The developing countries (also known as "less developed countries" or
"LDCs") are increasingly important to the United States. They are a source
of oil and minerals, a market for exports now more important than Europe
and Japan and a source of immigration, both legal and illegal. That their
pojitical instabilk can produce serious geopolitical consequences is seen in
the fact that they have been the locus of every war since World War II. This
instability is expected to continue, as even relatively optimistic projections
place the number of people in developing countries whose low incomes deny
them the most elementary requirements of decent living at 600 million in the
"year 2000.3

U.S. relations with the developing world must take into account the ex-
traordinary diversity of a group that inzludes rapidly industrializing coun-
tries like Brazil, Korea and Yugoslavia; oil eAporters like Nigeria, Indonesia)
and the Persian Gulf states; poor but technológically advanced states like'
India and China; rapidly growing exporters of agricultural commodities like
Malaysia and the Ivory Coast; and relatively undeveloped, resource-poor
countries like those of the Himalayas and the Sahel.

Our relations with these developing countries must also reflect the ex-
traordinary progress that they have, in fact, made. While technical
assistance remains crucial, relations with these countries increasingly re-

.. quire collaboration to meet shared long-range objectives. Such collabora-
tion should in the long run replace the benefactor-to-client relationship and
further reflect the great diversity of LDC political systems, national goals
and overall attitudes to the United States, which range from close friendship
to deep hostility.' As a final complication, LDCs at all stages of economic
development and covering almost the entire political spectrum have found it
in their interest to agree on common diplomatic positions and to negotiate
collectively in the United Nations and other international forums under the
rubric of the so-called Group of 77.

The United States can thus find itself in conflict with developing coun-
tries, individually or collectively, on matters of great political importance,.
In acIdition, U.S. interests often call for cooperation with a particular coun-
try in one area even when there is sharp ainflict in another. We buy oil
from Libya and collaborate on fusion research with the USSR, to cite two
obvious examples. Hence, cooperation with developing countries on shared
Kals shotild dot be automatically subordinate to fluctuations in bilateral
reltins, the North-South dialogue or other toreign relations concerns.
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In today's circumstances, the national interest of the United States, and
hence the priorities of U.S. foreign policy toward developing countries,
need to be redefined as going beyond concern for the world's poor to in-
clude measures to protect its own economic and material well-being. Science .

- and technology are important factors in both of these priority areas and
should play a more important role in foreign policy toward LDCs.

,
Science, Technology and Foreign Policy Toward
Developing Countries

Science and technology are both critical dimensions of development and
the underpinning of U.S. econom;r Rnd political strength. As such, they are
major components of U.S policy toward the developing world. Scientific
and technological collaboration with LDCs is cheaper than resource
transfer and generally involves less immediate political cost. Science and
technology are also key elements of many global issues that can be ad-
dressed only by international cooperation in which developing countries
must play an important part. Finally, scientific and technological collabora-
tion with these countries is essential to the solution of a number of impor-
tant problems of scientific research. For all these reasons, such collabora-
tion is critical to the long-term objectives of U.S. foreign policy.

It is also a two-way street. It can no longer be assumed that the problems
of development can be solved simply by the "transfer of proven solutions"
from the industrialized countries. Such solutions can have serious unan-
ticipated effects if they are imposed without consideration of the economic,
social, cultural and environmental conditions specific to LDCs.

What is more, the United States has much to learn from developing coun-
tries in such fields as urban transport planning, where the Singapore experi-
ment in area licensing has greatly decreased traffic congestion and pollu-
tion; low-cost public health delivery systems, where the Chinese experience
with "barefoot doctors" is a model for the world; and the use of 'fuel ethanol
as a substitute for gasoline, where the Brazilian experiment illustrates both
the techno-economic feasibility of the system where there is a surplus of
arable land and the many social problems brought about by major changes
in agricultural land use.

Science and technology have already played substantial roles in U.S.
policy toward LDCs. But these efforts fall far short of either meeting LDC
needs or achieving U.S. goals.

There are often political reasons to engage in scientific and technological
collaboration for which the subject of that cooperation is unimportant.
Scientific and technological cooperation may in itself be a gesture to sym-
bolize or to help bring about a quick improvement in relations with a par-

00'
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ticular country. It may be an investment in the long-term development of
cooperative spirit and of a cadre of people from the two countries ac-
customed to working with each other, or it May be quid pro quo for a
specific but subgantively unrelated diplomatic or political concession. This
paper, howevti-, stresses those areas in which the substantive results of
scientific and technological collaboration serve shared interests, over and
above the simple existence of the cooperative effort itself.

These scientific and tc,hnological aspects of development and of foreign
policy defy easy classification. In this paper we distinguish four inevitably
overlapping categories: (1) areas of technological development that are
chiefly of humanitarian interest, such as public health, sanitation, sub-
sistence agriculture and energy sources for the poor; (2) areas of
technological development in which the United States and LDCs share
material long-term interests, such as food and energy; (3) areas of national
technological development, based on general U.S. interest in the develop-
ment of a particular country; and (4) areas in which the United States must
balance its interest in LDC development with other conflicting interests.
Each of these areas is discussed in turn.

Technologies of Humanitarian Interest

U.S. policy toward the developing countries has been strongly committed
to helping meet the basic needs of poor people. We strongly endorse this
policy as it applies to scientific and technological development. Scientific
and technological research has already had a major impact on the lives of
the world's poor. Food production research has helped develop improved
varieties of staples like wheat and rice. Research is advancing on "poor
man's crops" like sorghum, millet and cassava. Recent biomedical research
promises major advances in the prevention and cure of parasitic diseases,

hich afflict hundreds of millions of poor people. And the development of
low-cost techniques for rehydrating victims of cholera and severe diarrhea
has already saved many lives in refugee camps and in the poorest LDCs.

Advances in health-related technology occasionally produce a curious
combination of relief from human suffering and narrow economic benefit.
The eradication of smallpox eliminated an ancient human scourge that had
in recent years been almost entirely confined to LDCs. At a much more pro-
saic level, this historic achievement also saved the developed countries the
sizable sums of money needed to vaccinate their own populations and to
verify the v accinations of immigrants and visitors. Smallpox could not have
been eliminated without the invention of the technique of concentrating
vaccination efforts in high-prevalence areas and the introduction of the
bifurcated needle for quick vaccination of large groups of people.

Another example of an area where humanitarian and financial motiva-
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tions coincide is in the prevention or cure of diarrhea! diseases. These
diseases are among mankind's major health problems. They kill millions of
children in developing countries each year. At the same_time, successful
programs would be worth billions of dollars to such diverse interests as
multinational corporations, national governments ,and the international
travel industry, all of which send large numbers of people to countries for
which they are immunologically ill prepared. Health research in these areas
is thus directly in the practical self-interest of the United States, over and
above its critical, but commercially unattractive, humanitarian import.

Despite advances, much remains to be done. For example, it will be
financially and institutionally impossible to provide sanitation facilities to
urban populations of LDCs by .1990 unless alternatives to water-borne
sewerage are used.' Better low-cost equipment is also needed to satisfy the
energy needs of the poor. For example, simple cookstoves, made of clay
and sand and constructed by local artisans for $10-25, have been readily
adopted by test groups of housewives in Guatemala and Upper Volta and
are reported to reduce the consumption of firewood by 40 percent.' Support
is needed for both governmental and nongovernmental efforts (such as
those of informal "appropriate technology" groups who are frequently in
close touch with the poor) to develop and apply such technology at the
grass-roots level. Such groups can in some countries help to overcome the
social and cultural distance between urban-based scientists and
technologists, trained along Western lines, and the poor people in slums and
villages.

Technological Collaboration-Based on
Shared Lang-Term Opjeetives

in certain area,s of technological development, the United States and the
developing czountries share clearly defined long-term interests. Food and
energy ar, again clearly preeminent, although from a different point of view.

Food. According to the best available estimates, a continuation of pres-
enyInds through the 1980s will result in major food deficits throughout

e developing world, which can be met only by greatly increased exports
from North America. Such exports, while resulting in gains for U.S.
farmers, can be achieved only through much higher production costs and,
hence, higher consumer prices, due to increased investments in fertilizer,

ater and other inputs and the lower productivity of marginal land brought
into production. Future increases in oil prices and competition for land be-
tween food and fuel production and between agriculture and urbanization
are likely to raise production costs still further, as is soil erosion caused by
the decreasing willingness of farmers to pay the short-term costs of conser-
vation measures.
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In other words, U.S. consumers will face soaring food prices if the LDCs
do not make major gains in agricultural productivity. Moreover, as a prac-
tical matter, there is every reason to believe that U.S. agricultural exports
will continue to increase (unless the land they require is diverted to the pro-
duction of fuel ethanol for domestic, use). Therefore, it is in the direct in-

terest of the United States tO help LDCs mobilize teChnology to increase

their agricultural productivity.
As mentioned above, scientific and technological research has already

made major contributions to food crop production technology in develop-
ing countries:High-yielding varieties of wheat and rice (together with an in-
stitutional structure for training, extension and research that made it possi-
ble to take advantage of these varieties, adapt them to loc conditions and
convince local farmers to use them) helped to transform India from a
significant importer of food grains in the 1960s to a marginal exporter in the
mid- l 970s. This averted both a major economic and human disaster in In-
dia and a substantial drain on the world's food production.

In another area, scientific and technological research enabled tracking of
the meteorological patterns that influence breeding, swarming and migra-
tion of the desert locust, and the satellite monitoring of climatic features
favorable to its increase, greatly reducing the threat of the desert locust in
the Middle East and east Africa. By contrast, failure to incorporate genes
for rust resistance into the wheat varieties distributed to farmers in another
large, poor country led directly to a crop failure and a foreign exchange
crisis a few ytars ago.

Energy. As the United States will for some time to come be a net importer
of fossil fuels, it is critically important that a diversity of suppliers be
availabLz and that production of fossil fuels for world markets be sufficient
to meet demand. Since U.S. reserves are unlikely to increase beyond their
current size, and since many U.S. allies are inescapably dependent on
foreign oil, the discovery of oil anywhere in the world is an important objec-
tive of U.S. foreign policy. Energy conservation and the use of renewable
forms of energy anywhere in the world are likewise, strongly in U.S. in-

terest not only because they reduce world demand for fossi? fuels but also
because they reduce the amount of carbon dioxide that is bei ig added to the
atmosphere and affecting the world's climate.

Credible geological .estimates indicate that much of the world's un-
discovered oil, natural gas and other fuel minerals lies beneath LDCs.
Therefore, serious exploration and, exploitation of coventional energy
resources in these countries works to the advantage of thy U.S. public. In
other words, the United States has a direct interest in seeilg that the LDCs
have the capability to carry out geological explorations, ,eal with multina-
tional oil companies, develop energy plans and policies,, promote energy
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conservation and choose, adapt, and, when necessary, create a renewable
energy technology suited to local circumstances.

Moreover, -to the extent that developing countries have become self-
sufficient in energy through conservation and through development of in-
digenous suppliesboth renewable and nonrenewable they are less depen-
dent on suppliers in a particular part of the world and less prone to political
instabilities brought on by balance-of-payment deficits. To the extent that
LDCs avoil "showpiece" development of nuclear power over and above
techno-economically justified requirements, they will tend to lessen the in-
cidence of terrorism and weapons-grade plutonium proliferation. Finally,
given the inevitability of the spread of nuclear power technology to LDCs,
the U.S. public has a vital interest :a the ability of developing countries to
operate nuclear power plants in ways that avoid both accidents and diver-
sion of nuclear material.

Science and technology are already working to solve LDC energy prob-
lems. Brazil's ability to replace much of the gasoline fraction of imported
petroleum by fuel ethanol at competitive prices is largely due to indigenous
adaptive engineering in locally manufactured equipment for crushing,
fermentation and distillation.

By contrast, another example from Brazil shows how underestimation by
the United States of the importance of the place of indigenous technological
development can read to unfortunate consequences. The United States, in
accordance with its policy of opposing nuclear proliferation, provoked an
international incident bv objecting to Brazil's purchase of German nuclear
power technology which included reprocessing equipment. Once the
political need to stand up to U.S. pressure had passed, the Brazilians real-
ized that they had overestimated their needs for nuclear power, that the con-
tract provisions for technology transfer were not as favorable as they had
first thought and that the program was likely to tie up a disproportionate
share of their engineering manpower. Brazilian energy policy is apparently
being readjusted accordingly.

In addition to food and energy, there are a number of other areas where
scientific and technological cooperation with LDCs meets definable, if less
concrete, U.S. interests. These range from financial interests to scientific
and environmental concerns to broad-based political issues.

Ecological cold Cultural Heritage. Much of the world's irreplaceable
ecological and cultural heritage lies in the LDCs. This heritage includes such
diverse treasures as ancient monuments and works of art, ancient cities
(some of which still teem with people), game parks, the habitats of such en-
dangered species as the Bengal tiger and vast stretches of undisturbed
tropical rain forest. These forests contain countless endangered species of
inestimable economic potential that constitute a genetic treasure in-
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caIculably greater than that of the celebrated snail darter. Anthropologists
and ethnobotanists working in these areas indicate that many more useful
substances are likely to be found in the primitive medical lore that has given

the world quinine, reserpine and digitalis. A 1980 report of the National

. Academy of Sciences, entitled Priorities for Research in Tropical Biology,
lays out a crash program to salvage as much scientific value as possible from
the few years available in which to study these vanishing ecosystems.

Absence of adequate technology has been an important factor in the
adoption of ecologically harmful development practices in many of these
areas. To conserve these treasures requires research in such natural sciences
as ecology and wildlife biology and the study of the preservation Of
materials. It also requires institutional innovations that further nationaland
global aims by addressing local needs. For example, the careful planning of
tourist facilities to enable local people to share in tourist revenues shows
promise of permitting East African governments to conserve their great
game parks both as assets to national development and as part of the
world's ecological heritage.

In a historical and philosophical sense, perhaps, these treasures are the
common heritage of all humanity. As a practical and political matter, this
heritage will be lost unless its preservation is in the interest of the (usually

hard-pressed) LDCs whose sovereignty prevails. If Americans wish these
treasures to survive, it is in their interest to help developing countries to
mobilize the technology needed for their preservation.

Rapid Population Growth and Unemployment. These issues are distinct
in origin but together give rise to one of the most serious problems
confronting the developing countries one that also affects the United
States both directly and indirectly. The urban unemployed and under-
employed are among the chief sources of political instability in LDCs, many
of which occupy geopolitical positions of strategic importance. The lack of
employment opportunity in both rural and urban areas of these countries is
the main pressure for illegal migration to the United States. Forced by rapid
population groWth and regressive systems of land tenure to extend their
struggle for survival to marginally productive forests and deserts, the
world's poor are exerting devastating environmental pressures in such
areas.' These root problems cannot be bottled up indefinitely.

The population problem is ideally suited to the scientific and tech-
nological cooperation of both the public and private sectors and both the
natural and social sciences. The development in the 1960s of such modern
contraceptive methods as the pill, intrauterine device, and injectable con-

traceptive made the establishment of family-planning progrants possible in

LDCs. Such programs require a sensitive understanding of specific LDC
needs; an understanding of the risks of using industrialized nations' ap-
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proaches, standards and systems in inappropriate settings; and emphasis on
the building of local capability. Major technological needs appear to be in
biomedical research related to human reproduction and in efforts to
develop and commercialize promising contraceptive technologies that have
passed the research stage.

The unemployment problems of developing countries are based to some
degree on inappropriate patterns of technological development. These are
caused, in turn, by lack of local technological capacity, lack of information
regarding technological alternatives, uncritical copying of the technologies
observed in developed countries and government policies that overly protect
against internal and external competition, encourage excessively capital-
intensive investments and discriminate against small-scale industry.'

In most developing countries, there is a crucial need for development
strategies that create productive jobs. These require policies designed to en-
courage investment and, if necessary, develop technological alternatives
that are both efficient and suited to labor-intensive operation. Such mea-

r. sures should be combined with policies to increase the demand for tech-
nology, to create and strengthen scientific and technological infrastructure
and human resources, to build technological capacity in the productive sec-
tor and to remove incentives that bias technological development toward in-
appropriately capital-intensive solutions.
r These are primarily matters pl domestic policy, but there is ample room

for international collaboration on the development of labor-intensive tech-
nologies. Research has shown that earth for civil works can be moved by
large numbers of workers as efficiently as by machines, if proper attention
is paid to the training of foremen, the nutrition of workers and the quality
of hand tools. Similarly, agricultural engineers at the International Rice
Research Institute in the Philippines have designed a variety of low-cost
machines for the production of paddy rice and.have assisted local firms to
manufacture them.

Such research cannot by itself solve the LDC unemployment problem.
But it can demonstrate that improved labor-intensive technology is feasible
and can serve as the basis for industrial strategies that give equal weight to
growth and the creation of productive jobs.

Geophysical Research. Research on the frontiers of oceanography and
meteorology, which is critical to the development of long-range weather
forecasts and to the location of undersea mineral resources, requires the full
cooperation of developing countries. A major frontier of numerical clima-
tology, the discipline that deals with the global circulation of the earth's at-
mosphere, lies in the understanding of the tropical atmosphere and its in-
teraction with the oceans and with temperate regions. Research in this area
is needed, both for long-range weather forecasts in temperate regions and
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for an understanding of the monsoons on which most tropical agriculture

depends.
Many areas of critical interest to oceanographers lRwell within the

200-mile limit of coastal jurisdiction of developing countries. These coun-
tries require assurance that the research vessels are not a cover for,commer-
cial or military espionage. More fundamentally, they should enjoy full par-
ticipation in the gathering and interpretation of the data. Either goal wo,iild

require a considerable strengthening of the technological capacity of coa..tal

LDCs, a strengthening that is in the best interests of the oceanographic
research community and, hence, of U.S. foreign policy.

Threats to the Global Environment. Several critical global environmental
problems,are beyond the ability of any one countr9 to address individually
and require a cooperative effort by all nations. Scientists now agree, for ex-
ample, that burning fossil fuels and clearing forests will increase the carbon
dioxide content of the atmosphere to the point where it will change the
world's climate in a significant though unpredictable way over the next 50

years or so. Moreover, through a cOmplicated chemical sequence, the use
of fertilizer may reduce the strength of the atmospheric layer of ozone that

protects the earth from ultraviolet radiation.
Developing countries are major contributors to the loss of carbon itt soil

and standing biomass through deforestation, and several of the more ad-
vanced LDCs are, or soon will be, major users of fossil fuels and fertilizers.

Both of these issues are rife with scientific uncertainty and require monitor-

ing and research on a global scale.
The United States has direct interest in the participation of developing

countries in global research efforts on these issues. In order to participate in
such international efforts, LDCs must have the scientific and technological
capacity to recognize that the world faces a seri 'us problem, that their par-
ticipation is important and that they need to p rticipate in appropriate in-
ternational research, monitoring and remedial measures. Although LDCs
will be justifiably convinced that their primary need is for meteorologists
and climatologists who can apply their skills to agriculture, transport and
other more immediate problems, ir should be possible to harmonize na-

tional and international Areas of need.
Scientific and Technical Collaboration and Foreign Policy Goals. This

broad survey of the scientific and technological aspects of U.S. foreign
policy toward the developing countries has identified numerous areas where

long-range cooperation could contribute to concretely defined foreign
policy objectives and to important developmental goals. (Technological
"stunts" designed for short-term impact on bilateral relations have been
deliberately excluded.) Among the long-range goals:
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diversifying sources of oil for America and its allies;

freeing developing countries from economic and political depen-
dence on a small number of oil-exporting countries by encouraging
energy conservation and the discovery and exploitation of renewable
and nonrenewable energy resources;

decreasing the long-run increase in world food prices by encouraging
food production;

alleviating problems Oirapid population growth, unemployment and
migration;

conserving the world's cultural and ecological heritage;
;

improving-Technology for exploiting undersea resources" --aTidfot
predicting long-term-weather conditions; .

managing global environmental problems;

11 improving health care technology and its availability.

Choices among these options depend on both objectives and preferred-
approach. How can one choo5e rationally between starving people, sick
children, vanishing ecosystems and stable governments?

Of the global problems in which the U.S. stake is clearest, food and
energy are of urgent importance and lend themselves to concerted interna-
tional action. The accomplishments of the Consultative Group on Interna-
tional Agricultural Research (CGIAR) show the power of this approach in
addressing the problems of both rich and poor. It is essential that U.S. sup-
port to CGIAR be expanded and that a global program for mobilizing
energy technology be quickly developed and funded so that LDCs can take
advantage of all approviate sources of energy, both renewable and
nonrenewable. (For further discussion of CGIAR, see Chapter 8.)

Another urgent international need is for actiori to study and conserve
ecological and cultural treasures that will otherwise be lost forever. Pro-
grams in This area should begin immediately, but full mobilization swill
take some years to build up because of the scarcity of qualified person-
nel.

Population researbh is no less urgent and important than research on
food and energy. A substantial international effort is already under way so
that prtorities for new international action are less clear. Given the certainty
of limited political and financial resources in the early 1980s, major ini-
tiatives on population research may have to be deferred until some degree of
consensus can be reached. The achievement of such consensus is thus an im-
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portant policy objective. (Additional discussion of this topic will be found

in Chapter 9.)

Science and Technology as a Dimension of
National Development

A succession of U.S. administrations has viewed the overall development

of LDCs as in the long-run interests of the United States. In addition, the
United States has, from time to time, taken a specific interest in the
development of particular countries deemed of special geopolitical interest.

In either case, sound long-term development requires attention to a broad

range of scientific and technological considerations. In particular,
technological capacity is a prerequisite to an effective attack at the national

level on virtually any of the global problems noted in this discussion. For

example, lack of indigenous technological capacity often leads LDCs to

adopt sophisticated technologies used in developed countries, which fre-
quently wastes scarce capital and foreign exchange, contributes to wide-

spread unemployment and severe disruption of social traditions and leads to

economic and political crises. Lack of technological capacity also hinders

efforts to develop local energy sources. High rates of population growth,

coupled with development policies that fail to encourage the use of
employment-creating technology, fuel political unrest and the unwanted

migration of workers.
The fields of science and technology are thus not the arcane preserve of

specialists in the universities and research laboratories bdt are basic to
development strategy. To the extent that U.S. foreign policy is concerned

with the long-term health of specific developing countries'or of the develop-

ing world in general, there must be a clear understanding of the scientific

and technological dimension of develop.ment. This dimension includes not

only research and development but the application of innovative
technologies and the choice of technologies "off the shelf." It also encom--

passes the formation of human resources, the development of local

capacities to adapt, absorb, create and use technology and the elaboration

of- national and sectoral policies designed to encourage technological in-

novation, assess its effectiveness and to guide it in socially useful directions.

The scientific and technological dimension of development further in-
cludes the capacity to adjust to advances in technology and to the tech-

nological consequences, of such global trends as changes in the price of

energy and other key commodities. Included as well is the capacity for in-
formed participation in research and policy discussions on global techno-

logical and environmental issues.
As is clear from the discussion thus far, our definition of technology is

deliberately broad namely, the application of knowledge to achieve a
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practical objective. Thus defined, technology includes both equipment
(hardware) and the insthutions and management practices (software)
needed for its ef fectiveness.

By this definition, technological development includes the evolution of
the technology in use in a country as well as the country's development of its
capacity to mobilize technology i.e., to assess Reeds, resources and
challenges and to choose, adapt, create and implement technology to meet
defined objectives.' Such capacities can be found in universities, tech-
nological institutes, research laboratories, government agencies, private or
publicly owned consulting firms and producer enterprises or small volunteer
organizations. They require skills derived from both the natural ana social
sciences, and these skills are needed in some form at all stages of develop-
ment.

In the early stages of technological development, a country must concern
itself with the building of basic scientific and technological infrastruc-
ture a university, minimal research facilities and a technical library,
followed by scientific professional organizations and some form of national
research council to administer fellowships, to coordinate research funding
and to relate research to the country's needs. An agricultural research
laboratory and the rudiments of industrial standards then follow.

Moravcsik and Ziman, in their classic article, "Paradisia and Dominatia,"
have described the difficulties facing the scientrst from a developing country
who, with his Ph.D. fresh from a leading U.S. or European university,
returns home to discover that he must now assume responsibility for
building a curriculum, a library, a workshop, a department and sometimes
a national scientific community all tasks for which he is completely un-
prepared as well as carry on research with inadequate funding and With
few of the support services that young U.S. scientists take for granted.'°

The most difficult problem of technological development that of
relating the fledgling scientific and technological community .to the
mainstream of the economy arises in its most elementary form at these
early stages. Every developing country faces major decisions that cannot be
deferred until it achieves a reasonable measure of technological capacity.
Investment projects must be planned and development pAcies devised. The
infrastructure inherited from the colonial past must be maintained and ex-
panded to meet the demands of modernization. The past and probable
future effects of the introduction of technology must be assessed, and the
range of technology in use must be broadened.

Except for a few oil exporters, LDC resources, such as money, managers,
trained people and institutional an.i physical infrastructure, are limited.
Political leaders and economic planners are beset with pressing social,
economic and political problems. Their staffs typically include able, highly
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trained professionals who are equal to the best in any country. But they are
usually few in number and are thinly stretched over an enormous range of
responsibilities. Moreover, they are rarely familiar with science and
technology and neither provide substantial.resources for research nor press

for sorely needed technological development. There is also a large, unmet

and urgent need for informed indigenous control of decisions concerning

the overall conception and design of policies and projects, to insure that
technological development choices are made with the full involvement,
understanding and concurrence of local people and with local conditions

and needs fully in mind'.
The problems of undeveloped technological capacity are acute in

developing countries that have come into sudden wealth through the export

of petroleum. These countries must somehow invest vast sums quickly,
under intense political, social and commercial pressure, while simultane-

ously developing local capacity, often virtually from scratch.

Thus defined, technological development lies at the heart of political
stability and development strategy. To the extent that U.S. foreign policy is

concerned with long-run development in LDCs, it should seek to oster-a
strong indigenous technological capacity where it is iackingThe develop-
ment of local capacity should be an essential element of efforts to attack the

more immediate and specific scientific and technological problems covered

in the discussion that follows.
Many developing countries, on the other hand, have achieved a substan-

tial degree of technological capacity. In these more advanced countries, the

basic technological infrastructureis typically in place, but, in most, patterns

of development have been based on the importation of foreign technology

with little effort to learn to adapt it to the local situation, to reproduce it

under similar conditions_ or to improve it. These patterns have left tech-
nological institutions isolated from the economy. In these countries,

moreover, economic policies that affect interest rates, exchange rates and

wage and tariff levels have frequently been responsible for a pattern of tech-

nological develOpment that is inappropriate to local factor prices and that-
fails to create enough productive jobs.

Despite their relatively advanced level of technological capacity, these
countries hold some of the poorest people in the world. Too often, social

programs designed to improve their lives or develop the informal sector
neglect to encourage scientific and technological research and innovation,

resulting in little demand for the development of the simple, low-cost
technology that could address their most pressing problems.

In the most advanced developing countries, scientific and technological
research, development and innovation are important elements of market
competitiveness. In some of their exports, these countries use up-to-date
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means of production, adapted to local conditions. They also use modern
techniques to identify and serve their markets. Some have also begun to ex-
port technology, usually to other developing countries, in the form of
capital goods, turnkey plants, licenses and technical services.

Conjlicand Cooperation in Technological Development

U.S. foreign policy toward teChnological development in LDCs, espe-
cially those that are more advanced, is ambivalent. However much it may
appreciate the role of technological capacity in long-term development
strategy, the United States must consider a variety of issues in which its in-
terests may conflict with those of specific LDCs. Such i'ssues include com-
mercial competition, the "export of jobs" through overseas investment or
technology transfer, the threat or reality of nuclear proliferation, the supply
and price of raw materials and the possible conflict between the desire of an
LDC to develop its own industry and technology and that of the United
States to export its manufactures, agricultural products and services.

These considerations are present to some extent in U.S. relltions with
technologically Jess advanced countries, particularly oil exporters, that are
major powers in global resources politics, important markets for equipment
and services and potential competitors in" capital- and energy-intensive
products like fertilizers and petrochemicals. Indeed, conflicts over such
issues as controls on the import of toxic substances are most acute in coun-
tries that lack the technological capacity to draw up and operate an ap-
propriate regulating mechanism.

As an additional complication many of thege issues have entered the
North-Soudi dialogue in the form of demands for improved access to pro-
prietary technology, international codes of conduct for technology transfer,
buffer stocks to stabilize the price of commodities exported by LDCs and
international arrangements for the exploitation of undersea minerals. These
issues are pressed most vigorously in international diplomatic forums by
governments of more advanced LDCs who seek to advance the interests of
their growing modern industrial sector.

For the U.S. policymaker, these areas of conflict are awkward in three
ways. First, they are sufficiently specialized that they rarely attract the sus-
tained interest of high-level officials. Second, many concern areas of com-
mercial interest in which the government is reluctant to become directly in-
volved. Third, many of the remedies proposed by the LDC representatives
may not, in fact, be the most technically effective ways to address the prob-
lem.

Although the U.S. response to these demands clearly involves more
diplomacy than technology, the most constructive response would be to
identify and study that portion of the problem where North and South have
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interests in common, to define its practical content carefully and to devise

and promote a mutuaily beneficial technical solution. Whepevier possible,
this type of solution could be pursued, designed and imPlemented in-
dependently of the broader controversy. The purpose is not to win the
diplomatic confrontation but to make progress toward solving the long-
range problem. This approach seems more attractive than the alternatives,
which are (with some oversimplification) either to "stonewall" or to offer a
less expensive solution, which is demanded by thedeveloping countries and
which the United States has good reason to believe would not be effective.
The folloving pages briefly outline several tentative applications of this ap-
proach to sOme of the thorny problems confronting U.S. diplomats in areas
of science, technology and development.

Transfer of COrnmercial Technology. This issue has come to symbolize to
the business community all the technological aspects of foreign policy
toward the developing World. Developing countiies have, through a variety
of diplomatic forums, pressed for an easing of the costs axle conditions of
the transfer of commercial technology through a binding international code
of conduct. Some have even asserted that knowledge should be a free good.
Developed countries have replied that they do not have, nor wish to assume,
control over such commercial transactions in the private sector, that com-
mercially useful knowledge is costly to produce and deserves its full market
value, that most of the technology needed by developing countries is

available without restriction and even without charge and that any abuses

c n best be (and' indeed are being) dealt with through national government
regulat ions. .

Thcse disagreements are, in one sense, an extension of international
business negotiations between suppliers a Id purchasers of technology.
Many LDCs, in exeicising their sovereign right to do so, have established
regulations on the international commercial transfer of technology, which
typically limit the size of royalties and prohibit certain provisions in com-
mercial. agreements. Agreements are often not allowed to ban the export of
products made with imported technology or to require that raw material be
purchased from the technology supplier. A regulatory body may be re-
quired to participate in thenegotiations between suppliers and purchasers
of technology.

At the pragmatic le'vel, proponents of such regulations assert that they
limit the foreign-exchange costs of technology transfers and eliminate
onerous restrictions without hindering the flow of technology. Critics assert
that supposed savings may simply be shifted to some other entry in the
foreign-exchange outflow ledger or may be counterbalanced by the loss of
benefits caused by project delays while the transfer agreement is being

--,,
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reviewed and approved. Only time will tell whether such regulation will in
fact improve the terms of technology transfer without slowing it down.

In the meantime, there may, well be unexplored avenues for collaboration
in areas of mutual benefit. U.S. business has an interest in promoting the
sale of technology, whether in the form of equipment, technical services,
licenses or know-how. U.S. labor shares this interest, as long as these sales
are matched by investments in dbmestic innovation intended to ensure con-
tinued U.S. competitiveness and with assistance to workers displaced from
noncompetitive industries. Assuming that domestic innovation does not
slacken, there is every reason to explore the possibility of creative
mechanisms to encourage technological collaboration between U.S. arid
LDC firms.

Such measures already form part of U.S. bilateral agreements with Israel.
A bilaterally funded foundation in that nation promotes technological col-
laboration betweeh.private firms in the two countries, typically but not ex-
clusively providing for research and developmentleading to the commercial
application of an Israeli technology using U.S marketing skills. Over the
next several years, the same pattern could be extended to other relatively ad-
vanced countries, such as Korea, the Philippines, Taiwan, Thailand, Brazil,
Mexico and Jordan. Comparable programs of cooperation might be ar-
ranged among trade or professional organizations. Another interesting sug-
gestion is that of Jack Baranson, who has pointed out the need for a special
facility to finance the front-end costs of a technology supplier in the United
States who must incur expenses for technical services months or years
before ieceiving royalties based on sales."

Negotiations with Transnational Corporations. The wide areas of
disagreement between developed and developing countries with respect to
the activities of transnational corporations should not obscure their agree-
ment on one Jundamental issue: stable business agreements are in the in-
terest of both sides, and the most stable agreements are those that are
equitable. This premise leads directly to the somewhat paradoxical conclu-
sion that it is in the direct interest of transnational corporations that their
overseas counterparts be skilled in. negotiations so that they may arrive at
agreements that protect their interests and that they expect to fulfill. This
interest extends to the U.S. government, not only because of its interest in
U.S. commercial relations abroad, but because disputes with overseas in-
vestors constitute a major irritant in bilateral relationships with developing
countries.'.2

Scientific and Technological Information. Developing countries have
demanded improved access to scientific and technological information,
which they find to be a near monopoly of the industrialized countries. This
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demand sometimes takes the extreme form of unfettered access to pro-
prietary information. More recently, it has been embodied in a proposal for
a cumbersome network of national focal points (too often serving as infor-
mation depositories rather than information services) under United Nations
auspices, which in this author's view will do little to aid the supposed
beneficiary of the system, namely the user of technological information in

the developing country. ,
The United States has an ob%ious interest in helping developing countries

0
meet their technological information needs, especially when the technology
is produced in the United States. To date, the major U.S. response to such

demands has been a modest but useful program to improve access to the

huge store of technical information in the National Technical Information
Service (NTIS). Further efforts in this area would require the development
of information networks at the national level designed to help the LDC
users define and meet their own needs for information. Such systems could
then develop means of access to the many existing data banks around the
../orld. It would then be in the U.S. commercial interest to facilitate the ac-
cess of such national services to any U.S. sources not covered by existing
systems and to maintain a professional staff to handle specialized informa-

tion.
Commodities. Developing countries are convinced that they are being vic-

timized by low and fluctuating prices for natural commodities that they ex-
port. Although the United States has generally resisted strong diplomatic
pressure for buffer stocks and other devices to alleviate this problem, it has
supported research and development on many such commodities,,which is
much less expensive than buffer stocks and which is in the longer-term in-

terest of both producers and consumers.
Careful attention to agricultural and technological research has allowed

natural rubber to compete effectively with synthetic rubber, providing con-

sumers with a useful engineering material and allowing Malaysia and other
rubber producers the time and foreign exchange needed to diversify into
other crops. This experience, and that of international organizations con-
cerned with wool and cotton, has shown how research, integrated with
marketing and promotion in a commercially oriented strategy, can defend
the market competitiveness of a natural commodity against intense com-
petition from sy nthetic substitutes. By contrast, neglect of modern
marketing techniques and inadequate agricultural and industrial research
have been primary factors in the rapid decline of the market forjute, a prin-
cipal export of Bangladesh and India.

The United States is a charter member and major supporter of the Inter-
national Institute for Cotton (JIC), an intergovernmental organization for

the defense of the market competitiveness of cotton through industrial
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research, promotion and service to the textile trade. The United States has
also supported the proposal for a Cotton Development International (CDI),
which would absorb the institute's program and extend it into agricultural
research and into a more active role in increasing the amount of cotton used
by the LDC textile industry.

The CDI proposal, made public in 1976, is still under discussion by
gOvernments. Unfortunately, it has been considered a subsidiary issue in
discussions under way at the United Nations Council on; Trade and
Development (UNCTAD) for cotton buffer stocks which many negotia-
tors feel is the "real" issue, regardless of the fact that the technological
defensepf market competitiveness can achieve major results at much lower
cost. Consequent delays have threatened the future, not only of CDI, but of
IIC itself.

The history of the CDI proposal illustrates the difficulties faced by con-
structive attempts to develop practical, mutually beneficial programs of
scientific and technological cooperation in this highly politicized area.
Nevertheless, such efforts deserve U.S. support, especially when they con-
cern commodities, such as cotton and jute, that contribute heavily_to the
livelihoods of poor people in LDCs.

Communications. LDCs exert major diplomatic leverage in two interna-
tional organizations that have a substantial influence over global com-
munications policies of importance to the United States. First, the United
Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization (UNESCO) is
engaged in a major debate over measures to rectify the imbalance in infor-
mation flows between developed and developing countries, which are con-
vinced that journalistic coverage by private news services is, in some cases,
hsensitive and displays insufficient understanding of their problems.

The United States fears that the measures proposed by LDCs to
UNESCO could legitimize the efforts of governments to control the flow of
news from-their countries. Additionally, the International Telccommunica-
tion Union is responsible for convening intergovernmental con ferences to
allocate radio frequencies among conflicting uses a function of both
military and civilian significance. U.S. diplomacy in both cases suffers from
the absence of any program to assist developing countfies with their com-
munications problems. Yet, this is an area where the most advanced U.S.
technology has clear application to important development problems that
would be difficult to address in any other way.

Substances Involving Hazard. U.S. environmental groups have occa-
sionally proposed that the export of such substances be subject to the same
restrictions as their domestic use. The balance between risks and benefits in
developing countries differs greatly from that irr the United States,
however. The United States would assume an impossible burden if its courts
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had to decide, for example, whether DDT should be used to control malaria

in Sri Lanka or whether insecticides are being properly applied to cotton

crops around the'world.
On the other hand, many developing-country governments cannot deal

effectively with the pressures, both internal and external, to allow misuse of

these useful but dangerous substances. Toxic substance exporters often help

LDCs draft codes of control but may do so in a self-serving manner. There
have been instances of efforts to influence foreign governments to use
pesticides improperly or excessively and of warning labels that are

unreadable by foreign users or lack essential cautions. Although there is no

perfect solution to this problem, it would be to everyone's advantage to help

LDCs build up their own capacity to deal with these matters and protect

their own interests.
An analogous situation exists in the field'of pharmaceuticals, where there

is an obligationnot always perfectly honored in practice to warn
physicans and consumers of possible side effects and contraindications.
Here, too, risk-benefit factors may be different in an LDC than 'in the
United States. A country in the midst of an epidemic may be willing to

license a vaccine or drug with significant side effects, even though there

would be no need to accept these risks in the United States where the disease

is virtually nonexistent.
This issue has become particularly acute in the case of the injectable con-

traceptive Depo Provera. Depo Provera has not been approved for con-
traceptive use in the United States because of studies that suggest a possible

link with cancer and other side effects. Numerous LDCs nevertheless use

this substance and request that the United States provide it, arguing that

their population probleins are urgent and that the risks of pregnancy and
childbearing in their countries far outweigh the drug's nossible hazards.

It is a mistake to impose U.S. conditions on LDCs and to argue, as some

U.S. groups have done, that drugs such as Depo Provera should not be ex-

ported because they carry risks unacceptable in this country. In the end, it is

the LDCs themselves, through development of their own regulatory
capacities, who will decide the appropriateness of any imported technology.

Current U.S. Policy and Programs

I have not attempted a comprehensive review of U.S. programs for scien-

tific and technological cooperation with developing countries or of the

policies that underlie them. What follows is a brief overview of existing

policy and practice, with particular emphasis on bilateral programs, for the

purpose of comparison with the approaches recommended in this papei:
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For convenience, I distinguish four broad, and in some cases overlap-
ping, mechanisms for U.S. bilateral scientific and technological coopera-
tion with LDCs:

e
1. Bilateral agreements with countries of geopolitical importance;
2.. Development assistance programs;
3. Extension of domestic programs into the international sphere;
4. Programs set up in pursuit of global policy objectives.

Bilateral Agreements

The United States has signed agreements of bilateral cooperation in
science and technology with (then) developing countries as diverse as New
Zealand, China, Egypt, Saudi Arabia and Spain. Many of these agreements
have tesulted in large and important programs.

From the point of view of U.S. foreign policy toward the developing
countries, the chief function of such agreements has historically been to im-
prove the atmosphere of bilateral relationships. Such efforts have followed
a prescribed order: first, the exchange of.athletic and cultural attractions;
then, the scientific mission to arrange a cooperative agreement; then, the
addressing of "real" issues. The objective of the scientific mission was to
create some cooperative effort between the United States and the other
country; the subject of cooperation was unimportant and could be left to
the scientists, who typically chose subjects where research capacity in the
cooperating country was strong, regardless of its relevance to national
needs. Conversely, if bilateral relationships were chilly and a thaw was con-
sidered undesirable, there has been little or no provision for scientific and
technological cooperation.

Recent bilateral agreements with China and several African countries
show an encouraging shift from this pattern, at least in the choice of the
subject for cooperation. Formal agreements were preceded by surveys of
each country's needs to identify the best subjects for bilateral cooperation.
These agreements ranged well beyond research to include, foLexample, col-
laboration in water resources planning in major Chinese river basins.

Another interesting bilateral experiment is the U.S.-Israel Binational
Fou9dation for Industrial Research and Development, mentioned earlier,
which encourages commercially motivated, enterprise-to-enterprise techno-
logical cooperation in the private sector. The work of this foundation pro-
vides, 'to this authot's knowledge, the only example in the U.S. federal
government of direct support to industrial research and development
awarded on purely commercial criteria.
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Development Assistance

Science and technology have formed par( of U.S. bilateral development

assistanv for many years. Assistance programs have supported, for exam-

ple, research on human reproduction, forestry, water resources, pest con-

trol and tropical diseases. These assistance funds have also supported a

useful series of publications by the National Academy of Sciences that con-

vey, in compact form, the state of knowledge in relatively unexplored fields

of science and technology that promise applications of high economic

potential in LDCs. Examples include ferroconcrete, unexploited species of

tropical legumes and fast-growing trees.
Since 1973, the objective of the foreign aid program has been to help meet

the needs of the desperately poor for food, health, education and, in recent

years, fuelwood. This humanitarian objective has been a prerequisite to

continued congressional support for the development,assistance budget and

has inspired efforts critically important in the global struggle to alleviate

poverty.
Assistance programs under this new policy support the development of

research capacity.in these fields in the poorest LDCs, which are now the sole

recipients of development assistance. In addition, a major new group of

programs, called the Collaborative Research Support Programs, supports

the building of U.S. capacity to collaborate, with food and nutrition re-

searcheis in LDCs.
The shift in emphasis to the problems of the poor has also itheased in-

terest in low-cost technology. Since much of the technology used to solve

comparable problems in industrialized countries is far too expensive for

poor LDCs, development assistance agencies have been forced to consider

innovative solutions to such problems as health services, nutrition and basic

education, in order to meet these needs at a cost low enough that the ap-

proach can be extended to large numbers of people within the resources

available to the developing country.
Several U.S. congressmen have indicated a further special interest in

"capital saving" technology as the key to meeting the needs of the poor and

have added provisions to foreign aid legislation to ensure the use of such

technology. This hob prompted support to community action groups in

LDCs capable ofiapplying such technology to the needs of the poor through

the Agency for/ International Development (AID), the Inter-American

Foundation and Appiopriate Technology International.
These efforts have been useful correctives to the tendency Of development

assistance agencies to apply familiar technologies, even when these are un-

suited to the Fab km at hand, and have given new legitimacy to technol-

ogies that might otherwise have been regprded as unwOrthy of a modern
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country. On the other hand, they run the danger that "appropriate technol-
ogy" may be rejected as second-rate or dismissed as the latest fad or panacea
without proper consideration of its merits.

The United States has made major contributions to multilateral
agricultural research on food crop production and to biomedical research in,
tropical diieases and human reproduction. It has also given substantial sup-
port to building the needed capacity for carrying out research on these prob-
lems. The food crop research financed by CGIAR has been an outstanding
success. As a funding mechanism, the group is already serving as a model
for the financing of research in fields that lend themselves to integrated
global programs under international management and control. Such
research has sometimes taken place in international centers but, in other
cases, has taken the form of a network of research institutions in developed
and developing countries, such as that of the Integrated Program of Train-
ing and Research on Tropical Diseases of the World Health Organization.

International &tension of National Programs

Many programs developed for scientific and technological research in the
United States have been extended to other countries. The National
Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) has stipported experimental
applications of satellite techniques of remote sensing in developing coun-
tries; the Communicable Disease Center and the Department of Agriculture
have, respectively, investigated diseases and insects that posed threats to the
United States; and the Geological Survey has studied earthquakes and
volcanic eruptions in foreign countries to provide insight into similar events
in the United States.

All of theSe programs proide technical assistance to their LDC counter-
parts, although more as a by-product than as a primary objective. Increased
attention to this technical assistance could, at relatively low cost, greatly in-
crease the effectiveness of these programs in building LDC problem-solving
capacity and contribute to the global stock of knowledge on these subjects
of worldwide interest.

Programs in Support of Global Objectives

By far, the major thrust of U,S. pursuit of global policy objectives has
been in programs to abolish poverty. But there are also several
U.S.-supported programs that deal with issues of global significance not
directly connected with poverty. .

...

U.S. participation in the Global Atmospheric Research Program of the
World Meteorolo&cal Organization is primarily intended to provide .the
scientific basis foi long-range predictions of U.S. weather. This objective
can only be fulfilled throiigh international cooperation, as it requires a

.Pi
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global effort to fill major gaps in meteorological (and, to a lesser eyent,
oceanographic) data. Many of the most important of these are in the
tropics. For this reason, U.S. participation in this program, although not
primarily intended to assist developing countries, provides tens of millions

of dollars for the study of the tropical atmosphere, a subject of critical in-

terest to these countries.
Examples of efforts intended to fulfill global objectives are the interna-

tional programs of the Departmeni of Energy. The department has pub-
lished long-range assessments of the energy needs of Peru, Egypt and several

other countries. While the prime objective of this program is to. slow the

spread of nuclear power, its executors quickly realized that they had no

choice but to try to take the point of view of their "customers" and to pro-

vide them with full assessments of all their energy options, including nuclear

power. Such an approach, it is hoped, will discourage nuclear projects that

are mutivated by prestige and that lack, techno-economic justification. On

the other hand, these studies have not attempted to build local capacity for

needs ilssessment and have sometimes tended to project U.S. conditions and

requirements onto thq developing countries without fully evaluating the

alternat ives.

General Assessment

It has long been apparent that U.S. programs of scientific and
technological collaboration suffer from fragmentation, omissions and lack

of funding or institutional support within the government. As Eugene
Skolnikoff has pointed out in his "synthesis" paper in this volume, it has

proven very difficult to fund programs that can neither compete at par with

the best of American science, nor be justified as aid to rural development in

the poorest LDCs. These are important priorities but surely do not span the

whole set of objectives of U.S. foreign policy or of the overseas aspects of

U.S. technocogy policy.
As early as 1971, the National Academy of Sciences recommended the

establishment of an International Development Institute, separate from

AID, as a focus for scientific and technological Cooperation with LDCs as

distinct from the transfer of resources. This proposal was revised and

brougnt up to date after a thorough study by the Brookings Institution of

the bureaucratic difficulties faced by AID in its attempts to support scien-

tific and technological programs."
,

In 1978, building on the Brookings study, the White House Office of

Science and Technology Policy proposed an Institute for Scientific and

Technological Cooperation (I.-8"rC) as a mechanism to encourage and coor-

dinate scientific and technolo cal cooperation with LDCs.. Establishment

of ISTC wrs to fill several gap in the institutional framework for dealing

./
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with technological problems in LDCs: to increase support to research and
development, free of the pressure of the immediate priorities of AID pro-
grams and of the state of bilateral relations with cooperating countries; to
make possible research support for projects not directly related to "basic
human needs"; and to develop programs of scientific and technological
cooperation with thiddle-income countries such as Brazil, Mexico and
Korea, which are "graduates" of aid programs and on the way to becoming
major industrial powers.

The ISTC proposal reflected increased understanding of the complex
role of science and technology in development as an important dimension
of development rather than a "fix," a panacea or a stunt. It recognized that
technology covered a broad range of levels of sophistication, from satellite-
based remote sensing to improved clay and sand cookstoves. It recom-
mended that sociological and institutional constraints to the diffusion of
improved technology be explicitly addressed and that particularly complex
problems such as nytrition and public health be addressed by integrated
reseatch on teChnology policy and institutional design. Finally, it gave
developing countries a role in the management of the, institute through the
establishment of an advisory council on which they were to be represented.
All of these were important advances. .

Congress has not approved the establishment and funding of such an in-
dependent ISTC, allowing instegd only a small increase in the budget for
science and technology within the regular AID structure. AID has estab-
lished the position of. scientific adviser in the Office of the Administrator
and is making arrangements to fund research on topics identified by the Na-"
tional Academy of Sciences througli-its Board on International Science and,
Technology for De'Velopment. "-

This is not the place to assess the prospects of some version of ISTC for
eventual enactment or to review the efforts of its planners, who worked
under difficult pressures of time and politics t9 design it and io justify it to
the Congress. Some of the participants iff-thai effort have suggested in per-
sonal conversations with the author that- the difficulties were no more fun-
damental than the failure to convince skeptical members 'o-f ongress that
the laudable objectives of ISTC, to which the Congress was basic recep-. .
tive, could not be achieved within existing organizations. A few are even
convinced that scientific and technological cooperation will become the ma-
jor thrust of U.S. bilateral development assistance over the next several
years, partly because science and technology are the areas in which the
United States has the most'to offer and partly because this kind of coopera-
tion is oheaper than financing large investment projects.

Others, by contrast, cite the.uneasiness of politicians at the premise that
science and technology can fully contribute to L DC needs only if scientists
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are given a greater voice in such efforts and are able to hse resources

without the constraints of existing organizations.
In any case, the rpfusal of the Congres§ to appropriate funds for the ISTC

or to contribute ta the U.N. Interim Fund,14 combined with the increasing

unpopularity of foreign assistance as shown by the annual difficulties

faced by the foreign aid billin Congressshow clearly the pjesent lack of a

strong domestic political constituency; for improved scientific and tech-

nological cooperation with the developing world. The author would suggest

that it is time to seek to create'or strengthen the domestic political consti-

tuencies for such activities.
A likely basic constituency would seem to be the U.S. scientific and

technological community. However, with the exception pf a relatively small

number of professionals. concernea with scientific and technological
development in LDCs, tliere is an absence eCf strong interest ih this field

among much of the leadership of the U.S. s'cientific and technological com-
munity. Proposals for support of research on problems of interest to LDCs,

whatever their intrinsic scientific interest'or Practical importance, have been

regarded as competition for budget resourceiwith the "real" interests of the

U.S. scientific community namely, those problems defined by purely
doniestic interests of the United States.

Therelas been some change in this attitude, partly because of the expan-

sion of scientific and technological cooperation with China, the Middle East

and (to i lesser extent) Africa. Technical journals such as Science, the New

Scientist and the Bulletin of the Atdmic Scientists have begun to devote in-

\Creased space to issues concerning developing countries. But there has been

far too little effort to convey both the human importance and the intellec-

tual challenge and excitement of the scientific and technological problems

confronting the developing world.
U.S. scientists should, in the name of devotion to the ritlistiit of

knowledge, assume some responsibility for the professionalsurvival of their
colleagues.in LDCs. They should encourage' U.S. funding agencies tO make

available the relatively small sums needed to keep scientific research alive in

these countries, and they should acquire the knowledge needed to be able to

prepare studats from these countries forithe special problems they will face

on their return home."
Popular interest among Americans in the scientific and technological

problems of LDCs has been limited iso subjects that eAo the domestic con-

cerns of organized groups. Public-interest groups have rendered a useful

service .in spotlighting the particular technological problems sfaced by

women in developing countries, as .well as the need to protect endangered

species from commerdal exploitation.
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Occasionally, however, the projection of domestic political issues onto
the different conditions of LDCs results in ; somewhat distorted perspec-
tive. I have already discussed the difficulties of applying arguments de-
signed for U.S. gonditions to the problems of pesticide and contraceptive
use in LDts. There are many similar policy issues. The use of,infant for-
mula is heavily promoted to the poor in LDCs who cannot afford and fre-
quently misuse it. Yet, such product& are as essential to working nuithers
there as they are here. Here public pressure to discourage irresponsible
advertising can have a useful effect.

Wages, working conditions and safety and, environmental safeguards in
most developing countries are far below U.S. standards. In many cases,
scandalous conditions could be improvecrat little cost. Yet, LDCs cannot
afford the unqUestioning application of the standards typical of arivanced
countries. Here the efforts oh:ft.-based labor unions *to raise the awge-
ness of their colleagdes in LDes are fir more effective than calls for protec-
tion against "cheap labor."

By ,comparison, U.S. environmental and consumer groups have been
curiously inward-looking._ Americans mobilized to save the snail darier, yet.
they have paid little attention to the predictions that hundreds of thousands
of species may become extinct in coming decades without having been
catalogued, let alone studied' for possible economic value or scientific in=
terest." Popular suppqrt is needed for research programs to survey and
study existing flora and fauna in these areas and for ecologically sustainable
strategies for their protection; in several poor countries these areas occupy-
much of the remaining unused arable land.

Public pressure.might also be useful in persuading timber companies to
adopt sustainable approaches to forest exploitation, even in countries where
this approach may not be scrupulously,sequired or even encouraged by local
authorities. Such an approach might well be made unofficial U.S. govern-
ment policy and urged on U.S.fbased companiesmuch as foreign policy
officials occasionally urge financial support of a shaky government of
spelial geopolitical iniportance.

The distinguished Dutch economist Jan Tinbergen has pointed out the
natural alliance between consumer advocates in developed-countries, who
seek to lower costs and improve the quality of products in the marketplace,
and the advocates of increased trade with LDCs, whose products tend to.be
at the low-cost, low-quality end, of the spectrum. Their combined efforts
could lower prices of an entire array of products. Yet U.S. consumer groups
have thuS far spent surprisingly little of their political capital in opposing
protectionism. It is strongly in the interest of the U.S. gonsumer both to in-
sist on adequate measures to ensure innovativeness in U.S. industry and_to

4
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place no obstacles beforeand, in some cases, to assist the technological
, apacity,of LDC industry.

Conclusions

A major expansion and redefinition of scientific and tdehnological
'cooPtration with the LDCs is needed, npt only for humanitarian or

charitable reasons but also to address major Concerns of U.S. foreign policy

%, for the l980s: food, energy, global political stability and the future of the

world environment. The need for greater cooperation is especially acute

food, energy and population. Effective Wiateral and multilateral programs

are'already under way in food crop production research. These deserve con-

tinued support and expansion. In addition, there is an urgent need for inter:

national efforts to assist developing cquntries zo develop indigenous sources

ofcenergy. Such a progrdln could be readily designed and implemented.
The urgency and importance of the population problem is no less acute,

but the priorities for international technological collaboration in this field

are less clear and require.further. study. Thii should be carried out without

delay so that effective action can he undertaken.
Needs have, also been identified for international scientific and tech-

nologtical collaboration in the study of parasitic and diaAeal diseases and

for the study of ecosystems of great economic potential, such as the humid.

tropical rain forest, Which are in,-acute danger of,disappearance. Finally,

there is a general need to supPort local capability to mobilize science and

technoiogy atthe national level as a part of overall national development.

These suggestions, taken individually, may be relatively modest, but they

add u0 to a substantial redefinition of U.S. attitudes and interests vis-a-vis

the role of science and techtuagy in foreign policy toward the developing

world. "
Although scientific and ;technological cooperation along 'the lines sug-

, gested -in this paper do not necessarily give rise to technological spec-

taculars, they db directly affect U.S. voter interests in lower food costs,

freedom from petroleum cutoffs, secure supplies of minerals, the coininued

expansion of the world economy and the expansion of world demand for
technologically sophisticated U.S. equipment and services. They are essen-

- hal par*lidany stratew to eradicate the worst aspects of poverty and to

conserve the global enyironmeht. They are important to any 'strategy to

assist the .long-run devplopment DCs as a whole, or of such specific
countries, as the United States wis es to support for strategic or other

reasons: And they are intrinsically qhallenging and exciting at a time when

U.S. popular interest is returning to scientific and technological advances.

These facts can be used as the basis foi efforts to expand public support
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for scientific and technological collabqration ith LDCs, as W ell as to gain
support W it hi n the U.S. scientific and technological-community for such

ork. Policies and programs based on shared long-term goals should com-
plement, not replace, current policies based on humanitarian concern for
the poor in developing countries.

There is a need to continue, and in some cases to expand, research on
small-farmer agriculture, forestry, renewable energy, parasitic diseases,
lovv -cost housing and sanitation and other fields of specific interest to the
poor. However, political support on, this basis is palpably diminishing. In
any case, purely' humanitarian concerns do not provide a satisfactory basis
for dealings with oil-exporting or middle-income developing countries, or
indeec( with the middle class of the poor developing countries who, after all,
are the holders of political power.

There is no ilhason for LDCs to fear a U.S. policy based on self-interest. On
the contrary, this is their best reason to hope for a consistent pOlicy. It is
unreasonable and unrealistic to expect any country to pursue for long a
policy that does not derive from its own interests,_The incoming administra-
tion has emphasized its intention to put U.S. interests at the center of its
foreign policy.

A fully coherent and integrated policy toward the technological develop-
ment of the do eloping countries no doubt must await the clarification of
public attitudes tow ard the technological development of.our own country.
It W oulc clearly be usel4bl to build a consensus in this area, as tlfe most im-
portant international technological issues vis-a-vis LDCs are but one aspect
of a broader debate on the response of the United States to its inter-.
dependence W ith the rest of the orld. This response requires a substantial
effort to refurbish U.S. competitiveness and innovative capacity, which in
turn Will require a major rethinking among labor, management, consumers
and the public. An interesting step in this direction W a s recently taken by the
Economic Policy Unit of the United Nations Association of the United
States, in its report entitled The Growth of the U.S. and World Economies
Through Technological Innovation and Tran.ifer.'

The workeoTrhe 1980s is small, interdependent and fragile. U.S. security
depends on economic stability and growth, here and abroad; a diversified
supply of resources from many parts of the W otld; and preservation of the
global environment. It also depends on relief of the miseruf poor people,
development of productive employment opportunities and control of
population growth. It may W e b e necessary to redefine public and official
concepts of the national interest, which up to now have tended to refer
primarily to military and strategic concerns.

All of these eals require that LDCs build the technological capacity to
become full members of the intqrnational community. Their technological
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development deserves an importanrposition on the foreign policy agenda of

the United States. U.S. resources are plentiful and can readily be mobilized.

Although U.S. initiatives have achieved major impact, they continue to fall

far short of the efforts that should be undertaken in our own interest.
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. U.S. Agriculture in the Context
of the 'Worlil Food Situation

. Sylvan H. Wittwer.,
§ .

IntroductiOn and Background
.

Agriculturç is the worla's oldest and laigest industry and its first and most ,

basic enterpr se.' More than half the people in the world live on farms.
Food is first among our needs. Events of the past decade have focused at-
tention on a new element of national power and safety the control of vital
resources, one of which is food. Renewable agricultural production will
become increasingly important in resource bargaining. The potential of
agricultural production asa strategic resource internationally and within the
domestic economy is under review.2

.
The renewability of the products of agriculture com8 as a result of

"farming the sun." Agriculture, through theiproduction ofgreen plants, is
the only major industry that "processes" solar energy: Green Plants are ,
biological sun traps. The aim of agriculture in crop production is to adjust
plant species to locations, planting designs, cropping systems and cultural
practices to maximize the biological harvest of sunlight by gfeen plants to ;
produce useful products for people. Many products of agriculture may be
alternatively routed as food, feed,. fiber or energy. Plants contribute to
world fpod production 94 peicent of the total edible dry matter by weight.

.... Animals contribute 6 percent-. Most animal products are derived iri turn
from pla n ts.

Achieving an adequate and secure food supply Tor all people is both a
humanistic goal and a mark of progress. This paper focuses on science and
'technology as they relate to these goals, which are by no means easily
managed or predictgble. In the mid- Y960s, -for example, a two-year drought
in Indja and Pakistan brought catastrophic shortages of food. The trend

Sylvan H Wittwer is assistalu dean, College of Agriculture and Natural Resources, Michigan
State Uhiversity, East Lansing, Mich.
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, was reversed by a green revolution in the late 1960 . Poor harvesp in

1972-1974, however, produced a new Surge of despa. . This was follbwed
by a wave of optimism in the late 1970s, brought by surpluses, low price's'

and record production. Finally, in the early 1080s, vle again face prospects

of worldwide shortages and runaway food prices.
More than-70 percent of the current world population (4.3 billion) and 85

percent of the projected populalion growth by the year 2000 aye found'in

the fess developed countries. A large pars (80 percent) of the absolute, as

well as the relative, poverty is found in the rural andagricultural sectors.

Many of the rural poor in developing countries are landless laborers or

small farmers with insufficient land and capital to earn an adequate living

from faiming. '
Several hundreds oC millions of people are chronically malnourished.

More then half are children, and more are women than men.3 Food produc-

tion must be 'increased considerably in the future, or food and n'utritional

problems Will become worse. According to the report of thesteering Com,

mittee for the World Food and*Nutrition Study,' it will be necessary to in-

crease food production by at least 3 to 4 percent per year between now anth

the beginning of the twenty-first century for significant improvement to oc-

cur.
These predictions are sobering in view of the trend during the 1970s for 4

yields of.the major food crops tOereach a plateau b9th in the United States

and in the rest of the world. Some of the possiblepluses for that leveling out

have been outlined in the literature on the biology of crop production)

Meanwhile, energy-intensive farm inputs have risen shqply and continue an

upward trend. These are ominou. s signs because the timetable forrdoubling

of food production to meet estimated consumption'in most developing

countries allows only 7 to 10 years.' The decades of the 1950s and the 19

were truly the "golden age" for gains in U.S. agricultural productiv

(Figure 8.1). The yield fluetuations Our* the.1970s suggest that the consis-

tent gains in the two previous decades are not likely to be repeated.

Increases in food demand wilf com from both, growing populations and (

increases in consumer incomes. The mai r force in ate growing cortimercial

deTand for food is rising affluence. Exp nded productivity per unit land

area, per unit time and per unit cost is the prim ry s-ource for the projected 3

, to,4 percent yearly production increases needed. According to the Food and

Agriculture Organization of the United Nations, 28 pereent of these in-

crepses could come from an 'expansion of arable land with a progressively

decreasing portion in timeand 72 percent froth intensification of land use

through higher yields and increasing the -number of crops produced per

year.' In con ast, the Global.2000 Report projects that world food produc-

Jron Will incre 90 percent over the 30 Years from 1970 to 2000.' It also
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Figure 8.1. Compos4te Index df Crop Yields for the State of
-Michigan (1880-1980) and for the United States (1110-1980).
(1967=100)
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Note There was no consistent gain-from 1880 to 1940, there was a precipitous
%rise during the 1950s and 1960s, and there was a tendency to plateau In the

1970s:

Source: Author, with the assistance of Karl-T. Wright, Professor Emeritus of
Agricultural EconomicS at Michiganstate University.
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projects that arable land will increase only 4 percent by 2000 and that most
of the increased food output will have to come from higher yields. The key
to sufficiently large and sustaining yield increases will be technological
change. I.

The following scenario is likely. Larger populations, greater affluence
and inc easingly greater consumption of ,animal proteins will intensify
pressur fpr more intensive cultivation of available land. The pressure on
land wil be accentuated by the relative scarcity of water as its use al).-
proaches the limit of potential supply. The scarcity and expense of energy

0 will then further aggravate the situation.
. 7^ :
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The challenge will be to "make two ears-of corn or two blades of grass to

grow upon a spqt or grou'nd Where ,one grew before",(Jonathan Swifrin
Gulliver's Travels). This cap be thine by'increasing traditional,inputs but at

greater costs. The challenge will be to increase inputs at less cost; so that

food prices can be maintained at reasonable levels. To achieve this policy, -
.,

strategy, One musrtake into account fesource inputs, both natural (climate,

land, Water) and Manmade (energy, fertilizer, pesticidei, human labor,
machinery). Their ,costs, availability and renewability must also be taken

into account.
,

4 in the United States the development of labor-saving technology has been

sigaificant.goal and achievement. Never have so few people produced so

muth. A farm worker's production can be measured by the number of
people, in addition' to himself, he can feed. rn 1980, one farm worker can
feed 60 other people; in 1970 he could feed 30 dher people; in 1940, only 10

otks; and in 1900, only 6 other people. The incredsed Productivity per unit

of'labor, input may be Attributed to more exten,si.ve and skillful use of the

resources of water, energy, fertilizer and pesticides. It is also the result of

better ma'nagemem, more timely operations-and more efficient and procluc-

five equipment. Mechanization in the United States has. enabled farmers

both to carry out -their field work on a timely btxsis and, at the samejime, to

allow for management activities. Mechanization in the United States has

been a necessity because dthe unavailability, uncertainties and risin4 costs

of human 4abor. In Japan and some other industrialized nations, where

viand, water and energy resources have been limited and labor more plen-

tiful, mechanization has not been so prevalent. In these countriesdields are

higher, but output per farrkw-orker.is much less.

ThuS, there are two general tYpes of food production-technologies for the

fu ture:

food production, based on a high degree of mechanization, with ex-

tensive Use of land, water and energy resources, aRd little use of

biologically based technology; \

food production, basea on biological technology and sparing of

land, water and energy-resources.

Thc future will show a national and worldwide shift from a resource;based

agriculture to one based on biological and £cientific technology. The em-

phasis will be on raising output for each'unit of resburce input and on eas-

ing the constraints imposed by relatively inelastic supplies of land, water,

fertilizer, pesticides and energy. .

a 0
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, Reasons for the Shift tb Biologically Based Agriculture

Rutten 'has pointed out that the shift to a biologically based agriculture
has'already occurred during the first part of the twentieth century in Japan
and certain European cOuntries.9 Whereas the United States has followed a
mechanical-resource intensive technology, Japan has followed a biologi-
cally and chemically based technoiogy which is sparing of resources. Incen-
tives for increasing yield technologies,have lagged until recently in the
United States, cOmpared with Japan and some European countries, because
of the abundance and Low cost of resources in tlie United States. But this
sittiation is bound to change in the United States and.elsewhere. It is pro-
jected that almost all future increases in food production will be a result of
increases in yield (output per unit land area per unit time) and fromgrowing
additional crops during_a_givien year on the same land. There are really no
other viable options.

Any new agricultural technologies for the future will combine more
dependable production and higher yields and will emphasize strategies that
are more labor intensive titan capital intensive and that spare rather than ex-
ploit resources. They must be nonpolluting and scale neutral (adaptable to
any size ofThrm). They ntst increase the demand for underutilized labor
respurces. And they muk offer solutions to the following global problems:

Poverty
In flation
Malnutrition
Underemployment
Deforestation
Soil erosion
Changing climate

r\

Communication gap between uriculturists and policymakers
Uncertain responses of politicl institutions... Population ihcrease
Shortage of firewood -
Water-logging and salinization
Uncertainties of energy supplies
Toxic chemicals in the environment
Unstable production and yield
Grain-food/energy conflicts

Technologies of this sort already exist. Some will be described later.
One of the constraining myths in setting the food research and technology

1
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agenda for the future is-the belief triat all we have to do is ,put -to use the

technology we now have and all will be well. This implies that we do not

need mdre research but (Wetter dissemination 'of the results of resarch

alreddy completed. Nothinraould be further from the truth. The agricul-

tural rwarch establishments both privately supported and pub

-,- of Aitirica and other iutbstrialized nations have focused on large-sc e,

single crop or livestock opttltions and labor-saving technologies that, e in-

tensive in capitalMnanagement and resource's. The changing cost of (nergy,

however., is undermining all our previoui assumptions about the'costs and

feasibility of increasing agricultural production and much of the technology

of agricultural production as well. No longercan we plan research programs

patterned after the conventional,ones or those of the past.

We must now develop more diversified resource-conseving technologies

'for agricultural production. These technologies must,maximize output for a

given set of inputs, optimize-labor utilization and minimize capital costs for

development. To be'useful, they must improve the economic conditions of '

farmers. Nations with predominantly small farms must find ways of

transmitting new technology to many farniers. This places a great resport

c'Kt only on research progr4ms but also on extension and education.

Environmental issues will be*corae,more impor,tant as more land, water,

fertilizers and pesticides are diverted to food production to force higher

. productivity. We can expect greater Use of chemicals as new technologies

dre applied. The-greatest potential for increases in food production is in the

developing countries, and it is in just these countries mostly,tropical and

semitropical that fertilizer needs are greatest and Pest problems most

acute. . ;
Conflicts in the use of land àici water resources for food, feed or fuel

production will continue as resou ce contraints intensify) ° Toxicities from

airborne materials and projected climate changes from fossil fuel emissions

mill direct attention to the production and use of renewable resources.
Food production is the chief user of our land and wateresources. Toxic

chemicals in the enviropment, some of them pesticides and fertilizers 'used

for food production, have been declared hazards to human health and well-

beingDebates will continue onisgues of food safety, deleterious effects of

chemicals on fisll and wildlife and their habitats, endangered species and

carcinogenicity. Although some people have, tried, no one has yet clarified

what an environmentally sustainable set of agricultural production tech-

nologies might, be. We must address this issue with more than just debates

that result in polarization. This will fequire a substantial researckinvest-

ment.
7 Recent history is, filled with apocalyptic prophecies of world hunger,

famine and staryatiOn. The recently released report of the Presidential

:
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Commission on 'orld Hunger, for example, implies thdt the food produc-
tion situation is w rsening, and that we are farther from the goal of reduc-
ing hunger and malnutrition than we were in 1974 The report presents little
eidence, however, to support this statement." Other equally dismal
reports ignore prospectiv e scientific discoveries and remain skeptical about
major breakthroughs in production. The unfortunate:consequence of this
pessimism is that without hope there may be little action. Far from achiev-
ing scientific or biological limits, however, scientists have only begun to ex-,
plore the capabilities for increasing food proiltiction. Basic and applied
research can stimulate future governmental and private sector efforts to in-
crease the stability of production and, expand food supplies.' 2

Leadership for the resolution of food production problems through
research and technoloiy will continue to reside with the United States. The
United States now produces, consumes and exports more food than gay na-
tion in' all of history. Sixty-one percent of the grain that crossed interna-
tional borders in 1979 was gro4vn in the United States. Agricultural exports
for 1980 approximated $41 billion angl offset More than three:fifths of the
cost of imported oil. Serious questions hav e been raised about whether the
high U.S. agricultural pioduction can be sustained, especially with the cur-
rent massive resource inputs. The issue is whether continued, abundarit,
low-cost foodstuffs can be provided.

U.S. Agriculture and the World Food Situation

With approximately 6.2 billion people on the earth by the year 2000, na-
tional strategies must meet increasing demands for improved nutrition and
more animal protein, keep food prices reasonable for everyone and lessen
tensions among nations. The United States, with its vast human and natural
resources, occupies a unique position. Other nations no longer take U.S.
supremacy in food and agriculture for granted; yet, they continue to come
to our dooys in earch of new food-producing technologies. The United
States cannot and should not plan as a long-term policy to be the bread-
basket of the world. This would require an exploitation of land, water,
mineral and energy resources that neither we nor the rest of the world can
afford for long, if for no other reason than that the price for increasing in-
puts'PWill likely become prohibitive. The United States, more than any other
nation, has already used up its geologic endowment." Because long-
distance, massive food transport is energy intensive, it cannot be viewed as a
vjable long-term alternative to producing food closer to the people who con-
sume it. Several developing countries already have "pockets of success" that:
employ adaptive sets and combivtions of western and domestic technol-
ogies.

2 0 6
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Orpat care and restraint should be exercised in using food as a strategic

resource. The effects are not always predictable, humane or effective. As

the recent grain embargo attempt with the Soviets shows, this kind of

strategic use of food penalizes primarilyand perhaps, only the poor and

the farmetst Nevertheless, adequate food supplies can alleviate uttrest and

tensions among nations and peoples. The U.S. food system faces both

domestic and foreign demands that are largely interdependent. Both the

balance of paymepts and exchange of raw materials for value-added goods

among the United States and industrial and nonindustrial countries are

crucial to the economies Of all. Foreign demand on the U.S. food,system

comes from two different sources: ,developed or industrialized nations and,

less developed countries. Food exports from the United States are now go-

ing primarily to the industrialized nations and seme 'mainly to increase the

availability of dietary animal protein. In the process, the less developed

countries are being largely ignored. It is not likely that this situation will

change quickly. Such a global dichotomy will persist.
The'objective of U.S. agiiculture in the context of the world food situa-

tion should be to continue:

providing a dependable, adequate, safe and nutritious food supply

for its domestic needs;

assisting both industrialized and deveroping nations, through food

exports;

sustaining a livable environment.

Humanitarian considerations, alleviation of stresses among nations, mar-

keting of surpluses, achieving a balance of payments and needed exchange

of materials dictate these objectives. To achieve them, a reassessment of in-

vestments in U.S. food and agricultural production research and educa-

- tional programs, which have progressively.eroded since the late 1960s, will

be required. The situation has become even more critical since 1977, when

the Department of Agriculture (USDA) began elevating consumer and

nutrition concenjs (food safety, quality, nutritional content) to the highest

priority, while deemphasizing food production and marketing research.''

The U.S. Agricultural Research System

Food and agricultural research is managed differently in the United

States than in other countries. State governments, resPonding to the ag-

gressive actions of research administrators and scientists at universities, are

largely responsible for food and agricultural research. It is the state govern-

2e7
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ments, not t tie federal government, that provide the bulk (approximately
two-thirds) of the money and human resources, establish their own Clixec-
tions, set their ov.n priorities, develop the most innovative approaches on
research frontiers and take the initiative in sponsoring foreign agricylrural
development programs. This stands in Marked contrast to research con-
ducted in the defense, spabe, health, energy and regulatory areas, which is
managed largely by federal agencies.

Although there has been a long-standing partnership between the Depart-
ment of Agriculture and the agricultural experimerkt stations of the states,
that bond if slovyly beinkeroded by a progressive subordination'and attri-
tion of cooperativ e reseafsh within the federal system. (One needs only to
observe the offices they Occupy.) Research has not been a major mission
within the Department o,f Agriculture, although some progress has been
made in years. More and more financial responsibility for food
research s falling upon siaie governments.

At the same time, the federal agricultural research system is rapidly
-disMtegrating. Few vacancies are being filled. Forty percent of USDA
career scientists were due to become eligible for retirement, between 1977
and 1982; those who leave are not being replaced." The average age of
career scientists in the federal agricultural research system is now 49 and in-
creasing by a third of a year per Year. There are progressively fewer young
scientists. The'system also has been subject to constant personnel attrition,
the scientific force having been reduced from 3,300 to 2,850 since the
mid-1970s. Meanwhile, new 'waves of interest and concern food safety,

. environmental problems, regulatory contraints, human nutrition, exces-
sive reportinghave been imposed on the research system. Limitations on
travel to professional meetings and on funds for operations, imposed by a
budget that must allot up to 90.percent of the total financial resources to
salaries, provide little incentive for bright young scientists to enter the sys-
tem.-

The Agency for International Development (AID) suffers a similar-stiort-
age of agricultural scientists, with only about 300 full-time agricultural posi-
tions novv7 remaining." This is shocking if we consider that AID's fiscal year
1979 budget allocated $669 million to agricultural development and nutri-
tion. Thus, only 10 percent of AID's staff is jSrofessionally competent tb
handle agriculture, which is 55 percent of its budget.

Since the early 197qs the purchasing power of federal support of agri-
cultural research has I5een deglining at the rate or2 percent per year. Final
outlays for agricultural research and education in 1980 were 0.3 percent less
than the previous year, compared with an average 7 percent gain in federal
funding for other types of research and developmeni. Less than 2.3 percftent
of the total federal r:esearch budget of approximately $30 billion was

2 8
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'directed to food and agricultural research in 1980; yet global outlays for

total research ana development for agriculture have averaged 3 percent."

We are letting our own natia,e1 agricultural research system erode while

other nations develop theirs. The Congress should intecvene immediately to

correct this situation.
The United States and the world continue to underestimate and demean

the importance of investments in agricultural and food research. Viewed' as

an investment, with annual returns of 50 percent or more, agricultural

research does not receive adequate support in the United States. Two causes

have been suggested: First, the benefits of agricultural'rgsearch spill acps
countries, states and regions to those who do not pay for it; and, second,

benefits to consumers often are not apparent to theni.1

We should continue to encourage parallel efforts between state and
federal support of agricultural refearch. A decentralized system that Sd-

dresses the needs of individual suites will more than compensate for ap-
,parent duplication of effort.' Any centralized system designed to achieve

maximum coordination among states will only negled specific regional and

state- problems and will come at a high price.
Funaing of food aiid agricultural research must include expenses for

maintaining and replacing researeh tools, even when:they are not currently

being used. These tools include: flocks, herds, barns, feed, milking parlors,

machinery, field stations, land, orchards, crops, irrigation equipment and

greenhouses. Much of the formula ("Hatch") mon6 traditionally allocated

for agricultural research goes imo file maintenance of this kind of equip-

ment. As a result, criticg repeatedly allege that agricultural research is ineffi-

cient compared to the competitive grant programs administered by the Na-

tional Science Foundation, National Institotes of Health, or under riew

legislation by the USDA. Even though indirect chares\are included, these

competitive grants do not pay the ever-rising inaintenance'an,dreplacement

costs for machinery, cattle, orchaids, crops, land, water, labor or energy.

University business offices, however, have seen to it that overhead charges

from competitive grant funding pay for on-campus bookkeeping offices,

lights, heat and water. This means that agricultural research in universities'

requires supplementary funding to survive.
Agricultural research in the state agricultural experiment stations is slow-

ing down, not only because ,prices rise while federal support falls, but

because facilities (laboratories, greenhouses, barns and equipment) are

woefully inadequate and outmoded. In addition, facilities remain cramped,

because studen, loads have increased threefold since 1968. Yet little federal

support has bien provided for renovation and improvement qf facilities

since the ,mid-1960s, and none since 1970.

Except for maintenamte, as outlined above, requests for across-the-board

increases for all agricultural research disciplines are no longer convincing.

2 0 9
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The pessage, how eer, is clear: both competitive grant and formula fund-
ing of food and agricultural research should go up, but pfiorities have to
be set for not Only the amounts but the kinds of reseirchno be pursued.

Food Production Research Priorities

The food crisis of 1973-1975 and the oil embargo have created new
priorities for food and agricultural research. Future research will focus on
ways of controlling the biological processes that limit the productivity of
economically important food crops and food animals. Research goals will
also include more effective use and management of resources and other pro-
duction inputs.

The national or international working conference model has been an ef-
fective means of establishing priorities in agricultural research. The best'
scientific ,talent with a range of interdisciplinary skills is recruited. Commis-

Lidned papers on specified topics are prepared and distributed to prospec-
tive participants & specified working groups in advance of the conference.
After a week's revision and further development during the conference, the
results are edited and published as proceeedings. An executive summary sets
forth the- priorities.

Assessments of research priorities for the plant and animal sciences have
been elaborated in an international conference on crop productivity,'9
several reports of the U.S. NationgResearch CouncilNational Academy
of Sciences,2? a national conference, "Animal AgricultureMeeting

4,4 Human Needs for the 21st Century"" and by' the Office of Technology
Assessment Of the U.S. Congress.22 The World Food Conference of 1976
also outlined researCh priorities." A working conference, sponsored by the
Agricultural Research Policy Advisory Committee of the state-federal
system, established research priorities by a ballot system from a large
dumber of participants,24 The International Conference on Agricultural
ProductionResearch and Development Strategies for the 1980s issued
recommendations for research and development in biological resources,
soills, water and energy." Within the past few years; public and private
agricultural and food research centers, from provincial to international
levels, have reassessed and ideritified research priorities. These centers have
sponsored long-range planning seminars on the major issues and trends of
agricultural science and technology. From all of these efforts, a surprising
unanimity has emerged. 4
tie 1

gological Research and Food Production

Through researchAcientists could develop technologies that would result
in stable food production at high-levels. These technologies would enhance

2 1
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rather than diminish the earth's resources. They would not pollute the en-

vironment or use large amolintf of capital, management or nonrenewable

resources. They would be scale neutral. Development of these technologies

is of the highest priority and can be accomplished through biological

research. Through biological research, we can take steps toward enabling

plants and food anifnals to use present environmental resources more effec-

tively. Through biological research we can achieve:

(1) sreater photosynthetic efficiency;

(2) improved biological nitrogen fixation;

(3) genetic improvements;

(4) more resistance to competing biological systems (wads, insects,

diseases); ,

more efficient nutrient and water uptake and utilization, and fewer

losses irom nitrificatidn and denitrification of nitrogen fertilizer ap-

plied in crop production;

(5)

(6) alleviation of climate and environmental stresses (unfavorable

temperatures, soil moisture and mineral stresses in problem soils);

(7) better understanding of hormonal Vstems and their regulation.

These technologies may release food production from dependence on in-

creasingI scarce fossil fuels. .

Efforts to identify these important research areas have not resulted in ex-

panded research support, but they have'prompted changes in organization,

administration and funding of agricultural research at the federal level. A

notable exaMple has come with the initiation of the competitive grant pro-

gram administered by USDA. This infant pr9gram, which supports the first

four of the research areas listed above, .was initiated in 1978. Announce-

mentf, thei$14 million program brought in more than 1,100 research pro-

posals, invdving fundinv-requests for more than $200 million. Available

funds could support only half the proposals rated as excellent. Similar situa-

tions existed in 1979 and 1980. . .

All of this has revealed one important fact. There is enormous talent

waiting to be recruited for viable research programs related to the biological

processes that control food production. Nevertheless, during the young life

of the competitive grant program, now in its fourth year, Congress has con-

sistently liMited funding of the program to essentially the same level, deny-

ing the program even those increases needed t2 offset the effects of infla-

tion. The minimal increase allowed has been eaten up in administrative

costs. The available human'resources revealed by the number of applicants
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Nk* ith excellent' project proposals herald an opportunity for this nation to
reassert the ,w orld leaderShip that it has' abdicated in the area of food
research. A policy that severely limits funding, however, denies to agri-
cultural and food research programs the talents of some of the very best.
scientists in the nation. This cannot be reconciled with our true national in-
terest. It is time we opened the door of agricultural and food research to the
nation's scientific expertise, including that prtsessed by the private sector.

The benefits of support for the competitive grant program would be
reaped by the developing countries as well as by the United States. Develop-
ing nations can share in the benefits of the new technologies we have already
discussed:improved plant and animal genetics, increased photosynthetic
efficiency and nitrogen fixation, as well as protection against insects,
diseases: weeds and adverse environments. These technologies can free
developing nations as well as the Ignited States from an ill-advised
dependency on fossil fuels for food production. The research necessary to
create these new tecithologies is adaptable to local conditions and is rela-
tively inexpensive.26

Benefits from such research could be multiplied many times, and kd-
ances Made by one nation could be shared by) others. Genetic pools cogild

be assembled, for example, so that nations coUld share information about
nown favorable components for disease resistance, environmental stress

Nor ce,a seperinr "harvest index" (the portion of the plant used for food)
a acceptable cplinary characteristics that can be adapted quickly to losal
ne s-ancT conditions. .

A .; rticularly significant, yet neglected, biological researclrarea is the
alleviation of climatic and env ironmental stresses.,The report of the Steer-
ing Committee for the National Academy of Sciences World Food and
Nutrition 'Study, issued in 1977, deemed this as important as iniproved
photosynthesis and biological nitrogen fixation, genetic manipulation and
protection against pests. The effects of climate and weather remain the most
significant determinants in food production and account, more than any
other inputs, for instabilities in production frfsm year to year and from ?lo-
tion to nation.

Stability ci,f produc'titn is as important as the magnitude of production
itself. Climate is probably a more significant doerminant of food produc-

I tion than are pests. The droughts of 1974 and 1980, for example, caused far
greater losses of U.S. agricultural production than the blight that destroyed
15 percerit (or about 700 million bushels) of the U.S. corn crop in 1970. In
1974, production plummented 20 percent for corn, seat and soybeans as a
result of drought. In 1980, corn production fell 17 erc nt from 1979, or 1.3
billion bushels; grain sorghum 32 percent; feed ain 18 percent; soybeans
22 percent; cotton 23 percent; and peanuts 4 erce t.

Climatic stresses on world grain prod sn particularly signiiicant
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Figure 8.2. Ratterns of World Grain Production in Millions

of Metric Tons IMMT).
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in 1980. That year, the composite index of crop yields in the United States
dropped 20 percent because of drought and high temperature. Grain pro-
duction fell off in the People's Republic of China because of 'floods in the
south and drought in ,the north. ,The Soviet Union witnessed its second
disasttous year in a row because of marginally cold and dry growing condi-
tions and, adv erse weather during harvest. Only in South Asia did pyoduc-
tion rise slightly Above previous highs (Figure 8.2). These statistics suggest
that world and U.S. grain stocks will be reduced, relative to utilization, to
the lowest levels.encountered in two decades.

A substanlial research effort aimed at improving the resistance of crops
to stresses caused by interrannual climate variations is badly needed.
Althotigh potential problems of long-term climate change for example,
from increasing levels of atmospheric CO2. have received considerableatten-
tion in recent years, problems of interannual climate variation have been
largely overlooked. Research directed at achieving greater production
stability through genetic improvement and crop and livestock management
is orhigh priority. The USDA's competitive grant, program must be ex-
panded to aaommodate this kind of resear.ch, and the Congress should re-
spond accordingly.

Some new research initiatives are also called for in animal agriculttire and
its products. Three-fOurths of the dietary protein, one-third of thelnergy
and most of the calcium and phosphorus in the U.S. diet come from animal
products. Food animals, such as ruminants;are living, mobile protein fac-
tories that may survive and flourish on forages that are indigestible for peo-
ple. Food animals Hie swine and poultry use residues and by-products from
food processing and from the polycultyres of lakes and ponds that other-
wise Vi ould be wasted. The world fool-reserves in livestock exceed,those of
grain and are far better distributed.

The feeding' of,livestock in other nations is the catalyst for much of the
current U.S. world grain trade. Livestock, not people, consume most.of the
corn, wheat and soybeans the United States ships abrOad. People of all na-,
tions, developed and less developed, are striving Tor more dietary animal
protein. Research in animal agriculture should focus on resource conserva-
tion, greater reproductive efficiency and basic studies on protein synthesis
that would result in less fat and more protein in the final product.

4.1:t

Human Resources for Agricultural Research

Consideration must be given to human resource needs for food and
agricultural research and technology. We have already mentioned the
serious loss of career scientists in the federal agricultural research system.
Mention is often made of th, lack of social science inputs into the nation's
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agricultural research program. An almost exclusive responsibility for

agricultural research training programs in the United States resides With.the

land grant universities, a few additional state universities, the colleges of

1890 and the Tuskegee Institute. These institutions train scientists fpr

research in state agricultural experiment stations, the USDA's research pro-

grams, cooperative state-federal programs, the private sector; the founda-

tions and the international agricultural research centers. The 15 top land

grant universities, each with enroll'ments of 100 or more foreign graduate

students, have now produced 20,000 alumni helping to serve agricultural

research and educational needs in developing c.olmiries. 'These alumni are

one of the greatest resources this nation has ctivated for contributing to

the future role of U.S. agriculture in the context of the world food situa-

tion.sMost of the 10,000 to 12,000 U.S. agricultural scientists who receive

public support, and an even greater number from the industrial sector, plus

many of the more than 600 senior scientists in the internatibnal agricultural

research centers, are also alumni of the U.S. land grant system.
The human resource base for scientific support of food research in the

United States now has fallen behind the Soviet Union and the People's

Republic of China." In the United States, shortages of trained scientists are

emerging in agricultural economics, agronomy, engineering and animal

agriculture. The United States can expect increasing demands, both at home

and abroad, for training and aiding agricultural scientists. These demands

call for a review of the entire training program and raise serious questions

about where international agriculturists will corhe from." The Nationai
Science Foundation is responsible for the health of science in the nation. It

_ must reassess its role in supporting the biological, physical and social

sciences in research on food Production and distribution and in supporting

foreign graduate students for training programs in agriculture and food

production., *

International Agricultural Research Centers

Globally, the most successful agricultural research establishments are the

international centers. They have undertaken innovative research projects

for enhanced food production and other aspects of agriculture and have

..) prospered. Annual funsling for these centers (now numbering 13) has gone

from $10 million in 1969 to more than $125 million in 1980, with $250

million projected for 1984. The United States continues to contribute about

25 percent of their total bucfget which; along with other sources of in e,

is administered by the Consultative Group on International Agricult ral

Research with advice and scientific input from its Technical Adviiory Com-

mittee.
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Recent congressional and administrative proposals are aimed at con-
solidating all foreign research and technology activities, along with many
other programs, under a ,new International Developnient Cooperation
Agency (IDCA)., Ibis agency would include the Institute for Scientific and
Technological Cooperation (ISTC),.which would have a strong input fr
U.S. colleges and universities. ISTC would have responsibility for sc nce
and technology efforts in developingfr, countries relating to fo.,. and
agriculture. The current Collaborative Research Support) P *grams
(CRSPs) would then fall under the administration of ISTC.

An appropriate constituency has not yet been developed tither in Con;
gress or in the nation to support ISTC or expanded international agricul-
tural deNelopment programs." Approximately half ($50 million) of tk peci-
posed 1981 budget of ISTC would have focused on food, nutritiun and
agficultural programs in other nations, with primary focus on develoPing
countries. Congressional opinion, however, does not support federal pro-
grams for food and agricultural research directed toward the needs of other
nations.3°

Thi lack of support is puzzling in view of the benefits we ourselves can
derive from international involvement. Most of our major food crops nd
breeds of liveSiock and much of our technology have been derived from
other cofintries:

rdwarf high yieldingvarieties of wheat and rice from Japan,

soybeans from China,
-

insect-resistant wheat from Russia,

new genetic resources for third-generation hybrid torn from South
America,

high Vitamin A sorghum from West Africa,

high protein, high lysine wheat from Nepal, .-

cattle more tolerant of heat, parasites and insects from Africa and
Asia.

These are by no means the only benefits to be derived from other countries.
The production of Zebu (Brahma) cattle from the Asian subcontinent has
created an entirely new beef industry in the higher temperature regions of
the southern United States in less than 20 years. The most advanced genetic
material for dwarf hybrid sunflowers resides in the Soviet Union. Future
collaboration with the People's Republic of China is expected to make
available vast genetic resources in swine breeding, cereal grains, oil crops
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and many yet undeveloped fruits and vegetable s. The Chinese also have

much to offer in Azolla culture (green manuring through biological
nitrogen fixation) and hyPrid rice production.

Congress shonld review carefully what is emerging from the CRSPs that

ar e. administered by the Board on International Food and Agricultural

Development. Teams of U.S. economists and other sncial scientists are par-

ticipating in intprdisciplinary and interuniversity prOgrams committed to

research design and implementation. Tiley are collaborating on both basic

and applied regearch with similar groups from developing countries. The

major objective of such prqgrams is mord effectiyeVesolution of a wide

variety of staple food protdms, including productfon, ,utilization and the

sociocultural impact's resulting from Otent. It is implilittin the CRSPs that

research will emphasize technologies thast\ do not exploit resources, pollute
'the environment or depend on large energy inputs. Biological solutions will

be emphasized, wherever possible, over reliance on costly and possibly

polluting agricultural chemicals. This kind of 'research may be significant to

U.S.. agriculture as we move toward a more resource-conserving mode.

It is expected that the benefits of the research will havea global impact in-

corporating U.S. int-erests, because we hai/e been active in planning strategy

from the ootiset. Established efforts involving collaboration among U.S. in-

stitutionsraernational research centers and conimodity networks and na-

tional research centers include programs on field beans and cowpeas,
sorghum-millet, small ruminants, integrated pest management and aqua-

culture. One of the most advanced of the CRSP efforts is the field beans

and cowpeas program, which has locations outside the United Slates, in-

cluding 12 research institutions in ilatin America and east Africa and 2 in-

ternational agricultural research centers. The program involves 10 U.S.

universities and prings together many disciplines, including agron'omy,

botany, genttics, plant pathology, entomology, food science, human nntri-

tion, medicine and social science. Managed by Michigan State University

and guided thus far by a sociologist and a plant breeder, th4 program's iny

tial contract calls for $6.7 million for a five-year period. .

Challenges ahead for the CRSPs will be to seek funding at the federal

level for up to 50 percent of the U.S. investigators' time. The current sup-

port level of qbout 10 percent is disproportionate for the managing institu-

tion and cannot survive. There should be an effort to train counterpart
scientists in the developing countries and to promote regional centers for

training intermediate level technicians and extension personnel, both men

and women. CRSPs can help bridge the gap that now exists lletween inter-

national agricultural researCh centers and national programs. They can help

develop and hold together global research teams on specific problems.

Through these collaborative efforts, it is hoped that recognition will be

Sylvan If, Wittwer
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gi% en to iniiuts from cultures where the solutions are to be used. Many peas-
ant farming practices are also worthy of research, and some may have
useful applications' fqr U.S, agriculture.

The role of4he international agricultural research centers is under cons-'.
tan; review ' and should gobeyond inputs from the Consultative Group,on
International Agricultural Research. Major early breakthroughs, such 'di
occbrred with dwarf types of wheat .and rice, characterized their early
deelopment. Gaps now exist between the international centers and national
agricultural research centers. To bridge theseNaps will require Voser col-
laboration in the future between the two. The international agricultural
research centers are not yet truly international, because much of the world is
not a part of the networks either as contributors or as recipients. The inter-
national agricultural research centers also exhibit and exercise a degree of
research affluence (higher salaries, benefits, equipment, supporting Person-
nel, travel opportunities) not typical of the countries in which they are
located. It is unlikely that any of these problems will be overcome soon.

It is recognized that the'international agricultural research centers have,
iri some instancesLupgraded national.agricultural research centers. The Na-
tional Institute for Agricultural Research in Mexico is a good example.

Emphasis in the futurd should be qn the increased support and develop-
ment of national agricultural research centers. Most food production prob-
lems are regional, and solutions must be localized. There is a movement
;pward this with the establishment of the International Agricultural Devel-
opment Service and the International Service for National Agricultural
Research, the most recent member of the international agricultural research
network.

It is further recommended that the Consultative Group on International
Agricultural Research take the initiative in establiing tWo international
research centers for forestry. One center should be located in the tropics,
with Brazil, Indonesia or Africa as possible sites; the other, in the temperate
zones of either North America or Chinktention sho# given to
enhancement of forest productivity through genetic jutptici;erfieht and
management. Special emphasis would be given to biomass as a rebewable
energy resource, reforestation and control of soil erosion, trees and their
products as food reiources and the technologies of agriforestry, utilizkg
species that have biorogical nitrogen fixation capabilities.

Conclusion

The United States cannot indefinitely serve as the breadbasket of the
world.,Food production and its delivery, along with fossil fuel energy, will
become increasingly expensive, and at times both food and energy will be
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Table 8 1. Pockets of Successful Production in Developing World Agriculture

Sylvan H..Wittwer

Projects Accomplishments

Grain Production in India's Punjab A 3-fold- increase in grain
production in 10 years

. from 1965 to 1975

Rice ProductiOn in tolombia Yields Zodlrifrom 1.8 to 4.4
tons/hectare from 1965

'to 1975 .

Wheat Production in Turkey Increase in production from .
7 to 17 million tons from

/r
1961 to 1977

Hybrid Rice in China

Hybrid'Cotton In India

The White,(Milkl_ Revolution in
the Gujarat State of India

30 to 50 percent yield -.
increase (labor intensive
high yielding technologil)

Yields doubled (labor
intensive high yielding
technology)

- Daily cash income, improved
nutrition, labor inten-
sive tephhology for
300,000 small farms

The Puebla (Maize) Project in Mexico Yields increased by 30
percent from 1968 to

-.1972

The 6omilla Project of East Pakistan Rice yields and incomes

(Bangladesh)
of farmers doubled
from 1963 to 1970

The "Masagana 99" Project in the
Philippines

Maize in Kenya

Hybrid Maize in the U.S.

Rice yields increased by
36 percent in 3 years
from 1973 to 1976

Hyerids and fertilizer
and management increased
yields 4.8 tons/hectare

3.5 fold increase in yield
from 1940 to 1979

Source: Author, and S. Wortman and R.W. Cummings, Jr., To Feed

This World: The Challenge.and the Strategy (Baltimore: Johns

'Hopkins University Press, 1978), pp. 186-230.

scarce. Agricultural development must precede economic development.
Ultimately, the answer will dictate that food be produced closer to the peo-

ple who consume it. To this end, there are notable examples of successful
food-produemg systems in the agriculturally developing world. Some of
them are summarized in Table 81. The' technological, social, economk and

resource ingredients that have gone into these pockets of success should be

.
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identified and shared with other nations where their adoption could prove
equally fruitful.
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4 9
Trends and PrOspects in

World Population

Michael S. Teitelbaum

f.
Population trends form the basic substrate of concerns about resources

and, international comity over the coming decades. The links between
population change and the other matters under discussion here often are not
single -and direct but instead are mediated by a broad array of political,
technological and economic factors. The extraordinary force of recent-pop-

.
ulation change, however, should not be minimized. Present trends have no
precedent i9 human experience in terms of current pOpulation size, per-
centage rates and absolute size of increase and ultimate projected popula-
tion size,. Hence, projections into the future, apart from the normal limita-
tions.of all projections, represent leaps of faith into population aggregates
that are off the scale of experience.

Recent Population Trends

This is riot the place for an intfoduction to demography or for a lengthy
revieW of recent population trends, but a brief summary is in order.' Three
components of population change are central fertility, mortality and
.migration. Each of these components is measurable (with greater or lesser
accuracy), and each has distinctive effects upon the characteristics of
human populations on a global, national and subnational-level.

The postwar period has seen substantial, sometimes dramatic, mortality
declines in both developed and developing countries. In developed countries
there have also been more erratic changes in fertility patterns, with most
showing postwar recovery from the record-low fertility levels of the 1930s
(the so-called baby boom in the United States was an extreme example). The
postwar recovery was followed almost universally by rapid fertility declines

Michael S. Teiielbaum is a program officer with the Ford Foundation, New York, N.Y.
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in the 1960s and 1970s, reaching levels that are now frequently lower even

than those of the 1930s.
A different set of patterns prevailed in the developingcountries. In some

countries, notably China, Taiwan, the Philippines, Tunisia and Colombia,
mortality declines have been followed by' substantial fertilitydeclines during

the 1960s and 1970s from previously very high levels. In other countries,
such as Bangladesh,,pakistan and Egypt, fertility has declined little, if at
all. In still other countries, such as Kenya, fertility apparently has increased
dramatically. The overall result has been acceleration in population growth
in much 2fithe developing world, followed by modest recent declines in

growth raM in some areas. The experience over the past three decades may

be seen in Table 9.1.
The world's population increased by 1.9 billion, or over 75 percent, iñ the

three decades from 1950 to 1980, as Table 9.1 indicates. The annual rate of
increase was at a then-record level of 1.77 percent in the 1950-1955 period
but actually accelerated-sharply in the 10 years to 1960-1965, peaking at
1.99 percent (Table 9.2). This was followed by a slower decline in the rate of

increase, to a level of 1.81 percenf in 1975-1980 lower than the peak rate
but still higher than the 1950-1955 quinquennium.

Because the higher percentage rates a economic growth, inflation or in-

terest are more familiar than demographic rates, it is important to keep re-
cent population growth rates in a proper demographic perspectiVe. Sus-
tained annual population growth rates of 1.8 to 2.0 percent have never

before been seen for the world population as a whole. Because of con-
tinuous compounding, they imply a doubling of world population every 35
to 39 years. They fit within a frame in which the theoretical maximum
growth rateassuming excellent mortality conditions and no restraint on
fertility is on the order of 4.0-4.5 percent. (By contrast, inflation and in-

s, terest rates presumably have no upper bound.)
There is reason for concern that the fertility declines of the bast 15 years

have been widely misinterpreted as evidence that problems of rapid p,opula-

tion groWth have been resolved.' The achievements in fertility reduction in
the 1960s and 1970s were significant indeed but so were the achievements-in

mortality reduction. As a result, growth rates declined only modestly, from
about 2 percent to about 1.8 percent. The problem of high population
growth rates has not been resolved in the past decade. Rather the trend has

reached a point of inflection. The rate of increase itself is no longer increas-

ing but instead has declined modestly, although remaining at extraordi-

narily high levels compared with all past human experience. Furthermore, it
must be noted that the absolute size of population growth is as important as
percentage increase, and here a few numbers illustrate the uniqueness of the

past decades. The population of Asia alone in 1980 (2.558 billion), for ex-
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Table 9.1. Population (Millions) in the Eight Major Areas of the World, 1950 to 2000.

Latin
Year World Africa .America

1950

1955

1960

1965

1970

1975

1980

t.

2513

2745

3027

3344

3678

4033,

4i15

219 -

244

275

311

354

406

469

1985 4830 545

1990 5275 630

1995 5733 ,726

2000 6199 828

164

187

215

247

283

323

368

421

478

541

608'

Northern "East
America Asia

South,
Asia Europe

Soviet
Oceania Union

Estimates

166

.182

199

214

226

236

246

673 '706 392 13 180

038 775 408, 14 196

.816 867 425 16 214

899/1 979 445 18 '231
.

981 1111. 460 19. 244

1063 1255 474 21 ' 254

1136 1422 484 23 267

Projections

258 1204

00 1274

281, 1340

290 1406

1606

1803

2005

2205

492 24

501 26

510 28'

520 30

280

292

302

312

Note: Trends are given as they were
mid-1975 data, but may be viewed

Source: W. Parker Mauldin, "Populat
(4 July 1980), P- 156-

IN

assessed in 1998. 1980 data are projections from
as best ayailable estimates fpr 1980.

ion Trends and Prospects," Science, vol. 209
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Table 9.2,Average Annual Rate of Increase (Percentage) In the Eight Major Areas of the World.

Year , World Africa
Latin
America

Northern
America

East
Asia

South
ksia Europe Oceania

Soviet
Union

Estimates

1950 to 1955 1.77 2.16 2.72 1.80 1.85 1.86 0.79 2.25 1t71

1955 to 1960 1.95 . 2.36 2.78- 1.78 1.99 2.24 0.84 2.18 1.77

1960 to 1965 1.99 2.49 2.77 1.50 1.94 2.44 0.90 - 2.09 1.49

1965 to 1970 1.9.0 2.61 2.67 -1.11 1.75 2.52 0.66 1.96 1.09

1970 to 1975 1.84 2.71 2.64 Q.87 1.62 2.45 0.61 1.82 0.84

1975 to 1980 1.81 2.91 2.65 043 1.32 ,2.49 039 1.47 0.94

Projections

1980 to 1985 1.80 2.97 2.65 0.96 1.16 2.44 0.36 1.41 .094 '

1985 to 1990 1.76 2.93 2.58 0.91 1.14 2.31 0.35 1.37 0.85

1990 to 1995 1.66 2.81 2.46 0.76 1.01 2.13 0.37 1.30 0.70

1995 to2000 1.56 2.64
.

2.34 0.61 0,.95 1.91 0.38 1.19

h

Note: Trends are given as they were assessed in 1978. 1980 data are projections from mid- ;
1975 data, but may be viewed as best available estimates flar,....11980.

t

Source: W. Parker Mauldin, "Population Trends and Prospec4s," Science, vol. 209 (4 'Ally

1980), p. 156.
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ample , is larger than the entire world population was in 1950 2.513 billion).
A population about as large as the combined 1980 populati s of Europe
and North America (excluding European portions of the Sovi t Union) was
added to the already existing population of South Asia in only 30 years (an
increase of 716 million from 1950 to 1980). Many similar comparisons could
be made to illustrate the extraordinary demographic experiences since
World World II.

Table 9.2 provides a useful retrospective view of regional growth rates.
Africa and Sopth Asia show clear patterns of accelerating groWth rates in
the 1950s and 1960s, while the other regions were more mixed. Since the
1960s most regions have experienced substantial declines in their rates of
population increase. The very large region of South Asia, however, shows
no such decline, and the smaller region of Africa shows a rapid and continu-
ing increase in rate of increase right up to the present.

The third population change component migration appears to be of
large and rapidly increasing magnitude. There have been, over the past
decades, increasing movements within the countries from rurkl to urban
areas. In the developing world, urban growth rates are about' twice as high
as the already high national growth rates. These rapid growth rates suggest
unprecedented urban agglomerations appearing over the coming 20 years.

International migration, including legal or illegal, political or economic,
temporary or permanent, has also grown rapidly. Both internal and interna-
tional migration have important, if elusive, implications for issues of
resources and international relations. Movement of rural populations from
subsistence economies to more energy-intensive urban areas, for example,
presumably implies higher per-capita energy needs. Similarly, large migra-
tions from developing countries to developed countries suggest greater
overall demand for food, mineral resources and energy.

Population Trends in Prospect
IP

It must be freely admitted that population projections do not predict but,
rather, rept'esent the logical implications of assumed future trends in fertil-
ity, mortality and migration. Popplation trends, however, are relatively
stable compared with the political and economic, due to a three-part, built-
in inertia in demographic change to the year 2000. First, the majority of per-
sons who will be living then are already alive; second, human'reproductive
behavior changes relatively slowly; and third, high fertility generatd a
youthful population with strong momentum for continued growtir over
many decades. As a result, the demographer can predict trends with)reasonable accuracy over several decades, although not much beyond. Pro-
jectiOns of population change to the year 2000, in contrast to those for
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economic or political change, have considerable plausibility, barring un-

predictable catastrophes. ,

The conventionally acceptecanultinational population projections are
those prepared periodically by the United Nations (U.N.) Population Divi-
sion; others are available from the World Bank 'and the U.S. Bureau of the

. Census. Given demographic inertia, available projections to the year 2000

are broadly Compatible. The medium variant of the widely accepted U.N.
projections is summarized in Table 9.2. It shows a projected gradual decline
in world population growth rates of about one-quarter of 1 percent,
reaching 1.56 percent overall in 1995-2000. At the same time, the rapidly
growing population base means that the numbers of people added each year
will continue to grow to about 90 million additions per year in 1995-2000

versus about 75 million annually in 1980, despite the projected decline in
growth rate. .

The three variants in U.N. projections show a total world pop:dation in

2000 of 5.9, 6.2 and 6.5 billion. Most other projections cluster around 6
billion. Again using the medium variant, overall growth of 40 percent (I .78

billion) is projected, with regional increases of 77 percent in Africa (359
million), 65 percent in Latin America (240 million), 55 percent in *South

Asia (783 million), 24 percent in East Asia (270 million), 18'percent in North
America (44 million), 17 percent in the Soviet Union (45 million) and 7 per-

cent in Europe (36 million).
The momentum of population growth in the developing countries is likely

to continue, although projections beyond the year 2000 are quite spec-
ulative. No one can anticipate the course of fertility change ini high fertility
regions of South Asia and Africa, where fertility has not S'et begun to
decline. For this reason, arid because catastrophes are possible but un-
predictable, there is some consensus as to the plausible range but none as to

-the ultimate size of the world's population. Assuming no serious mortality
increases or widespread disruptions, projections vary from 8.5 billion to
13.5 billion or even higher. The lower bound assumes, unrealistically, that

the world as a whole will reach replacement fertility, fipproximately the two-
child family, within 20 years. The projection of 13.5 billion assumes
replacement fertility in 2040-2045. .

Recent trends in urban growth,tas we have already noted, suggest future
urban concentrations unprecedented in human experience. The United Na-
tions recentbcpublished revised projections of urban population up to the
year 2000. The projection approach is "state-of-the-art," but the authors
note that the magnitudes projected go beyond our experience and may not

prove reasonable if human agglomerations of such size cannot be sustained.
Despite this appropriate caveat, the projections are instructive (see Table

9.3).
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Table 9.3 Projected Populahon,Increases in Major Cities, 1980 to 2000.

City/Region
Projected Pop.
2000 (Millions)

EstimaNp.
1980 (Mil ns)

Change/
% Increase

Mexico City 31.0 15.0 +107%

Sa"o Paulo 25.8 t. 13.5 4- 91%

._

Tokyo/Yokohama 24.2 20.0 '-i- 21%

New York/N.E.
New Jersey 22.8 20.2 + 13%

Shanghai 22.7 14.3 + 59%

Beijing (P,king) 19.9 11.4 + 75%

Rio de Jan6ro 19.0 10.7 + 78%

Greater Bombay 17.1 8.4 +104%

Calcutta 16.7 8.8 + 90%

Jakarta 16.6 1.2 +131%

Source: Unated Nations Population.Division, Urban, Rural, and
City Population, 1950-2000, as Assegsed in 1980, ESA/P/WP.66
(3 June 1980), p. 38.

The projections show five cities larger in 2000 than the largest human ag-
glomeration ever experienced. Twenty-year increases bf between 75 percent
and 131 percent are projected for seven cities in developing countries, in:
eluding Mexico City, Sic. Paulo, Beijing, Rio de Janeiro, Greater Bombay,
Calcutta and Jakarta. As the U.N. staff notes, some of the projected
numbers, e.g., the 31.0 milliod for Mexico City, may not be attainable
because of water supply problems, destruction of tree cover, transportation
difficulties and other "natural or social limit to growth."3

Whether or not such magnitudes are attained, the growth of cities in
many developing countries seems certain to be rapid, with consequent
stresses on food and water supply, building materials, energy and so on. ,
There are also likely to be repercussions for political organization and
stability.

In the developed countries, with fertility already very low and the bulk of
the population already using contraceptives, speculations al;out the future
become more hazardous. U.S. fertility in the 1980s is expected to stay low
by some experts' and by othersi to rise dramatically. In the 1930s in
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Europe, fertility as low as that in much of the developed world today pro-

duced exaggerated alarms about national decline that culminated in a pro-
fusion of pronatalist policies. Similar policies in much of Eastern Europe in

the 1960s sometimes led to coercive childbearing, as the means of voluntary
fertility control were denied. Whether such extremist responses occur, a's for

most political behaviors in the future, cannot be reliably predicted5
If fertility ddes stay low, and international migration is moderate, we can

predict demographic effects with considerable accuracy. There will be h
gradual increase in the average age of the population of such countries and

a shifting of the "dependency burden" from nonproductive children of
school age to nonproductive adults of postretirement age. As a result, more
national resources will have to be allocated to the larger elderly group and

fewer to the smaller young group.

Linking Yopulation Trends to Other Problems

Population trends underlie all of the other problems under consideration
here, although the links are not so direct or unmediated as sometimes

claimed. The linking of population growth to food shortages has a long and

controversial intellectual historY, dating back at least to the essays of the
Reverend Thomas Robert Malthus in the first half of the nineteenth cen-
tury. In retrospect, we may conclude that Malthus's concepts were partially

correct, but his predictions quite wrong. Technological and other im-
provements have allowed food production to more than keep up with the
unprecedented.sroNyth of world population. Yet in principle, population

cannot continue to grow.indefinitely in a finite world, and signs of resource
shortages and environmental stresses are already apparent.

Several theoretical efforts have been made to calculate the maximum
human population sustainable by the world's agricultural resources, but
such calculations often are highlx stylized even mechanistic. They con-
sider arable land availability onn global basis, whereas in fact land is
available only within sovereign nation states. They adopt idealistiC assump-

tions of-higk average agricultural productivity, equal distribution of world

food supply .d.n a worldwide diet equal to that of :Japan. They take into ac-

count no regional limits on water supplies or difficulties in moving surplus

water from one region to another, no political or economic limitations on
world commerce and no shortages of energy or fertilizer supplies. In short,

these calculations contradict reality hffundamental ways. At the same time,

their realism content is enhanced by their assumption of no dramatic quan-

tum improvements in agricultural productivity. Were such completely un-
predictable improvements to occur, they would counterbalante the unreal-

ity of the other assumptions.
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' The most recent effort to project population trend's in relation to global
resources is the Global 2000 Report to the President, produced by.the Coun-
cil on Environmental Quality and the Department of State. This three-year
project sought to integrate a series of projections in various related sectors
up to the year 2000, including climate, technology, food and agriculture,
fisheries, forestry, water, energy, fuel minerals, nonfuel minerals and en-
vironment. The enterprise presented enormous technical and data prob-
lems, and its authors were forthright in adinitting that they were only par-
daily succeisful. In particular, they were unable in the time available to

. them to make ,the various projections fully interactive, so that changes in
one sector could have full feedback effects in the other sectors. The report's
authors conclude that the, overall impact of these deficiencies is to
"understate the severity of potential problems the world will face as it
prepares to enter the 21st century."6 .

Despite these deficiencies, the report presents some interesting findings.
It notes correctly that the momentum Of population growth means that only
moderate differences in population size, by die year 2000 are possible,
depending on the course of fertility in the coining two decades. The report
makes the following projections: (1) Gross.National Product (GNP) will
grow more rapidly in deyeloping countries than in developed countries. (2)
Because of the lower starting point and the More rapid population growth in
the deN eloping countries, however, per-capita GNP increase in these coun-
tries will remain very modest in bot,h absolute and relative terms, (3) Some
developing countries, especially in Latin America (and presumably some
OPEC Organization of Petroleum Exporting Countries nations), will
improve significantly in per-capita GNP, although others will make few if
any gains from present low levels. (Increases in India, Bangladesh and
Pakistan, for example, are projected at 31 pqrcent, 8 percent, and 3 percent,
respectiv.ely, with all three countries remaining below $200 per capita in
1975 dollars.)' As a result of these trends, the report projects increasing per-
capita income disparities between the wealthiest and the poorest nations.

With regard to food supply, the report summarizes it alternative projec-
tions with the cheering proposition that food production can continue to
slightly exceed population growth up to the turn of the century, assuming
no deterioration in climate or weather conditions. To achieve such growth,
howeNer, food production will require increasing inputs and technologies of
a yield-enhancing, energy-intensive nature, such as fertilizer, pestitides,
herbicides and irrigation. Such increased energy dependence of agricultural
production has significant implications for the cost of food production, and
the report projects a substantial increase in real food prices over the coming
two decades, after decades of generally falling prices. Food production and
consumption are projected to continue to be highly varied among the
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world'i regions and nations, with rising food output of developing nations
barely keeping ahead of rapid population growth. Furthermore, the high.
percentageof income already spent on food by hundreds of millions of peo-

ple in poor countries suggests disturbing implications were the report's pro-
jected sharp;incleases in real food prices to take place. -

Two points deserve Comment here. First, in many developing countries,
government policies seriously impede increased food production. In some
countries, development policies provide direct or indirect subsidieg to non.-
food production but deny credit and other needed resources to food pro-
ducers. Other countries use price controls on food products to keep urban
consumer prices low and thereby stabilize the political structure, but such
well-meaning controls may also produce losses for farmers and encourage
rural-to-urban migration. Coupled with rapid population grbwth and un-
favorable climatic trends, such policies have led to declines in per-capita
food production in some developing countries over recent years, especially

in Africa.
Second, it may bes reasonably argued that global figures on food produc-

tion are misleading, because the overwhelming bulk of food production is
consumed locally. Efforts by the Food and Agriculture OrganizNon to
build a world food reserve have not yet 'succeeded, and even filie large
volume of international trade in foodttuffs consitutes only a small propor-

tion of total food production. Hence, the primary goal of policy' and
technological innovation must be enhanced food production within the
countries where demand is increasing rapidly, with international trade pro-
viding only marginal or emergency supplies.

Linking of Population Trends to
International Security ISsues

The AAAS Five Year Outlook Projea mandates consideration of the*IP-

relationships between population trends and international security issues.

The literature on international rel ns contains a number of common
hypotheses that oversimplify tI1iomplex issue:

The larger a nation's population, the greater its actual 'or potential

power.

Population pressyre on natural resources contributes to pressure for
international aggression to obtain additional such resources.

Nations with excessive popUlation densities seek "living 'space" or
"elbow room" via international aggression.'
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Empirical analyses of international conflicts do not support most of these
hypotheses. In general, population size and density appear to be.underlying
factors that may or may not contribute to international conflict. Much
depends upon mediating political, social and economic factors, including
stability of national political structures, distribution of availablexesources,
technological and capital base of the nation, human capital available and
patterns of consumption.

On the other hand, it is a truism that nothing can grow infinitely in a
finite world. If population growth contin&s, it eventually will exceed the

'fr%social, economic and political.capacities of some nations. ence, a sum-
mary assessment might be that eventual restraint on poOulan kgrowth is
not a sufficient condition to assure internal and international stability,,but
that it is a necessary condition.

Problems of international conflict often are generated by internal in-
stabilities within nations, as recent experiences in the Middle East
demonstrate. Hence, it is also important to consider the effects of popula-
tion change on internal stability as it relates to international relations. In
this regard, several demographic trends demand attention. The first is the
unprecedented rapidity of' demographic change in many developing coun-
tries since World War II. A nation with a very substantial resource basemay
be able to support a much larger population, but if population size increases
very dramatically, the rate of increase rather than the population size itself
may contribute to instability. ,.

A second component of high fertility distortions in the age com-
position that it engenders. High-fertilit opulations are also youthful
populations, with typically 45 percent or more of their populations under
the age of 15. Apart from the obvious problems such a concentration of
young people presents for educational and other age-related services, such a
steeply sloping age structure implies a very rapid growth in entrants into the
labor'force each year. The International Labour 6rganisation projections,
for example, show increases of 600 to 700 million in the developing world's
labor force in the next 2,0 years alone. To put these numbers into perspec-
tive, such an increase over twosclecades is larger than the entire 1980 labor
force of the whole of the developed world.' In many developing countries
already experiencing very high rates of unemployment and underemploy-
ment, such a rapid growth of young labor force entrants presents serious
problems that can spill over into political instabilities. Such problems are
further compounded in many of these countries by very rapid rates of rural-
to-urban migration that contribute to even more rapid rates of labor force
growth in urban areas.

Given the near certainty of rapid labor force growth in developing coun-
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tries for the remainder of h century, labor-intensive development policies,
especially in the rural are e resent an important component of efforts to
maintain national coherenc an nternal stability. To the extent instability
and dissohition in such count 'es spill over into the international sphere, as
happened recently in Iran, policies faN,oring intensive and broadly based job
generation also fav or international security interests. Although developing
countries themselves must make any decisions faving such policies,
developed countries, such as the United States, can make these policies
more attractive and feasible, through trade and tariff policies that favor im-
ports produced in labor-intensive industries. International political support
can also encourage governments to move toward such domestic policies.

Implications for U.S. Science and Technology

Science and technology have already contributed imp essively to recent
population trends and can be expected to continue to do o. The rapid ac-
celeration of population growth in developing countries after World War II
owed much to improvements in health, nutrition and sanitation, due in
some (perhaps, greati measure to science andjAchnology. The sustainability
of the so-called population explosion (which, In fact, bears more resem-
blance to a speedy glacier than to a Elomb) Owes much to the improved pro-
ductivity of agriculture and technological innovation, as well as the capacity
to convert abundant energy resourceshemselves (also a product of
technological innovation) into edible calories. '° Equally important were im-.

provements in technologies of significance to public health, ranging from
sanitary water systems, to biologicals such as vaccines, to improvements in
internal and international communication and transportation that dimin-
ished the deadly impact of localized food shortages.

Improvements in communication and transportation have also con-
tributed to internal and international migration. Isolated rural populations
discovered the relative attractiveness of life in urban areas or in other coun-
tries by listening to transistorized radios and watching television programs
brought to them by communication satellite. At the same time, the improve-
ment of internal road, rail and air networks has facilitated movements to
the urban areas, and the increased availability and declining real price of in-
ternational air travel following the development of modern aircraft tech-
nologies have sharply reduced the nonlegal barriers to international migra-
tion. Finally, the availability of satellite communication has brought vividly
to the attention of the world the plight of millions of miserable refugees
stariiing and dying on ilhe high seas or in temporary encampmehts. In the
\way that television is said to have affected perceptions of the war in Viet-
ham, so, too, has it changed public images of refugee problems.
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Science and technology have also contributed greatly to fertility declines.
While some form of fertility control has been available in most human
societies, it is often .forgotten that highly effective cOntraception is a
development of only the past 20 years; the first oral contraceptives were not
widely marketed until the early 1960s, and the intrauterine device (IUD) was
not widely available until the same decade. Similarly, safe and acceptable
male sterilization via vasectomy (the most popular fertility control method
in some countries) did not become common until the 1970s, although tubal
ligation for females was in use earlier. There have also been substantial
reductions in the health risks of induced abortion due to technological ad-..
vances.

Finally: science and technology have also contributed greatly to our cpl-
lective xnderstanding bf population change and its impacts. Demography
and some of the social and statistical sciences have, over the past 30'years,
provided new and powerful tools by which we are now able to detect and
estimate demographic rates in some respects analogous to the technologies
that have improved our capacities to assess agricultural potential, measure
air and water quality and even predict the weather. Such demographic tools
now allow indirect estimation of demdgraphic rates among populations
whose births and deaths are not registered and in nations that have never
conducted an adequate census. Other important scientific advances have
contriliuted to our understanding of the factors affecting age composition
and the momentum of population growth, the patterns of marriage
behavior and the relationships of mortality change to fertility behavior.

The Outlook
p

As to future contributions, the capacity of world agriculture to accom-
modate to projected 40 percent increases in population in 20 years will de-
pend heavily upon theicontributions of both U.S. agriditltural production
and scientific expertise. Similar contributions can be made on the mortality
sidet via intensive work on tropicaj diseases that continue to be large-scale
killers and m mers, such as river blindness, schistosomiasis, diarrheal
diseases and olera..

With regard to &tin , it is evident that the arra of contraceptive
methods presently available, although a substantial improvement over those
before 1960, is inadetpote,to the needs of large numbers of people and na-
tions. As has often *II. pbinted out, oral contraceptives are relatively
nonspecific in their modes,of actidn and,have side effects that make them
inappropriate to the needs of many people desiring effective fertility con-
trol. IUDs equally haN;e notable linntations (in fact, their mode of operation
is tint little understood), and available sterilization methods are less accept-
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able than they would otherwise be because they are substantially irrevers-

ible.
Furthermore, the diversity of social, economic, cultural and religious set-._

tings in the world today means that a method that is highly preferred in one

setting may be unacceptable in another. Even within societies, individuals

require different contraceptive techniques; indeed, the same individual may

require a variety of methods through hiS or her lifetime a useful illustra-
tion of the diversity of contraceptive demands. If we define "marital" to in-

clude stable consensual unions, we can describe four stages of tfie in-

dividual's productive life cycle:"

Marital;
2. delay (postmarital, pre-first birth);
3. spacing (post-first birth, before completion of fertility);
4. completion of wanted fertility.

The contraceptive characteristics most suitable for each of these stages
are presented in Table 9.4. Such variety of individual needs, coupled with
the diversity of national, religious and cultural settings, suggests that there

can be no such thing as "the ideal contraceptive"; what is required is an ar-

ray of methods with differing attributes, collectively providing an adequate
scientific and technological response to the needs presented by human diver-

sity.
Contraceptive technology advanced greatly in the 1960s, but little since,

and there are few promising methods on the immediate,horizon. The scien-

tific and technological pipeline is a particularly long one in the field of fer-

tility control, given the appropriate concern of governmental regulators as

to the safety of methods that may be used by millions of healthy young
adults. Over the next'5 to 10 years, only a few potential improvements are in

prospect a subdermal implant for slow release of contraceptive hormones
may prove effectiVe and safe, and some improvements may be made to ex-

, isting IUD technology. Although science and technology often confound
the most reasonable predictions, there are, at present, no great anticipations

of new methods to fill some of the obvious gaps: effective male contracep-

- tives other than condoms and reversible methods of voluntary sterilization.

The problems are not in the realm,..of technology or product development

but, rather, result from our very limited understanding of the remarkably
complex process of human reproduction. Yet in the recent past, scientific
attfintion to this area has been modest; the study, of human reproduction,
prominent in the 1930s, nearly died out in the 1940s and had to be resur-
rected in the 1960s. As a result, it is a Johnny-come-lately that remains a

minor claimant on government research resources.
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Tati 169.4. Charac'taistics of Contraceptives Related to Life Cycle Stages

Stage Characteristics

1. Premarital Relatively irregular and infrequent
exposure.

Intercourse-related methods (pariicu-
larly postcoital) somewhAt more
acceptable than in delay and spacing
.stages.

Serious consequences for contraceptive
.4 failure.

Limited knowledge of and access to
fertility control.

Limited Independent access to medical
system, hence nonmedical delivery
is preferable.

Reversibility highly impqrtant.

2. °Delay: 'Frequent exposure.
Postmarital, Relatively moderate consequences for
Pre-firSt birth contraceptive failure.

Relatively short period of protection
required.

Methods where application is inde-
pendent of intercourse are highly
desirable.

High acceptability and convenience
important.

Method delivery via medical system is
less undesirable than in premarital
stage due to readier access to medi-
cal systeM.

Reversibility highly important.

3. Spacing: Frequent exposure.
Post-first birth, Moderate consequences for contraceptive

Precompletion failure.
Long time span (as sum of separate

birth intervals) of protection re-
quired.

Reversibility somewhat less important
than in delay stage.

4. ComPletion of Long time span of protection required.

wanted fertility Less froquent expqsure than in delay
and spacing stages.

Serious consequences for contraceptive
failure.

Intercourse-related methods' somewhat
more acceptable than in deley and
spacing stages.

Acceptability and convenience less
importaft than in earlier three stages.

Reversibility less important than in '

three previous stages.

Note: Character,Istics discussed here are average characteriilics
and need not apply tc any particular individual in any stage.

Source: Roy 0. Greep, et al., Reproduction and Human Welfare
ICambridge, Mass. and London: mIT Press, 1976), p. 71.
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In spite of vigorous rhetoric, to the contrary, available evidence shows
that the overwhelming majority of Third World people live in countries
whose governments openly declare their desire 'to lower rapid rates of
population increase. In the mOst recent survey by the United Nations (in
1978), such countries comprised fully 82 percent of the population of the
developing world, including most of the argest (for example, China, India,
Indonesia, Bangladesh and Pakistan). A relatively large number of nations
with small populations, especially n Latin America and sub-Saharan
Africa, however, reject the need fàç such a demographically oriented
policy. Hence, the one-nation, one-vote structure of the United Nations and
other international forums sometimes conveys a less prominent commit-
ment to reducing rapid population increase in the developing nations than
is, in fact, the 'case.

The ability of developing countries to lower their population growth rates

as a matter of public policy depends heavily upoirimproved knowledge of
the social, economic and cultural factors favoring fertility decline and upon
improved skill in implementing service programs that -*lust reach literally
millions of couples. The causal mechanisms underlying past fertility
declines are imperfectly understood, even for theAeveloped countries. Ex-
isting governmental strategies aimed at encouraging fertility decline range
widely:

development policies aimed at enhancing presumed indirect factors
favoring fertility decline (Egypt);

policies for directly providing knowledge and means of fertility
regulation (India, China, Mexico, Bangladesh and Indonesia, to
name a few);

the use oreconomic and other incentives affecting individual fertility
behavior (Singapore, China);

official support for direct application of "pressure " or "persuasion"
(China).

If future policies are to be more effective, there is much to be learned about
the impacts of such an array of strategies indiverse settings, and the tools of
social science and evaluation research are the only mAns for such learning.
Such efforts can be highly cost-effective, as a modest research investment

can result in substantial improvement in the implementation of expensive
large-scale programs and can suggest new or additional strategies that may
prove more effective in a given social, economic or cultural setting.

It is commonly believed, and often pronounced, for example, that
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declines in infant and child mortality are both necessary and sufficient to
lower fertility; hence, in many settings, population Tolicies concentrate
heavily on maternal and child health services. Scientific evidence on this
question, however, is mixed. Historical analyses of the European fertility
transition suggest that mortality declines were not consistently important
explanatory factors), Evidence from developing countries suggests that
fertility response to infancand child death is only partial', and may be
larger in some settings than in others.

Equally unknown is the nature of factors that have led to dramatic in-
creases in marriage age that in some countries have accounted for a large
percentage of birth rate declines. Enhanced understanding here could pro-
vide new and effective policy leveis for government officials.

Finally, knowledge of the pattern, magnitudes and causes of internal and
international migration is notoriously deficient; as these population
movements grow in size and impact, it is evident that coping with.them will
require the illumination that comes only with scientifi6 analysis.

U.S. scientific and technological innovation ranks high as both initiator
and moderator of recent population problems. Many of the effects of rapid
population growth are only now coming to be felt, as the large surviving
generations born in the 1960s and 1970s reach adulthood and seek.employ-
ment and lives of dignity. It seems certain that meeting these human needs
and moderating present rapid rates of population growth will require
enhancement of U.S. scientific and technological contributions over the
coming decades.
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Internrional Security

Implications of Materials and
Energy Resource Depletion

William A. Vokly

Materials and energy depletion have been a continuing fear of mankind
since the industrial revolution. Throughout the nineteenth and twentieth
centuries, thoughtful obserArs have warned of the ultimate exhaustion of
the materials and energy resources upon which society is based. Clasiical
economists predicted a steady state of no growth and labor at subsistence
wages. In 1866 Stanley Jevons wrote in the preface to the second edition of
The Coal Question:

Renewed reflection has convinced me that my main Position is only too strong
and true. It is simply Oat we cannot long p ogress as we are now doingnot
only must qmeet some limit within our ow ountry, but we must witness the
coal produg of other countries approximati it to our own and ultimately
passing it . . . our motion must be reduced to r st, and it is to this nhange my
attention is directed.

Jevons's words, in a different context, are echoed in 1972 in the introduc-
tion to The Limits to Growth:

If the present growth trends . . . continue unchanged, the limits to growth on
this planet will be reached sometime within the next 100 years. . .. it is possible
to alter these growth trends and to establish a condition of ecological and eco-
nomic stability that is sustainable far into the future.'

The subject of materials depletion is an extremely broad and multifaceted
- one. This paper limits itself to looking at the hriplications of materials and

William A. Vogely is professor of mineral economics, Pennsylvania State University, Univer-
sity Park,. Pa.
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resource depletion for international secuty. Thus, it ill ignore many in-

teresting and important areas, such as t onsdvation nd environmental
issues Concerning the production and use of materials ènd energy. It will,
however, look at the process of resource depletion in or er fo state clearly

the nature of the depletion problem.

The Process of Resource Depletion

Resource concepts are semantically- difficult because the terminology
used to describe resources is confusing and the same words mean different
things to different people. The literature is full of resource life indexes that'

divide resource stock by either annual or cumulative production based ution

an annual- rate of growth and measure the number of years remaining to
each resource before it is exhausted. These indexes misunderstand, perhaps
deliberately, the nature of resource supply. Whether presented with sophis-
tication and understanding or presented in ignorance, the resource life in-

dexes represent a fundamental misstatement ,of the problem of depletion.
Resources flow into the economy they are not an inventory to be used over

time.
Depletion of a natural resource occurs at three distinct levels: (1) single

deposits; (2) the replacethent of deposits in theproduction function; and (3)

at the ultimate occurrence of the resource in the earth. Much of the misun-
derstanding about resource terminology has occurred because words de-

rived from one of these levels are applied to another leve1.2

Depletion of a Resource Deposit

Natural resources occur in nature in deposits that have unique chemical,

physical and locational characteristics. Some deposits of mineral resources

are economic to produce in relation to the markets for their product. These
deposits may be developed into producing sites: mines, if the resoukes are
solid; or fields, reservoirs or wells, if the resources are liquid and gas. A

known deposit that is capable of being'produced today is called a reserve.

These reserves will be produced through time from the deposit. The deposit

may be extended through exploration; the reserves, through additional capi-
tal investment. Material produced from that deposit, however, will not be

replaced in the deposiOhus the deposit will begin to be depleted as it is pro-

duced. Depletion of a deposit simply means that, for every ton produced,

there one ton less left to produce. As a single deposit is used up, the cost

of production from that deposit tends to increase. The deposit is considered

"depleted" when it is no longer economically attractive to continue produc-

tion. The deposit will then be abandoned and, some would say, it N ex-

hausted.
It is important to note, however, that virtually no resources have been
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physically exhausted. For a typical oil field, an average of over 60 percent of
the original oil remains in the deposit upon abandonment. fn the case of the
nonfuel resources, mine sites are abandoned because the remaining ore does
not justify further investment to develop it. But if,tfiYinvestment again be-
comes worthwhile, the oil field or mine site may be reopened. With high
prices of gbld, for example, hundreds Of abandoned mine sites in the West
are being opened; and, with the increased price oKoil, abandoned wells are
also being produced.

Reserves are determined and measured in terms of a specific deposit.
Deposits are abandoned for economic reasons and not because their con-
tents are literally exhausted or reduced to zero.

Replacement of Deposits

Except in geologic time, the distribution of energy and materials in the
earth's crust can be taken as fixed. In this distribution, deposits come in all
sizes, shapes, grades and chemical characteristics. These deposits are dis-
covered throttgh exploration. The deposits that are profitable to develop
become producing mines and contain reserves. As it ceases to be economi-
cally attractive to extract resources from a deposit, that deposit is replaced
by a new one. New deposits are discovered by investment in exploration and
become producing mines through further investment. The replacement of
deposits is a function of exploration and of investment to develop the
deposit. Deposits frequently remain undeveloped because the economic cost
of developing them is not attractive, given the markets for the commodities.
Thus, deposits are replaced either when a new, economically attractive
deposit is discovered or when technologies for developing known depositsat
an attractive cost are developed.

At this second level of consideratjon, depletion can be said to be occur-
ring when the replacement deposits are of higher real cost per unit than the
depleted deposits that they replace. This is the aspect of depletion that has'
been discussed most thoroughly in the literature. In their path-breaking
book, Scarcity and Grbryth, H. J. Barnett and C. Morse tested the process
of depletion of replacement deposits by positing that if it were occurring,
the real costs or real price of materials should be rising through time.3 They
were not able to prove this hypothesis and, in fact, found that such real
costs were declining in the period of 1870 to the 1950s. Recent work by V.
Kerry Smith and others has weakened that conclusion with respect to the
period following the 1950s.4 It is depletion in this sense, however, that un-
deilies most of the literature with respect to resource exhaustimi.

Depletion of the Resource Base

All of the elements in the upper earth's crust, water and atmosphere are
considered the resource base. It is theoretically impossible to deplete these
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resources. Mankind is only able to redistribute, not destroy, them. In the

case of the nonfuel resources, production concentrates them from their

natural occurrence and, in a sense, creates new mines from which they can

be reclaimed through recycling. In the case of the energy resources, use does

reduce the energy potential contained in those resources and, in that sense,

increases the entropy within the universe. Clearly the forces of geologic pro-

cesses are to level the earth, and in time the energy flow will reach an equi-

librium state of zero. The time spans for such events, however, are well

beyond the projected and possible survival of mankind.

From a global point of view, resource deposits in nature can be ranked by

the cost of producing them under any given state of technology. Such a

ranking, although impossible to quantify, would present a picture of a step-

wise increase in cost as resources with different economic dimensions are

used. At one end of the spectrum would be the resource content of sea water

or of common rocks, the supply of which is "inexhaustible." The cost of ob-

taining any given mineral element frompese ultimate resources may be in-

finitely high; but these resources are, nevertheless, physically inexhaustible.

Summary
As Zimmerman has pointed out, "resources are not, they become."5 The

principles already sketched underlie the current orthodox classification of

resources along the double axis of economic availability and geologic identi-

fication. The current resource classification system used by the federal gov-

ernment, presented in Figure 10.1, illustrates these concepts. This basic idea

of resource categorization has many variants, and, of course, there is much

discussion concerning what kind of numbers to put in the various boxes.

The process of resource depletion is both adeconomic and a geologic phe-

npmenon. It is economic in the sense that any *deposit wiil be abandoned

when continued production is no longer economically justified; the r place-

ment of that depleted deposit depends both on geologic occurrence de-

posits and the eca omics of additional capacity; and, finally, the limit on

further production s always an economic, not geologic, phenomenon.

The ConcePt of Reso rce Adequacy

The concerns expres d by the authors quoted in the introduction relate

not to exhaustion as a p enomenon but to the fact that a decline in resource

availability to mankind ill impose real limits to the quality of life of man-

kind. This concern, whic broadens the scope of the analysis fr4 the eco-

nomics and geology of resource deposits, raises the problem of resource ad-

equacy. By definition, ade uacy must be measured in terms of objectives.

Thus, thc subject of resour e adequacy has both a supPly and a use side.
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Figure 10.1. Classification of Minral Resources.
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Several general measures of resource adequacy have been proposed. T.
Page, for example, ytggests that we use constant costs of resource avail-
ability through e as a test of resonrce adequacy. V. K. Smith tries to de-
velop a scarcity i1dex 1of resource adequacy.6 Others define it more nar-
rowly, in terms of resource adequacy. for a three-year war, as defined by
government policy with respect to strategic stockpiles. Still others look at
resource adequacy from the point of view of whether a given resource is ad-
equate to allow society to undertake actions to replace its use with another,
which is the current underpinning of energy policy with respect to liquid
fuels. All of these concepts have a common an4lytic structure. They involve
adequacy as m*ured by supply with respect to an objective or demand for
the resource. Adequacy always has a supply and a demand side.

Supply Side of Adequacy

Virtually all analyses of the 'supply side of.adequacy start with some mea-
surement of the size of the various resources categories shown in Figure
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10.1. As we have already noted, transformation of resources to reserves is

the fundamental issue on the supply side of resource adequacy. Recognizing
this, we see at once that the critical variable is the quantity of reserves that

can be ultimately deVeloped, given the economic costs. But this quantity is
unknown and, -at the current state of our knowledge, unknowable. All arl-

tempts to estimate what R. G. Ridker and W. D. Watson call "prospective
reserves" involve the application of the current state of human knowledge to

predict or project unknown quantities.' There are three primary methodol-

ogies being used to make such estimates.
The most familiar method relates the remaining volumes of prospective

reserves to the rate at which reserves have historically been developed and

used. These time rate methods flow from the pioneering work of King
Hubbert, and they indicate a limited prospective reserve category for oil and

gas, uranium and some other major mineral commodities.' A second tech-

nique uses a geologic or geographic analogy, whereby the material and fuel

content ofa known geologic environment is assumed to be replicated in all
such geologic environments in the earth's crust, or, in a more general sense,
the material and energy content of a given geographic area is assumed to be

- replicated in other equal-in-size areas. The third method is to ask the experts

and develop a probability range around an estimate.'
The usefulness and accuracy of each of these methods are, .of course,

open to sharp attack, on the grounds that we cannot estimate a phenome-

non when our basiCscientific understanding of that phenomenon is flawed.
I±__At_the_beginning of the energy crisis, when it became very important to

develop an understanding of the future availability of petroleum and
natural gas in the United States for public policy purposes, the Federal
Energy Administration asked a group of distinguished statisticians to look

at the alternative methods for estimating the ultimate reserves or producibil-

ity of oil and gas in ite United States. These statisticians, working indepen-

dently, each arrived at the same concluSion that none of these estimating -
techniques was statistically reliable: '°,.,The Geological Survey has developed

a model for the availability of petroleum that shows the absolute necessity

of starting with a scientifically justified model of the occurrence of deposits

by size distribution and other characteristics in the earth's crust. This has to

be followed with knowledge of how many of these deposits can be
discovered and at what cost through exploration and so on through the de-

velopment and production stage."
The import of the preceding paragraph is that we must give up any hope

of developing a scientific model of future availability at what cost for any

material or energy resource. At best We can take the first element of re-
source classification, reserves, as the minimum that will become available,

by definition, at current real price. Beyond that, we canwith decreased

certainty estimate geologic distoveries and technological advances. It
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must be understood, however, that any figure or range of figures so
developed misstateg the fundamental concept of the supply of resources.
The supply of resources is, in fact, a flow.of resources to dieeconomy. It is
not the exhaustion of a fixed stock. Whether or not resource depletion,in
the sense of rising costs occurs is a function of future technology in explora-
tion and in production.

Knowledge of future supply side availability is very limited. The origin
and real costs of supplies foethe next decade are now known with very small
margin of error. The margin of error consists primarily of the political
availability of known resources, that is, cutoffs in supplies arising from po-
litidSconstraints, such as war or embargo; It addition, there is the un-
known probability of major natural disasters. Finally, there is a small prob-
ability at the margin that major new deposits or technical advance could
change the supply situation within the next decade. The latter is extremely
unlikely, given the long lead times necessary to develop the productive
capacity and infrastructure involved in major new material and energy proj-
ects. For many commodities, current reserves' contain, quantities that still
will not be used before the end of the century. For others, ourrent reserves
will not last this decade iklemand for them continues at current levels.

Demand Side of Adequacy

The determinants of resource demand can be categorized into seven
'major variables:' 2

1. Demographic variables, such as size, rate of growth afid age and sex
distribution of population; mimber of households; and labor-force
participation rates.

2. Standard of living, usually represented by per-capita gross product.

3. Style of living, such as the pattern of preferences in consumer goods
and transportation services.

4. Geographic distribution of population between urban and rural.

5. Technological structure, that is, the means bY which goods are pro-
duced from resources.

.6. International trade relationships.

7. Institutions and policies, for example, environmental requirements.

The above factors affect the demand fOr total resources. The use of any
single resource is the result of deMands for final. goods, the technology of
production of each good and relative prices.

It is clear that many of these variables are useless for projecting material
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demands, because their projection is difficult, and the relationship between

them and specific resource demands is very complex and uncertain. Most
analyses of projected resource demands rest upon some simple assumptions

-.of the relationship among specific resource demand, levels of production
and, in some cages, the price of the resource. The important point to be

made here is thAt, just like the.supply side of adequacy, the demand side of

adequacy is essentially unknown and unknowable, as it depends irrevocably

upon the development of future technologies and price relationships.

Recent Studies of Resource Adequacy .

There have been three major studies, published in 1979 and 1980, that
have attempted toreasure in quantitative terms the adequacy of materials

and fuels resources." These studies carefully examine the evidence, make

what the authors consider to be conservative projections and draw general
conclusions. All three studies indicate that depletion, as;measured by its '
economic dimension of increasing costs, does not present a challenge to re-

source adequacy for a minimum of three decades. The studies do, conclu'de,
however, that, in the area of energy, society faces a transition from its cur-

rent sources to alternative sources, and that the effect of resource depletion

on the quality of life rests upon the successful conduct of that transition.
The concept of resource adequacy rests upon the conjunction pf materials

and energy supply with Inaterials and energy demand. The essential prob-

lem is whether quantities will be available at any given price level to meet re-

uiremenis_at that price.level. The future characteristics of economic avail-

ability are unknown and, at the current state of knowledge, unicnowabk:
Therefore, any projections of availability as a function of price throngh
time for mineral resources are highly uncertain. The same can be said for
the projection for the use of mineral resources, that is, the demand side.
Both the supply function and the demand function are subject to extremely
complex determination, and prediction" of the factors determining each
through the future is virtually impossible. The predictions progressively lose

credibility as a function of future time. The situation is not, however, as

bleak as it seems. If the adequacy of resource availability is seen as a process

rather than a point estimatico, it is possible to develop stratege addressed

tp the process itself which have implications and viabilities eyond our

knowledge of future outcomes.

3

Worldwide Distribution of Reserves
,

Reserves are developed In response to economic incentives, that is, the

prospects of returns from development of mineral resources. The factors
that determine which deposits will be discovered and then developed into
productive'reserves involve calculations not only of the costs of developing

...
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the deposit itself but also of transportation and marfceting of theoutput.
The closer a given deposit is to the marketplace, the greater the likelihood it
will be developed. Deposits in remote areas must carry a substantial pre-
mium in the sense of economic rents to justify the transportation and other
costs involved in their development. ,

It is not surprising, then, that mineral developments have been located
near industrial markets. The importance of location to production is per-
haps beskillustrated by the steel industry, where location has been the result

. of the confluence of the basic raw materials, energy and markets. In the
United Statbs, the original centers of production were in the Pittsburgh
area. These centers used rivet transportation'for the coal, iron ore, lime-
stone and other inputs to the process and served the emerging industrial
complex of Pennsylvania and Ohio. As the iron ore supply shifted north-
ward to Minnesota, a second complex, centered in Gary, Indiana, was gen-
erated along the shores of Lake Michigan. The Japanese steel industry takes
full advantage of low-cost qcean transportation for all of its raw materials
and much of its product. The total cost of supplying a market is critical in
decisions about where to locate production.

Of course, the location decision is affected by the geology of the mineral
resource itself. Given all other factors, however, exploration will tend to be
concentrated in those areas where development would be relatively easy*An
oil reservoir might be a bonanza in Oklahoma, fiat- example; yet the same oil
reservoir in offshore Nova Scotia might not be a commercial find.

Resources_can be categorized with respect to the importance of the mar-
ket and transportation systems in their location. For the construction mate-
rials that make up in total bulk most of the materials society uses, 'develop-
ment is almost entirely market oriented. At the other extreme, the ferroalloy
metals, which are geographically scarce and measured in pounds rather than
in tons, are developed where they are found. Most major resources lie be-
tween these extremes. .

Commodities produced far flom their markets create international secu-
rity implications. The major one, of course, is petroleum, but cobalt,
chromium, platinum group metals, manganese, copper and bauxite are also
important. Each of these is briefly discuised below.

Petroleum. The United States and other Western industrialized countries
use petroleum primarily for transportation but also for industrial process-
ing and household energy. The bulk of petroleum entering into world trade
is subject to the actions o'f a cartel that has been successful in raising the
price of -petroleum in the world markets. The success of the cartel flows
from two fundamental characteristics of the petroleum market:

Because the demand for liquid petroleum is technologically fixed in
its transportation uses, at least for a significant period of time, rapid
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substitution away from liquid, petroleum in transportat)on is vir-

tually impossible.

The search for new petroleum reserves is expensive and carries a long

lead time, and so the development of reserves'outside of the cartel's

control is a relatively slow process.

These two factors combined have permitted the cartel to raise the price of
petroleum on world markets by an order *of magnitude over theyast 10
years. Tke Arab portion of the Organization of Petroleum Exporting Coun-
tries (OPEC) cartel did use the "oil weapon" and imposed an embargo in
1973, and supply from the Middle East has been interrupted periodically by

wars since 1950. Thus, petroleum is an example of a concentration of world
reserves under the control of a cartel and subject to supply interruption by
deliberate action or as a result of political developments.

Cobalt. Over 40 percent of thd'world mine production of cobalt comes
from Zaire, which has well over a third of the world's reserve base. Cobalt
has a variety of uses, but its most important one, from the point of view of

international security, is for turbine engines in aircraft. It is.produced as a
by-product of copper,-and the price is set by the Zairian source. Total world

-.production is only about 35,000 tons.
Chromium. Chromium is aivssential ingOdient for the making of stain-

less steel. Thirty-five percent of world production comes from the Republic

of South Africa-r-which_also_has_two,thirds of the_world reserve base.

Platinum. Half of the world production and three-warters of the world's

reserve base for platinum group metals is in the Republic of South Africa.
Virtually all of the remainder is in the. Soviet Union. A major use of
platinum that raises international security implications is its use as a catalyst

in the refining of petroleum. It is also used for emission control in automo-

biles in the United States.
Manganese. Manganese is an essential ingredient, under current technol-

ogy, for the making of steel. The Republic of South Africa supplies a fifth
of the world's mine production but over 40 percent of the free world pro-
duction. South Africa contains three-quarters of the free world reserves and

about a third of the world reserves of manganese.
Copper. Copper reserves are much more broadly distributed than the

other commoditieg listed above, but copper does not enter into world trade
in significant volumes. The largest producers are the United States, Chile,
the Soviet Union, Canada and Zambia, in decreasing prder. On the reserve

base side, the reserves are held approximately one-fifth by Chile, another

fifth by the United States, followed by Russia, Zambia and Canada, each of

whom has less than'10 percent. 2

...
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Bauxite. Bauxite is the ore for aluminum. Bauxite ores are widely distrib-
uted throughout the world, but bauxite is a commodity in which the geo-
graphical separation between the ore producers and the metal producers is
pronounced and virtually all of the bauxite enters into foreign trade. The
largest produceris Australia, which accounts for about 30 percent of the
world's production. Cuinea and Jamaica each produce about 15 percent,
and individual countries drop off sharply from that level. On the reserve
side, Guinea has approximately 30 percent and Australia 20 percent, fol-
lowed by Brazil and Jamaica with abdut 10 percent each.

Summary. Distribution of reserves and productive capacity within the
world arises from geologic and economic factors. As indicated above,
geology has played the most important role in production of petroleum and
some of the ferroalloy metals. For most other materials the primary factor
has been economics, not gedogy.

Resources and Economic Development

Abundant natural resources have played a major role in the economic de-
velopment of the nations of the world. At the time of the indtistrial revolu-
tion, the confluence of energy and material availability was a determining
factor in the location of major industrial activities. Clearly, the emergence
of Great Britain, Western Europe, the United States and Japan as major in-
dustrial powers is based upon a natural endowment of energy and material
resources or access to ocean transportation to permit their acquisition
relatively cheaply.

The developing countries now look upon resources as a major means of
facilitating their economic development. The export earnings flowing to the
oil producers, greatly enlarged by their cartel action, have provided a clear
example of the transfer of wealth from the industrialized countries to the
raw material producers. In addition to petroleum, copper has played a ma-
jor role in Chile and Zambia and is looked upon as a major contributor in
such countries as Papua New Guinea and Panama. The Republic of South
Africa, which is blessed geologically with a disproportionate endowment of
manganese, chrome and platinum group metals, has used these materials
plus gold and diamonds as a major source of.its wealth.

Among the industrialized countries, the Soviet Union is least dependent
upon the international flow of goods for its mineral and energy supplies. In
part, this is due to resource endowment, but it is also due to deliberate gov-
ernment policies. The Soviet Union, for example, does not.rely on imports
of bauxite for its aluminum and thereby imposes substantial additional
costs for the productiogoof aluminum metals. At the other extreme, Japan
has virtually no natural resources and is, therefore, almost entirely depen-
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dent upon the rest of the world for imports of materials and energy for its
industrial production. Between these extremes, the United States lies closer

to Russia, and Europe lies closer to Japan.
The nonindustrialized areas of the world depend gluon raw material ex-

ports as their major earner of claims to goods and serVices, and the industri-

alized countries depend upon raw material imports to maintain their econo-

mies. This fact creates, in essence, a bilateral monopoly bargaining position

between the raw material exporters and the industrialized countries of the

West. The exporters have a strong bargaining chip in that the industrialized
societiesuertainly within short time spans, cannot operate without the
materiagurand energy they produce. On the other hand, unless these
materials and energy are sold to the industrialized countries, the exporters

will not be able to enjoy the returns from them and will suffer dramatically

in terms of wealth.

Role of Depletion

The time frame of this paper is 5 years or, generously, the decade of the

1980s. Depletion of materials and energy resources during the next 10 years

will not significantly. affect the flows of trade and the international security

aspects of materials and energy availability to the United States. In this
sense, depletion is simply unimportant within the context of this analysis.

In two of the speCific commodities we have already discussed, however,
historical depletion is important to the current situation. The United States

was the first large developer and user of petroleum in the world and has for

many years maintained a position as either the major or a major producer
of copper. On a relative basis then, the geologic deposits of petroleum and

copper available within the continental United States have been depleted
relative to deposits occurring in other portions"' of the world. To the extent
that intensive exploration for these resources has discovered relatively high-

grade and easily found resources within the land available for exploitation,

future discoveries will be relatively less probable in the United States than in

the rest of the world. The same situation applies to a wide range of other
materials found in the United States, such as zinc, potash and sulfur.

For the other materials discussed above, however, geologic factors have

prevented the United States from ever enjoying comparative advantage in

their production. These materials are relatively scarce ones (except bauxite),

and the best deposits simply do not occur within ttie boundaries a this
country. Thus, the development of these materials has occurred outside of

the United States, a'nd depletion, as such, has played no role in that

development:
_From a world perspective, issues of resource depletion may have implica-.
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tions cent'uries from now. Much fundamental work is now being under-
taken to try to understand the nature of substitution between resources,
capital and labor in the production function of society." If, in fact, this
substitution is limited, then the question of resource constraints' placing a
major limit on the growth and welfare of society is perhaps still open.
Depletion in this seme is of great theoretical interest but of little practical
interest in terms of resource availability over the next 10 years.

(
International Security Issues

Two major issues arise from the geographic and economic distribution of
materials and energy raw materials in the world:

1. How can the industrialized world deal with supply interruptions?

2. Does relative depletion of resources in the industrialized countries
jeopardize the comparative advantage of the manufacturing sectors
of these economies, leading to short-term transition problems and
long-term deterioration in their terms of trade?

The United States has been addressing the first issue in several contexts
almost continuously since World War II. A large number of presidential
commissions and special studies have dealt with the so-called critical materi-
als problem. At present, for example, serious Aiscussions concerning the
"resource war" with southern Africa label the Republic of South Africa, in
particular, as the "Saudi Arabia" of materials." In the United States, the
president's draft report on nonfuel mineral policY identifies the concentra-
tion of productive capacity and reserves in ,southern Africa of chromium,
cobalt, manganese and the platinum grOup metals as a major issue with re-
spect to short-term interruption of supplies.'6 The so-called energy crisis is
precisely of the same nature, in that interruptions of petroleum have imme-
diate and serious consequences to the industrialized countries.

A second consideration, separate but related to supply interruptions, is
the economic terms upon which these internationally traded materials be-
come available to industrialized societies. Oil is the significant material that
raises this issue, simply because of its importance in the world economy.
Cartels have been tried in bauxite, and there is producer pricing of both
cobalt and chrome. These materials have economic values in the small range
of millions of dollars, however, rather than in the tens of billions, and thus
the impact of price rises on the overall econothy is relatively trivial.

The issue of less of comparative advantage is a serious one for the future
of the United States, in particular. The U.S. industrial base was built while
the United States had access to cheap and conveniently placed natural re-
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sources. Several basic industries are showing signs that they have lost their
international comparative advantage and, perhaps, their absolute advan-
tage. The problems of the steel industry, the automobile industry and the
textile industry are symptomatic of this development. So long as the decline
occurs in an orderly way and does not generate substantial local income dis-
tribution problems, its impact may not raise serious issues. But in the case
of steel and automobiles, in particular, the transfer of labor and capital
from a declining basic industry to a growing sector of the economy gener-
ates very substantial economic problems and perhaps international security
implications.

The two problems are related and aggravated, in part, by relative re-
source depletion. Such relative depletion contributes to the loss of compara-
tive advantage, which in turn contributes to increasing import flows of basic
commodities, such as steel.

Alternative Strategies

The issues of supply interruption and loss of comparative international
advantage are interrelated in a direct but subtle way. If society decides to
solve the first problem in ways that substantially increase the cost of raw
material supplies, it will exacerbate the second problem of comparative ad-
vantage. Energy provides a clear example. The industries suffering a loss of
comparative advantage, such as the primary metals and basic manufactur-
ing, industries, have energy as a major cost of production. Thus, if the
United States decides to solve its energy supply problem by imposing sub:
star\tial costs on U.S. cqnsumers above those borne by the other industrial-
izedlcountries, this action in and of itself will accelerate the problems arising
from a declining industrial base. This implies that the strategies for attack-
ing these two problems must be considered together. Any viable solution
must Wke full account of their interdependence.

The Self-Sufficiency Strategy

This is presented in the hopes that it will be perceived as a straw-man ar-
gument. It must be taken somewhat seriously, however, because the initial
response of the federal government to the Arab oil embargo of 1973 was to
proclaim a drive for "energy independence." It also gains credence in the in-
creasing references from many sources to the fact that the Soviet Union is-

virtually self-sufficient in energy and materials, and this is held out as a ma-
jor threat to U.S. economic and national security."

The implications of the strategy are, immense. First, it would involve the
cutoff of the United States from its export markets and from efficient and
cheap imports. This would reduce the productivity of the U.S. economy and
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move the economy toward a prolonged period of slow growth or .stagna-
tion. Second, it would isolate the United States politically from its allies and
create Net) serious problems in national defense. Third, it would isolate the
United States from the emerging Third World and ultimately exacerbate
serious political and security problems. This is not the place to fully detail
the implications of self-sufficiency and the'reemergence of autarc4in the
world, but it is clear that the severity of the national security issues identi-
fied here argue against the sledgehammer solution of imposed self-suffi-
ciency 'Self-sufficiency as a strategy, of coutfe, would address both of the
issues identified above.

Strategies for Supply Interruption

There are, in general, several approaches to lessen the impact of a supply
interruption on those materials for which the United States depends signifi-
cantly on foreigR sources, including:

maintaining stocks of the material within the continental United
States;

maintaining standby productive capacity for the material in the
United States;

developing on-the-shelf technology to substitute for the specific ma-
terial in critical uses;

fostering design. changes to minimize the use of the material;

creating substitutes for the imported material from domestic produc-
tion of the same material on a subsidized basis.

.

Any of these strategies involves a cost to society, justified, presumably,
by the benefit in mitigating the probability of a costly supply interruption.
The strategy that should be followed depends then on the specifiecommod-
ity situation with which the United States is faced. We have already decided
in the case of materials needed for national defense that a strategic stockpile
of suppiiqs for a specific national security emergency is the best form of in-
surance. That strategic stockpile, however, is not useful for commercial
supply interruptions and may involve substantial costs to society because it
must be maintained for use in a national security crisis.

The alternative solutions to the problem of suipoly interruption all involve
scientific and technological components. A dee -sea mining capability, for
example, would immediately change the reserve and production picture for
copper, nickel, cobalt and manganese and might make the United States an
exporter rather than an importer of these materials. Deep-sea mining might
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have benefits outweighing its economic costs and therefore justify a security

premium or subsidy to speed its development. S milarly, if research could
yield a substitute for ,cobalt, based' upon a mo e abundant material, the
security ptemium involved in cefbalt could jus ly our investment in the
technology required to produce the, substitute.

The policy issues raised by these alternatives are to a great extent specific

to a given commodity and must be considered on a case-by-casebasis. Much

of the analysis that has been done in the critical materials area indicates that

an effective and carefully drawn stockpile proposal is, in many cases, the
_cost-efficient insurance against supply interruptions. Other of the above
policies, however, may be the cost-efficient approach in some cases. It is'

clear that the incentives for private research and the development of new
production strategies and substitutes do not reflect society's costs in depen-
dence upon foreign sources, that can be interrupted for political purposes.
Thus, there is a prima facie case that research into developing alternatives
other than stockpiling indicated above shoulerbe properly undertaken at the
expense of the society as a whole rather than the private sector alone.

This leads, then, to two recommendations concerning strategies for deal-
ing with the issue of supply interruptions. The first is that for the selected
materials upon which the United States is dependent on ovefseas sources, a
strategy be established for each material to achieve protection from supply
interruption in the most cost-efficient manner, given the current state of
technology in production and use. Second, additional support should be un-

dertaken for basic research in innovative technologies forcontinuing to pro-

duce existing materials and for creating new resource substitutes. This
would be long-term strategy for decreasing the cost Of insurance against

supply interruption.

Strategies for the Loss of Comparative Advantage

This issue raises policy questions that run well beyond the availability of

raw materials. It includes issues of productivity, industrial management, tax
policy and even the rate of savings in the U.S. economy. The fundamental
attack on this issue must be in research and innovation to substantially re-

duce the real costs of producing the primary minerals and the basic indus-
trial products at home. This can.be achieved by research aimed (1) at the
production technologies themselves and (2) at producing a substitute for the

basic material and manufacturing outputs at substantially lowered costs.

It has been demonstrated that, because of a basic market failure, research
and development are not pursued at a socially optimal level in the United
States.is Thus, we need to expand the level of research and development to
attack the fundamental issue of the overall productivity of our industrial
base. This is the third recodimendation.
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The Need for Better Knowledge t,

We are fundamentally ignorant about the geologic deposition of mineral

and energi deposits Pethe earth's crust. The determinants of the level and

the efficie cy of the exploration process are not known. There is much to be

learned a out ways in which changes in certain institutional struc-
turessuch as nationalized firms; countries operating as entrepreneurs; and
multinUipkal, multiproduct, private corporations affect the flow of min-

eral supplies. The same state of ignorance exists on the demand side of trade

in resources.
The major presidential commissions that have reported on materials

problems, including the draft report of the recent presidential study, all

have called for increased attention to the data and analytic information
available to policymakers in both the government and the private sector.

The fourth recommendation of this paper is the establishment of improved

data and analytic capabilities in the federal government, including substan-

tial research in the basic geologic and social sciences directed at the mineral

and energy resources sectors.

Summaq

The role of depletion in international security affairs flows primarily

from the relative depletion of resources in the United States; this depletion

has meant substantial change in comparative advantage for both the

minerals and the resources industries and for the primary industrial sectors

that are based upon them. Along with geologic endowment, this situation

leads to a dependence upon foreign sources for certain materials. Supply of

these materials is thus subject to political interruption and to a major prob-

lem in transition from previously efficient industries to newly emerging

growth sectors in the economy.
To deal with these issues in their resource and energy context, four

recommendations are made:

I. Establish, for each material upon which the United States is depen-

dent on overseas sources, a .strategy for achieving protection from

supply interruption in the most cost-efficient manner, given the cur-

rent state of technology in production and use.

2. Undertake additional support for basic research in new production

technologies for these materials and in the development of substi-

tutes for them, as a long-term strategy for decreasing the cost of in-

surance against supply interruption.
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.

3. Expand the level of basic research nd development to counteract the
declining productivity of our indu trial base. .

4. Improve the data and analytic sYs m for materials and energy, as a
guide to both the federal gover ent and private industry.
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Science-and National Defense:..
A Speculative Essay and Discussion

Kenneth E. Boulding

Introduction
{

This is an unusual paper that does not conform to tht general pattern of
ihe papers in this series because it deals within ahhost unprecedented prob-
lem. Most of the papers deal, quite legitimately, with research priorities
within an existing framework of ideas. They Are within thesetting, that is,
of what Thomas Kuhn calls "hormal science." What I am proposing is a
tiasic parametric change in our whole view of.the problem, that is, a scien-
tific revolution. I am not asking-myself, "What,is the best thins to (la within
the existing framevfork?"; I am asking, "Is the existing framework ade-
ouate?'" and coining out with the answer that it is not. A profound change in
-Our whole way of thinking about ndtional defense is necessary. Another
paper could easily be written along the lines of "normal science" within the
existing, fraAwork. Someone else would have to be found to do it.

This paper, like the others, was discussed among five colleagues aothe
AAAS Workshop on Scienie, Technology and International Security,: Dr.
Wayne Bert, Dr. Davis Bobrow, Dr. John Coleman, Dr. Richard Scribner
and Dr. Lorin Stieff. I found both their written reviews and the exciting oral
discussion that we had extremely helpful. What I hoped that my original
paper would do was not to solve the problems but to start a discussion and
to Ilse questiqns. This I feel it did among the discussants. Rather than pre-
pare a new version of the paper, therefor , e discussion itself is
what the paper wis intended to provoke, I am 'presenting a omewhat short-
ened and revised version of the original paper, in the light of some textual
criticisms without changing its essential content. pen I present a summary
of the discussion and my response to it.

Kenneth E. Boulchng is Distinguished Professor of Economics, Emeritus, Institute of
Behavioral Science. University of Colorado, boulder, Colo.
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Science and National Defense

It is the business of the scientific community to perceive and to t'ransmit

into human consciousness testable images of the orderly patterns of the real
world. It is the business of a science-based technology to utilize the percep-

tions of sci ce to ansfortrpthe real world in directions that are favorable
to at least somebo y's human valuations, that is, directions that in sorne
sense are "better" ather than "worse." The orderly patterns of the real
world covep systems a wide range of complexity and structure, from the

relatively simple patterns hysical world to the greatest complexity of
,,:,

which we are aware, human beings and t ir soci
National defense is prinwily a subset the social sys em insofar as it is

concerned with human beings and,with t eir technologi.. I artifacts. It also
has relationships with the biological and ysical scie es. Certainly the de-

velopment of chemical, biological and especi y nu lear weapons has had a
profound impact on it. Nevertheless, it rem ins ssentially a part of the
social system; it cannot be understood except 'n re atiob to social systems.

.The physical and biological sciences affect the : . eters of social systems

but do not in themselves explain them.
Within the general pattern of the world social system, national defense

deals with certain aspects of the organization and interaction of national
states. National defense is a subset of the "threat system." The threat system

is part of the social system in which human behavior is orkanized by threats

rather than by. exchange ocrby integrative structures. Because society.is an
ecosystem, however, all/hese things are related. National defense organiza-,

tions, such as .armed forces and departments of defense, operate in part
within an exchange system in that they buy and sell things. Their capacity
for survival alsodepends very much on the general structure bf legitimacy,

which is an aspect of the integrative structure. No organization can survive

in a society if it is widely perceived as illegitimate, especially by those who

participate in it. All national defense organizations are financed by govern-

ment appropriations of money, which in turn are obtained through tax sys-

tems or through the creation of money by the state. These political struc-
tures, again, rest on what might be called legitimated threat, which again
tends to break down if it is*not widely felt to be legitimate.

The dynamics of legitimacy are very complex, yet also highly relevant to

the problem of national defense. Legitimacy seems to come from two quite
different and contradictory sources, which explains, perhaps, why it pro-

duces systems exhibiting great discontinuities. Ancient legitimacies that
have persisted unchanged for a very long time sometimes collapse over-

night. One important source of iegitimacy is positive payoffs. Something
that is perceived as clearly beneficial would tend to2acquire and to retain le-

4IP
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gitimacy. The love of country, like the lo-,e of spouse, is certainly not urtre-
fated to Our perception of net tienefits received from the association. Insti-
tutions that are perceived as no longer paying off and as Yielding small or

..--. negative benefits are gpt to lose legitimacy, as absolute monarchy did in the
eighteenth century and empire did in the twentieth century.

Thi§, however, is not enough to explain the complex dynamics of legiti-
macy. We also have a strange phenomenon that I call the "sacrifice trap."
Negative payoffs also produce legitimacy, simply because suffering creates

'a sense of identity that is extremely painful to deny. If we lave made
Asacrifice for anything, our identity becomes bound up with the objects and

the riii ses of those sacrifices, and it becomes extremely hard for us to ad-
mit that our sacrifices have been in vain. Unhappy marriages sometimes last
longer than happy marriages. The blood of the martyrs is the seed of the
church; the blood of the soldiers is the seed of the national state. Sacrifices,
and the demand for sacrifice, often tend to grow until at some point they

. reach a discontinuity and the whole system collapses. The history of revolu-
tions and reformations amply testifies to this. ..

The persi)enco of threat systems in human histo/ ry, in spite of.the fact
that they probably have a very lo overall payoff in terms of human wel-
fare, has a lot to do with the curiousbQij1binatiOn of positive and negative
"payoffs.that they involve. A threat system essentially begins with a state4,
ment on the part Of the threatener to the effect, "You do something thaf
I Want, or I'll do something that you don't want." The subsequent system ,

depends on tile response of the threatened. There are at least four pbssible
responses. The first response is submission, in which case the threat is not
carried out, but the threatened party makes sacrifices and the threateRer
Presumably benefits. SecOndly, there is defiance, in which the threatened
party refuses to do what the threatener wants. This moves the system back

, .., to the threatener, Who then has to decide whettar, or not to carry out the
threat. If he carries out the threat, both parties aile injured. Carrying out a
threat .involves costs on the part of the threatener as well as damage.to
the threatened. If the threatener does no.t carry out his threat, his credi-
bility may be impaired, so there is again the cost to the threatener. The deci-
sion obviously depends to some extent on the evaluation of these aifferent
casts when compared to the probable value of the benefits derived from
the'chance of submission of the threatened party.

A third possible response to threat is flight, which has been very common
in human history, from the Israelites in Egypt to refugees everywhere. A
fourth response is counteribreat, in which the threatened party responds by
saying, "If yqu do something nasty to me, I'll do something nasty to you." If
this results in neither threat being carried out, we have deterrence. Deter-
rence, however, is always subject to breakdown. It puts stress on both par-

, .
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ties and tends to produce escalation of threat. An arms race, in which each

party in the attempt to stabilize deterrence increases his threat capability, is

an example. This then creates a corresponding threat increase on the part of

others that may or may not reach some sort of equilibriuM Usually it does

not, and systems of deterrence, while they are feequentlt stable in the shOrt

run, are rarely, if ever, stable in the long run. Indeed, we can argue that de-

terrence cannot be stable in the long run, for if it were stable it would cease

to deter,
The institutions of national defense are the result of a long evolution of

threat systems that is still continuirig. In the neolithic, threat systems

seemed to diminish in importance as opportunities for agricultural expan-

sion increased. The rise of cities, however, in early civilization, some 3,000-

s.c. or a little earlier, was clearly related to the development of organized

threat systems in the shape of armies and of tax-gathering bureaucracies

headed by kings, although the earliest eities seem to have been theocracies

and were organized perhaps by the spiritual threats of a priesthood.

A fundamental principle of threat systems is that the size of both the area

and the population that can ,be organized inteia single system by threat is a

function of the range of the instruments of threat, particularly, of course,

of weapons. Obviously these are by no means the only instruments. Ancient

empires depended in considerable measure on the development of mobile

armies, like those of Assyria or of Alexander, which were indeed the first

"guided missiles." A critical factor here is what I have elsewhere called the

"loss of strength gradient." The principle is that the further one is from

home, the less influence one eamexert. This principle expresses itself in the

exchange system in terms of the cost of transporting goods and in the threat

system in terms of the cost of transporting "bads." The diminution of this

gradient, through a fall in the unit cost of transport, permits the develop-

ment of larger organizations.
Another factor in the situatfon is the relationship between the develop-

ment of instruments of threat, that is, capability of doing harm, and instru-

ments of protection, which would prevent harm being done. Spears,

arrows, guns *nuclear missiles are instruments of threat. Shields, armor,
walls and bomb shelters are instruments of protection, which diminish the

effects of the instruments of threat. Throughout human history there seems

to be a constant seesaw between these two groups-of instruments. The rise

of technological instruments of threat expands the area of threat-based or-

ganizations; a rise in the capacity of instruments of protection can diminish

it. As armies produced empires, walls produced city-states 'and feudal

barons. Both instruments of threat and instrumenjs of protection, however,

are costly to the users, and their relative costs are very important.

One of the.gurious consequences of the rise of science seems to be tliat it
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. ,
has accelerated the development of instruments of threat more than the de-
velopment of instruments of protection. We-ste evidence qf this even in
what might be called the eoscientific era of te late Middle Ages with the de-
velopment of gunpowder, which improved the range of instruments of
threat so considerably that the feudal castle was no longer a viable defense
system. The feudal system collapsed and was replaced by the much larger
national state, the boundaries of which could.be defended, at least in the
short run, by mobile armies. The European empires from the fifteenth cen-
tury on were a rgely a result of the extraordinary cheapness of sea transport,
available ce a certain level of technology had been reached. In earlier
times, this played an important role in developing the Woman Empire, al-
thOugh land transport by Roman roads also helped. The Spanish and Portu-
guese and later the 13ritish,. French and Dutch empires were temporary
p oducts of this seapower technology. Mahan2 pointed out that the

erican Revolution proba6ly was successful because, for a brief period,
t e British lostcommand of the seas to the French.

Organized science played rather a minor role in this development, which
mainly was due tb improvpments in what might be called "folk technology,"
especially irf seafaring. However,.science did play an important role in the
improvement of maps and charts and in the development of the skills of .
navigation, as it had done many centuries earlier in the observations pf
latitude and in the eighteenth century in the solution of the problem of
longitude. Even the development of steam engines and railrOads does not
owe very much to organized science. As has been said, thermodynamics
owed a greaLdeal to the steam engine, but the steam engine owedver y. little'
to thermodynamics. The great explosion of science-tased technology began-
allout 1860 with the development of the chemical and electrical industries,
*cientific metallurgy and agriculture. In the twentieth century, it continued
with the nuclear industry.

This upsurge of science-based technology had an enormousimpact on the
.technology 'of weaponry, especially on the range and destructiveness of
weapons and their divorce from human operations. This has had a pro-
found though confusing effect, on the structure of national defenie. In an
age when, for the firkt Jime in human history, a Unifitd world state has..

. become technologically feasible, we have seen the collapse of empires and
a ,great proliferation of independent national states, the number of which
has almost trebled in the last 30 years. Nuclear deterrence has been stable
now since Hiroshima and Nagasaki, for there have been no further explo- it
sions '(in war) of, nuClear weapons. But there is an overwhelming fear that
this stability may not last, and that we are indeed sliding at an accelerating
pace down a slippery slope toward a potentially irretrievable nuclear catas-
t rophe.

"
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The brutal truth is that a science-based technology has made the unilat-

eral national defense of the national state ultimately a nonviable system. As

long as the nuclear weapons exist, the protiability of their being used iS not

zero. No matter how low 'the probability of any evei?.t; if we wait long

enough, it will come off. My own highly subjective estintate is that over the

last 30 years or so the probability of nuclear war has been of the same order
of magnitude as that of a 100-year flood, about 1 percent or less per annum.

I suspect thatit rose fo 'something like 20 percent in the Cuban crisis and is

edging upward to 2, 3, 4, maybe 5 ,percent .per annum today. These, of

course; are subjective evaluations, unfortunately incapable Of being tested

directly and, therefore, not strictly scientificBut a lot of things that are not

sciefititic may turn out to be true.
All this eVidence suggests that we are in a very strange situation, and that

we are moving towardhigttly unfamiliar regions of the system. The collapse

of the old empires, the powerlessness of the superpowers and the manysigns

of the widespiead erosion of the legitimacy of war as a system indkatethat

we may be approaching a nkTent of profound evolutionary change. The
impotence of the superpowers ias certainly seen in the case of the United
States in Vietnani and in the cons,tant frustrations of the Soviet Union in its

attempts to operate in various parts of the world, such as in Egypt and now

in Poland. It will be surprising if the Soviet Uhion does nOtlind itself con-_,

fronted with the same kind of bleeding abscess in Afghanistan that the
Uhited States found itself with in Vietnam. In Cuba, Angola and Ethiopia,

the Russians find themselves with never-ending costs of support, from
which it is very difficult to see that they receive the slightest benefit. As the

British, the French and the Dutch found, being an imperial jvwer does not

pay. These countries have all done much better economically since they

shucked off tgeir empires. It is also likely that being a superpower does not

pay, although it is taking us some time to discover this.
All this philosoehy is reflected in the continual erosion of what might be

called the jnilirry ethic and culture. This, is reflected, for instance, in war

songs. World War I produced a fine crop, World War, II produced
noneand the Vietnam War produced nothing but antiwar songs. The tradi-

tion of military sacrifice, which goes back .a very long way in human
history, could be on the point of collapse. When the sacrifice involves hun-

dreds of millions of civilians, and the military activity consists of pressing a

button in a safe shelter, the end victory does not seem worthwhile.

The loss of an old legitimacy, however, can be very dangerrius if it is not

replaced by another; and, at the moment, certainU, neither war nor peace

seems to be legitimate. If the 1980 election.is any indication, the U.S. people

still seem to believe-that a military defense will give them security, in spite of

a great deal of evidence to the contrary. The scientific commuriity has a re-"
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sponsibility in this matter, because it has played a highly significant role in
creating the technical change in weaponry that has destroyed-the uncondi-
tional viability of even the largest national state, just as much as gunpowder
destroyed the viability pf the feudal baron. Neither deterrence nor bomb
shelters' can save us in the long run. The technology of protection is funda-
mentally helpless in the face of the technology of destruction. A society liv-
ing in bomb ihelters is not worth living in, quite apart from the difficulty it
would have in raising ifs food supply! Present-day technology offers no
solution to the problem of civil defense, and only the Chinese seem to have
any illusions abOut its feasibility. The civilian populations of the developed
world are hostages to their departments of defense. They are not really
defended by them. This is a condition for which the scientific community
bears an inescapable responsibility because it has assisted inlhe production
of the technology that has created it.

Does, theil, the scientific community have resources within it that can
. answer the akcusation that it has contributed to the probability of destruc-
tion of the human race as well as to its betterment? The answer to that ques-
tion is perhaps a somewhat hesitant "yes." In the first place, the scientific
community is a product of a very remarkable ethos, the origins of which are
somewhat obscure, that attaches great value to the principle that people
should be persuaded by evidence,and not by threat. This renunciation of
threat by the scientific community was a very important element in its re- ,
markable success at expanding human,knowledge.

The principle that the real world should speak for itself through testing
and through the evidence presented by tests was something new in the expe-
rience of the human race. All previous societies relied upon threat to insure
conformity of belief and practice. It is surprising how little understanding
there is of this basic principle even within the scientific community, for it is
practiced widely, although with occasional exceptions at the personal level.
For example, in graduate schools, the unusually imaginative ind creative
graduate student who disagrees with the views o his professors may find

'himself subject to a threat system when it comes t his final examinations.
This, however, is an exception and, on the wh le, the renunciation of
threat, particularly among peers, is perhaps the basi ethical commitment of
the scientific community. If a scientist cannot per ade his peers of the
truth of his views by the evidence presented, he has no ther recourse.

It is to my mind a gross violation of the scientific ethic to do what the
Soviet Union did in its relations with China after 1960 mid what the.United
States is now doing in regard toits relations with the Soviet Union. Both
countries afe using sciente as part of the political threat system by with-
drawing scientific contacts and communication. It is o the great credit of
the Soviet scientific community that it produced a Sal4harov. It is no credit
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at all to the U.S. scientific community that it dots not seem to have pro-
duced one. Nevertheless, the scientific community .has a large reserve of

what might be called the "moral resource." In social systems this resdurce is

just as important and just as-real as natural resources.
The scientific community, however, has more than this. In the last 30

years or so there has developed a considerable literature and something that
could properly be called a discipline in a field that is so new that even its

name has not,been firmly estabfished. I like tO call it "conflict studies." The

French-call it polemologie. It has gotten to the point where at least 80 col-

leges offer something like an interdiseiplinary program in it for undergradu-

ates. Conflict studies is still very, precariously established at the graduate

level, although there are a number of institutions around the world that do
offer a graduate program in it. In its applied form it sometimes goes by the

name of peace research or peace science, but in its purer form it transcends
the political and ethical distinction between hawks and doves. In its applied

form it goes well beyond the problem of international conflict and makes

contributions indeed to such things as arbitration, conciliation and media-

tion in commercial and labor disputes and community conflict. The ex-

istence of ihe discipline is at least partially acknowledged in the congres-

sional commission set 'bp in 1980 to, study the formation of a Nati nal
Academy of Peace and Conflict.Resolution. If,such an academycomes4nto

being, it will, of course, be a public recognition of the existence of the new

discipline.
The new distipline comes out of all the older social sciences. Historically,

it owes a great deal to the work of political scientist and historian Quincy

Wright and .to meteorologist Lewis F. Richardson.3 The discipline that it

perhaps most closely resembles is economics,. for just as economics ab-

stracts from the complexity of social life the phenomenon of exchange and

related topics and inquires how exchange organizes society, conflict studies

abstracts the phenomenon of conflict, which again is virtually universal in

all social relationships, and studies how this organizes society. Just as
economicOas had an important effect on public policy not all of it neces-
sarily benignover the last 200 years, from free trade to fiscal and mone-

tary policy; so conflict studies might be expected to have substantiareffect

on the way conflict is conducted in order to lower the costs of conflict to all

parties. Conflict processes are strongly susceptible to what might be called

`sperverse dynamics," that is, processes in which xational decisions on the

tpart of each party in fact make each party worse off. The famous
theoretical treatment of this is the "prisoner's dilemma" of game theory,
which has received a great deal of study in recent years. To those who are
familiar with it, the theory can hardly help but make a difference in the way

they behave in conflict situations.
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Looking.nov. at possible contributions over the nexte five years, perhaps
the most optimistic scenario of the present conflict envirothent would be
like that with the pviet Uni6n in the Cuban crisis, in which we will move
toward the cliff of nuclear war and then turn back from it. This should
arouse interest-in the scientific study of conflict systems, butmore particu-

_ jarly, it should arouse interest on the applied side in the study of the man-
agenient of threat systems, whith is something that has been greatly
neglected, even in conflict studies. First, there is a great need for carefal his-
torical analysis of threat systems of the past and the way they have been
managed. There is need for a much better information system to assess the
consequences of threats, and even the description of than.

,. One of the great problems with the threat system is that its information
processes and feedbacks are extremely poor, even in comparison to the pro-
43esses and feedbacks of the exchange system. In exchange we usually know
fairly well what the exchange opportunities are that are open to us;
thousands of prices are quoted daily in the press. The consequences of ex-
change are always somewhat uncertain, and exchange not infrequently re-
sults in disappointments, from which, however, we often learn rather rap-
idly. Once we have bought one lemon, we tend riot to buy at least the same
one again. In threat systems, however, the actual nature of the threats that
are made is extremely uncertain, and.the consequences of making them are
even less certain. Threat may convey one image to the threatener ancta com-
pletely different image to the threatened, of which Are threatener is not
aware. Under these circumstances, it is not surprising that threat systems ex-
hibit such striking pathologies and cause an enormous amount of human
misery. An improved information system with regard to threats is surely

' possible, even though it iroby no means easy. Just as We have substantially
improved the information system in economics over the last 50 years, with
the development of national income statistics and indices of various kinds,
we can improve the information system in threat study.

The study of weapons systems and their, development has grossly
neglected the place of wedpons in the general threat system. The study has
also overlooked the fact that a weapon is not merely a physical system but
that it is also part of the social system. In physical terms, we have overkill in
table knives. Nye certainly have enough table knives to kill everybody in the
world if they fitted into a social system that demanded it, but a table knife
only becomes a weapon on very rare occasions. It is at least a plausible hy-
pothesis that we have now gotten to the point where every improvement in
weaponry lessens our security and lowers our chance for survival. How to
test this hypothesis without waiting for our destruction is a difficult ques-
tion. However, it is not an unworthy question for scientists to ask.

As we look at possible futures, some scenarios offer hope. One is the de-
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velopment of general and complete disarmament through a world state.

This might come about either by a strengthening of the United Nations,
which seems improbable at the moment, or by what seems even more im-
probable the conquest of the world by a single country. Neither of these

possibilities seems very hopeful. There is, however, another alternative,

which is less drastic but more realistic the development of expanding re-

gions of stable peace. Stable peace is a phenomenon that was virtually un-

known before the nineteenth century. After 1815, however, it developed in

Scandinavia, and after perhaps 1870 it developed in North America. I think

we can say it has now expanded to include Western Europe and Japan. We
could almo'st think of a broad triangle of, the globe with apices at Japan,
Australia and Sweden that is in the phase of stage peace. This phase of the
international system involves first taking national rrontiers off all agendas,

except for mutually agreed adjustments. This leads to disarmed frontiers
and national images that are consistent with each other. The probability of

war between the constituent nations then becomes so small that it really

does not enter into anybody's calculations. Stable peace is not the same as

an alliance. Indeed, alliances against a common enemy do not produce .

stable peace, for both alliances and enmities.shift. The allies of today be-

come the enemies of tomorrow. This is not to deny that a common threat
somewhere in,the background may be a factormoving a group of nations

ilLp stable peace, but it is never the dominant factor.
'The potentiality for stable peace pnquestionably comes out of the ex-

traordinary increase in productivity that has resulted from science-based

technology. This technology has enormously difhinished the comparative

advantage of the threat system as a source of wealth when compared to pro-

ductivity and exchange. In a technologically stagnant society like the
Roman Empire, the economic gains of the threat sygem through conquest

and plunder may have seemedattractive in tbe abserke of any technological

development. In the last 150 or 200 years, however, it has become very clear

that with the effort and the cost required to extract one dollar from an.ex-

ploited human being through the threat system, one could extiact fifty

dollars out of nature. The rise of the rich countries to wealth in the last 150

years has not primarily been the result of exploiting the poor but of the pre-

viously poor increasing their own productivity. Without this, it may well be

that the conditions for stable peace might not have been developed.
However, just because the underlying conditions exist does not necessarily

mean that the international system itself will move toward stable peace.
This requires either a set of lucky accidents, Which I think was the case in

North America, or, perhaps in the future, a conscious and deliberate policy

directed toward producing it.
The question as to whether a research program could be set up in this area
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obviously depends on whether people perceive this phenomenon as belong-
ing to the real world or whether they think that a continuation of the present
system of unstable peace is inevitable anthunchangeable. It is difficult in-
deed for people to acknowledge that an institution like unilateral national
defense, which is so ancient and so well established, is in fact coming to an
end because of technical change. Even if the bulk of the scientific commu-
nity is not willing to acknowledge' this, there still may be support for a po-
tential alternative. A program of research along these lines, therefore, is by
no means utopian. It would involve theoretical, experimental and historical
research. A great deal needs to be done on the theory of threat systems.
Something could be done through experimental social psychology. I confess
I am personally a little skeatical about the payoffs there, but it would be
worth trying. Principally, I would argue that the empirical research here has.
to be historical. A large-scale study of the history of threat systems, with the
testing of a group of theoretical hypotheses in mind, would, it seems to me,
pay off very substantially. If indeed the National Academy of Peace afid
Conftct Resolution is established, I would suggest that this should be its
major priority.

,

,

Summary of the Discussion

Even though we did not use the term scientific revolution, all the
discussants agreed that what I am Koposing is a verit basic change in the
parameters of the system of national defense. They agreed it was legitimate
to raise this question and that the hypothesis was at least plausible that such
a parametric change was in order, in view of my contention that technologi-
cal change, particularly ihe enormous increase in the rang; and destructive-
ness of the guided nicisile, had made conventional unilateral national
defense unworkable in the long run. . \

The discussants also felt, however, and I agreed with them, that I had not
dealt with the shorter-Ain problems, particularly with the problem of transi-
tion from the existing system into one that Was ultimately more viable. Dr.
Wayne Bert made the point, for instance, that people ip positions of politi-
cal power in almost all nations do, in fact, feel threatened by the unilateral
national defense establishments. In other words, they fear the armed forces
and the political apparatus for deciding to use them that exist in other coun-
tries. The only response they can think of .to this threat is to set up a
unilateral national defense organization of their own, perhaps as a counter-
threat. Nobody actually bro9ght up the old Roman slogan, Si vis pacem
pare bellum (If you wish f,jar peace, prepare for war). But it is clear that
much of the motivation __at creates unilateral national defense organiza-
tions and that persuade scientists and many people of good will to go into
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them and support them is an ineradicable fear that their nation or society

will be invaded, humiliated or even destroyed by the unilateral national
organizations of others, unless they have one of their own large enough to
operate as a counterthr at.

The historical fact ti/at preparing for war has very rarely, if ever, insured
peace Sweden in the1last 300 years is about the only exampiF that I can
think of that is even plausible either fails to rise into conkiousness, or the

fact that the price of unilateral natirinal defense is occasional war is simply

accepted as a cost that is worth the benefits derived from continued national
existence and integrity. Before the development of the long-range nuclear
missile, indeed, the above position was a very plausible interpretation of the
condition of the world. This is not the first time in human history, however, 4
that technical change has made a previous social orientation unviable. As I

mentioned earlier in this paper, the impact of efficient cannon on the feudal
system is a case in point. The scientific revolution and science-based tech-
nology destroyed both the economic and the politifal viability of slavery,
although it took a long time to get the slave societies to recognize this.
However, the question raised by Dr. Bert is a crucial one. It would involve a

program of research in the field of transformation of human images of fact
and value under pressure from the "real world," Which at the moment we
are poorly equipped to perform but which is by no means beyond the
capacity of the social science community.

Dr. Davis Bobrow raise(' some extremely penetrating questions, which
also came up in the discussion, as to how the future of national defense re-
lated to the other topics of the symposium, particularly to the problems of
population, resource exhaustion and distribution of world development
that were treated in othef papeii. There is a very important field of inquiry
here. If we think of the interhational system as a system of "stress and
strength," we can compare it to a complex network of rods, that occasiOn-

ally "break" into war. If the strength of the system is greater than the stress

on it, the rods do not break and there is peace. When the stress is greater
than the strength, the rods break and there is war. The term national

strength is often actually a factor in the stress that is placed on the system
, rather than a strength of it. An increase in national strength often increases

the stress on the system.
Then the question arises, what do other large dynamic systems of popula-

ion, resource exhaustion, economic development and so on do to the real
st rength of the world defense systems or to the stresses on them? Will differ-
ential population growth, increasing poverty and exhaustion of resources
increase the stress? Do multinational corporations increase the strength of
the system in the sense that they are profoundly interested in the
maintenance of peace? Things like cultural exchange, scientific cooperation
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and even tourism may increase the strength of the' system. The measurement
problems here are .extremoly diffibult. Nevertheless, the concepts are fairly

clear, and one could certainly visuaze a research program directed toward
the impact of all the various facets of social dynamics on the overall
strength and strain of the international system. This has rarely, if eyer, been

done
Dr. t ? also suggested that useful work could be done with regard to

a conceptual framework, which I had some hand in originating but which
was not mentioned in the paper. This deals with the various "phase descrip:
tions" of the international system and the civumstances that move the
system from one phase into another. In two previous works' I outlined four
possible phases pf the international system. The first is "stable war," which

actually is not too common in human history but is by ,no means unknown.
The second is "unstable war," in which war is regarded as the norm but is in-

terrupted by periods of peace, brought about by treaties, royal manlages
and the like. As the intervals of peace become longer, this.phase passes,
often imperceptibly with no very cleaaoundary, into a third .phase of
"unstable peace," in which peace is regarded as the norm but is interrupted
by periods of war. The ostensible object of this phase is to restore Nace, of
course on terms favorable to the victor. And then, as I argue in the paper,
since 1815 at least in some areas this has passed over into areas of."stWe
peace," in which the probability of war is extremely low, even between inde-
pendent states.

Dr. Bobrow argues that in 'any appraisal of research and development,
particularly technological development, in weaponry, for instance, the
question of whether the change may shift the system from one phase to a

more adverse phase should constantly be raised. I would go even further
and suggest that in a sense these phases are related to the stress-strength
model. In stable war thf strength of the systemlis virtually zero; any stress
results in war. As we move from unstable war into unstable peace, the
strength of the system, relative to the stress, increases. As we move into
stable peace, the strength of the system becomes so great that the stress
neverigises to the point Where the system breaks. The research problem here

actually has curious parallels to the iiroblems involved in nondestructiVe
testing. A system break is destructive testing of the relative stress and
strength of the system. When the systekis broken, we know that the stress

is greater than the strength. Any increase in nondestructive testing would
presumably create feedback systems that would lessen the possibility of de-

structive tdsting. The information and measurement problems here are very

severe, but this should be a challenge to the scientific 'community tor_
vigorously pursue the enterprise rather than to abandon it.

Dr. Bobrow raises the verYimportant short:run question of whether the
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development of first-strike capability in either the United States or the
Soviet Union, or both, lessens the strength of the system, makes cata-
strophic war more probable, diminishes our security and moves us from the
not-too-unstable peace that we now have into a much less stable peace. This
question should certainly bean objective of any research into weapons ap-
praisal. He also raises the question of the relation*ip between the ability to
fight a cony entional war and the probability of nuclear war. This also
would seem to be a N ery legitimate subject of short-run research, although I
am not sure myself what the outcome w'ould be. Certainly our inability to
fight a rev olutionary guerrilla-type war in Vietnam Only slightly increased
the probability of nuclear war with the Soviet Union. Furthermore, there is
a very general delegitimation of what might be called "colonial war" that
makes it extrehiely difficult to pursue one to any politically successful con-
clusion, although it may take a few more eitamples before people are per-
suaded of this. An ability on the part of the United States to-invade and
conquer Iran would almost certainly increase the probability of nuclear war
with the Soviet Union. This should certainly be a subject of regearch.

Dr. Bobrow's essential point, as I understand it, is that we cannot answer
the question of how we get worldwide stable peace immediately, bu4what

y we can do is ask ourselves what changes in scientific knowledge and technol-
ogy, and even in weapons technology, will move the system toward in-
creasing the probability of peace and diminishing that of war. This seems to
me a very sound point of view, even in the short run. -

Dr. Bobrow also suggested that a paper of a very different kind cou[d be
written that would stay within the existing "normal science" framework in
treating national defense. It might be that this could be done, but I could
not do it.

Ahother important point that Dr. Bobrow makes is the necessity for
studying the decision-making processes of national states with regard to
unilateral national defense. ragrie very strongly with this, in spite of the
difficulties' that are involved. He also makes the extremely interesting point
that, whereas the time-horizon on technical innaations, particularly in the
defense field, is apt to be from 20 to 60 years, our time-horizon in social,
economic and political predictions is very much less than this. He suggestS
from I to 8 years even 8 years seems optimistic to me. Unfortunately, I see
no answer to this problem. Social systems are quite inherently unpredictable
because of the fact that decisions are very frequently affected by quite ran-
dom factors. They are also unpredictable because of our inherent inability
to predict the future of knowledge or even of technology. If we could
predict it, we would have discovered it by now. Information has to be sur-
prising or it is not information. In social systems, information dominates
the whole system and is merely modified by mechanical regularities. These
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consideiations would suggest, howeler, that research and development in
national defense are quite inherently pathological, that they cannot con-
tribute to our security and must diminish it. If this is so, the urgency of find-
ing a skibstitute becomes all the greater. ..

3
Dr. JOhn Coleman made some useful specific points that I have incorpor-

ated,in the revisidn of the original paper. He again -emphasizes the point
that the Department. of Defenseoperates essentially in the short run and
that its demands for research and development are largely governed by this.
In reply, I would argue that I think any.short-run pi-6gram must bpsnade in
the light of long-run probabilities, and that if these probabilities rise to a
certainty of total catastrophe, there is no point in short-run optimization.
This indeed would be "sub-optimization," that is, findipg die' best way of

. doing something that'*shouild not be done at all._"Sub-optimization" is one
of the major sources of bad decisions in any field of human life.

DA, Lorin Stieff alsO made some excellent textual points, some of which I
have,tried to incorporate.,He felt that the whole point of view was too un-
familiar to mo4. people fo be readily-understood. He also felt the need for
expanding many of thte ideas in the paper, particularly the concept of the
threat system and of the instability of deterrence. His criticism would sug-
gest the,need for a substantial research project on threat systems in both in-

- ternational and domestic society, and I woufd certainly endorse the need for
this.

Dr: Richard Scribner shared many of Dr. Siieff's concerns and raised the
ijuestion of whether any assessment of new wea6ons should be done try an
integrated group, .which would include social' scientists as well as physical

' scientists and engineers, td look at thé...impact on the total world social sys-
tem.. He also was concerned abäut how to translate these rather unfamiliair
ideas into langliage that would be comprehensible to a wider audience. He
was struck with the need for the study of the legitimation of threat systems.

One' problem that did not-come up in the discussion was that of the eco-
nomic impact of the "war industiy." A good deal of work has'heert done on
this subject over the past 245 years, and there is fairly broad cOnsensus that

. this is by no means an insoluble problern. The U.S. economy especially is re-
markably flexible; there is no sense in which a large war industry is neces-
-sartto produce full emploYment. In 1945-1946 we shifted about 30 percent
of the economy from the war industry into civilian productiorrwithout
unemployment rising above 3 percent. In the early 1960s a fairly sharp
reduction in the war industry (from about 9 percent to 7 percent of the

ross National Product itINP1) was accompanied by an appreciable reduc-
n in unerm5loymeht. In fact, the w ar industry whiclithas averaged about

cent of GNP in the past 25 -years has been a seVere_curiulative drain
S. economy, evp greater in qualitative terms tha9Ahe 7'percent
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would suggest because of its high technology. The loss represents an inter-
nal brain-drain that probably accounts for a significant part of the relatively
poor growth performance of the U.S. economy during this period.

A more difficult,problem, which also did not come up, is the .threat to the
military subculture itself that the crisis in unilateral national defense im-
plies. This threat is somew hat parallel' to the crisis in religioussubcultures
that the rise of science Created. Such threats are understandably sharply -
resisted, and creathe adaptation to them is the key to survival. The poten-
tiality for the transformation of military, subcultures, such 30 is suggested,
for instance, in Michael Harbottle's remarkable study of the United Na-
tions' forces in Cyprus, The Impartial Soldier, is worthy of much serious
study.5 .

In a larger context, national "defense" must be seen as part of a segment
of the total world dynamic system that issoncerned with the prevention of
unwanted change. Th6 social sciences in thçir normative modethave concen-
trated so much onthe achieNement of wanted change that they have almost
totally neglected the prooblem of defense against unwanted change. This is
unfortunate, for such a defense easily becomes pathological, as the

?psychological term defense mechanisms suggests. Nevertheless, defense in
this sense is an entirely legitimate, and indeed a most important, problem in
all areas of human life and interaction. The direction of tfte social sciences
toward thiS kind of aefense would be a most valuable widening of their
agendas.

. ,

If indeed one dominant conclu-sion emerges from this discussion, it is that
the agendas in the study of defense must be widened and that the scientific
isolation of the national 'defense establishment must be broken down.
Othervise, we are likelY to continue to slide down a slippery slope toward
the cliff of irretrievable disaster in major nuclear war.

.,
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Research, University of Iowa. . .

Herbert I. Fusfeld, Director, Center for S'ciance and Technology Policy, New York
University, -,

Denos C. Gazis, Assistant Director, Coniputer Science Department, IBM Research
Center

Robert Gillespie, Vite Provost for Computing, University of Washington

Richard Goldstein, Department of Microbielogy and Molecular Genetics, Harvard,
Medical School

William Hamilton, Professor, Management and Technology Program, University of
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Donald J Hillman, Director, Center for Information and Computer Science, Lehigh
University t
Irving S. Johnson, Vice President, Lilly Research Laboratories, Eli Lilly and
Company

Nathan J. Karch, Clement Associates, Inc., Scientific Regulatory Consultants

Ginger P. Keller, Office of Public Sector Programs, American Association for the
Advancement of Science. Current address: . Graduate Program in Science,
Technology and Public Policy, George Washington University

Julia Graham Lear, Deputy Director, Community Hospital Program, School of
Medicine, Georgetown University

Alan Leshner, Five Year Outlook Program Manager, Office of Special Projects, Na-
tional Science Foundation

John ht. Logsdon, Director, Graduate Program in Science, Technology and Public
Policy, George Waspington University

Leah M. Lowenstein, Associate Dean, School of Medicine, Boston University

' William W. Lowrance, Senior Fellow and Director, Life Sciences and Public Policy
Program, Rockefeller Unjversity

Allan C. Maztir, Professor, Social SdiencelVogram, Syracuse University

Granger Morgan, Professor, Department of Engineering and Public Policy,
Carnegie-Mellon University

Pauline Newman; Director, Patent and Licensing Deriartment, FMC Corporation
4

Gail Pesyna,President's Commission on a National Agenda for the Eighties. Current
address. Central Research and 13ev elopment Department, E.I. du Pont de Nemours &

, Co., Inc.
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Richard A. Rertig, Senior gocial Scientist, RAND Corporation. Current address:

Chairman, Department of Social Sciences, Illinois Institute of Technology

Henry Riecken, Senior Program Advisor, National Library of Medicine

J. David Roessner, Professor, School of Social Sciences, Georgia Institute of
Tech nology

Richard S. Rosenbloom, Daad Sarnoff Professor of Business Administration, Har-

vard BUsiness School

Jane Setlow, Biology Department, Brookhaven National Laboratory

mcent F. Simmon, Vice President for Technical Operations, Genex Corporation

.. Laboratories r- t
Kenneth Solomon, Engineering and Applied Science Department, RAND
Corporation

Albert H. Teich (Project Director), Manager, Science Policy Studies, American
Association for the Advancement of Sciedce

Ray Thornton (Chairman), President, Arkansas State University

James A . i/aupel, Professor, Departments of Public Policy Studies and Business
Administration, Duke University

Jil/ P. A =berg, Office of Public Sector Programs, American Association for the

Adoncement of Science

Charles A einer, Professor.Oh-listory of Science and Technology, Massachusetts In-

stitute of Technology

Karl yillenbrock, Cecil H. Green Professor of Engineering, School of Engineering

and Applied Sciences, Southern Methodist University
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AAAS Committee on Science,
Eagineering and Public Policy

Chairman:
The Honorable Ray Thornton (1983),* PreSident, Arkansas State University

Dr. R. Darryl Banks (1983), Senior Scientist, RAND Corporation ,

ti Dr. Eloise E. Clark (1983)(Board representative), Natonal Science Foundation

Dr. Gerald P. Dinneen (1983), Vice President, Science and Technology, Honeywell,
Inc.

/-
Dr. -Phylli Kahn (1984), ?Member, Minnesota House of Representatives

r

Dr. Melv. Kranzberg (1982), Callawax Professor of the History of Technology,
Georgia thstitiite of Technology

Dr. Wesley A. Kkhrt (1982), Vice President, Technology, United Technologies Cor-
.

poration
,

Dr. Patricia McFate (1982), Deputy Chairman,, National Endowment for the
Humanities 4

1

Dr. Blaine C. McKusick (1983), Haskell Laboratory for Toxicology and Industrial
. Medicine, E.L du Pont de Nemot'irs & Ca.

.
Dr. Edwin Mansfield (1984), Department of Economics, University of Pennsylvania

Mr. Rodney W. Nichols (1983), Execrptive Vice President, The Rockefeller University

br. Gail Pesyna (1984), Program Specialist, New Business, Programs, Central
Research and Development Department, E. du Pont de Nemburs & Co., Inc.

Dr. Benjamin S. P. Shen f1984), Reese W. Flower Professor of 'Astrophysics,. .
University of Pennsylvania /

Mr. William D. Carey (6 officio), Executive Officer, AAAS

..

Ms. Patricia S. &lin, Staff RePresentative, ijAAS, Washington. D.C. .

'Terms expire onik last day of the annual melting of the year indicated id parentheses.
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energy concerns, 196, 223
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international cooperation, 144, 169,
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research priorities, 201
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Agriculture, Department oF, 144181,
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AT&T Company, 68
Atomic Energy Commission, 117
Audiocassette industry, 35-36
Australia

mineral resources, 243
uranium export restrictions, 146
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international competitive position, 159,

246
Japan, 41, 51

Aut omobiles
"pollution, 118, 121

safety, 105, I I I
Avco Corporation, 38

Bangladesh
agriculture, 176, 210
GNP growth, 223
population trends, 216, 230
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Bazelon, Ju'age David, 120

Belgium
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Biogen, Inc., 72
Biomedical research. See Health and

medicine
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Biotechnology. See Recombinant DNA
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ethanol use, 161, 165
mineral resources, 243
nuclear powet, 165
population trends, 221
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